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Preface 

In the summer of 1982, I gave a course of lectures in a castle in the small town 
of Thurnau outside of Bayreuth, West 'Germany, whose university hosted the' 
lecture series. The Summer School was supported by the Volkswagen founda
tion and organized by Professor C. Simader, assisted by Dr. H. Leinfelder. I 
am grateful to these institutions and individuals for making the school, and ' 
thus this monograph, possible. 

About 40 students took part in a grueling schedule involving about 45 hours 
of lectures spread over eight days! My goal was to survey the theory of I 

Schr6dinger operators emphasizing recent results. While I would emphasize , 
that one was not supposed to know all of Volumes 1 - 4 of Reed and Simon (as 
some of the students feared!), a strong grounding in basic functional analysis 
and some previous exposure to Schr6dinger operators was useful to the I 

students, and will be useful to the reader of this monograph. 
Loosely speaking, Chaps. 1 - 11 of this monograph represent "notes" of I 

those lectures taken by three of the "students" who were there. While the gener- ' 
al organization does follow mine, I would emphasize that what follows is far , 
from a transcription of my lectures. Even with 45 hours, many details had to be , 
skipped, and quite often Cycon, Froese and Kirsch have had to flesh out some 
rather dry bones. Moreover, they have occasionally rearranged my arguments, ' 
replaced them with better ones and even corrected some mistakes! 

Some results such as Lieb's theorem (Theorem 3.17) that were relevant to 
the material of the lectures but appeared during the preparation of the mono
graph have been included. 

Chapter 11 of the lectures concerns some beautiful ideas of Witten reducing I 

the Morse inequalities to the calculation of the asymptotics of eigenvalues of ! 

cleverly chosen Schr6dinger operators (on manifolds) in the semiclassical limit. I 

When I understood the supersymmetric proof of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern 
theorem (essentially due to Patodi) in the summer of 1984, and, in particular, 
using Schr6dinger operator ideas found a transparent approach to its analytic I 

part, it seemed natural to combine it with Chap. 11, and so I wrote a twelfth 
chapter. Since I was aware that Chaps. 11 and 12 would likely be of interest to a 
wider class of readers with less of an analytic background, I have included in 
Chap. 12 some elementary material (mainly on Sobolev estimates) that have 
been freely used in earlier chapters. 

Los Angeles, Fall 1986 Barry Simon 
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1. Self-Adjointness 

Self-adjointness ofSchrodinger operators has been a fundamental mathematical 
problem since the beginning of quantum mechanics. It is equivalent to the unique 
solvability of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, and it plays a basic role 
in the foundations of quantum mechanics, since only self-adjoint operators can 
ben understood as quantum mechanical observables (in the sense of von Neumann 
[361]). 

It is an extensive subject with a large literature (see e.g. [293, 107, 196]) and 
the references given there), and it has been considerably overworked. There are 
only a few open problems, the most famous being ]orgens' conjecture (see [293, 
p. 339; 71, 317]). 

We will not go into an exhaustive overview, but rather pick out some subjects 
which seen to us to be worth emphasizing. We will begin with a short review of 
the basic perturbation theorems and then discuss two typical classes of pertur
bations. Then we will discuss Kato's inequality. Finally, using an idea of Kato, 
we give some details of the proof of the theorem of Leinfelder and Simader on 
singular magnetic fields. 

1.1 Basic Perturbation Theorems 

First, we give some definitions (see [293, p. 162] for a more detailed discussion). 
We denote by A and B, densely-defined linear operators in a Hilbert space H, 
and by D(A) and Q(A), the operator domain and form domain of A respectively. 

Definition 1.1. Let A be self-adjoint. Then B is said to be A-bounded if and only 
if 

(i) D(A) s D(B) 

(ii) there are constants a, b > 0 such that 

IIBcpli ~ a II Acp II + bllcpll for cpeD(A). (1.1 ) 

The infimum of all such a is called the A-bound (or relative-bound) of B. 
There is an analogous notion for quadratic forms: 

Definition 1.2. Let A be self-adjoint and bounded from below. Then a symmetric 
operator B is said to be A-form bounded if and only if 
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(i) Q(A) ~ Q(B) 
(ii) there are constants a, b > 0 such that 

l<cp,Bcp)l:$; a<cp,Acp) + b<cp,cp) for cpEQ(A). 

The infimum of all such a is called the A-form-bound (relative form-bound) 
of B. 

Note that the operators in the above definitions do not need to be self-adjoint 
or symmetric [196, p. 190, p. 319]. We require it here because later propositions 
will be easier to state or prove for the self-adjoint case. 

A subspace in H is called a core for A ifit is dense in D(A) in the graph norm. 
It is called a form core if it is dense in Q(A) in the form norm. 

There is an elementary criterion for relative boundedness. 

Proposition 1.3. (i) Assume A to be self-adjoint and D(A) ~ D(B). Then B is 
A-bounded if and only if B(A + i)-I is bounded. The A-bound of B is equal to 

lim II B(A + ij,)-I II . 
I)'I-x 

(ii) (form version). Assume A to be self-adjoint, bounded from below and 
Q(A) ~ Q(B). Then B is A-form-bounded if and only if (A + i)-1,2 B(A + i)-112 is 
bounded. The A-form-bound of B is equal to 

lim II(A + iir l2 B(A + iir l/2
11 . 

li'l-x 

The assertion (i) can easily be seen by replacing cp by (A + ii')-I '" in (1.1) and 
observing that IIB(A + ii,)-III :$; [a + (b/li'l)]. (ii) follows analogously. Note that 
there is an extension of this notion which we use occasionally: We say that B is 
A-compact if and only if B(A + i)-I is compact. Here i can be replaced by any 
point of the resolvent set. 

Now we will state the basic perturbation theorem which was proven by Kato 
over 30 years ago, and which works for most perturbations of practical interest. 

Theorem 1.4 (Kato-Rellich). Suppose that A is self-adjoint, B is symmetric and 
A-bounded with A-bound a < 1. Then A + B [which is defined on D(A)] is self 
adjoint, and any core for A is also a core for A + B. 

We give a sketch of the proof. Note that self-adjointness of A is equivalent 
to Ran(A ± ip) = H for some p > 0 [292, Theorem VIII.3]. Then, as above. we 
conclude from (1.1) that 

IIB(A ± ip)-III :$; a + ~ . 
p 

Thus, for plarge enough C := B(A ± ip)-I has norm less than 1, and this implies 
that Ran( 1 + C) = H. This, together with the equation 
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(I + C)(A ± iJl)cp = (A + B ± iJl)cp cP E D(A) 

and the self-adjointness of A, implies that Ran(A + B ± iJl) = H. The second part 
of the theorem is a simple con seq uence of (1.1). 

There are various improvements due to Kato [196] and Wust [371] for the 
case a = 1, but in fact all the perturbations one usually deals with in the theory 
of Schrodinger operators have relative bound O. 

There is also a form version of Theorem 1.4 (due to Kato, Lax, Lions, 
Milgram and Nelson): 

Theorem 1.S (KLMN). Suppose that A is self-adjoint and bounded from below 
and that B is symmetric and A-bounded with form-bound a < 1. Then 

(i) the sum of the quadratic forms of A and B is a closed symmetric form on 
Q(A) which is bounded from below. 

(ii) There exists a unique self-adjoint operator associated with this form which 
we call the form sum of A and B. 

(iii) Any form core for A is also a form core for A + B. 

For a proof, see [293, Theorem X.I7]. We will denote the form sum by A + B 
when we want to emphasize the form character of the sum. otherwise we will 
write A + B. 

Note that in spite of the parallelism between operators and forms, there is a 
fundamental asymmetry. There are symmetric operators which are closed but 
not self-adjoint. But a closed form which is bounded from below is automatically 
the form of a unique, self-adjoint operator [196, Theorem VI.2.l]. The form 
analog of essential self-adjointness, however, does exist: a suitable set being a 
form core. If one defines something to be a closed quadratic form, it is automatic 
that the associated operator is self-adjoint-one knows nothing, however, about 
the operator domain or the form domain. It is therefore a nontrivial fact that a 
convenient set (e.g. Co) is a form core. 

1.2 The Classes Sy and Ky 

In this book, we will study the sum - L1 + V in virtually all cases. But occasion
alIy we will also study ( - iV + a)2 + Vas operators or forms in the Hilbert space 
U(jRV). Here V is a real-valued function on jRV describing the electrostatic 
potential, and a is a vector-valued function which describes the magnetic poten
tial. We denote by Ho the self-adjoint representation of - L1 in L 2(jRv). In 
reasonable cases, one can think of V as a perturbation of Ho. PhysicalIy, this 
IS motivated by th'e uncertainty principle which alIows the kinetic energy to 
control some singularities of V if they are not too severe. This phenomenon 
has no classical analog. This is also practical since the Laplacian has an explicit 
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eigenfunction expansion and integral kernel. and one knows everything about 
operator cores. etc. 

There are two classes of perturbations we will discuss here. The class Sv. 
which is an (almost maximal) class of operator perturbations of Ho and the class 
K v which is the form analog of Sv. Sv was introduced originally by Stummel [352]. 
and has been discussed by several authors (see e.g. [308]). 

Definition 1.6. Let V be a real-valued. measurable function on JRV. We say that 
V E Sv if and only if 

a) lim[sup J Ix - YI4-VIV(yWdvy] = 0 if v> 4 
a!O "I"-yl Sa 

b) lim [sup J In(lx - ylf l I V(yWd vy] = 0 if v = 4 
a!O "I"-ylsa 

c) sup J IV(Y)1 2 dV y < 00 if v ~ 3 . 
" I"-yls I 

For the reader who is disturbed by the lack of symmetry in the above definition. 
we remark that for v ~ 3. 

sup J lV(yWdVy < 00 
" I"-yls I 

is equivalent to 

We define a Sv-norm on Sv by 

IlVlIs.:= sup J K(x.y;v)lV(yWdVy. 
" I"-yls I 

where K is the kernel in the above definition of Sv. We now state (and prove) a 
theorem which shows how these quantities arise naturally. We denote. by 1I·1Ip,q. 
the operator norm for operators from U(jRV) to U(jRV). and by II· lip the norm in 
U(jRV). 

Theorem 1.7. V E Sv if and only if 

lim II (Ho + E)-21V12 11 00.00 = 0 . 
E-~ 

(1.2) 

Proof As with all functions of Ho. (Ho + E)-2 is a convolution operator with an 
explicit kernel Q(x - y. E) [293. Theorem IX.29]. It has the following properties 
(see [308. Theorem 3.t. Chap. 6]). 
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I. Q(X - y, E) ~ 0 , 

{
O(IX - yI4-.) if V > 4 

2. Q(x - y,E) = 0C(lnIX - yl-I) if V = 4 as Ix - yl-+O , 

if V ~ 3 

3. sup e1x-yIQ(x - y, E) -+ 0 as E -+ 00, for any ~ > 0 . 
Ix-yl>6 

Using the elementary fact that 

sup f I V(yW dy < 00 
x Ix-YIS I 

for any Ve S., it is not hard to see that Ve S. if and only if 
suPxfQ(x - y,E)IV(yWd'y-+O as E-+ 00. This gives the result, since 
Q(. -y,E)IV(y)12 is a positive integral kernel and IIAII",.", = IIAIII", holds for 
any A with positive integral kernel. 0 

The above result has an L 2 consequence by a standard "duality and inter
polation" argument: 

Corollary 1.8. If Ve S., then 

II(Ho+E)-IVII2.2-+0 as E-+oo. 

Proof Let Ve S •. Then it is enough to show that 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

since (1.3) follows then by Theorem 1.7. Assume for a moment that V is bounded, 
and consider the function 

F(z) is an operator-valued function which is L I and L'L -bounded and analytic in 
the interior of the strip {zeqReze[O, I]}. Thus, by the Stein interpolation 
theorem [293, Theorem IX.21] and, using that (by duality) 

II(Ho + E)-21V121Ioc.~ = 111V12(Ho + Ef2111.1 , 

we get 

Since 

(1.4) follows for bounded V's, and by an approximation argument, also for all 
VeS •. 0 
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Remark. Note that Corollary 1.8 implies that if V E S .. then it is Ho-bounded with 
Ho-bound 0 by Proposition 1.3 (Proposition 1.3 has to be slightly modified for 
the semi bounded case we are considering here). 

One might think that since S. is telling us something about L "'-bounds and 
C' is "stronger" than L 2, there would be no way going from L 2-bounds to S •. 
So the following theorem is interesting. 

Theorem 1.9. Suppose there are a, b > 0 and a () with 0 < () < I such that, for all 
0< c < I and all cpED(Ho) 

IlVcpll~ ~ cllHocplI~ + aexp(bc-6)lIcplI~ . 

Then VES •. 

Proof We just have to pick the right cp·s. Fix y E ~', t E ~+, and consider the 
integral kernel 

cp(x):= Jexp( -tHo)(x,y) . 

Then, noting that II cp 112 = I and (by scaling) 

IIHocpll2 = ct- 2 for suitable c > 0 

we have 

(1.5) 

Now, take c:= (l + lIn tlf Y, where y:= 2/(1 + (», and multiply (1.5) by 
f exp( - t £) for £ > O. Then the R.H.S. of (1.5) is integrable in t and its integral 
goes to zero as £ -+ ::JJ. Now if we use the identity 

'" (Ho + £)-2 = J fe-rHoe-1E dt 
o 

we get (1.2), and therefore VES. by Theorem 1.7. 0 

The second class of potentials we are considering here is K., which is the 
form analog of S •. This type of potentials was first introduced by Kato [193]. 
See also Schechter [308] for related classes. K. was studied in some detail by 
Ai=elllnan and Simon [7], and Simon [334]. 

Definition 1.10. Let V be a real-valued measurable function on ~'. We say that 
V E K. if and only if 

a) lim[sup J IX-YI2-'W(Y)ld'Y] =0, if v>2 
2~O x Ix-y152 
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b) lim [sup J Inl(x - y)I-IIV(y)1 d.yJ = 0, if \' = 2 
~!o x IX-)11 ~~ 

c) sup J lV(y)ld'y < 00, if v = 1 . 
x IX-)'I ~ I 

We also define a K.-norm by 

IIVII",:= sup J K(x,y;v)IV(y)ld'y 
x IX-)'I~I 

where K is the kernel in the above definition of K •. Then virtually everything 
goes through as before. 

Theorem 1.11 [7]. Ve K. if and only if 

lim II (Ho + EflIVIII oc. Xl = 0 . 
£-1 

The proof is the same as in Theorem 1.7. 

Theorem 1.12 [7]. Suppose there are a, b > 0 and a (j with 0 < (j < 1 such that, 
for all 0 < e < 1 and all cp e Q(Ho) 

(cp,lVlcp) ~ e(cp, Hocp) + aexp(be-")lIcpll~ . 

Then VeK •. 

The proofis again like that in Theorem 1.9 above (see also [7, Theorem 4.9]). 

Remarks. (I) Both of the classes S. and K. have some nice properties: 

a) If /1 ~ v, then K jj £:: K. and Sjj £:: S •. By these inclusions we mean the 
following. Suppose We K jj (resp. Sjj)' and there is a linear surjective map T: jR' -+ 

jRjj and V(x):= W(T(x)). Then V e K. (resp. S.). The canonical example to think 
of here is an N -body system with v = N /1, where a point x e jR' is thought of as 
an N-tuple of /1-dimensional vectors x = (Xl' ... ' x N ) and Tx:= Xi - Xl for 
some i,j e {t, ... , N}, i # j. 

b) There are some Lp-estimates which tell you when a potential is in K. 
(resp. S.), i.e. 

L~nir £:: S. if t>~ for v~4 

p=2 for v<4 

and 

L~nir £:: K. if {p > ~ for v~2 

p=2 for v<2 
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where 

L~nir:= {Vlsup J I V(y)IP dy < oo} . 
x Ix-)'I:5 1 

The proof is a straightforward application of Holder's inequality (see [7, Propo
sition 4.3]). 

(2) If V E K., then V is Ho-form bounded with relative bound O. This follows 
again analogously from Proposition l.3(ii), Theorem 1.11 and a corollary ana
logous to Corollary 1.8. 

The classes K. and S., however, are not the "maximal" classes with respect 
to the perturbation theorems, that is, one just misses the "borderline cases." This 
can be seen in the following: 

Example. (a) Let v ~ 3 and 

Then V E K. if and only if ~ > I, but V is Ho-form bounded with bound 0 if and 
only if ~ > O. 

(b) Let v ~ 5 and Vas in (a). Then VES. if and only if ~ > 1/2 but it is 
Ho-bounded with bound 0 if and only if ~ > O. (a) is a consequence of[7, Theorem 
4.11] and general perturbation properties (see [293, Chap. X.2]). (b) has a similar 
proof. 

Remark. The above example shows that it is false that S. is contained in K •. 

1.3 Kato's Inequality and All That 

We will now sketch a set of ideas' which go back to Kalo [193], and which were 
subsequently studied by Simon [322, 327] (see also Hess, Schrader and Uhlen
brock [163]). 

Let us first consider a vector potential a (magnetic potential), and a scalar V 
(electric potential) satisfying 

aELfoc(IRT 

VELI~c(IR'), V~ 0 , (1.6) 

Then the formal expression 

r := ( - if' - a)2 + V 

is associated with a quadratic form hmax (called the maximal form) defined by 

and 
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• 
hm •• (cp, 1/1):= L ((OJ - iaj)cp, (OJ - iaj)I/I) + (Vl/2cp, V 112 1/1) 

j=l 

for cp, 1/1 E Q(hmax ); (OJ:= o/OXj)' Note that hmax is a closed, positive form (since it 
is the sum of (v + 1) positive closed forms), and therefore there exists a self
adjoint, positive operator H associated with hmax , with 

Q(H) = Q(hma.) and 

(Hcp, 1/1) = hma.(cp, 1/1) for cp,I/IED(H) [196]. 

Note also that (1.6) are the weakest possible conditions for defining a (closable 
positive) quadratic form associated with. on C;'(~·). The closure of this form 
[which is the restriction of hmax to C;'(~')] is caIled hmin • Our first theorem now 
says that these two forms coincide. Thus, the self-adjoint operator associated 
with the formal expression. is, in a sense, unique. 

Theorem 1.13 [329, 195]. C;'(~') is a form core for H. 

We give only a sketch of the proof (see [329]). 

Step 1. 

e-tH : L2(~')-+LX>(~'), tE~+. 

We only need to show that 

le-,Hcpl:$; e-,Holcpl, cpEL2(~') 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(which is the semigroup version of Kato's inequality, sometimes also caIled 
Kato-Simon inequality or diamagnetic inequality; see [327]), since (1.7) foIlows 
from (1.8) by using Young's inequality and the fact that exp( -cH 0) is a convolu
tion with an L2-integral kernel. 

We know that H is a form sum of v + 1 operators. Therefore, we can use a 
generalized version of Trotter's product formula (shown by Karo and Masuda 
[198]) and get 

where 

Dj:= OJ - iaj , j E {t, ... , v} . 

Now,let 

"I 

;./x):= J a(x l ... •• Xj-I' y. Xj+I' .. ·• xv)dy . 
o 
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Then [329] 

(Note that, in a "physicist's language", this means that in one dimension, mag
netic vector potentials can always be removed by a gauge transformation.) 
Therefore 

expGD/) = eXP(ii')jexpGc/ )exP( -ii.J) , so that 

lexp(tD/)cpl ~ exp(tc/)Icpl, cpeL2(IRW). 

Now (1.8) follows from (1.10), (1.9) and lexp( -Wln)1 ~ I. 

Step 2. L L(IRW) n Q(H) is a form core for H. 

(1.10) 

This follows from (1.7) and the fact that Ran [exp( -tH)] is a form core for 
H by the s¢pectral theorem. 

Step 3. L~omp(IRW)nQ(H) is a form core for H [where L~mp(IRW):= {cpeU(IRW)1 
cp e L 7.. (IRW), supp cp is compact}]. 

This follows by a usual cut-otT approximation argument, i.e. choose '1 e 
Ct (IRW) with '1 = 1 near 0, then consider. for any cp e L Xl n Q(H) 

CPn(x):= '1 (~) cp(x) (n eN) 

then CPn ..... CPo (n ..... 00) in the form sense. Now the proof will be finished by 

Step 4. Ct(IRW) is a form core for H. 
This follows by a standard mollifier argument, i.e. choosej e C~(IRW) such that 

Jj(x)dW x = I; set jt:= c-Wj(xlc). then for cp e L~mp n Q(H) CP.:= j •• cp e CO' and 
CPt ..... cp, (c ..... 0) in the form sense. 0 

Note that in the last two steps. it is crucial that the approximated function 
isinU'. 

The next theorem is also a well-known result [193]. 

Theorem 1.14. Let V ~ 0, VeLfoc(IRW) and a = O. Then H:= Ho + V is essen
tially self-adjoint on Ct (IRW). i.e. Ct (IRW) is an operator core for H, and its closure 
is the form sum. 

The proof is exactly the same as in Theorem 1.13 (replacing form cores by 
operator cores and form domains by operator domains) with one additional step. 
Once one notices that L "'(IRW) n D(H) is an operator core for H one uses the 
formula 

H('1CP) = "Hcp + 2V'1' V cp - cpA" (1.11) 
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for <P E L 1(IRW) Il D(H) and '1 E C~(IRW). The right-hand side of (1.11) makes sense 
since we know from Theorem 1.13 that <P E Q(H) and therefore J7 <P E L 2(lRw)w. 
Equation (1.11) can then be used to show the analogous steps of Step 3 and Step 
4 in Theorem 1.13. D 

1.4 The Leinfelder-Simader Theorem 

Our last theorem in this chapter is a result due to Leinfelder and Simader [229]. 
It finishes the problem of self-adjointness of Schrodinger operators with singular 
potentials and V ~ 0 by giving a definitive result. 

Theorem 1.15 (Leinfelder, Simader [229]). Let V ~ 0, V E Lfoc(IRW) and a E 
L~c(IRT and J7. a E Lfoc(IRW). Then H [the operator associated with the maximal 
form of( -iJ7 - a)2 + V] is essentially self-adjoint on C~(IRW). 

Though not explicitly mentioned in [229], the key lemma in the proof of 
Leinfelder and Simader is 

Lemma 1.16 (Kato's Version [197]). Let <PEL~mp(IRW), aEL~c(IRW)w. If J7<pE 
L 2(IRT and - A<p + 2ia' J7 <P E L 2(lRw), then A<p E L 2(lRw) and J7 <p E L 4(IRT. 

Proof(of Lemma 1.16) [227]. By a scaling argument, it is clear that without loss 
one can choose supp <p to be contained in the unit ball BI • One needs, as a basic 
step, the following inequality which goes back to Gagliardo [127] and Nirenberg 
[264] 

(1.12) 

for any P E (1, 00), <p E L':;,mp and a suitable constant d(p) depending on p. (Note 
11V<p11:= II 1V<p1 II ). Equation (1.12) can be shown by using 

IIcj<plli~ = limJ {[(Cj<p)2 + e]P-lcj<p}Cj<P 
£-0 

partial integration and controlling all second derivatives by the formula 
IID2<pllp ~ d'(p) IIA<pllp (see [350, p. 59]). If we choose 1 < Po ~ PI < 00 and only 
concern ourselves with p E [Po, pd, then d:= max d(p) can be chosen indepen
dently of p. 

From (1.12) we get, for e > 0 and PE [PO,PI] 

11V<p11 2P ~ lde-III<pllx + l de ll A<Pll p . 

Thus. with g:= -A<p + 2ia' V<p 

11V<p11 2P ~ !de-III<pII", + ldellollp + l de l12ia' V<pll p • 

Now. since supp <p is in the unit baH. if we choose p ~ PI ~ 2. we can always 
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estimate Ilgli p by IIgll2' and by using ae L 4(IRT and Holder's inequality, we get 

II Vcpll 2p ~ c(e) + lcellVcpll, 

for some C, c(e) > 0, where 1/, = I/p - 1/4. Now take 

( I I )-1 
'n:= 4+2n+1 ,neN 

Then 'n ~ 4 and 'n /' 4 and 

2~n =~(~+~)='n~1 . 

If we choose e > 0 suitably, we get inductively that IVcpl e U" and II Vcpll," ~ D + 
1/21W cp II, , for some constant D and all 'n' Here we used the fact that 'n ~ 2Pn 
and that ;uppcp is contained in the unit ball. This implies IWcpll," ~ 2D, (neN) 
and therefore IWcpll4 < 00, and this proves Lemma 1.16. 0 

Having this result, the proof of Theorem 1.15 is as elementary as the above 
theorems. 

P,oof (of Theorem 1.15). The only problem in following the proof of Theorem 
1.13 is Step 4, since the mollifier j. does not commute with W - ia). All other 
steps work as in Theorems 1.13 and 1.14, i.e. we can prove as above that 
L':omp n D(H) is an operator core for H. So, for cp e L':'omp n D(H) 

( 1.13) 

By the assumptions of Theorem 1.15 and Lemma 1.16, each individual term in 
(1.13) is in U(IRW) and V cp e L 4(lRw)w. This suffices to show that the "mollified" 
sequence CP.:= j •• cp converges to cp in the operator norm as e -+ O. 0 



2. LP-Properties of Eigenfunctions, and All That 

In this chapter, we study properties of eigenfunctions and some consequences 
for the spectrum of H. 

We begin with some semigroup properties which turn out to be useful for 
showing essential self-adjointness of Ho + V when the negative part of V is in K, 
(Section 2.1). In Sects. 2.2 and 3, we give some estimates for eigenfunctions, which 
we use in Sect. 2.4, to give a characterization of the spectrum of H. 

In Sect. 2.S, we make some assertions about positive solutions, and in Sect. 
2.6 we give an alternative proof of the result of Zelditch, that the time evolution 
exp( -itH) has a weak integral kernel under suitable hypotheses on V. 

We will only prove a few things, and refer the reader to the review article of 
Simon [334] which has fairly complete references and results. Some of the results 
are also contained in the Brownian motion paper of Aizenman and Simon [7]. 

2.1 Semigroup Properties 

The first theorem states a basic "smoothing" property of the semigroup asso
ciated with H = Ho + V where Ho is the self-adjoint realization of ( - A). We will 
give a complete proof of it. The following Corollary 2.2 is an immediate con
sequence of the L2 ...... L'Xl-boundedness of the semigroup. It is an extension of 
Theorem 1.14, i.e. it gives essential self-adjointness of H if V_ (the negative part 
of V) is in K,. In the last proposition, we give (without proof) a semigroup 
criterion for V being in K, if V is negative. This illustrates the "naturalness" of 
the class K, for these LP-properties. 

Theorem 2.1 [7]. If Ve K, and t > 0, then exp( -tH) is a bounded operator from 
U to U for all I ;:5; p ;:5; q ;:5; 00. 

Remark. Note that Ve K, implies that V is Ho-form bounded with relative bound 
O. So H:= Ho + V is well defined and self-adjoint as a form sum (see Theorem 
1.5). 

Proof (of Theorem 2.1). We divide it into six steps. 

Step 1. exp( -tH): L "'(IR') ...... vr (IR') is bounded for smallt. 
We have. for VeK, 

, 
lim IIJe-d'olVldsll",.r = 0 . (2.1) 
''000 0 
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To verify (2.1), we note that exp( - tHo) has an explicit integral kernel 

( Ix - Y12) P(x, y, t):= (4mrv/2 exp - 4t . 

Moreover, explicit integration shows that 

1 

Q(x, y, t):= J P(x, y, s) ds 
o 

behaves outside the region A := {(x, y) E 1R2v ll x - yl ;:5; 4Jr} like 

( IX-J-f) Ix - ylYexp - 4t 

for suitable i' real and inside the region A like 

Ix - yl-(V-2, if v ~ 3 

lnlx - yl-I ifv = 2 
c if v = 1 , 

i.e. like the kernel in Definition 1.10 of Kv' Thus, 

lim III j e-·Hol VI dsil ;:5; lim II J ,c Q(x,y,t)1 V(Y)ldvyll 
1'1000 r.x 1'100 Ix-)'1~4,,1 r 

+ lim II J rQ(X,y,t)IV(Y)ldvyll . 
1'10 0 Ix-YI>4,,'1 ,:x: 

(2.2) 

The first term on the R.H.S. vanishes since V E K v' and the second because of 
(2.2), if we use the fact V E L~nir' 

Therefore, we can choose a to > 0 such that 

2:= Ille-lIIolVldS!ix.:x: < 1 . 

Now assume for a moment that V E elf. Then we can expand the semigroup by 
the Dyson-Phillips expansion: 

x 

e-III = L 1] 
j=O 

To:= e-1Ho 

T ·j'- f 

where 

and 

j n dsiexp( -SI Ho)V exp( -s2 Ho)V ... 
J ;=1 

o~r·.~1 
1= I 

eXP(-SjHo)Vexp [ -(t - it. Si)HoJ . 
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Now we calculate the norm of ~ as an operator from L oc to L''''. Let t ~ to and 
denote by I ~I the operator which has replaced V by I VI in ~. Then 

II ~II:». x ~ III ~IIII tIC 

~ II0:5!.:51 iI] dSi exp( -s. Ho) IVI exp( -S2 HO)'" III oc 

• :5i:5j 

The last inequality holds since the last factor on the L.H.S. is equal to I. 
Therefore, we have 

ex; 

lIe-lUllx.x ~ L ~j < 00 
j=O 

since ~ < I. 
Now let VE K •. Using the continuity of J K(x,y, v)V(y)d'y in x [7, Theorem 

4.15] where'K is the kernel in Definition 1.10 of K., one can easily find a sequence 
{v,,}ne'\l £ Co such that v" ...... V, (n ...... oc) in the K.-norm. Then we have 
Ilexp(-sHo)(v" - Vm)llx.x ...... O when n, m ...... oc, by arguments similar to those 
we used to verify (2.1). 

Now, if we denote by ~n the operator which has replaced V by v", we can 
conclude, by a suitable "telescoping" argument, that {~n}ne'\l is a Cauchy 
sequence in B(V\ V<-), and therefore also {exp( - tHn)}ne'\l' where Hn := Ho + v". 
Thus, a limiting argument yields 

Ile- II'lIx.x < oc 

for general V E K •. 

Step 2. By the semigroup property, we know that exp( - tH) is bounded from LX 
to LX for all t E IR+. 

Step 3. We claim that 

I[exp( -tH)f](x)j2 ~ [exp( -tHo)lfI2 ](x){exp[ -t(Ho + 2V)] I} (x) (2.3) 

holds for f E L 2 and a.e. x E IR·. Assume for a moment that V E Co. Consider for 
CPECo,CP~O ' 

F(=):= <exp[ -t(Ho + =VlJlfI2-=,cp). 0 ~ Re= ~ 2 . 

Then this is an analytic function in =. When Re= = 0, then IF(=)I ~ 
<exp( - tHo)l.fl2, cp), since the imaginary part of = just gives a phase factor (use 
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the Trotter product formula). When Re z = 2, then 1/12-: gives a phase factor. 
So 

IF(z)1 ~ (exp[ -t(Ho + 2V)]I,lP>, ifRez = 2 . 

Therefore, by Hadamard's three line theorem [293, p. 33] we conclude, for 
Rez = I 

IF(z)1 ~ (exp( -tH)l/I,lP> 

~ [(exp(-tHo)l/12,lP>r,2{(exp[ -t(Ho + 2V)]I,lP>P'2 . 

Furthermore, since exp( -tH) is positivity preserving [293, Theorem X.55], we 
have 

le-r"/l ~ e-r" III, and hence 

l(exp(-tH)/,lP>1 2 ~ (exp(-tHo)1/1 2,lP>(exp[ -t(Ho + 2V)]I,lP> . (2.4) 

Now let xEIR', and choose lP(x'):= lP.(x - x'), x'EIR', e > 0 where lP.(·):= 
e-'t/lUe), with t/I E C~, t/I ~ 0, 1It/l1l1 = I. Then (2.4) reads as 

lexp( -tH)/. lP.1 2(x) 

~ [exp( -tHo)1/12• lP.](X) {exp( -t(Ho + 2V)] I. lP.}(x) , 

and this gives (2.3) for V E C[{' when e ...... 0 for a.e. x. 
If V E K" we can approximate V again by C~-functions in the K,-norm and 

get (2.4), and therefore (2.3) in this case. 

Step 4. exp( -tH) is bounded from U to L 00. Because 2 V E K .. we know that 
lIexp( -t(Ho + 2 V) III '" ~ c by Step I. Since exp( -tHo) is a convolution with a 
smooth decaying function, exp( - tHo) is bounded from Lito L 00. Thus, we can 
estimate, by (2.3), 

Ile-rllfll~ ~c111/12111 ~cllfll~, 

Step 5. exp( -tH) is bounded from U to U by Step 4 and duality. 

Step 6. exp( - tH) is bounded from LP to U for I ~ P ~ q ~ 00. 
We know, by Step 4 and Step 5 and the semigroup property, that exp( - tH) 

is bounded from LI to Loo. Furthermore, since exp( -tH)lPEL2 for lP in a suit
able dense set (say C~) of L I, we can conclude by duality and Step I that 
exp(-tH)lPEL 1, and that exp(-tH) is bounded from LOC to LOO. So we have 
boundedness of exp( - tH) if 

1
(00, 00) by Step I 

(p,q)= (1,1) by duality 
(I, (0) just proven . 
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Now, by the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem [293, Theorem IX.17], 
exp( - tH) is bounded from LP to U for all (p-l, q-l) in the convex set 
{(p-l, q-l)E 1R210 :$; q-l :$; p-l :$; I}, and this proves the theorem. D 

The above proof is very similar to that in [334], where Simon used Brownian 
motion techniques. In fact, our proof is an analyst's translation of the Brownian 
motion proof. Equation (2.3) is more transparent in the Brownian motion lan
guage since it is just the Schwarz inequality in path space. The interpolation 
argument we used is borrowed from Guerra, Rosen and Simon [145]. 

Theorem 2.1 was originally proven, using the above ideas, by Carmona [58] 
and Simon [331] independently. 

Somewhat earlier, it was proven using semigroup analytical methods by 
Kovalenko and Semenov [219]. There were also slightly different results by Herbst 
and Sloan [161] which motivated some of this work. 

One obvious consequence of Theorem 2.1 is the following: 

Corollary 2.2. If V E Lr",,(IR') and V_:= max(O, - V)E K .. then Ho + V is essen
tially self-adjoint on CO'(IR'). 

This is just an extension of Theorem 1.14. The proof is identical, except that 
we replace Step 1 of .that proof by Theorem 2.1 with p = 2 and q = 00, i.e. by the 
fact that ex p( - t H) is bounded from L 2 to L 00. 

We should also remark that V E K, is almost necessary for L "'-semigroup 
bounded ness. for one has the following proposition which we will not prove (see 
[334, Theorem A2.1]). 

Proposition 2.3. Let V:$; O. Then V E K, ifand only if exp( - tH) is bounded from 
u- to L OC; with lim,,, 0 Ilexp( - tH)1I 00.:70 = I. 

This proposition says that K, is the "natural" class for this LP-property. 

Remark. If one keeps track of how the Lp --+ Lq norm of exp( - tH) behaves in t, 
and if one sees for which (p, q) this norm is integrable. one obtains some infor
mation about (powers) of the resolvent of H mapping from LP to Lq. This 
leads to (analogs of) Sobolev estimates where Ho is replaced by H; (see [334], 
Sect. B2). 

2.2 Estimates on Eigenfunctions 

In this section, we state without proof two basic results concerning eigenfunc
tions. and we give some interesting applications. We denote V_ := max(O. - V) 
and 

Kl'oc:= {VlVlP E K, for any lP E CO' (IR')} 

Note that Kl'oc s::: L'~c(IR'). 
The first main result is the following: 
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Theorem 2.4 (subsolution estimate) [7, 334, 131]. Suppose V E Kioc and let 
Hu = Eu in an open set Q £; IRv (in the distributional sense), i.e. in the sense that 
Au E Lloc, Vu E Lloc and 

< -AqJ,u) + «V - E)qJ,u) = 0 for all qJECrf. 

Then 

(i) u is (a.e. equal to) a continuous function in Q. 
(ii) for XEQ and any r > 0 with B:= {yllx - yl ~ r} £; Q we have 

lu(x)1 ~ c J lu(Y)ldVy (2.5) 
1"-JI:5r 

where c depends on r and the K v-norm of V_ XB (XB = characteristic function of 
B). In particular, if V_ E Kv and Q = IRv, then c can be chosen independently of x. 

This estimate is very useful, for example, if u is an eigenfunction (i.e. u E L 2), 
then (2.5) implies that it goes pointwise to 0 at x. Also, if one has exponential 
decay in some average sense, one gets pointwise exponential decay. 

Note that V can always be replaced by V - E, therefore the assertions hold 
also for solutions of Hu = Eu (the constants, however, will be E-dependent). 
Equation (2.5) is called a subsolution estimate because if u ~ 0, then one has only 
to require the distributional inequality Hu ~ 0 (i.e. u has only to be a subsolution) 
for (2.5) to hold. This is proven in [7, Theorem 6.1]. Note also that it generalizes 
the well-known estimates on (sub-) harmonic functions when V = O. 

The other result is 

Theorem 2.5 (Harnack Inequality) [7. 334. 131]. Suppose V E Kioc. let Q £; IRV 
be an open set, Hu = Eu (in the distributional sense). u =1= 0 and u ~ 0 on Q. Let 
K be a compact set K £; Q. Then the following estimate holds 

u(x) 
c- 1 < -~ < c for x I'E K - u(y) - .• J 

(2.6) 

where c depends only on K. Q and on local KV-norms of V. 

The proof of this theorem (in [7]) consists essentially in estimating a proba
bilistic representation ofthe Poisson kernel of H. Brossard [55] and Zhao [381] 
have further studied this Poisson kernel using probabilistic methods. They 
establish that the singularities of this Poisson kernel at the boundary are the 
same as those for harmonic functions. 

We should note that K,. is almost the optimal class for which these estimates 
hold. There is a theorem which says that if V ~ 0 and one has a "strong" Harnack 
inequality, then V E KI~c [7, Theorem 1.I]. This is illustrated by the following 

Example. Let \' = 3, and consider potentials that behave at the origin like 

V(x) = Ixl-2(1nlxWI, Ixl < ~, XE 1R3 • 
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By the example after Theorem 1.12. we know that this is just the border line case 
where V II K •. Furthermore. a straightforward calculation shows that the eigen
solution u of Hu = 0 behaves at 0 like 

u(x) = -lnlxl. Ixl < I . 

Thus. because of the logarithmic singularity of u at O. the Harnack inequality 
and the subsolution estimates fail. 

This example also shows that K. is "exactly" the class where the eigensolu
tions are (locally) bounded. 

Note. however. that for potentials of any sign the (strong) Harnack inequality 
is not a sufficient condition for V to be in K •. There are examples of heavily 
oscillating potentials which are not in K •• but where exp( - tH) is a bounded 
semigroup in LX. So it is quite likely that a Harnack inequality still would hold 
(see [7. Example 3. Appendix I]). 

We should mention that there is a result of Brezis and Kato [54] where it is 
shown that if V is Ho-form bounded with bound O. then the eigenfunctions are 
in all P. p < oc (but they are not necessarily bounded). 

2.3 Local Estimates on Gradients 

In this section. we show some simple Lfoc bounds on Vu for eigenfunctions. and 
that these bounds depend only on local norms on V. These estimates will be 
useful in the next section where we give a characterization of the spectrum of H. 

We start with the following key lemma. 

Lemma 2.6. If u E Lt.c and Au E L,~c. then Vu E Lfoc and for <p E Cit 

(2.7) 

In particular. if u is an eigensolution. i.e. Hu = O. then for <p E Cit. <p ~ 0 

(2.8) 

Proof Equation (2.7) follows just by integration by parts twice for smooth 
functions and then by a mollifier argument. Equation (2.8) follows from (2.7). 0 

Together with the subsolution estimate. this leads to an L I-estimate for the 
gradient. 

Theorem 2.7. Suppose V+:= max{O. V}EKroc. V_ EK. and Hu = o. Then VUE 

Lfoc and for K compact in the open bounded set Q ~ IR' 

S lVuI 2 d'·x ~ e[S IUldvxJ2 . 
K !1 

(2.9) 

where the constant c depends only on local norms on V and on Q and K. 
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Proof. Since V E KICK:' we have u E L'f:,c by Theorcm 2.4. This, together with 
V E L,~c implies Au E Lloc. Thus, if we choose qJ E C(f such that qJ(x) = I for x E K 
and supp qJ =: W' s D, (2.8) implies 

J WuI 2 dYx ~ C, sup lu(xW 
" xe W· 

(2.1 0) 

for suitable c, depending on D and the LI~c norm of V_. Now choosing W" open 
such that W' s W" s D, we conclude from (2.5) that 

sup lu(x)1 ~ C2 J lu(x)ldYx 
xeW" U 

for suitable C2 depending on D and local K v-norms of V_. This, together with 
(2.10), implies (2.9). 0 

The following L2-estimate on "rings" of hypercubes will be useful in the next 
section. 

Corollary 2.8. Let V+ E Kloc ' V_ E Ky and C. be the hypercube 

C.:= {XE lRylmaxlxil ~ r} for rE N . 

Then for any eigensolution u of Hu = 0 and any rE N 

J Wul 2 dYx ~ c f lul 2 , 
Cr • 1 'Cr Cr + 2 ,Cr - 1 

where c is independent of r (it depends only on local norms of V_ ). 

(2.11 ) 

Proof Let K be a unit cube, and K' a cube of side 3 centered at the center of K. 
Then, by (2.9) and the Schwarz inequality 

J Wul 2dYx ~ c[ J IUldYXJ2 
" ". 

for suitable constants C, c. Now (2.11) follows by adding up these estimates for a 
partition of C.+, \C. into unit cubes. 0 

2.4 Eigenfunctions and Spectrum (Sch'nol's Theorem) 

For Schrodinger operators with Ky-potentials there is an interesting character
ization ofthc spectrum [which we dcnote by a(H)]. It consists esscntially (i.e. up 
to a closure) of "cigenvalues" with polynomially bounded cigensolutions. This 
has an important application in Chap. 9, where we discuss the spectrum of 
random Jacobi matriccs. 
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The first theorem is a result of Sch'nol [307] (1957), who assumed that V is 
bounded from below. It was rediscovered by Simon [332], who proved it for more 
general V's, with a very different proof. Our proof here is essentially Sch'nol's 
proof, which we extend to V_ E Ky by using Harnack's inequality. 

Theorem 2.9 (Sch'nol, Simon). Let V+ E Klac . V_ E Ky and Hu = Eu, where u is 
polynomially bounded. Then E E a(H). 

Proof Note that it suffices to prove the assertion only for E = 0, since E can 
always be absorbed in V. 

If u E L 2, then obviously 0 E a(H), since it is an eigenfunction. So assume u ¢ L 2. 

Let C" r = 1,2, ... be the hypercubes defined in Corollary 2.8. Choose", E CO'(IRY) 
with supp", £ C,+\ and ",(x) = I for x E C, such that IILI".II 00 ~ D and II V", 1I:r ~ 
D with a suitable D > 0 independent of r. Let 

w,:= ",u/ll",uIl2 . 

We will show that 

IIHw,J--+O (rn--+oo) 

for a suitable subsequence {rn} £ N. This implies OEa(H), since we have a Weyl 
sequence (see [292, Theorem VII.l2]). 

Since Hu = 0 and 

A(",u) = (LI",)u + 2V",· Vu + ",Llu , 

we get 

H(",u) = - LI",u - 2V",Vu . 

Thus, since IILI",II:ro and IW",II:I) are uniformly bounded, 

IIH",uIl 2 ~ c' J (lul2 + Wul 2 )d Y x 
Cr •• \Cr 

~ c" J lul2dYx (2.12) 
cr + 2 \cr - I 

by Corollary 2.8. 
Let M(r):= Jc.luI2dYx. Then (2.12) implies 

IIHw 112 < c M(r + 2) - M(r - l) M(r + 2) - M(r - I) 
, - 11",uI1 2 ~ M(r - l) 

Now assume there is no subsequence {rn} such that 

M(rn + 2) - M(rn - l) --+ O. (rn --+ 00) . 
M(rn - l) 
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Then there exists aRe N and an IX > 0 such that 

~{r + 2) - M(r - 1) > IX > 0 ifr> R . 
M(r - 1) -

This implies that 

M(r + 2) ~ (1 + IX)M(r - I) and 

M(r + 3) ~ (l + iX)M(r) for r ~ R 

Thus. by induction we get 

M(R + 3k) ~ (I + IXt M(R) for any keN . 

But this means that M(R) has an exponential growth. which is a contradiction 
of the hypothesis that u grows polynomially. D 

Remark. A direct consequence of our proof of this theorem is that if Hu = Eu. u 
is polynomially bounded. and u ~ L 2• then E e acss(H). 

A kind of converse of Theorem 2.9 can also be proven. using trace class-valued 
measures and eigenfunction expansions. It can be found in Simon's review article 
[334. Theorem C5.4] or in [219]. See also [46]. We state it without proof. 

We say that an assertion A(E) holds H-spectrally almost everywhere if and 
only if E,j(H)=O. where ,1:= {EeIRIA(E) does not hold} and E,:1(H) is the 
spectral projection of H on ,1. Then we have 

Theorem 2.10 [334]. If Ve Kv. then H-spectrally a.e. there exists a polynomially
bounded solution of Hu = Eu. 

Note that this does not imply that for any E e a(H). Hu = Eu has a poly
nomially-bounded solution! Combining these two theorems one gets 

Corollary 2.11. If Ve Kv. then a(H) is the closure of the set of all E for which 
Hu = Eu has a polynomially-bounded solution. 

Proof If ,1 s; IR is the set where Hu = Eu has polynomially-bounded solutions. 
then by Theorem 2.9. ,1 s; a(H). Suppose that ,1 is not dense in a(H). Then 
a(H)\A contains a open set S s; a(H) with Es(H) > O. But this contradicts 
Theorem 2.10. D 

2.5 The Allegretto-Piepenbrink Theorem 

Here we will discuss a theorem which was originally shown by Allegretto [9. 10. 
11] and Piepenhrink [283.284] and Moss and Piepenhrink [254]. It states that 
"eigenvalues" below the spectrum have some positive eigensolutions. We will 
prove it under very weak regularity hypotheses. 
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Theorem 2.12. Let V_ e Kv and V+ e Kio •. Then Hu = Eu has a nonzero distribu
tional solution which is everywhere nonnegative if and only if inf t1(H) ~ E. 

proof Suppose inft1(H) ~ E. Let {J"},,e~ be a sequence ofCO'-functions which 
are nonzero and positive with 

suppJ" ~ {xelRvln ~ Ixl ~ 2n} . 

Let u,,:= c,,(H - E + n- I )-IJ", where c" is chosen such that u,,(O) = I. u" is every
where nonnegative since (H - E + n- I ) has a positivity preserving resolvent 
[295, p. 204]. Clearly, U" obeys Hu" = (E - n- I )u" for the region Ixl < n. Thus, 
by Harnack's inequality (2.6), for any R > 0 we know that u,,(x) > 0 if Ixl < R, 
and we can indeed normalize U" such that u,,(O) = I. lv'0reover, by Harnack's 
inequality, we find CR > 0 such that 

CRI ~ u,,(x) ~ CR iflxl < R . 

By passing to a subsequence, we can be sure that U" has a limit point u in the 
weak-star L~c-sense, so that (u", cp) ..... (u, cp), (n ..... :x:,) for all cp eLI with 
supp cp compact. It is easy to see that u is a distributional solution of Hu = Eu, 
and that 

so ~hat u is a nonnegative and not identically zero. 
Conversely, suppose Hu = Eu has a nonzero nonnegative solution. By 

Harnack's inequality, u is strictly positive, and by Theorem 2.7 

We will prove that, for cp e CO' 

(cp,(H - E)cp) = }IIVcp - gcplli , (2.13) 

which implies that H - E ~ O. 
We first prove, (2.13), assuming u e ex:. Then, by direct calculation (as 

operators) 

so 

proving (2.13) in that case. 
Given general u and V as in the assumption, we know that u is continuous 

and locally bounded away from zero (Theorems 2.4, 2.5). Let u"eC'" be u
convoluted with an approximative identity j". Let v.,:= ui l (Aud ) + E and g,,:= 
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U"I Vu". Then (Ho + v.,)u" = Eu", so by the above 

<I{J,(Ho + v., - E)I{J) = IIVI{J - g,,1{J11 2 • 

But since u" -+ u local uniformly (u is continuous!) and Vu" -+ Vu in L~oc' we have 
that g" -+ g in L~oc and v., -+ V in Lt~c as () -+ O. This proves (2.13) in general. 0 

Agmon [4] has made a deep and complete analysis of all positive solutions 
of Hu = Eu if V is periodic. 

2.6 Integral Kernels for exp( - IH) 

It is a comforting fact to learn that some operators have integral kernels. There 
is a very general theorem which implies the existence of an integral kernel: the 
theorem of Dunford and Pettis (see Treves [358]). 

Theorem 2.13. Let (M,p) be a separable measure space, and Y a separable 
Banach space. Let A be a bounded operator from Y to L oc,(M, dp). Then there 
exists a unique (up to sets of p-measure zero) weakly measurable function K from 
M to y* such that, for each fEY and a.e. x EM 

Af(x) = (K(x)./) . 

Moreover, IIKII:r; = IIAII. 

In particular, choosing Y = U(M,dp), I ~ p < 00, so that y* = U(M,dp) 
with q-l + p-l = I, and noting the trivial converse of Theorem 2.13, we have 

Corollary 2.14. If A is bounded from U to L:xl, then there is a measurable function, 
K, on M x M obeying 

sup[J IK(X,Y)lqdvy]l/q = IIAllp,oc, < 00 , (2.14) 
.reM M 

so that, for any f E LP 

(Af)(x) = J K(x,y)f(y)dVy . (2.15) 

Conversely, if A: U -+ U has an integral kernel K in the sense of (2.15) obeying 
(2.14), then A is a bounded map from U to L:xl. 

There are some results which state that the semigroup exp( - tH) has a 
uniformly-bounded,jointly continuous integral kernel [334, Theorem B7.1]. But 
the results for exp( - tH) are much weaker. Consideration of the "free" case (i.e. 
V = 0) shows we cannot hope that there are integral operators in the sense of 
(2.14) and (2.15) for p = 2, since this kernel has no decay. Thus, we need a weaker 
notion of integral kernel. 

We say that an operator A has a weak integral kernel K(x,y) if and only if 
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K E L'~c(IRY X IRY), and for all L :X--functions with compact support f, 9 we have 

(f,Ag) = J f(x)K(x,y)g(y)dYxdYy. 
R'x R' 

Then we have the following result. 

Theorem 2.IS. Suppose V is a COO-function obeying 

I(D~ V)(x)1 ~ C~(1 + Ixlr(~l 

for all multi-indices ~ where either k(ee) = ko - I eel with ko < I or k(ee) = 0 (C" > 0 
suitable). Then exp( - itH) has a weak integral kernel P(x, y, t) for all t =F 0, and 
it is jointly COO on IRY x IRY x (IR\ {O}). 

This was proven by Fujiwara [120, 121] in a series of papers; see also Fujiwara 
[122] and Kitada [209], Kitada and Kumanogo [211]. See also Zelditeh [380] 
for an alternative proof. The restrictions on V are undoubtedly too strong. 
Zelditeh [380] has eased the conditions, e.g. he has the following 

Theorem 2.16. Let V(x) = L:';l v,,(7;,x) where XE IRY, v" is a function on IR'" with 
~(k) E L 2 (IR"'), and 7;, is a linear map of W onto R"'. Then exp( - it H) has a weak 
integral kernel. 

We give here a proof different from that of Zelditch, due to Cyeon, Leinfelder 
and Simon [73] (see also [266]). 

Proof. For simplicity, we assume for a moment m = I and V = V~. We have 

We know that exp( - itHo) is bounded from Lito L 00. So, by Corollary 2.14, it is 
enough to show that 

U(t):= e-itHeitHo 

is bounded from L:X- to L 00. Assume first that V E Co. Then 

, 
U(t) = I + JU(s)V(s)ds, 

o 

where V(s):= exp(isHo) V exp( - isHo). Note that V(s) has the integral kernel 

I (X2 - y2) (x - y) 
V(x,y;s):= (21l)"sY exp 2is t' ~ , 

Now we expand U(t) by the Dyson-Phillips expansion 

L 

U(t) = L Qn(t) , 
n;O 
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where Qn(t) are integral operators with kernels Qn(x,}', t) defined by Qo(x, y, t):= I 
and 

,.-1 It 

Qn(x,}', t):= J n dSj J n dXj V(.xj _ l , Xj: s) , 
OS", SSl ... SnSr j=l "~ j=l 

And we estimate the operators 

Therefore, we have 

IIU(t)!!",.1 ~ I.!!Qnllx.1 ~exp(ctIlV!!d 
n=1 

for V E C;-. Now an approximation argument gives the result for general V. 
To handle the general case (including some N .:body situations), we can always 

modify V2 so that ~ is actually an orthogonal projection onto a subspace X 2 of 
W. Let Y2 = X; and by., the v - 1'2 dimensional b-function in the Y2 variables. 
If w,. = V2'~, then 

so w,. is a measure of total bounded variation. The above proof is easily seen to 
extend to such measures. D 
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In this chapter, we develop methods that make explicit use of the geometry of 
phase space to investigate bound states (that is, discrete spectrum). We apply 
these methods to determine the essential spectrum and to distinguish the cases of 
infinitely many, finitely many and no bound states below the essential spectrum. 

Among the theorems we will prove by geometric methods are the celebrated 
HVZ-Theorem on the essential spectrum of N-body Schrodinger operators, a 
theorem due to Klaus [214] on the essential spectrum of a one-dimensional 
Schrodinger operator with infinitely many wells further and further apart, and 
a theorem on the nonexistence of very negative ions due to Ruskai [302,303] 
and Sigal [310,313]. 

Geometric methods were already used in the works of Zhislin [382] and 
Jorgens and Weidmann [187], as well as in a different context in Lax-Phillips 
theory and in quantum field theory by Haag. 

A systematic use of geometric ideas in Schrodinger operator theory started 
with the works by Enss [94], Delft and Simon [78] and Simon [323]. Further 
developments appear in Morgan [250], Morgan and Simon [251] and Sigal 
[310.312,313]. In this chapter we develop most closely the approach of Sigal. 
Geometric ideas will playa major role in later chapters. 

3.1 Partitions of Unity and the IMS Localization Formula 

The main tools we are going to work with are appropriately chosen partitions 
of unity in the following sense: 

Definition 3.1 A family offunctions {Ja}aeA indexed by a set A is called a partition 
of unity if 

(i) 0::;; Ja(x) ::;; 1 for all x E IRv, 
(ii) ~);(x) = 1 for all x E IRv, 
(iii) {Ja} is locally finite, i.e. on any compact set K we have Ja = 0 for all but 

finitely many a EA. 
(iv) JaECx:. 

(v) sUPxeR' LaeA IVJa(xW < 00. 

Note that a definition of partition of unity that is more common in mathema
tics requires LJa(x) = I instead of(ii). Nevertheless, for us the square will be very 
convenient. 
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The key to the geometric approach presented here is the following localiza
tion formula: 

Theorem 3.2 (IMS Localization Formula). Let {Ja}aeA be a partition of unity, 
and let H = Ho + V for a potential Ve Kv' Then 

H = L JaHJa - L IVJal2 • (3.1 ) 
aeA aeA 

We call the term Lae A IV Ja l2 the localization error. The above formula 
appeared, at least implicitly, in I smagilov [177], and was rediscovered by Morgan 
[250] and used in Morgan and Simon [251]. It was I.M. Sigal [310] who 
discovered its importance in the present context. 

Remark. Since Ve K v' cp e D(H) implies Jacp e D(H) (and the same for the form 
domains). Thus, (3.1) makes sense. 

Proof Straightforward computations show 

[Ja' [Ja' H]] = - 2(V Ja )2 and 

[Ja,[Ja,H]] = J;H + HJ; - 2JaHJa . 

Summing over all a e A, we end up with (3.1). 0 

We give a first application of the IMS-Iocalization formula due to Morgan 
[250]: 

Proposition 3.3. Let Ve Ll.,.,(IR V ), and assume that for a partition of unity {J j } we 
have 

VJf::; aJjHoJ j + bJf with a, b independent ofiel 

then 

V::; aHo + b with b = b + sup LIVJj(xW . 
xeRd 

Proof· 

V = L VJf ::; aLJjHoJ j + b = aHo + LIVJj l2 + b. 0 
ie I 

It is well known that V = -1X/lxI 2 in 1R3 is relatively form bounded with 
relative bound a < 1 (resp. a ::; 1) if IX < 1/4 (resp. IX ::; 1/4). By Proposition 3.3 
we can conclude that 
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is form bounded with a < 1 (resp. a ~ l) if. for all i e I. !Xj ~ C < 1/4 (resp. 
:Xi ~ 1/4) and the distance between the points Xj is bounded away from zero. 

3.2 Multiparticle SchrOdinger Operators 

Before we continue our discussion of the geometric methods, we first fix some 
notations for N-body operators. The reader may consult Reed and Simon III and 
1 V [294,295] for further information. 

The positions of N particles each moving in Jl-dimensional space is repre
sented by a vector x = (Xl •...• XN)e !RN". where each Xj is a vector in !R". giving 
the position of the ith particle. The corresponding free Hamiltonian (kinetic 
energy) is given by 

N 1 
flo = - I 2m. Ai . (3.2) 

i=1 I 

Here mj is the mass of the ith particle and Aj is a Jl-dimensional Laplacian in the 
Xi variables. 

We will consider a potential V that comes from pair potentials. i.e. 

V(X) = L J';j(x) • where (3.3) 
i<j 

(3.4) 

for functions /;j: !R" -+ !R. 
In the following. we will assume that the functions /;j are relatively compact 

with respect to the (Jl-dimensional) Laplacian;i.e. 

/;j( - A + 1)-1 is compact . (3.5) 

We refer to Reed and Simon IV [295. Sect. XIII.4] for this notion and further 
details. 

To investigate Schrodinger operators with pair potentials. it is convenient to 
remove the center of mass motion. a procedure that is well known in classical 
mechanics. For this. let 

1 N 

R = R(x):= M I mixj 

i=l 

withM:= Lm j • R(x)isthecenterofmassofx. Define X := {xe!RN"ILmjxj = O}. 
In the (N - I)Jl-dimensional vector space X. we choose suitable coordinates 
YI • ...• YN-I e !R". By "coordinates" we mean linear mappings Yl' ••.• YN-l from 
[RN" to !R" such that the linear mapping y(x) = [YI (x) • ...• YN-l (x)] gives a linear 
isomorphism of XC !RN" and !RCN-UI' and Yi(X) = 0 if XI = ... = XN' 
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We may choose the coordinate YI"'" YN-I in a way that is convenient for 
the problem under consideration. One possible choice are the so-called atomic 
coordinates Yi := Xi - X N , i = I, ... , N - 1. As the name suggests, these coor
dinates are particularly useful in atomic physics where usually one particle is 
distinguished (the nucleus with coordinates x N ). 

Once we have chosen our new coordinate system YI' ... , YN-I of X, we 
compute the Laplacian on IRN" in terms of the coordinates YI' Y2' ... 'YN-I' R of 
IRN". Doing this we obtain in general cross terms of the form ~" VyJ (i i= j). Those 
expressions are called Hughes-Eckart terms. However, we obtain no cross terms 
of the form Vy,VR • 

Therefore Ro splits into a tensor product: 

Ro = ( - 2~ AR) ® tum + t L 2(iR"' ® Ho , (3.6) 

where AR is the Laplacian with respect to the R-variable acting on U(IR") and 
Ho acts on U(X) ~ U(IR(N-I),,). 

The exact form of Ho depends, of course, on our choice of YI' ... , YN-I' For 
atomic coordinates, for example, Ho is given by 

N-I 

Ho = - L ~ Ay, + L ~ Vyi ' VYJ 
i=1 Il, i<j N 

(3.7) 

with I/lli:= I/mi + limN' A pair potential V does not depend on the coordinate 
R, thus the Hamiltonian R = Ro + V splits into 

R = -(2~AR)®t + t ®H (3.8) 

with H = Ho + V. Equation (3.8) expresses that the center of mass of our system 
will move like a free particle, whereas the relative motion of the particles is 
governed by the Hamiltonian H. 

There is an interesting, more systematic way to look at the separation of the 
center of mass motion, due to Sigalov and Sigal [315]. Let us introduce a scalar 
product gL') in IR"N by g(x, y) = L~=I 2m j X;' Yi' Then Ro is the Laplace
Beltrami operator with respect to the scalar product g. 

We note that the Laplace-Beltrami operator can be defined on any Rieman
nian manifold with Riemannian structure g (see e.g. Spivak [348] or virtually any 
book on Riemannian geometry). We will restrict ourselves to the case of linear 
spaces with scalar product. 

Let XI' ... , X" be the coordinates in IR" and g(', .) be a scalar product in 
IR". Then g(x, y) = x'iiy for a suitable matrix ii. The Laplace-Beltrami Aj opera
tor with respect to g is defined by 

._ ~ 0 "'_I 0 
Aj .- L ~(\I )ija.' 

i.j=1 X, xJ 

(3.9) 
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Specializing to IR"N with the above introduced scalar product, we see that (3.9) 
is just a complicated way to introduce Ro. 

The operator 1t defined by 

1t(X) = (XI - R(X),X2 - R(x), ... , XN - R(x» 

is the orthogonal (w.r.t. 9) projection onto X. Then IR"N is the direct sum of the 
subspace X and the (Jl-dimensional) space X.L = {x E IR"NJX/ = Xj all i,j}. Let us 
denote the scalar product 9 restricted to X by g. Then Ho is the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator on X with respect to g. 

For a two-body system condition (3.5) forces the potential V(x) to decay, at 
least in some weak sense, as JxJ goes to infinity. In sharp contrast to this, in an 
N-body system (with N > 2), V will not decay at infinity even in the case that all 
hj have compact support. This is due to the fact that the vector (YI'"'' YN-I) 
may go to infinity while, e.g., YI may remain constant. This fact that V will not 
decay in certain "tubes" around the direction Xi - Xj makes the general N-body 
theory so complicated (and so rich!). 

A common approximation that is used in atomic physics is to take the nuclear 
mass to be infinite, that is, one looks at the operator that results after removing 
the center of mass, using atomic coordinates and then taking the mass of one 
particle to infinity. This operator looks much like an N - I body Hamiltonian 
before its center of mass term is removed, but with additional potentials added 
that only depend on the location of the particles relative to the origin. Certain 
arguments in the theory of N -body systems must be slightly modified to handle 
this situation. Since these modifications are always simple, we will settle for 
placing the reader on notice that one should look for these places and make the 
appropriate modifications if one is interested in this infinite mass situation. Even 
though we have not explicitly given the proofs in the infinite mass case, we will 
occasionally discuss this case and use the results corresponding to those we have 
proven in the case where all masses are finite. 

To take into account that some of the particles may remain close together 
while others will move away, we introduce the notion of clusters. As a rule, 
our partitions of unity introduced later will reflect the cluster structure of phase 
space. 

By a cluster decomposition a, we mean a set a = {A I' ... , AK } such that 

K 

U Ai = {I, ... , N} 
i=1 

and Ai n Aj = t/J for i i= j. The elements Ai of a are called clusters. and #a will 
denote K, the number of clusters of a. We use the notation (ij) c: a to express 
that i andj belong to the same cluster of a. 

For a given cluster decomposition a. we define the intercluster interaction by 

(3.10) 
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and the internal Hamiltonian 

H(a) = H -la . (3.11) 

Let a = {A 1, ... , At} be a cluster decomposition. We define the center of mass 
of the cluster Ai by 

R~ .= R~(x) .= _I "m.x. 
I· I • M. L J J 

I jeA, 

with Mi = Lje A, mj. Let us set 

xa:= {xeXIRi(x) = 0 i = I, ... ,j} (3.12) 

Then X splits into a direct sum 

where X a := {X e X IXi = Xj if (ij) c: a}. xa and X a are orthogonal with respect to 
the above introduced scalar product g. The Hilbert space L2(X) splits into a 
tensor product: L 2(X) ~ L 2(xa) ® L 2(X a) and 

Ho = (ho ® 1) + (1 ® T..) (3.13) 

similar to the removal of the center of mass [see (3.6)]. [In (3.13) ho is the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator corresponding to 9 restricted to xa.] Since H(a) does 
not depend on any interaction term between different clusters in a, we also have 

H(a) = (h a ® 1) + (1 ® T..) . (3.14) 

The operator ha describes the internal dynamics in the clusters of a. Let ea denote 
the set of eigenvalues of ha • We define the set T of thresholds of H by 

T= U ea (3.15) 
#a>1 

with the convention that ea = {O} if #a = N; thus Oe T. 

3.3 The HVZ-Theorem 

Now we are ready to define a partition of unity which will allow us to determine 
the essential spectrum of N-body operators. This partition of unity was intro
duced by Simon [323]. A related partition into sets was used by Ruelle [299] in 
quantum field theory. 

Definition 3.4. A Ruelle-Simon partition of unity is a partition of unity {Ja} 
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indexed by all two cluster decompositions a (i.e. all a with # a = 2) with the 
following properties: 

(i) Ja is homogeneous of degree zero outside the unit sphere, i.e. JaO.r) = Ja(r) 
for all ). > I, Irl = l. 

(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that 

Remarks. (I) We require homogeneity (i) only outside the unit sphere to avoid a 
singularity at the origin. For the moment, we are not interested in the region 
around the origin, where all particles are close together. 

(2) Condition (ii) says that Ja lives where the particles in different clusters of 
a are far away from each other. Note that on supp Ja , two particles belonging to 
the same cluster need not be close to each other. 

Of course, we have to prove the existence ofa Ruelle-Simon partition of unity. 

Proposition 3.5. There exists a Ruelle-Simon partition of unity. 

Proof Once we have a (locally) finite cover {Un} of the whole space, it is a 
standard procedure to construct a partition of unity, {jn}, with suppjn C Un. 
Moreover, in the present case it is enough to construct the partition of unity on 
the unit sphere since we may extend it to the exterior by homogeneity, and to 
the interior in an (almost) arbitrary way. Thus, it suffices to find a constant C > 0 
such that the sets {U;} #a=2 defined by 

U; = {xlixi = 1.lxj - Xjl > 2C for all (ij) ¢ a} 

covers the unit sphere. S. Since 

u u U;=S, 
c>o #a=2 

such a constant C exists by compactness. 0 
One can use a little geometry in place of compactness and obtain an explicit 

value for C; see Simon [323]. 
The following proposition states properties of the Ruelle-Simon partition of 

unity that are crucial for the proof of the HVZ-theorem. 

Proposition 3.6. (i) (V Ja)(Ho + If I is compact. 
(ii) (Ja1a)(Ho + 0-1 is compact. 

Proof (i) J7 Ja is continuous and homogeneous of degree - I near infinity, so it 
tcnds to zero at infinity. Hence J7 Ja(Ho + I )-1 is compact (see e.g. Reed and Simon 
IV, XII1.4 [295]). 

(ii) We prove (ii) for lij E Cfj; the general case follows by a straightforward 
approximation argument. For lijE Co, the function Jala has compact support 
(whilc la itself does not!). 0 
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HVZ-Theorem 3.7. For a cluster decomposition a. define E(a) := inf u(H(a)) and 
I' := min#a=2 E(a). Then 

u ••• (H) = [E. 00) . 

The HVZ-theorem was proven by Zltislin [382]. van Winter [359] and 
Hunziker [171] (with increasing generality). 

Proof "Easy part": [E. (0) c u ••• (H). This inclusion can be shown using the 
Weyl's criterion (see e.g. Reed and Simon I. VII.12 [292]) by construction of an 
appropriate sequence of trial functions; see Reed and Simon IV. XIII [295]. 

"Hard part": u ••• (H) c [E. (0). By the IMS-Iocalization formula 

where {Ja} #a=2 is a Ruelle-Simon partition of unity. By Proposition 3.6. we know 
that both laJa and IV Jal are relatively compact with respect to Ho. Therefore 
Weyl's theorem (see e.g. Reed and Simon IV. XIII . .l4 [295]) tells us that 

u •• s(H) = u ••• Cf.JaH(a)Ja) . 

By definition of E. we have 

H(a) ~ E(a) ~ I' . 

Hence. 

L JaH(a)Ja ~ L EJa2 = I' . 
#a=2 #a=2 

Thus. u ••• (H) = u ... (~)aH(a)Ja) c [E. 00). 0 

We will present a second geometric proof of the HVZ-theorem. We need the 
following result which will be used again in the next chapter. 

Proposition 3.S. Let {Ja} denote a Ruelle-Simon partition of unity. For any 
f E Cx (IR). the continuous functions vanishing at infinity, we have 

(i) [.f(H(b)). Ja] is compact. 
(ii) [.f(H(a)) - f(H)]Ja is compact. 
(iii) If, furthermore, f has compact support. then both 

Ho(.f(H(b)) - f(H))Ja and Ho([.f(H(b)), Ja]) are compact. 

Proof We prove (i) and (ii) for the functions f,(x) = (x - Z)-1 for Z E C\IR and use 
the Stone-Weierstrass gavotte (see the Appendix to Chap. 3) to obtain the results 
for all of C",(IR). 

(i) We compute 
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[(H(b) - :)-1, Ja] = (H(b) - Zfl [Ja• Ho] (H(b) - Z)-I 

= (H(b) - z)-I(AJa + 2V JaV)(H(b) - Z)-I 

= {(H(b) - z)-I(AJa)}(H(b) - Z)-I 

+ {(H(b) - z)-12VJa}V'(H(b) - Z)-I (3.16) 

Since AJa and V Ja are homogeneous of degree - 2 and - I. respectively. near 
infinity. the terms in curly brackets are compact. Moreover. V' (H(b) - Z)-I is 
bounded. Hence the whole expression is compact. 

(ii) {(H(a) - :)-1 - (H - Z)-I }Ja 

= (H(a) - :)-lla(H - Z)-I Ja 

= (H(a) - z)-llaJa(H - Z)-I + (H(a) - z)-lla[(H - Z)-I.Ja] . 

The first term is compact by Proposition 3.6; the commutator in the second terms 
is compact by the argument in (i); thus. the whole expression is compact. 
(iii) Set g(x) := (x + i)f(x). then 9 E Cc-

Ho[f(H(b)).Ja] = Ho(H(b) + WI(H(b) + i)[f(H(b)).Ja] 

= Ho(H(b) + Wi {[g(H(b)).Ja] - [Ho.Ja]f(H(b))} . (3.17) 

By (i). [g(H(b)).Ja] is compact. Furthermore 

[Ho• Ja]f(H(b)) = ( - AJa - 2V Ja' V)(Ho + Wi (Ho + i) 
x (H(b) + Wlg(H(b)) . 

Since Ja is homogeneous of degree zero. both AJa(Ho + i)-I and V Ja' V(Ho + i)-I 
are compact. Hence the right-hand side of (3.17) is compact. which proves the 
first part of (iii). The second one can be proven in an analogous way. D 

We now give a second proof of the HVZ-theorem: Let f be a continuous 
function on IR with compact support below r. By Proposition 3.8. we know 
that 

C:= L [f(H) - f(H(a))]Ja2 

#a=2 

is a compact operator. But 

f(H) = L [f(H) - f(H(a))]Ja2 + Lf(H(a))J; = C • 

since supp f ("'\ u(H(a)) = ¢J. Thus. f(H) is compact. By an operator inequality. it 
follows that the spectral projections E().) of H are compact for i. < r. hence 
um(H) c [r. 00). D 
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3.4 More on the Essential Spectrum 

It is "general wisdom" that the essential spectrum of Schrodinger operators 
comes from "what happens very far away." The two theorems of this section 
make the above statement precise. They determine the essential spectrum, but 
not as explicitly as the HVZ-theorem does. On the other hand, they apply to 
potentials that do not decay at infinity even in the very weak sense of (3.4) and 
(3.5). Thus, for example, periodic, almost periodic and random potentials are 
included in those theorems while they are not in the HVZ-theorem. 

The crucial property ofSchrodinger operators that makes the above "general 
wisdom" true is local compactness, a concept particularly emphasized in the 
work of Enss (see e.g. [100]). 

Definition 3.9. A Schrodinger operator H = Ho + V is said to have the local 
compactness property if l(x)(H + Wi is compact for any bounded function I 
with compact support. 

Virtually all Schrodinger operators of physical interest obey the local com
pactness property. For example, if V is operator bounded (or merely form 
bounded) with respect to Ho, then H has the local compactness property. 

We will assume throughout this section that V is operator bounded. Notice, 
however, that we do not require any decay conditions at infinity. For those 
operators, we have the easy lemma: 

Lemma 3.10. Suppose that V is operator bounded with respect to Ho. Let I 
be a bounded function with compact support. Then both l(x)(H + Wi and 
l(x)V(H + Wi are compact operators. 

Prool· 

l(x)V(H + Wi = (f(x)(Ho + WI/2)[J7(Ho + i)-1i2](Ho + i)(H + WI 

The first term in the above expression is compact, the others are bounded. The 
proof that l(x)(H + Wi is compact is obvious from the above. 0 

We now state and prove the first of the announced theorems. We denote, by 
Bn := {xllxl ~ n}, the ball around the origin, of radius n. 

Theorem 3.11. Let V be operator bounded with respect to Ho. H := Ho + V. Then 
i.. E IT ... (H) if and only if there exists a sequence of functions Cf'n E Co (1R"\Bn) with 
II Cf'n 112 = 1 such that 

II(H - ;.)Cf'n II -+ 0 . (3.18) 

Remark. (I) By the Weyl criterion, we know that ;.ElT ... (H) is equivalent to the 
existence of a sequence of trialfunctions {Cf'n} obeying II Cf'n 112 = 1 and Cf'n ~ 0 with 
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(3.18). Thus, Theorem 3.11 tells us that the weak convergence of the CPn actually 
takes place in a particular way. 

(2) The theorem can be proven under much weaker conditions on V. All we 
have to ensure is that the conclusions of Lemma 3.10 remain true and that Cgo 
is an operator core. 

Proof By remark (I), the "<:="-direction is trivial. Let us assume that ).Eu ... (H). 
By the Weyl criterion there exists a sequence I/InE CO'(W), 111/1,,112 = 1, I/In ~ 0 such 
that 

II(H - )·)I/In II -+ 0 . (3.19) 

F or any n choose a function Xn E CC', 0:5; Xn(x) :5; 1 such that Xn(x) = 1 for 
Ixl ~ n + I, and Xn(x) = 0 for Ixi :5; n. We claim that, for any n, there exists an 
i = i(n) > n such that 

11(1 - Xn)l/Ii(n,1I < lin, 

II(AXn)l/Ii(n,1I < lin, and 

IWxnVl/li(n,1I < lin. 

Assuming this for the moment, we set 

We have 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

which goes to zero by (3.19-22). Thus, it remains to prove (3.20-22). For this, 
let X be a Co-function, then: 

Ilxl/ln II = IIX(H + i)-I [(H - ).) + (i + )·)]I/In II 

:5; IIX(H + i)-I IIII(H - ).)I/In II 

+ I). + illlx(H + i)-II/In II . 

The first term goes to zero because of (3.19); the second one goes to zero since 
I/In ~ 0 and X(H + i)-I is compact by Lemma 3.10. This proves (3.20) and (3.21). 
A similar proof applies to (3.22). 0 

There are numerous related results, such as 

uess(H) = n u(H + nX:"II,,1 9:) . 
n 
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We now prove a result due to Persson [282] that gives the infimum of the 
essential spectrum in terms of a "min-max"-type expression: 

Theorem 3.12 (Persson). Let V be operator bounded. Then 

inf O'c •• (H) = sup inf < cP, H cp) 
KclR' <PEC';(W KI 

compact 1,1/1' =1 

Remarks. I) Persson's theorem says that inf O'c •• is not effected by "what happens" 
in any compact set. 

2) For any fixed K, the term 

inf <cp,Hcp) 
<PE Co(W KI 

isjust the ground-state energy for the Hamiltonian H on L 2([R' \ K) with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions at cK. (See Reed and Simon IV [295]). Thus, inf 0' ... (H) is 
the sup over all these ground state energies. 

3) Theorem 3.12 can be proven under weaker assumptions. See the book of 
Agmon [3] for another proof. 

Proof "~": Let i.o be the infimum of O' ... (H). Then i.o E O'css(H), and by Theorem 
3.11, we can find a sequence CPnECo([RV\Bn) with IIcpnll = I and (H - i.o)CPn -+ O. 
Thus, 

sup inf <cp,Hcp) = lim inf <cp,Hcp):::;; lim <CPn' HCPn) 
K <PECo(IR' KI n <pECO(IR' 8", n 

compact tp.i = 1 I' fP:: = 1 

":::;;": Define 

I1n := sup inf < cP, H cp) 
tJi ••...• l/ln-l qJECO 

<P 1 "', ..... "'" ,;,:<P.I;I 

By the min-max theorem (see Reed and Simon IV, XIII.l [295]), I1n is the nth 
eigenvalue of H from below counting multiplicity. If there are only no eigenvalues 
below i.o := infO' ... (H), then I1no+1 = I1no+2 = ... = i.o. Moreover, if there are 
infinitely many eigenvalues below O' ... (H), then I1n -+ inf O'cs.(H). Thus, to show 

i.o:= infO'cs.(H):::;; sup inf <cp,Hcp) =: \'0 , 
K <PECo(!R' KI 

1 <p0I;1 

it suffices to show that \'0 ~ I1n for all n. Since 

111= inf <cp,Hcp) 
<peC';O~'1 

<p,;1 

obviously \'0 ~ 111' 
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Suppose now n > 1 and Vo ~ JJn-I' If JJn-1 = ;'0' we are done. If JJn-1 < ;'0' 
then 

JJn = inf ( tp, H tp) , 
<P.lPI'··· ,P.-I 

::(1),1 =1 

where the Pi are normalized eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues JJi' 
and moreover, PI' ... ,Pn-I span the eigenspaces of the JJi' Now choose e > 0 and 
Ko so large that 

J IPi(xWdx<e fori= I, ... ,n-I . 
H' Ko 

(3.23) 

Define for any tp the function cP(x) := tp(x) - Li'=1 (tp, Pi)Pi(X). Then cP 1. Pi' We 
have 

\'0 ~ inf (tp,Htp) 
<PeCo(IR' Ko' 

'fP:: =1 

inf { (cP, HcP) + (cP, 1: (tp, Pi)JJiPi) + (1: (tp,Pi)JJiPi, tp)} 
<PeCo(IR' Ko' 

<P~=I 

For any tpeCo-(IW\Ko), l(tp,Pi)1 < el /2 1ltpll by (3.23), thus 

\'o~ inf (cP,HcP)-Ce 
'I'eC,,(IR' Ko' 

'I' =1 

~ (l - C'e) inf 
<PeCu(R' Ko' 

':'1': =1 

(cP, HcP) _ Cc 
(cP,cP) 

(cP.HcP) C 
~ (I - C'c) inf - c 

.p.lPI .. ··.P. 1 (cP,cP) 

Since c was arbitrary, we have 

\'0 ~ JJn and hence 

\'o~;·o· [) 

3.5 A Theorem of Klaus: Widely Separated Bumps 

Before we turn to applications of geometric ideas in atomic physics, we use 
geometric methods in a different context: 

Theorem 3.13 (Klaus). Assume Ve Co (IR). V ~ O. Let {Xn:nd' be a sequence of 
real numbers satisfying Xn ~ Xn+1 and IXn - xn+ll- ex, as Inl - ;x. 
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Define W:= LnEZ V(x - xn), H:= -d2/dx2 + Wand H':= -d2/dx2 + V. 
Then 

aes.(H) = a(H') . 

Remark. The above theorem is a special case of a theorem due to Klaus [214], 
who proved it by Birman-Schwinger techniques. 

The negative eigenvalues of H' are isolated points of the essential spectrum 
of H, hence they cannot belong to the continuous spectrum of H. But they also 
cannot be eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity, because we have a one dimensional 
problem. Thus, they must be accumulation points ofthe discrete spectrum of H. 
Such a phenomenon is impossible if the potential decays at infinity (by the 
HVZ-theorem). In Chaps. 9 and 10, however, we will demonstrate other examples 
of "unexpected" spectral phenomena: singular continuous spectrum and dense 
point spectrum. 

Proof The direction "aes.(H) ~ a(H')" can be proven by a standard application 
of Weyl's criterion. We only argue "a(H') ~ aes.(H)". Let us define v,,(x) = 
V(x - xn) and Hn = -d2/dx 2 + Vn. For notational convenience, we will assume 
that supp v" n supp Vm = ; for n # m. Under this assumption, we may choose a 
partition of unity Un }nEZ with the following properties: 

(i) jn W = jn v" , 
(ii) jnjm = 0 if In - ml > 2, 
(iii) jnE CO' and Wjn!:" -+ 0, IAjnlx. -+ 0 as Inl-+ 00. 

We define 

A(z) := "f.jn(Hn - zfljn . (3.24) 

It is not difficult to see that A(z) is bounded and analytic as a function of z on 
fl := C\a(H'). (The reader may adjust the proof of the lemma below.) We will 
show that 

A(z) = (H - Z)-I [1 + B(z)] (3.25) 

for compact operators B(z) analytic on fl. Once we know (3.25), the analytic 
Fredholm theorem (see e.g. Reed and Simon I [292], Theorem VI.14) tells us that 
the inverse of 1 + B(z) exists on fl\D for a discrete set (in fJ), D. [From the 
definition of B(z), we see that IIB(z)1I -+ 0 as z -+ - 00, so 1 + B(z) is invertible for 
some z.] Moreover, the residues at the poles are finite rank operators. Thus, by 
(3.25), we can continue (H - Z)-I to an analytic function on fl\D, the residues 
of which are finite rank operators at the points of D. This implies that fl n 
a ... (H) = ;. and we obtain the desired result. 

To prove (3.25). we define 

(3.26) 

Here Bn(z) is compact and analytic on fl. We compute: 
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(H - Zfl Bn(z) = (H - Zfl [(H - z),jn](Hn - z)-Ijn 

= (H - Z)-I [(H - z)jn - jn(Hn - z)] (Hn - z)-Ijn 

(we used: jn W = jn v,,) 
= jn(Hn - z)-Ijn - (H - Z)-Ij; . 

To prove that B(z) = L Bn(z) is well defined and compact, we make use of the 
following lemma: 

Lemma. Let Cn' n E 7L be bounded operators, and let fn' gn be bounded func
tions satisfying supp J" ("'\ supp fm = ;, and supp gn ("'\ supp gm = ; for n # m. If 
IlfnCngnll-+Oas Inl-+ 00, then the series 

n=-x 

converges in norm. 

Proof Denote by Xn and tln the characteristic functions of supp J" and supp gn' 
respectively. Then 

1/ t/I, L J"CngnCf') I = I L (Xnt/l, (fnCngn)tlnCf') I 
\ ~>M ~>M 
~ sup IIJ"Cngnll L IIxnt/llilltlnCf'1I 

Inl>M Inl>M 

~ elit/lllllCf'11 for M large enough. 0 

Proof of the Theorem (continued). Now we write B(z) as 

+x 

B(z) = L [Ho,jn](Hn - z)-Ijn 
n=-::x, 

= L - j;(Hn - zfljn + L - 2j~(J7(Hn - z)-I)jn 
nodd nodd 

II even " even 

We apply the lemma to any of the four terms separately. Since we have shown 
norm convergence, we conclude that B(z) is compact. 0 

3.6 Applications to Atomic Physics: A Warm-Up 

For the rest of this chapter, we will be concerned with questions arising from 
atomic physics. We begin with a somewhat artificial example, which nevertheless 
will be illuminating for more realistic problems. Let us consider the Hamiltonian 
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(3.27) 

acting on L2(~2'3) where, as usual, rj = IXjl. r. 2 = Ix. - x21. This operator 
describes two electrons moving under the influence of an infinitely heavy nucleus, 
with the repulsion strength between the electrons given by A. 

By physical reasons, one expects that H(A) has no bound states for very large 
repulsion between the electrons, i.e., for A » 1. We shall prove this here using 
the localization formula. By Lieb's method (see Sect. 3.8), one can prove there is 
no bound state once A ~ 2. Numerically (see Reinhardt [296]), the critical value 
seems to be about 1.03. 

The HVZ-theorem tells us that O'e •• (H(A)) = [ -!, x), since inf 0'( - A. -
I/r.) = -1. Thus, the expected result is equivalent to 

Proposition 3.14. For A sufficiently large, we have H(A) ~ -1. 
Proof We choose a partition of unity, jo, j., h with the following properties: 

suppjoc {xllxl < I} , 

suppj. c {xlix.! > tlx21;lxl > t} , 

SUPpj2 c {xllx21 > !lx.I;lxl >!} , 

and so that j. and h are homogeneous of degree zero outside the unit sphere. 
To dominate the localization error L IJ7jd2, we may choose Ao sufficiently large 
such that 

A 
~ > ~1f7··12 - t... 1. . r. 2 

This choice of Ao is possible because jl and j2 are homogeneous of degree zero 
for r large, while jo has compact support. By the IMS-Iocalization formula, we 
can write 

2 2 

H(A) = ~ jjH(A - Ao)jj + (:.: - ~ I f7jjI2) 

2 

~ I jjH(A - Ao)jj . 
j=O 

Notice that it is the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction that helps us 
to control the localization error. 

Next we observe that. for any E > 0 and sufficiently large A, we have 

I I A - Ao 
----+~-->O 

!x.! IX21 IXI - x21 
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for all x with Ixi < 1 and IXII.lx21 > c. Thus. for large A 

(3.28) 

where X, denotes the characteristic function ofthe ball of radius c. We know that 
the Hamiltonian on the right-hand side of(3.28) has no bound states if c is small 
enough. This may be seen by (almost) any bound on the number of bound states 
(see e.g. [295]. Theorem XIII.IO). Hence. 

joH(A - Ao)jo ~ 0 • 

if A is large enough. Furthermore. on suppjl we have 

. (I 3). >0 
it --I -I + I I it - • XI XI -X2 

since IXI - x21:5; IXII + IX21 :5; 3lxti. Therefore. if A ~ Ao + 3, we have 

jIH(A - Ao)jl ~jl ( -AI - .12 -1:21)jl , 

and by symmetry 

j2 H(A - Ao)j2 ~j2( -AI - .12 -1:II)j2 

Since -Ai - Aj - 1/IXjl ~ -1/4. we conclude 

for sufficiently large A. 0 

In this argument. as well as in the next section. the separate region near zero 
is needed, because without it the localization error near zero is 0(r- 2 ), which 
cannot be controlled by Coulomb potentials. 

3.7 The Ruskai-Sigal Theorem 

Now we come to an important application of geometric methods in atomic 
physics. We consider the Hamiltonian of an atom with nucleus charge Z, and N 
electrons: 

IV ( Z) 1 
HN(Z):=" -Ai - ~I .1 + L I~ . _ .. ~ XI .. XI x)1 .=1 1<) 

(3.29) 
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By physical reasoning, one would expect that a nucleus of charge Z can bind 
only a limited number of electrons, because at some point the attraction of the 
nucleus should be dominated by the mutual repulsion of the electrons. 

Let us give a more mathematical formulation of this expectation. Define 

E(N, Z) := inf O'(Hn(Z)) . (3.30) 

Then, by the HVZ-theorem 

O' ••• (HN + t (Z)) = [E(N, Z), 00) . 

Thus, our expectation can be formulated as 

E(N + I, Z) = E(N, Z) (3.31 ) 

for large N. We emphasize that we are dealing with the discrete spectrum 
exclusively. Thus, we make no assertion on embedded eigenvalues. 

Theorem 3.1S (Ruskai-Sigal Theorem). For any Z, there exists Nmas(Z) such that 

E(N + I,Z) = E(N,Z) 

for all N ~ Nmas(Z). Moreover, for fermionic particles, we have 

(3.32) 

Remarks. (l) Theorem 3.15 was proven by Ruskai [302,303] and by Sigal 
[310.313]. 

(2) There exists an improved version of the Ruskai-Sigal theorem due to Lieb 
[231.232] which gives Nmn(Z):5; 2Z for all integers Z. We present this theorem, 
as well as Lieb's elegant proof, in Sect. 3.8. Our proof below, however, follows 
Sigal [310]. Although Sigal's proof is much more lengthy than Lieb's, we present 
it here for two reasons. Firstly, we feel that it gives more physical insight into the 
phenomena, and secondly, there is another improvement of the Ruskai-Sigal 
theorem by Lieb, Sigal, Simon and Thirring [233] that states that the limit in 
(3.32) is actually I. The proof of Lieb, Sigal, Simon and Thirring is a refinement 
of Sigal's proof which we give below. 

(3) We will take into account the fermionic nature of our particles (for the 
second part of the proof) only by using the Pauli exclusion principle. A more 
careful investigation should check that one always discusses Hamiltonians re
stricted to antisymmetric states. For this, we refer to Appendix 4 in Sigal's paper. 

Proof Sketch of the Ideas. We divide the configuration space into N + I pieces: 
Ao. A I' .... AN' The first part, Ao, consists of the region where all the electrons 
are close to the nucleus. and Ai essentially consists of the region where the ith 
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particle has larger distance to the nucleus than any other electron. We then 
construct a partition of unity, Jj, with suppJj c Aj and with good control on the 
localization error L~=o IV Jj (X)12. On Ao, the strong repulsion between the elec
trons will dominate both the attraction by the nucleus and the localization error, 
provided N is sufficiently large. On Aj (i ~ I), we split HN into an (N - I)-body 
operator HN - 1 corresponding to the electrons 1,2, ... , i-I, i + 1, ... , Nand 
the additional terms due to the ith electron. Since that one is further from the 
nucleus than any other electron, the distance between the electrons i and j is at 
most twice the distance of the ith electron from the nucleus. Therefore, the 
repulsion between electron i and the other electrons dominates the attraction of 
the ith electron by the nucleus as well as the localization error if N is large enough. 

Details of the Proof. Define 

X",Jx):= max Ixd . 
j=l ••..• N 

Ao:= {xllxjl < p for j = 1, ... , N} 

A j := {xliXjl > (l - b)xoo(x), xoo(x) >~} , 
where p and b < 1/2 are positive numbers that will be fixed later on. We will 
eventually choose p in an N-dependent way. 

We will construct a partition of unity, {J,}~=o, with suppJj c A j • We single 
out some crucial estimates on the gradients of the Jj , and defer their proofs to 
the end of this section: 

Lemma 3.16. There exists a partition of unity, {J,}~=o, with supp J j C Aj such that 
the following estimates hold: 

N ANI/2 I IV Jj(xW ~ -2- on Ao and (3.33) 
j=O P 

N ANI/2 I IV Jj (x)1 2 ~ -- on Aj j ~ 1 (3.34) 
j=O x",,(x)p 

for a suitable constant A. 

Proof of Theorem 3.15 (continued). We set L(x) = L~=o IV Jj(xW. By the IMS 
localization formula, we have 

N 

HN = JO(HN - L(x»Jo + L Jj(HN - L(x»Jj . (3.35) 
j=1 

Using (3.33), we estimate: 
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( 1 N(N - I) AN112) 
~ Jo - 4 NZ2 + 4p - ~ Jo 

~ ° for large N. (3.36) 

Observe that we used -A j - Z/Ixd ~ -iZ2, and IXj - Xjl ~ 2p on suppJo. For 
i # 0, we define 

N ( Z) 1 
HW-I := L -Aj - -lx.1 + L Ix - x·1 . 

j=1 J k<j. J 
j~j •. j~j 

( Z N - 1 ANI/2 ) 
>J. EN --+----- J j 
- I -I Ixd 2x",(x) x",(x)p 

( 1 (N - 1 ANI/2) 
~ J j EN - I + Ixjl -2-(1 - b) - Z - -p- J j 

~ JjEN- I J j for large N . 

We used above that Xj > (1 - b)Xx,(X) on A j. Thus, we proved 

N 

HN ~ L JjEN_I J j ~ EN- I if N is sufficiently large . 
j=1 

To obtain the additional result for fermions, we choose p N-dependent: 

p:= ,.,N-113 . 

Then the estimate of Jj(HN - L)Jj, i # 0, reads 

The term 

( N - 1 ANS!6) 
-2-(I-b)-Z--,.,-

will be eventually positive if Z = !( 1 - 2b)N and N is sufficiently large. 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 
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We have, however, to improve our estimate of JO(HN - L)Jo, because (3.36) 
is too rough for the asymptotics of Nm31 • If we take into account the Pauli 
exclusion principle, we may estimate 

N 

L (-Ai - :.) ~ _CN 1/3Z 2• 

i=l I .1 

With this estimate, we obtain 

Again, with the above choice of Z, the term in brackets is positive for appropriate 
'1 and sufficiently large N. 

Thus, we have proved that 

1-. - Nm31(Z) 2 
1m <--

Z-x Z 1 - 2b 

which gives the desired result since b > 0 was arbitrary. 0 

Remark. Our boson proof yields Nm .. (Z) = O(Z2). One can improve Lemma 3.16 
to get Nm31(Z) = O(ZI +t) (see Sigal [313]), but that seems the best one can do 
with this method. Lieb's method (see Sect.3.8) shows that Nm31(Z) < 2Z + 1 for 
bosons. 

Proof of Lemma 3.16. Let", be a CX-function on ~ satisfying 0 ~ "'(t) ~ 1 and 
"'(t) = 1 for t > 1 - e, "'(t) = 0 for t < 1 - b; 0 < e < b. We define X(t) := "'(t)2, 
and set 

F.( ) -1 (Xx (X)) 
oX - -x -- , 

p 
(3.39) 

Fi(x) = x(Xx(X))x(~) i = 1, ... , N . 
p xx-Ix) 

(3.40) 

We will show that 

J F;(x) 
i(X) = L Ifj(xW i = 0, ... , N 

is a partition of unity with the required properties, except that it is not smooth. 
This is due to the fact that x",(x) is not differentiable at those points X where 
Xi = Xj = X'" (X) for some i # j. However, f7 Ji in the distribution sense belongs 
locally to the domain of Ho, so that we could prove the localization formula for 
this more singular case without additional problems. An alternative way would 
be to smooth out Xx (x) by convolution with a eX-function with small support 
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around the origin, and to define Fi with this smoothed out version of Xx,. A third 
possibility (Sigai [310]) is to use Ixlp := (L IxiIP)I'P rather than XX' We leave these 
details to the reader, and argue the required estimates for the F; defined in (3.39) 
and (3.40), eventually neglecting sets of measure zero where the gradients are not 
well defined. 

First, it is easy to see that supp F; c Ai' i = 0, ... , N. For at least one i, we 
have Ixd/[xCL(x)] > 1 - b, hence 

t,lFi(XW = II -xe~X»)12 + Ix(X~X»)12 ~ IxCI::~»)12 

~ 11 -xe~X»)r + Ixe~X»)12 ~ ~ 
(we used 11 - xI2 + IxI2 ~ 1/2). Therefore 

is well defined. Moreover, {Ji} is a partition of unity with supp Ji c Ai (but, as 
we emphasized above, J i is not smooth!). Let us now prove the gradient estimates 
(3.33) and (3.34). By definition of X, we have, for any y > 0, 

1x'(tW ~ 4111/1~I/I(t)2 

~ Y + 4WI!, I/I(t)4 
y 

c 
= y + -X(t)2 

y 

[we used 2y ~ y + (l/y)y2]. Hence, for i = 1, ... , N 

( Xoo(X») , ( IXil ) [ IXil iJxoo >: 1 ]}2 +X -- X -- -----+u'}--
p xXJ(x) xoo(X)2 ox) I x:n(x) 

(the gradient oXexc/iJx) is defined in L2-sense, i.e. almost everywhere) 

( XL (X»)2 , (~)2}( ~ (OXoo )2 ) + X X () L c (X) + I , 
P x'" X )=1 Xl 
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since 

I I if yl (Xcx,p(X») # 0, and Ii ~ IX",(x)1 A 

~S; I ifi(~)#O. 
Xx>(X) x",(x) 

Furthermore, we read off from the definition of Xx> that, for a given x, provided 
Xoc is differentiable at x, there exists only one i with iJx",(x)/iJx j # 0, and for this 
i, we have liJx",(x)/iJxjl = I. Hence 

D ( C 2) ~ Ixx>(xW Y + y Fi(x) . 

It is easy to check that 

Therefore 

Inserting Y = N-I/2, we obtain 

'IVJ.(x)12 < A N 1/2. 
t... I - IX",(x)12 

Moreover, by enlarging A-if necessary-we have 

ANI/2 
LIVJj(xW ~ -2- on suppJo and 

p 

ANI/2 
LIVJj(xW ~-- on suppJj i#O. D 

x",(x)p 

Remark. The reason why we get merely lim [Nmu(Z)/Z] ~ 2 is the estimate 
IXj - Xjl < 2x",(x) in (3.38). Indeed, one might hope to improve the estimate (3.38) 
by a more clever choice of the J j • This is actually what Lieb, Sigal, Simon and 
Tlzirring [233] do. 
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3.8 Lieb's Improvement of the Ruskai-Sigal Theorem 

In this section. we present Lieb's simple proof of an improved version of Theorem 
3.15. We use the notations of Sect. 3.7. 

Theorem 3.17 [231.232] For any Z: Nma.(Z) < 2Z + 1. 

We single out 

Corollary. If Z is an integer. then Nma.(Z) :::;; 2Z. 

In particular. the Corollary tells us that the ion H2 - has no bound states. i.e. 
it is unstable. To prove Theorem 3.17. we will use the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.18. If <p e L 2(1R3) and <p e D( - A) n D(ixl). then Re<<p.lxl ( -A)<p) ~ O. 

Proof. If the function f is sufficiently regular. one has 

!<fp2 + p2f) = pfp + UP. [P.!]] = pfp + t( - Af) . (3.41 ) 

Choosing f(x) = lxi-I and multiplying (3.41) by Ixl from both sides. we obtain 
formally 

t(p2lxl + Ixlp2) = Ixlplxl-1plxl- tlxl(Alxl-l)lxl 

= Ixlplxl-1plxl + tlxl4nbolxl 

= Ixlplxl- I plxl • (3.42) 

where bo is the Dirac measure at the point Oe1R3. We used that (4nlxl)-1 is a 
fundamental solution of -A. i.e. -A(4nlxl)-' = boo From (3.42) we get 

(3.43) 

However. we have to justify the above formal calculations. To do this. we 
approximate the function Ixl by p.(x) := (lxl 2 + e2 )1!2. 

Doing the above calculations with p, instead of Ixl. we arrive at 

Re<<p. p,( - A)<p) = J p,(X)-1 W(p,(x)<p(x)W dx 

+ H p,(X)-3e2 1<p(xW dx 

[we used A(p,-I) = -31'- Sc2 ]. Since Cp,-I(X):::;; 1 and 
~ 

fl l.:I<P(X)12 dx:::;; 4 fW<p(xWdx 

(3.44) 

(see [293]. X.2). the last term in (3.44) goes to zero as c -+ O. Moreover. 
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(CP.P,( -A)cp) -+ (cp.lxl( -A)cp). and 

J p,-I W(p,cp)1 2 dx -+ J lxi-I W(lxlcpW dx , 

(The reader may check that Lebesgue's theorem on dominated convergence 
applies. using V cp e DO x 1112 ).) 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.18. Assume EN < EN-I' Thus. HN has an isolated eigenvalue 
at the bottom of its spectrum. Therefore. the (normalized) ground state. t/!. of HN 
decays fast as Ixl-+:x, (see [295]. X 111.1 I). and consequently t/!eD(lxl). More
over. we may assume that t/! is real. We have (Xi is the coordinate vector of the 
ith electron. and HN - I the Hamiltonian of electrons 2 ..... N): 

0= (Ixllt/!.(HN - EN)t/!) 

~ \1.<,1"',( HN-, - EN - A, -I~I + ;t, lx, ~ X;I)'" ) 

" \IX,I"',( EN-, - EN - A, -I~I + ;t, lx, ~ X;I)'" ) 
= (Ixllt/!.(EN - I - EN)t/!) + (Ixllt/!. -Alt/!) 

N 

-z + (t/!." IXII t/!) 
/..... IXI - xJ·1 
J=2 

N 

> -z + (t/!." Ixtl t/!). 
/..... IXI - xJ·1 
J=2 

where we used (Ixtlt/!.(HN - I - EN-I)t/!) = Jlxtl(t/! .... (HN-I - EN-dt/! .. .)dxl ~ 
o with t/! ... (X2 ..... xN) = t/!(X I .X2•··•• XN)' 

By symmetry of the above formulae. we obtain. replacing x I by Xi and 
summing over i. 

I"" t I~;: ~ ~;I ",\ < 2NZ . 

\ i#j I 

(t/!.C.tl I)t/!) = N(N -I) < 2NZ . 
i#j 

Thus N < 2Z + I. 0 

Remarks. (I) One can show if N ~ 2Z + I. then EN is not an eigenvalue. 
(2) Lieh [232] treats multi-center problems and various other refinements. 
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3.9 N-Body Systems with Finitely Many Bound States 

The HVZ-theorem tells us that the infimum E of the essential spectrum of His 
always defined by two cluster decompositions. i.e. 

E = E2 := inf IT(Ha) . 
#(a)=2 

In contrast to that. the question whether lTdi.(H) is finite or infinite depends. in 
part. on 

E3 := inf IT(Ha) . 
#(a)=3 

We will show below that. in many cases. lTdi.(H) is finite provided E3 > 1:. On 
the other hand. if E3 = E. the operator H = - L1 + Li<j "lj(x) may have infinitely 
many bound states even if the "lj have compact support. This phenomenon is 
known as the Efimov effect. after its discoverer Efimov ([91]. [92]). For rigorous 
treatments. see Yafaev [372]. Ovchinnikov and Sigal [268] and references therein, 
and the discussion in Reed and Simon [295] after Theorem XIII.6. 

In the following, we will show that E3 > E implies the finiteness of lTdi.(H) 
for short-range potentials "lj' as well as in the case of once negatively charged 
ions. These results will follow from an "abstract" theorem (Theorem 3.23) which 
we will prove first. The results of this chapter go back to Zhislin and his 
co-workers [16,363.382-384]. The form in which we state them, as well as the 
proofs we give are due to Sigal [310]. Additional references may also be found 
there. 

We first introduce an appropriate partition of unity. 

Definition 3.19. A partition of unity {ja}a indexed by all cluster decompositions 
a of {1.2 •... , N} is called a Deift-Agmon-Sigal partition of unity if 

(i) each ja is homogeneous of degree zero outside the unit sphere. 
(ii) {lxl> I} ("\ suppja C {x = (XI' ...• xN}llxi - Xjl ~ Clxl whenever (ij) ¢ a}, 

with a suitable constant C. 
(iii) for two distinct cluster decompositions a and a' with #a = #a' = 2. we 

have {lxl > I} ("\ suppja ("\ suppja' = iP. 
Related partitions occurred first in Deift and Simon [78]; their importance in 

this context was noticed by Sigal [310]. An existence proof for a DAS partition 
of unity can be made by slightly changing the proof of Proposition 3.5 (existence 
of the Ruelle-Simon partition of unity). Like for the Ruelle-Simon partition of 
unity, we have that each ja1a is relatively compact if the "l) are (see Proposition 
3.6). The following estimate for the localization error is crucial in our proof of 
the finiteness of lTdi.: 

Proposition 3.20. For any c > O. there exists a C. such that outside the unit sphere 
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Remark. It is well known that a two-body potential W. which decays at infinity 
like a Ixl- 2, does not produce infinitely many bound states, provided the constant 
a is sufficiently small (Reed and Simon [295], XIII.3). The above proposition, 
therefore, ensures that the localization error will not produce an infinity of bound 
states for the two cluster Hamiltonians. Note that because of 1:3 > 1:, the Hamil
tonians with three or more clusters in any case have only finitely many bound 
states below 1: := inf CTes.(H) (see Lemma 3.22). 

Proof. By (i), Vj" is homogeneous of degree minus one; therefore it suffices to 
show (3.45) on the unit sphere S. We consider the set 

A = {XEsl L j;(x) = I} . 
#,,=2 

By Definition 3.19(iii), x E A implies j,,(x) = I for exactly one a with # a = 2 and 
j".(x) = 0 for any other decomposition a'. Hence, IVjb(X) I = 0 for any cluster 
decomposition, b. Thus, 

(3.46) 

Consider now A" = {xESIL#"=2 j;(x) > I - <5}; 0 < <5 < 1/2. Taking <5 = <5(1') 
small enough, we can assure, by (3.46), that 

L I Vjb(XW < 1'/2 on A", hence, 

L I Vjb(x)1 2 < I' L j;(x) on A" . 
#,,=2 

On the other hand 

L j;(x) = I - L j;(x) > <5(1') on S\A" , 
#"2:3 #,,=2 

so 

L I Vjb(XW < C, L j;(x) on S\A". 0 
#,,2:3 

For each cluster decomposition a let X" denote the characteristic function of 
suppj". The IMS localization formula tells us that 

H ~ L j,,(H(a) + I"X" - e(l + IxI2)-I)j" 
#,,=2 

(3.47) 

where we used (3.45). To show that H has finitely many bound states, it suffices 
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to prove that each of the terms on the right-hand side of (3.47) has finitely many 
bound states. because of the following lemma and the fact that the j's are a 
partition of unity. 

Lemma 3.21. Let A. B be self-adjoint operators. (i) If A ~ B. then the number 
N(A.E) of bound states of A below E = inft1m (B) satisfies N(A.E) ~ N(B.E). 

(ii) If both A and B have a finite number of bound states below O. inf t1c •• (A) ~ 
0, inf t1m (B) ~ O. and A + B is essentially self-adjoint on D(A) n D(B). then A + B 
has finitely many bound states below O. 

Proof. (i) is easily proven using the min-max principle (see e.g. Reed and Simon 
[295]. XIII. 1 ). 

(ii) Let P and Q denote the projections on the eigenspaces for eigenvalues 
below 0 of A and B. respectively. Then AP and BQ are finite rank operators. 
Moreover. A + B ~ AP + BQ. which is a finite rank operator. too. Applying (i) 
gives the desired result. 0 

Since we suppose E3 > E. it is easy to see that the terms in (3.47) resulting 
from three and more clusters contribute only a finite number of bound states. 

Lemma 3.22 Fix c. If E3 > E, the number of bound states of Hb + IbXb -
C.(1 + IxI2)-1 below E is finite. 

Proof. IbXb - C.(1 + IxI2)-1 is H(b)-compact. hence 

inft1m(H(b) + IbXb - C.(1 + IxI2)-I) = inft1e .. (H(b)) ~ E3 > E . 

Hence the number of bound states below E is finite by the definition of t1dj•• 0 

Using the above considerations. H has finitely many bound states below 
E. if all the two cluster terms in (3.47) have. (Actually, only those with 
inf t1 ... (H(a)) = E have to be considered.) We therefore investigate now those 
terms more carefully. 

Let a be a decomposition into two clusters. We saw already in Sect,3.2 that 
the Hilbert space L2(X) splits into 

L 2(X) = L 2(xa) ® L 2(Xa) • 

and moreover 

H(a) = (lJa ® ~) ED (~ ® Ta) • 

see (3.13.14). Since # a = 2. we have Xa ~ IRI'. Of course.lJa itself splits into two 
parts. corresponding to the two clusters in a. 

Let us denote by rjJa the normalized ground state of lJa. It is well known that 
the ground state is nondegenerate (see Reed and Simon [295]. XII1.12). We 
denote. by pa. the projection operator from L 2(xa) onto rjJa. We set PIa) := ~ x. ® 
pa. where ~x. denotes the projection on L2(Xa) onto the whole space. and we set 
Q(a) := ~ x - P(a). 
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We will use below the brackets <', . > to denote the scalar product in any of 
the spaces L 2(X), L 2(Xa ), L 2(Xa ). It should be clear from the context which one 
is meant. 

To state the "abstract" theorem, we introduce the potential w,,6 on Xa: 

(3.48) 

for any {) > O. The brackets <', . > in (3.48) denote the scalar product in L2(Xa ). 

The reader may notice that the operator H( w,,6):= - A + w,,6 is a one-body 
operator acting on L 2(Xa) ~ L 2(1R1'). The following theorem reduces the question 
of finiteness of Udi.(H) to the investigation of H( w,,6). 

Theorem 3.23. Suppose E3 > E. If, for any two cluster decomposition a, the 
(one-body) operator -(I - ,,)..1 + w,,6 has finitely many bound states for all 
{) > 0, and a suitable" > 0, then H has finitely many bound states. 

Remarks. (I) It will become clear in the proof that the condition on - (I - ,,)..1 + 
w,,6 need only be required for those a with inf u(Ha) = E. 

(2) For the treatment of Theorem 3.23 on the fermionic subspace, see Sigal 
[310]. 

(3) It is not easy to check the condition of the theorem for a given potential, 
which is the reason we called it "abstract". Later, we will present two important 
classes of examples. 

Proof Let ia be a Deift-Agmon-Sigal partition of unity. By the IMS-localization 
formula and Proposition 3.20, we have 

H ~ L ia(H(a) + lala - e(1 + Ixl2rl)ja 
#a=2 

+ L ia(H(a) + lala - C.(l + IxI2)-I)ja . 
#a~3 

What remains to be proven is the finiteness of the discrete spectrum of each of 
the H(a) + lala - e(1 + IxI2)-I. We set 

We now write K(a) as 

K(a) = P(a)K(a)P(a) + P(a)K(a)Q(a) 

+ Q(a)K(a)P(a) + Q(a)K(a)Q(a) . (3.49) 

It is clear that the term Q(a)K (a)Q(a) contributes only finitely many bound states, 
since inf ue •• (Q(a)K(a)Q(a)) > E. To estimate the contribution of the mixed terms 
in (3.49), we use the following decoupling inequality: 

Lemma 3.24 (Combes-Simon Decoupling Inequality [323]). Let A be a self-
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adjoint operator, let P be a projection, and set Q = 1 - P. Then for any {) > 0 

A ~ PAP - {)-IPAQAP + Q(A - {))Q . 

Before we prove Lemma 3.24, we continue the proof of the theorem. Applying 
the lemma to K(a) and P(a), we get 

K(a) ~ P(a)K(a)P(a) - {)-IP(a)K(a)Q(a)K(a)P(a) 

+ Q(a)[K(a) - {)]Q(a) . 

The last term still has the infimum of its essential spectrum above E provided 
we take {) small enough. Furthermore, take 

cP = CPI ® CP2; CPI E U(X"), CP2 E U(X,,) , 

then 

and 

("''' ® CP2' K(a)("''' ® CP2) ~ (CP2' -ACP2) + (CP2' (",",/"X"",")cp2) 

- e(cp2' ("''',(1 + IxI2r 1",")cp2) + E 

~ (CP2' [-A + (",",/"X,,"''') 

- e(1 + Ixl~)-I]CP2) + E , 

where Ixl2 is meant on L 2(X), while Ixl~ is meant on L 2(X,,). Therefore, we obtain 

P(a)K(a)P(a) ~ -A + (",",/"X,,"''') - e(1 + Ixl~rl + EP(a) . 

In a similar way we get 

P(a)K(a)Q(a)K(a)P(a) ~ (",",I;",") - (",",/"",,,)2 - e(1 + Ixl~rl 

In total, we have shown that 

K(a) ~ (1 - '1),1 + w.." - '1,1 - 2e(1 + Ixl~rl + E . 

By assumption, the Hamiltonian -(1 - '1).1 + w.." has finite discrete spectrum. 
Furthermore. - '1,1 - 2e(1 + Ixl~)-l has finite discrete spectrum if e is small 
enough (Reed and Simon [295]. XIII.3). Therefore, using Lemma 3.24. we arrive 
at the conclusion of the theorem. 0 

We now prove the Combes-Simon decoupling inequality. 

Proof (of Lemma 3.24). 

A = PAP + PAQ + QAP + QAQ . (3.50) 
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We estimate the mixed terms by the Schwarz inequality: 

l(cp,QAPcp)1 = I (<<5 1/2Qcp, «5- 1/2QAPcp) I 

Thus, we get 

:::;; (<<51/2Qcp, «51/2Qcp) 112 (<<5-1/2QAPcp, «5-1/2QAPcp) 1/2 

:::;; !(«5112Qcp,«51/2Qcp) + («5-1/2QAPcp,<<5-1/2QAPcp») 

= t(<<5(cp,Qcp) + «5- 1 (cp,PAQAPcp») . 

Re(QAP) ~ -!«5Q - t«5-1PAQAP . 

Estimating Re(P AQ) in a similar way and inserting in (3.50), we obtain 

A ~ PAP - «5- I PAQAP + Q(A - «5)Q. 0 

We now present two applications of the above "abstract" theorem: 

Theorem 3.25. Assume dimension Jl ~ 3. If the potentials l'jj belong to V'12(~") 
for Jl > 3, and to L 2(~") for Jl = 3, and if furthermore E3 > E, then H = Ho + 
L l'jj has only finitely many bound states. 

Proof. We show that the negative part of w.." belongs to V'12(~"). This implies 
that - (I - ,,),1 + w.." has only finitely many bound states below zero by the 
Cwickel-Lieb-Rosenbljum bound (see e.g. Reed and Simon IV, [295], XIII.l2). 
This implies the assertion by Theorem 3.23. Let us first consider 

Let a = {A Io A2 }. Define Mt = LieAkmi. We can write any XEX as (Xl + YI' 

.i2 + Y2, ... , xn + Yn) with (Xl' ... , Xn)E Xa and 

Yi = ~ I mjXj for i EAt . 
t jeAk 

Since XEX, we have M1YI = -M2Y2 for iEA I, jEA 2. Therefore Xi - Xi = 
Yi - Yj + Xi - Xj = Y + Xi - Xj with Y = Yi - Yj. We see from this that 

(I/Ia, l'jj 1/1 a ) = f Il/Ia(x)1 2 l'jj(Y + Xi - Xj) dx 
XG 

is a convolution. It is well known that 

(see Reed and Simon IV, [295], XIII.39). Thus, the Young inequality tells us that 
the convolution (I/Ia, ~jl/la> E V'12(~"). The term (1/1 a, I; Xa 1/1 a > can be handled by 
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the estimate 

As above, <",a, V;} ",a) is a convolution. Assume first J.l > 3. Since V;j E V'12, we 
have V;fEV' /4. By the Young inequality this implies <",a, v;f",a)EV'12 (since 
",a E U for any q). For J.l = 3, V;j E U, hence V;f ELI. Again we conclude that 
<",a, V;f",a)EV'12. 

Since the third term, <",a, V;j",a)2 is positive, we are done. 0 

Finally, we state without proof 

Theorem 3.26. Once negatively charged bosonic ions have only a finite number 
of bound states. 

Remarks. (1) The problem with fermions is that the corresponding ground state 
may be degenerate with a parity degeneracy producing a dipole term in the 
effective potential. If this ground state happens to be nondegenerate, Theorem 
3.26 holds in this case, too. 

(2) We can apply Theorem 3.23 only to negative ions of charge I, since we 
do not know 1:3 > 1: for higher charges. For an ion of charge - k,1:3 > 1: means 
1: = E(Z + k - I, Z) ;;/: E(Z + k - 2, Z) = 1:3, So, what we cannot exclude is 
that an ion of charge - k + 1 has no bound states, while the corresponding ion 
of charge - k has infinitely many bound states. The fact that we do not know 
how to exclude this physically absurd situation indicates how little we under
stand about atomic physics from a mathematical point of view. 

Appendix: The Stone-Weierstrass Gavotte 

It appears several times in this book that it is relatively easy to show an assertion 
for the resolvents (H - Z)-1 of an operator H, while a direct proof for !(H) for 
an arbitrary function! E C7.0 (IR) seems to be much harder. 

However, it is in many cases easy to deduce this seemingly stronger assertion 
from the knowledge that it holds for resolvents, i.e. for the functions J(x) = 
(x - :)-1. 

One way to see this is the use of the abstract Stone-Weierstrass theorem, as 
follows: Suppose we know that A := {f E C",(IR)I!(H) has the desired property} 
obeys: (i) A is norm closed (ii) A is an involutative algebra, i.e. a vector space that 
contains, with !, g, also land!' g. Then the abstract Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
tells us that A = C.JIR), i.e. the assertion holds for !(H) with any f E Cx (IR), 
provided we know it for (H - :)-1 for a single: E C, Re: ;;/: O. 

A second, more elementary way goes as follows: Suppose we know that a 
certain property holds for all (H - :)-1 with: in an open subset, G, ofc' Suppose. 
furthermore. we know (i) above, i.e. if /" has the property, /" - .r uniformly, then 
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f has the desired property, and (ii)' A is a vector space. Then we conclude that 
(H - z)-t, k E~, Z E G belongs to A, since by Cauchy's integral formula 

-t t f(H - Z)-I 
(H - zo) = ~ ( )-t dz , 

111 y Zo - Z 
(A.3.t) 

where., is a circle in G around Zoo The right-hand side of the above equation is 
a norm limit of linear combination of resolvents, and hence belongs to A. 

"Mixed" polynomials of the type 

(H - Z,f'(H - Z2)-I ••• (H - Z,,)-I 

can be handled by the first resolvent inequality 

for =i oF Zj' and by (A.3.t) for Zi = Zj' Thus, we know that all the polynomials in 
(H - Z)-I with zEG belong to A. Since the polynomials in (x - Z)-I, ZEG are 
dense in C x' we conclude by (i) that A = Cx ' 
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In this chapter, we will examine a number of theorems about operators H which 
follow from the Mourre estimate, an estimate which says that a commutator 
[H, iA] is positive in some sense. The ideas in this chapter can be traced back to 
Putnam [289], Kato [191] and Lavine [225] for theorems on the absence of 
singular spectrum, and to Weidmann [367] and Kalf [189] for theorems on 
absence of positive eigenvalues. 

All this earlier work applied to rather restricted classes of potentials. It was 
Mourre [256], in a brilliant paper, who realized that by only requiring localized 
estimates, one could deal with fairly general potentials. He developed an abstract 
theory which he was able to apply to 2- and 3-body SchrOdinger operators. Perry, 
Sigal and Simon [281] showed that his ideas could handle N-body Schrodinger 
operators. 

In Sect. 4.1, we prove Putnam's theorem on the absence of singular spectrum, 
and introduce the Mourre estimate. We then give some examples ofSchrodinger 
operators for which a Mourre estimate holds, deferring the proof of the estimate 
for N-body Schrodinger operators until Sect. 4.5. In Sect. 4.2, we prove the vi rial 
theorem and show how this, together with a Mourre estimate, can give informa
tion about the accumulation of eigenvalues. In Sect. 4.3, we prove a variant of 
the theorem of Mourre [256] on absence of singular spectrum. In Sect. 4.4, we 
present theorems of Froese and Herbst [114], and Froese, Herbst, HoJJmann
OstenhoJ and HoJJmann-OstenhoJ [116] on L 2-exponential bounds for eigenfunc
tions ofSchrodinger operators which imply that N-body Schrodinger operators 
have no positive eigenvalues. 

4.1 Putnam's Theorem and the Mourre Estimate 

Commutator methods appear in a simple form in Putnam's thoorem, where 
positivity of a commutator is used to prove absolute continuity of spectrum. We 
first give a convenient criterion for the absolute continuity of spectrum. 

Proposition 4.1. Suppose H is a self-adjoint operator, and R(z) = (H - Z)-I. 
Suppose for each qJ in some dense set there exists a constant, C(qJ) < 00 such that 

lim sup (qJ,lm R(1l + ie)qJ) :s; C(qJ) . 
<10 ,. E (a. b) 

Then H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum in (a, b). 
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Proof By Stone's formula [292], if E.1 = E,,(H) denotes the spectral projection 
for H corresponding to A, 

b' 

~<cp,(Ela'.b'l + E(a'.b")CP) = lim! f <cp,ImR(Jl + iE:)cp)dJl . 
2 do 1l a' 

Since E(a'.b" ~ E1a'.b'l this implies, if (a', b') ~ (a, b) 
b' 

<cp, E(a'.b"CP) ~! f C(cp)dJl 
1l a' 

for a dense set of cp's. This implies 

for every Borel set Q ~ (a, b), which means that the spectral measures dJlrp are 
absolutely continuous. Since the set of such cp's is assumed dense, the spectrum 
is purely absolutely continuous. 0 

Theorem 4.2 (Putnam's Theorem). Suppose H and A are bounded, self-adjoint 
operators, Assume 

[H, iA] = C·C , 

where Ker(C) = {O}. Then H has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. 

Proof Set R(z):= (H - Z)-l. Then 

IICR(Jl ± iE:)11 2 = IIR(Jl + iE:)C·CR(Jl ± iE:)1I 

= IIR(Jl + iE:)[H,iA]R(Jl ± iE:)1I 

= IIR(Jl + iE:)[H - Jl + iE:,iA]R( Jl ± iE:)1I 

(4.1) 

~ II AR(Jl ± iE:)1I + II R(Jl + iE:)A II + 2E: II R(Jl + iE:)AR(Jl ± iE:)1I 

~4E:-lIIAIl . 

Thus, 

2I1CImR(Jl + iE:)C·1I = IICR(Jl + iE:)(2iE)R(Jl- iE)C·1I 

~ 811AII . 

Since ran(C·) is dense. the theorem now follows from Proposition 4.1. 0 

Remark. This proof shows that [H, iA] ~ a.J is impossible for bounded H and A, 
since this would imply that R(=) is bounded for all =, i.e. that H has no spectrum. 
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The Mourre estimate can be thought of as a weak form of hypothesis (4.1). 
In the Mourre estimate. H and A can be unbounded, which is crucial for 
applications to Schrodinger operators. Moreover, the Mourre estimate is local 
in the spectrum of H. Thus. we will be able to prove absolute continuity of the 
spectrum of H away from eigenvalues without proving (as Putnam's theorem 
does) that eigenvalues do not exist. 

Before describing the Mourre estimate. we need some definitions. We first 
define a scale of spaces associated with a self-adjoint operator H. 

Definition 4.3. Given a self-adjoint operator H acting in a Hilbert space H. define 
H+ 2:= D(H) with the graph norm 

11t/l1I+2 = II(H + i)t/lil . 

Similarly, define H+ , := D(IHI I12 ) with its graph norm. Define H-2 and H_, to 
be the dual spaces of H + 2 and H + I' respectively, thought of as the closure of H 
in the norm Iltpl!-j = II(IHI + l)-jI2 tp II. 

Thus, we have the inclusions 

H-2 c H_, c H C H+, C H+2 . 

Remark. When H = - A or - A + V with V A-bounded with bound less than I. 
these are just the usual Sobolev spaces. 

We now give a list of hypotheses on a pair of self-adjoint operators Hand 
A, to which we will refer later. In these hypotheses. {Ht } are the spaces associated 
with H. 

Hypothesis I. D(A) 11 H+2 is dense in H+ 2. 

H}'pothesis~. The form [H.iA] defined on D(A) 11 H+2 extends to a bounded 
operator from H+2 to H_ , . 

Hypothesis 2'. The form [H. iA] defined on D(A) 11 H +2 extends to a bounded 
operator from H+2 to H_ 2. 

Hypothesis 3. There is a self-adjoint operator Ho with D(Ho) = D(H) such that 
[Ho, iA] extends to a bounded map from H+2 to Hand D(A) 11 D(HoA) is a core 
for Ho. 

Remark. In applications where H = -A + V. Ho will be -A. 

Hypothesis 4. The form [[H. iA]. iA] where [H. iA] is as in Hypothesis 2 extends 
.from H+21l D(A) to a bounded map from H+2 to H_ 2. 

Definition 4.4 (The Mourre Estimate). We say that a self-adjoint operator H 
obeys a Mourre estimate on the interval A if there is a self-adjoint operator A. 
such that . 

(i) H and A satisfy hypotheses 1 and 2' 
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(ii) there exists a positive number ~ and a compact operator K such that 

(4.2) 

Here E,j = E,j(H) is the spectral projection for H associated with the interval LI. 
We say H satisfies a Mourre estimate at a point i.E [R if there exists an interval 
A containing i. such that H satisfies a Mourre estimate on LI. 

We close this section by giving four examples ofSchrodinger operators which 
satisfy a Mourre estimate. 

Example 1 (2-Body Potentials). The starting point for this example is the obser
vation that if Ho = - LI acting in L 2([Rv), and A is the generator of dilations, i.e. 
A = (x' D + D· x)/2i, where D is the gradient operator Df = Vf, then 

[Ho• iA] = 2Ho . 

Thus, it easily follows that Ho obeys a Mourre estimate on any interval LI not 
containing 0. We now show that the same is true for H = Ho + V if V satisfies 

(i) V(LI + 0- 1 is compact 
(ii) (- LI + o-t X' VV( - LI + I)-I is compact 

[see Remark 1 following Proposition 4.16 for the precise meaning of (ii)]. Since 
CO' ([RV) c D(H) (') D(A), Hypothesis I is satisfied. Also 

[H, iA] = 2Ho - X' VV , (4.3) 

so (ii) implies that Hypothesis 2' holds. From (4.3) we see 

where W = 2 V + X· VV. By our assumptions, E,I WEJ is compact for any finite 
interval LI. If LIlies below 0, then EJ and EJHE,I are also compact, since by (i) 
(Jm(H) = (Jcss(Ho) = [0, 'X), so the Mourre estimate is trivially satisfied. If LI = 
(a, b) with a > 0, then EIIH E,I ~ aE", so the Mourre estimate holds in this case 
also. 

Example 2 (Froese and Herbst [114]). Consider H = -d2/dx 2 + V acting in 
L2([R), where 

sin(2x) 
V(x) = 1\0 -- + VI (x) , 

x 

with VI satisfying the conditions in Example I. What we will show is that, with. 

A = ~. (d~' x + xdd) • 
_I.X X 

a Mourre estimate holds at all points except 0 and I. 
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Since these Mourre estimates can be used to prove the non-existence of 
imbedded eigenvalues (see [114]), it is amusing to note that there exists a 
potential of this form, the Wigner-von Neumann potential [362, 295], which has 
an eigenvalue at I. For notational simplicity. we set 1\0 = 1. The general case is 
proven in an identical way. It is easy to check that Hypothesis 1 and 2' hold. 
Now let fJ E Ct(lR) be a smoothed out characteristic function of the interval A. 
Then, ifO¢A, it follows from Example 1 that, for Ho = -d2/dx 2 

J:1(Ho + Vd[H,iA]fA(Ho + Vd ~ rxJ}(Ho + Vd + K 

[ sin(2X) . ] r V ) + fJ(Ho + Vt ) -x-,IA ltj(Ho + I , 

where rl > 0 and K is compact. Now (Ho + 1)[f(Ho + Vd - f(H)] is com
pact by an argument similar to the one in Proposition 3.8. Also, 
(Ho + q-1[H,iA](Ho + q-I is bounded. Thus, 

fA(H) [H, iA]fJ(H) ~ rxJ}(H) + K' 

(4.4) 

with K' compact. If we can show that the last term is compact for sufficiently 
small intervals about any point;' ::1= I, we will be done, since in that case, if 
;.¢ {O, I}, we can choose fJ to be identically 1 in a neighborhood A' about 
; .. The Mourre estimate then follows upon multiplying (4.4) from both sides 
with EJ .. Now [X-I sin(2x),iA] = 2cos(2x) - X-I sin(2x) and fJ(Ho + Vdx- I 

sin(2x)fJ(Ho + Vd is easily seen to be compact. Since f(Ho + VI) - f(Ho) is 
compact. we need only show that fJ(Ho) cos(2x)fJ(Ho) is compact for any 
sufficiently small interval A about ;. ::1= I. But this operator has an explicit integral 
kernel in momentum space: 

[fJ(Ho)cos(2x)fA(Ho)] (p,p') 

= !fA(p2) [b(p - p' + 2) + b(p - p' - 2)]fJ(p'2) , 

which is identically zero for any small enough A interval about ;. ::1= I, since for 
such A no p, p' E supp(fJ) obey I p - p'l = 2. 

Example 3 (Electric fields; Bentosela, Carmona, Due/os, Simon. Souillard and 
Weder [45]). In the study of electric fields. the group of translations often plays 
a role analogous to the one played by dilations in the study of other Schrodinger 
operators (see Chap. 7). In this example, A = id/dx. the generator oftranslations 
and H is a one-dimensional Hamiltonian with an electric field 

_d 2 

H = -d 2 + V(x) + Fx • 
x 
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where F > 0 is the field strength and V is assumed to be C l with bounded, 
uniformly continuous first derivative. Again, CQ"(IR) c: D(H) n D(A) and CQ"(IR) 
is dense in H+ 2. Also [H,iA] = V' + F which is bounded. Thus, Hypotheses 1 
and 2' hold. Since 

we see that a Mourre estimate holds, provided the last term is compact. We will 
show in Sect. 7.2 that this is the case for any finite interval A. 

The absolute continuity of the spectrum for operators of this form has been 
proven by other means (see e.g. Titchmarsh [357], N aimark [261], Walter [364]). 
The Mourre method actually proves at the same time that for suitable states cp, 
I(cp. x(t)cp)1 grows as t 2• 

This example can be extended to H = - A + V + F· x and A = iF· D in 
L 2(lRv), provided f7 V -+ 0, at infinity. 

Example 4 (N-Body Hamiltonians; Perry, Sigal, Simon [281]). Suppose H is an 
N-body Hamiltonian with center of mass removed, acting in L 2 (IR(N-U,,) as 
described in Sect. 3.2. Suppose the pair potentials Jt;j each obey (i) and (ii) of 
Example 1 in their spaces L 2(1R"). Then, with A = (x· D + D· x)j2i, H satisfies a 
Mourre estimate at every non-threshold point. The proof of this result is more 
involved than those in the previous examples. It is given in Sect. 4.5. 

4.2 Control of Imbedded Eigenvalues 

The first application of the Mourre estimate is a theorem of Mourre [256], which 
states that if H satisfies a Mourre estimate on an interval A, then the point 
spectrum of H in A is finite. The only tool we need to prove this result is the virial 
theorem, which says that if 1/1 is an eigenfunction of H, then <1/1, [H,iA]I/I> = o. 
Formally, this is obvious (by expanding the commutator). However, when Hand 
A are unbounded some care is required, since it might happen that 1/1 ¢ D(A). The 
virial theorem has been proven by various authors [189. 367, 281]. The proof we 
give follows [281]. We will need the following lemma to regularize A. 

Lemma 4.5. Assume that H and A satisfy Hypotheses 1 and 3, and let {Ht } 

be the spaces associated with H. For A. :1= 0, define R .. = ;.(iA + A.rl. Then 
R .. : H t -+ Hk is uniformly bounded for large 1,1.1, and 

s -limR .. = I 
1 .. 1-", 

in Hk for k = -2, -1,0, + I, +2 (here Ho = H). 

Proof We will prove this result for H+ 2. By duality, we get that R .. : H-2 -+ H-2 
is also uniformly bounded for large 1;.1. The uniform bounded ness for the other 
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H.·s then follows by interpolation [293]. Since H + 2 is dense in each H j. uniform 
boundedness on each H j and strong convergence in H + 2 imply strong conver
gence in each H j. 

Let H 0 be as in Hypothesis 3. We will also regularize H 0 . For cP E H + 2 

(Ho + i)(1 + ieHo)-1 R;.cp 

= R;.(Ho + i)(1 + ieHo)-'cp + [(Ho + i)(1 + ieHo)-I.R;.]cp . 

Since IIR;.II = I. 

IIR;.(Ho + i)(1 + ieHo)-'cpli ~ II(Ho + i)cpll , 

while 

[(Ho + i)(1 + ieHo)-I, R;.] = (iA + ;rl [(Ho + i)(1 + ieHo)-I, iA]R;. 

= (iA + ;r'[ -ie-'(ieHo + I - e - 1)(1 + ieHo)-I,iA]R;. 

= ie-'(l + e)(iA + ;rl[(1 + ieHo)-I,iA]R;. 

= ie-'(I + e)(iA + ;.)-I( -ie-I + HO)-I[Ho,iA](1 + ieHof' R;. . 

Inserting a factor (Ho + i)-I (Ho + i) to the right of [Ho, iA], and using that 
[Ho• A](Ho + i)-I is bounded (by Hypothesis 3), we find that for large 1).1 

mHo + i)(1 + ieHo)-', R;.]cpll ~ CI).I-'II(Ho + i)(1 + ieHo)-' R;.cpll 

Thus, 

so that for 1).1 large 

Taking e!O and using that D(Ho) = D(H) = H+ 2, we see that R;.: H+2 -+ H+2 is 
uniformly bounded for large 1;.1. 

Now 1- R;. = ;.-IR;.iA. If At/!~H+2' this implies 11(1 - R;.)t/!1I2 -+0 as 
1)·1 -+ oc,. Since D(A) n D(HoA) is dense in H+ 2, the uniform bound implies the 
strong convergence. 0 

Theorem 4.6 (The Vi rial Theorem). Assume Hypotheses 1,2' and 3 hold for H 
and A. If E:,.: denotes the spectral projection for H corresponding to the point JJ, 

E:,.:[H.iA]E:,.: = 0 . (4.5) 

In particular. <t/!, [H. A]t/!> = 0 for any eigenfunction t/! of H. 

Proof. Let A;. = AR;. with R;. as in Lemma 4.5. Then A;. is bounded. and since 
E:,.:H = JJE:,.:. we have 
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E{II}[H,iA).]E{II} = JlE{II:iA).E{II} - JlE,II}iA).E{II} 

=0. 

By direct calculation, we find [H,iA).] = R).[H,iA]R).. Thus, 

E{IIlR).[H,iA]R).E{IIl = 0 . 

Since R). -+ 1 strongly in H+2 and H-2 as 1).1-+ 00, and E{IIl maps H to H+2 
and H-2 to H, thisoperatortends strongly to E{II}[H,A]E{II} as an operatorfrom 
H to H. This implies (4.5). D 

We now can prove the theorem of Mourre [256] on finiteness of point 
spectrum. 

Theorem 4.7. Assume Hypotheses 1,2' and 3 hold for H and A, and that H satisfies 
a Mourre estimate on the interval A. Then H has at most finitely many eigen
values in A, and each eigenvalue has finite multiplicity. 

Remark. This result shows that in the (open) set of points at which a Mourre 
estimate holds for H, eigenvalues cannot accumulate. 

Proof. Suppose there are infinitely many eigenvalues of H in A, or that some 
eigenvalue has infinite multiplicity. Let {"'''}''=l be the corresponding ortho
normal eigenfunctions. Then by virial theorem and the Mourre estimate 

0= <"',,' [H, iA]",,,) 

= <"',,' E,:![H,iA]E,:!",,,) 

~ 0(11",,,11 2 + <",,,,K,,,,,) . 

Now 11",,,11 = I, and since "'" -+ 0 weakly and K is compact, <"',,' K",,,) -+ 0 as 
n -+ 00. This is impossible, since 0( > o. D 

Remark. For N -body Schrodinger operators, we will see that the Mourre estimate 
holds away from the set of thresholds, so that Theorem 4.7 says that eigenvalues 
can accumulate only at thresholds. Perry [280] has shown that, for N-body 
systems, eigenvalues can actually only accumulate at thresholds from below. 
There are examples of atomic Hamiltonians for which one knows (for reasons of 
symmetry) that there are infinitely many imbedded eigenvalues converging to a 
threshold. In Sect. 4.4, we will show that under suitable hypotheses, N-body 
systems cannot have positive eigenvalues. 

4.3 Absence of Singular Continuous Spectrum 

The purpose of this section is to prove that an operator H has no singular 
continuous spectrum in the set on which it obeys a Mourre estimate. Using this 
result, we can reduce the proof of the absence of singular continuous spectrum 
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for a given operator H to the proof of the Mourre estimate for some choice of 
conjugate operator A. The strategy for proving this theorem is due to Mourre 
[256]. It was extended by Perry, Sigal and Simon in [281] to deal with more 
general operators. 

Actually, what we will show is that H has a purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum on the set where H obeys the Mourre estimate (4.2) with K = O. The 
following lemma with allow us to deduce the result on absence of singular 
continuous spectrum from this. 

Lemma 4.8. Suppose H and A satisfy Hypotheses 1,2' and 3. If D is the (open) 
set of points at which H and A obey a Mourre estimate, then H and A obey a 
Mourre estimate with K = 0 at each point in D\t1pp(H). 

Proof. By the definition of D, there exists an interval A, about every point ;. in 
D\t1pp(H), such that a Mourre estimate (4.2) holds for some ce and K. Multiplying 
this inequality from both sides with E,1.(H), where A' is an interval with;. E A' s; A, 
we obtain, for each such A', 

(4.6) 

Since ;. rt t1pp(H), E,1.(H) tends strongly to zero as A' shrinks about ) .. There
fore, E,1.(H)KE,1.(H) tends to zero in norm. If we choose A' such that 
IIE,1.(H)KE,1.(H)1I < ce/2, (4.6) implies 

E,1.(H)[H,A]E,1.(H) ~ rxE,1.(H) - rxl2 

and the lemma follows upon multiplying this inequality from both sides with 
E,1.(H). 0 

We now come to the main theorem in this section. 

Tbeorem 4.9. Suppose H and A satisfy Hypotheses 1,2,3 and 4. Then each point 
;. for which a Mourre estimate holds with K = 0 is contained in an open interval 
A, such that 

lim sup II(IAI + o-l(H - JJ - i<5r 1(IAI + 1)-111 ~ c (4.7) 
"lO "e,1 

for some constant C. 

Corollary 4.10. If H and A satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.9, then H has a 
purely absolutely continuous spectrum in the (open) set where a Mourre estimate 
holds with K = O. 

Remark 1. Given the results of Sect. 4.5 (Example 4 above), Theorem 4.9 and 
Lemma 4.8 imply that N-body Schrodinger operators have no singular continu
ous spectrum. 
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Remark 2. For N-body Schrodinger operators, the conclusion (4.7) of Theorem 
4.9 remains true when (IAI + 0-1 is replaced with (Ixl + 0- 1/2 -., see [281]. More 
recently, Jensen and Perry [185] have improved this result, showing that 
(H - JJ - ic5)-l remains bounded as a map between certain Besov spaces as c5!0. 

Remark 3. The result of Perry, Sigal and Simon implies that (I + Ixl)-1/2-. is a 
locally smooth perturbation of H (see Reed an Simon [295], XIII. 7 for the theory 
of smooth perturbations). This result immediately implies asymptotic complete
ness for two-body systems with potentials decaying like Ixl- 1 - 2• and should be 
useful in studying N-body asymptotic completeness. 

Remark 4. Mourre [257] has shown that (I + IAI)-l can be replaced by spectral 
projections for A onto ± [0, 00), yielding propagation estimates of use in scatter
ing theory. 

We will prove Theorem 4.9 in a sequence of lemmas. Let ;. be a point where 
the Mourre estimate holds, with K = 0, i.e. for some interval A containing ;., and 
some ~ > 0 

Let f E CO' (IR) be a smoothed characteristic function with support in A such that 
f == I in some sub-interval A' containing ; .. Then 

f(H)[H,iA]f(H) ~ ~f2(H) , (4.8) 

and we can define the nonnegative operator, M2 = f(H)[H,iA]f(H). The proof 
will center about the analysis of the operator 

G.(:) = (H - iE:M 2 - Z)-l 

which, as we show below, exists for E: ~ 0 and 1m: > O. This operator is not as 
mysterious as it appears to be at first glance. If we ignore the f(H) terms in M2, 
Ge is the resolvent of H ± E:[H, A], which is the first term in the formal power 
series expansion of the complex dilated Hamiltonian exp(E:A)H exp( - E:A). 

Remark 5. Jensen, Mourre and Perry in [184] have explored the idea of using 
more terms of this expansion. They establish a connection between the bounded
ness of higher-order terms and the smoothness of the resolvent in the limit c5 to. 

Define the operators D and Fe by 

D = (IAI + 0-1 

F. = Fe(z) = DGe(:)D . 

Then the strategy of the proof will be to show F, is C 1 in 1:, and establish the 
following inequalities for small 1:. 

(a) I IF, II ~ CII: 
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(b) IIdF./dE:11 ~ C(IIF.II + e-t/211F.llt/2 + I) with C independent of Rez = Il for 
ileA'. 

Proposition 4.11. The estimates (a) and (b) for smalle imply Theorem 4.9. 

Proof Inserting (a) into the right side of (b). we find that. for smalle. 

which implies 

IIF.II ~ C 10g(E:) . 

Using this new estimate in (b). we find 

IIdF./dell ~ CE:- 1/2 10g(e) 

near e = O. which shows that IIF.II stays bounded as dO. 0 

In this proof and in what follows. C denotes a generic constant independent 
of Il = Re z for Il e A', whose value might change from line to line. We prove next 
some technical lemmas which estimate quantities which will appear in the proof 
of (a) and (b). We remark that it is the need to control [A. M2] which forces us 
to assume Hypothesis 2 in place of 2'. and to assume Hypothesis 4. 

Lemma 4.12. If /eCt(IR). then [A,f(H)] is bounded from H_I to H+ I. 

Proof To avoid domain difficulties, we regularize A. Let R;. = ;.(iA + ;rl as in 
Lemma 4.5. Then A;.:= AR;. is bounded. and 

eUH A;. _ A;.eitll = (e itH A;.e- itH _ A;.)eitH 

= OeiSII[H.A;.]e-iSHds)eitH . 

As in Lemma 4.6, [H, A;.] = R;.[H. iA]R;. and R;. is bounded uniformly in ;. for 
large 1 ;.1 from H 2 to H 2 and from H _I to H _I . On the other hand. by Hypothesis 
2, [H,A] is bounded from H2 to H_ I. Thus. 

II [A;.. eitll ] II 2. _I ~ Ct 

with C independent of ; .. Here 1I·lIi.j denotes the norm of maps from Hi to Hj . 
Now for g e Co (IR) we have 

x 

g(H) = (2n)-112 J g(s)eisll ds , 

where 9 denotes the Fourier transform of g. Thus, 

II[A;.,g(H)]1I 2 • _I ~ C , (4.9) 
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where C depends on g, but not on ; .. Since 

we see that 

(4.10) 

for C independent of ;.. Now for f E C;(~), we write f(H) = 
(H + i)-'g(H)(H + if I for gEC;(~) and thereby obtain 

[A .. ,f(H)] = [A .. ,(H + i)-']g(H)(H + WI + (H + i)-I [A .. ,g(H)](H + WI 

+ (H + i)-'g(H)[A .. ,(H + i)-I] , (4.11) 

so, using (4.9) and (4.10), we find 

Using this estimate for [A .. ,g(H)] in (4.11), we get 

with C independent of ; .. Taking ;. to 00 completes the proof of the lemma. 0 

Lemma 4.13. [A, M2] is bounded from H to H. 

Proof. We have 

[A, M2] = [A,f(H)]Bf(H) + f(H)[A, B]f(H) + f(H)B[A,f(H)] , 

where B:= [H, iA], so this lemma follows from Lemma 4.12 and Hypothesis 
4. 0 

Lemma 4.14. (a) For & ~ 0 and 1m z > 0, (H - i&M2 - z) is invertible, and the 
inverse, G" is C I in & on (0, (0) and continuous on [0,(0). 

(b) The following estimate holds for all & with 0 < & < &0 for suitable &0' and 
for all z with Re z E A'. (Recall that A' is an interval on which f = I.) 

(c) For z and & as in (a) 

11(1 - f(H))G,(z)1I ~ c 
IIG,(z)1I s; C&-I . 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(d) The estimates in (b) and (c) hold when the operator norm 11'11 on H is 
replaced with 11'110.2, the norm as operators from H to H 2. 
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(e) For e and z as in (a) 

Proof. (a) Write z = Jl + ib. Then 

Thus, for 15 > max(O, -2&IIMII) (e may be negative), we conclude that H -
ieM2 - z is invertible on its closed range. Since the adjoint operator 
H + ieM2 - z* obeys a similar estimate, its null space is empty, which implies 
that the range of H - ieM 2 - z is dense, and hence all of H. Since M 2 is bounded, 
H - ieM2 - z, for fixed z, is an analytic family of type (A) in e [196]. Thus, G.(z), 
for fixed z, is analytic in a region surrounding ( - 15/2 II Mil, 00), which gives us the 
required smoothness and continuity. For future use, we note that, by differen
tiating r/I = G,(z)(H - ieM2 - z)r/I for r/I e D(H) = H 2, and using the product 
rule, we find that 

dG, ='G M2G 
de I, , 

(b) This is the only step where the Mourre estimate enters. By (4.8), 

IIfG,cpll2 = (cp,G: j2G.cp) 

~ (2~&)-1 (cp, G:2eM2G.cp) 

~ (2~&rl(cp,G:(2eM2 + 2 Imz)G.cp) 

=(2~e)-I(cp,i(G: - G.)CP) 

~(~e)-II(cp,G,cp)l. 

(c) We can write 

(1 - f)G, = (1 - f)GoO + ieM2G,) , 

and for RezeA', (1 - f(H»Go(z)is bounded. Thus, 

11(1 - f)G,II ~ C(I + ellG,II) , 

so that (4.13) follows from (4.14). To prove (4.14), we estimate 

IIG,II + 1 ~ IIfG,II + 110 - f)G,II + 1 

~ Ce- l/2 IIG,II 1/2 + Cdt + eIlG,II) + 1 , 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Here we used (4.12) and (4.16). Now if Cle ~ t and C l + t ~ Ce- l /2 , we can 
continue estimating to conclude 
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IIG,II + 1 ~ Ce- I/2( IIG,III/2 + l) + t( IIG,II + I) 

~ 2Ce-1/2(IIG.1I + 1)1/2 + t(IIG,1I + I) , 

which implies that 

IIG,II ~ 16C2e- 1 • 

Thus, if e < Co := min{ (2C .,-1, C2(C 1 + t)-2}, (4.14) holds. 

(4.17) 

(d) We remind the reader that for an operator S, IISlIo.2 = II(H + i)SII. Since 
f has compact support in A, we have (H + i)f(H) = (H + i)E.1(H)f(H), so the 
required estimate follows easily for (4.12). Returning to the proof of (c), we note 
that in fact (H + i)(1 - f(H»Go(z) is bounded so that 

11(1 - f)G,IIO.2 ~ C(I + eIlG.II) ~ C . 

Here we used (4.14) with H -+ H norms. Since 

IIfG, 110.2 ~ CII(H + i)f(H)G.1I ~ CIIG.II 

by the compact support of f we find, combining this estimate with the previous 
one, that (4.14) also holds for H -+ H2 norms. 

(e) From (4.12), with cp = Dr/I, it follows that 

IIfG,Dr/l1l ~ Ce- 1I2 1<r/I,F.r/I)I'/2, so that 

IIfG,DII ~ Ce-1/2 11F,1I 

On the other hand, 

11(1 - f)G,DII ~ 11(1 - f)G,1I 

is bounded by (4.13), so the result follows. 0 

The inequality (a) follows from (4.14), so the following lemma will complete 
the proof of Theorem 4.9. 

Lemma 4.15. The differential inequality (b) holds. 

Proof From (4.15), we have 

-idF,/de = DG,M 2G,D = QI + Q2 + Q3' where 

Ql = -DG,(1 - f)[H,iA](1 - f)G,D 

Q2 = ~DG,(1 - f)[H,iA]fG,D - DG./[H,iA](1 - f)G,D 

Q3 = DG,[H,iA]G,D . 

Now, from (4.13) with the 11'110.2 norm, (I - f)G,D is bounded from H to H2, 
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while [H.iA] is bounded from H2 to H_ 2. Thus. 

IIQIII :s; C and 

IIQ211 :s; CII(H + i)fG,DII 

:s; CII G, DII 
= C(l + c- 1/2 11F,1I1/2) 

by Lemma 4.14(e). We write 

Q3 = Q4 + Qs. where 

Q4 = DG,[H - icM2 - z. iA]G,D 

Qs = icDG,[M2.iA]G,D . 

Expanding the commutator in Q4' we find 

IIQ411 :s; 2I1DAG,DII 

:s; 2 II G,D II 

:s; C(l + c- 1/2 11F. 111/2) . 

Here we used IIDA II :s; I and Lemma 4.14(e). Finally we estimate. using Lemmas 
4.13 and 4.14(c) 

IIQslI :s; cIlG,DII 211[M2.iA]1I 

:s; C(C 1/2 + 11F,1I1/2)2 

:s; C( I + IIF,II) 

for c < Co. Combining the estimates for QI through Qs. we conclude that (b) 
holds. 0 

4.4 Exponential Bounds and Nonexistence of Positive Eigenvalues 

In this section. we will describe the relationship between the decay rates of 
eigenfunctions of Schrodinger operators and the position of the eigenvalue 
relative to the points where the Mourre estimate fails to hold (by the results of 
the following section. these are the thresholds for N-body Hamiltonians). This 
will lead to a proof of the nonexistence of positive eigenvalues for N-body 
Schrodinger operators in two steps. First. we show that the eigenfunctions of 
N-body Hamiltonians corresponding to positive eigenvalues have to decay 
extremely rapidly. Then we show. in a sort of unique continuation theorem at 
infinity. that such rapid decay is impossible. The results of this section are less 
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general than those of previous sections in that H is required to be of the form 
- A + V. and A is always the dilation generator. This restriction arises because 
we use the special commutation properties of - A, V and A. 

The proof in this section follows Froese and Herbst [114] and Froese, Herbst, 
HoJJmann-OstenllO/ and HoJJmann-Ostenho/ [116]. That N-body Hamiltonians 
can have no positive eigenvalues was previously known for some special cases 
from the work of Weidmann [367], Balslev [35], and Simon [321]. For one-body 
systems, the absence of positive eigenvalues was known for quite general poten
tials from the work of Kato [190], Agmon [I] and Simon [318] (see also the recent 
book [90]). The exponential decay properties of eigenfunctions, which we use 
here as a tool, aTe interesting in their own right. We mention only the book of 
Agmon [3], which contains further references. 

In this section, it will be convenient to use the anti symmetric dilation gen
erator. Define 

A = t(D'x + x'D) , (4.18) 

where D is the gradient operator, i.e. D/:= Vf Then A = iA, where A is the 
dilation generator used above. We will also use the notation for x E IR' 

(4.19) 

To give some idea of how commutators can give information about positive 
eigenvalues, we sketch a proof of Weidmann's theorem [367], which applies in 
particular to potentials V which are homogeneous of degree -I, i.e. V(j.x) = 
;. -1 V(x) for ;. > 0 (e.g. atomic Hamiltonians). For these potentials, 
[V. A] = - x . V V = V. Thus, if I/! is a normalized eigenfunction of H = - A + V 
with eigenvalue E, we can apply the virial theorem to conclude 

0= <I/!, [H,A]I/!> = <I/!,(-2A + V)I/!> 

= <I/!, HI/!> + <I/!, -AI/!> 

? E . 

Here we used the commutation relation [ - A, A] = - 2,,1 and the positivity of 
-A. 

We will be dealing with exponential decay of eigenfunctions in the L 2 sense. 
A function I/! is said to satisfy an L2 upper (lower) bound if exp(F)I/! is in (not in) 
L 2. Here F is a function which measures the decay rate. The next proposition 
lists some equations satisfied by I/!F := exp(F)I/! when I/! is an eigenfunction of a 
Schrodinger operator, and F(x) is an increasing function of Ixl alone. An impor
tant hypothesis in this proposition is that I/!F E U. This is how the L 2 decay 
properties of I/! will enter our proofs. 

Proposition 4.16. Suppose H = - A + V in L 2(1R'), where V satisfies 
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(i) V is A-bounded with bound less than one, 
(ii) (-A + n- I X' VV( -A + n- I is bounded. 
Suppose r/I is an eigenfunction of H, with eigenvalue E, i.e. Hr/I = Er/I. Let F be 
a non-decreasing COO function of Ixl alone, and assume that 

where g is the nonnegative function defined by VF = xg. Oefine r/lF := exp(F)r/I, 
and assume r/lFeL2. Then 

H(F)r/lF=Er/lF' whereH(F)=H-(J7F)2+D'VF+VF'D, (4.20) 

<r/lF,Hr/lF) = <r/lF' [(J7F)2 + EJr/lF) (4.21) 

< r/lF , [H,AJr/lF) = -4I1gl/2Ar/lFI12 

(4.22) 

Here A is given by (4.18) and D is the gradient operator. 

Remark 1. Assumption (i) allows us to define H as a self-adjoint operator with 
domain 0(,1). Assumption (ii) implies that Hypothesis 2' holds for H and the 
generator of dilations. What (ii) really means is that form Q(II,f2) defined for II 
and 12 in the Schwartz space S by 

extends to the form of a bounded operator. Note the V need not have derivatives 
in the classical sense for this to hold. For example, if(l + Ixl)Vis -A bounded, 
then Hypothesis (ii) will hold. 

Remark 2. Although it might happen that r/ld O(A), we will show that r/lF e 
0(g1!2 A), so that (4.22) makes sense. 

Remark 3. Formally, this proposition follows just from computing commutators. 

Proof Since V F is bounded, H( - F) is a closed operator with domain H2 = 0(,1), 
with COO as a core, and with adjoint H(F). For cp e CO', it follows from calculating 
commutators that H( - F)cp = exp( - F)H' exp(F)cp. Thus, <H( - F)cp, r/lF) = 
<cp, Er/lF) for cpeCO', which implies that r/lFeO(H(F)), and that (4.20) holds. 
Equation (4.21) follows from (4.20), and the antisymmetry of D· V F + V F· D. 
Explicitly 

EIIr/lFII2 = <r/lF,H(F)r/lF) 

= Re<r/lF,H(F)r/lF) 

= <r/lF,(H - (J7F)2)r/lF) . 
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To prove (4.22), we first verify the following identity for qJ E C;' and ~ := exp(F) 

(qJ,[~A~, -A]qJ) = (~qJ,[A, -A]~qJ) - 411g1/2A~qJ1I2 + (~qJ,G~qJ) . 
(4.23) 

Here G(x) = (x· V)2 9 - X· V«V F)2). Since qJ E C;" this identity follows from the 
formal computation 

[~A~, -A] = nA, -A]~ + ~A[~, -A] + [~, -A]A~ 

= nA, -A]~ + ~A(eFgx·D + D·xgeF) 

+ (eFgx·D + D·xgeF)A~ 

= ~[A, -A]~ + ~(A(gx·D + D·xg) + (gx·D + D·xg)A 

+ [(J7F)2,A])~ 

= nA, -A]~ + 4~AgA~ + ~«x· V)2g - X· V«VF)2»~ . 

Define the cut-otT function Xm(x) = x(x/m), where X E C;' and X equals one in a 
neighborhood of the origin. Then it is not hard to see that (4.23) holds, with 
qJ = Xm"'. Adding (Xm"', (x· VV)Xm"') = (Xm"', [A, V]Xm"') to each side, and 
introducing the constant E in the commutator on the left, we obtain 

(Xm",,[~A~,H - EJxm"') = (~Xm",,[A,H]~Xm"') 

-4I1gI/2A~Xm"'1I2 + (~Xm"',G~Xm"') . (4.24) 

Using (4.20) and (4.21), it is possible to show that ~Xm'" -+ ~'" = "'F in H+2 as 
m -+ 00. Thus, the first and last terms on the right side of (4.24) converge. Here 
we use the boundedness of G. To handle the left side of (4.24), we write 

(Xm"', [~A~,(H - E)]Xm'" = -2 Re(~A~Xm",,(H - E)Xm"') 

= -2Re«x)-'A~Xm",,(x)~(H - E)Xm"') . 
(4.25) 

[Recall that (x) = (I + IxI2)1/2]. Now 

(4.26) 

and l(x)AXml and l(x)VXml are bounded by a constant independent ofm. Since 
~'" = "'F and ~V'" are both in L2 (the latterfollows from V"'FEU and "'FEU), 
the right side of (4.26) is bounded in absolute value by a fixed L 2 function. 
Moreover, it converges pointwise to zero. Thus, by Lebesgue's dominated con
vergence theorem 

lI(x)~(H - E)Xm"'lI -+ 0 as m -+ 00 . 

Since (X)-I A is bounded from H2 to H, 
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with C independent ofm. Thus, the left side of(4.25) converges to zero as m --+ OCJ. 

Since all the other terms in (4.24) converge as m --+ x, so must IIgl12 Aex",t/lli. 
Thus, for qJ e CO' 

I (t/lF' Agt/2qJ)1 = lim l(ex",t/I,Ag I12 qJ)1 
"'-L 

~ (!i.: IIg112 AeX",t/lII) IIqJll , 

which shows that t/lFe 0« - Ag I/2).) = D(g1/2 A), and it follows easily that 
AgI/2ex",t/I -+ Ag 1/2 t/lF as m --+ 00. Thus, all the terms in (4.24) converge to the 
corresponding ones in (4.22). 0 

The next theorem relates the L2 decay rate of an eigenfunction t/I with 
eigenvalue E to the set on which the Mourre estimate fails to hold. Consider 
t/la := exp(lX(x»t/I. When IX = 0, this function is in L2 by hypothesis. If we increase 
IX, it may happen that at some critical point, lXo, t/la leaves L2. The next theorem 
says this can only happen if IX~ + E is a point where the Mourre estimate does 
not hold. This theorem does not rule out the possibility that t/la never leaves L2. 
That such rapid decay cannot occur is proven in Theorem 4.18. 

Theorem 4.17. Let H = - A + V in U(IRV), where V satisfies 

(i) V is A-bounded with bound less than I, 
(ii) (- A + Ifl X· VV( - A + Ifl is bounded. 
Suppose Ht/I = Et/I. Let E(H) be the complement of the set of points where a 
Mourre estimate (4.2) holds, with A the dilation generator. Define 

r = SUp{1X2 + E: IX ~ 0,exp(lX(x»t/leL2(IRV)} 

Then reE(H)u {+ oo}. 

Proof. Suppose the theorem is false. Then r = IX~ + E ¢ E(H) for some lXo < 00. 

If lXo ¥ 0, choose IXI and y such that IXI < lXo < IXI + y. If lXo = 0, let IXI = ° and 
y >0. In both cases, exp(oc l (x»t/leL2, while exp[(1X1 + i,>(x)HL 2• We will 
derive a contradiction for small i'. We assume that ° ~ y ~ I, so that all constants 
in the proof are independent of y and IX I' 

To begin, we define an interpolating function X. for se IR by 
I 

X.(t) = J (sx)-2dx . 
o 

Then X.(t) i t as s!O, and 

x.(t) ~ c. for s > ° . (4.27) 

I (:rYx.(t) I ~ ct- n+1 , (4.28) 
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where the constant in (4.28) is independent of s. Define 

F.(x) = IXI(X) + rx.(x» . 

By (4.27), exp(F.)t/I E U for all s > 0, but lIexp(F.)t/l1l -+ 00 as s!O. Define 

'1'. = exp(F.)t/I/llexp(F.)t/l1l 

Then for any bounded set, B 

limJ 1'I'.12d"x = 0 , 
.lO B 

limJ 1V'I'.12d"x = 0 . 
.lo B 

In particular, '1'. converges weakly to zero. In addition, we claim 

IIV'I'.II < C , 

III -.£1 + 1)'1'.11 < C • 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

To prove these inequalities. we need to use Proposition 4.16, and therefore must 
verify that F. satisfies the hypotheses of that proposition. By direct calculation 
we find 

VF. = (IX I + YX~«x»)(X)-1 X 

9 = (IX I + rx~«x»))(X)-I, so that 

Ix·V(WF.)2)1 ::5;CY(IX I +Y)+C(IX I +y)2(X)-2 

I(x' V)2gl ::5; C(IX I + Y)(X)-I . (4.32) 

Thus, Proposition 4.16 holds. Using (4.21) of this proposition, together with the 
.£1-boundedness of V, we find 

11V'I'.1I 2 ::5; ('1'., H '1'.) + C II '1'.11 2 

::5; C(IX I + y)2 + I) . 

This implies (4.30). Equation (4.31) now follows similarly from (4.30) and (4.20), 
together with the .£1-boundedness of V. 

We wish to prove 

(4.33) 

To do this, we not~ that IIg 1/2 ,4'1'.11 is one of the terms in the equation obtained 
by dividing each term in (4.22) by lIexp(F.)t/I 112. Thus, it suffices to bound the re
maining terms. By (4.3l) and the boundedness of( -.£1 + 0- 1 [H,Aj( -.£1 + 0-1, 

which follows from (ii). we have 

('1' •• [H.,4] '1'.) ::5; C • 
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The estimates (4.32) imply that 

1('I'.,«x· V)2g - x· V«VF.)2» '1'.> I ~ C • 

Thus, (4.33) holds. 
We now claim that 

lim II(H - E - (VF.)2) '1'. II = 0 . 
.!O 

From (4.20), this is equivalent to 

lim II(D· VF. + VF .. D) '1'. II = 0 . 
• !O 

(4.34) 

Now D· V F. + V F • . D = 2g.1 + x· V g. Let XN denote the characteristic function 
of {x: g(x) < N- l }. Then 

lim IIg.1'I'.11 ~ lim(N-' /2I1XN9l/2 .1'1'.11 + 11(1 - XN)g.1'P.II) 
.!O .!O 

~ cN- l /2 • 

Here we used (4.29) and the fact that I - XN has support in a fixed, bounded set 
as s!O. Since N is arbitrary, this shows that IIg.1'I'.II ..... 0 as s!O. Similarly, 
IIx· Vg'P.lI ..... 0 as s!O, and (4.34) is proven. 

From the expression for V F., it is not hard to estimate 

I(VF.)2 - IXfl ~ C(lXlY + y2 + IXf(x>-2) 

so that, from (4.34), it follows that 

lim II(H - E - IXf)'I'.1I ~ CY(lX l + y) . 
• !O 

Now choose Y small enough so that the Mourre estimate holds in some interval 
A of width 215 about IXf + E. This is possible since E(H) is closed and IX~ + E tI 
E(H). Then 

lim II E(IR\A) '1'. II ~ 15- ' IlE(IR\A)(H - E - IXf)'I'.1I ~ cy 
.!O 

(4.35) 

and 

lim II(H + i)E(IR\A) '1'.11 
.!O 

~ lim II(E + IXf + i)E(IR\A) '1'.11 + II(H - E - IXf)E(IR\A) '1'.11 
.!O 

~ cy . (4.36) 

Thus, we can insert spectral projections E(A) in the left side of the equation 
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obtained by dividing (4.22) by IIexp(F,)", II 2, and control the error terms to 
conclude that 

lim ('I'"E(A)[H,A]E(A)'P,) ~ cy(txl + y) . (4.37) 
.!O 

Here we use the negativity ofthe first term on the right of (4.22), the estimates for 
I(x' V)2g - X'V(VF)21, the boundedness of (H + i)-l [H, Aj(H + itl and the 
estimates (4.35) and (4.36). On the other hand, we know by the Mourre estimate 

('I'"E(A)[H,,4JE(A)'P,) ~ tx II E(A) '1', 112 + ('I'"K'I',) 

for some tx > O. Thus, since '1', ~ 0 and K is compact, we have, using (4.35) 

tim ('1'" E(A) [H, ,4J E(A) '1',) ~ a(l - Cy2) . (4.38) 
.!O 

For small enough y, (4.37) and (4.38) contradict each other, so the proof is 
complete. 0 

Remark. By making more careful estimates, one can prove this theorem without 
using weakly convergent sequences. This was done by Perry [280]. 

We now prove a theorem which eliminates the possibility T = 00 in the result 
above. To prove this, we need to make an assumption on V that does not 
correspond to any of the hypotheses is Sect. 4.1. This assumption is not optimal; 
some alternative assumptions on V which imply the theorem are given in [114]. 

Theorem 4.18. Suppose H = - A + V, where V satisfies (i) and (ii) of Proposition 
4.1. Assume, in addition, that X' VV is A-bounded with bound less than 2. 
Suppose H", = E", and "'~:= exp(tx(x)"')eL2 for all tx. Then'" = O. 

Proof The function F = tx(x) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 4.16. Thus, 
from (4.20) and the LI-boundedness of V, we have 

("'~, -A"'~) ~ ("'~,H"'~) - CII"'~II2 

~ (",~,(VF)2",~) - CII"'~II2 

= (",~,tx2X2(X)-2",~) _ CII"'~II2 . 

On the other hand, we know that X· V V ~ a( - A) + b, with a < 2. Since 
[H,,4] = - 2..1 - X· VV, this, together with (4.22), implies 

("'~, -A"'~) ~C(",~,[H,Aj",~) + CII"'~II2 
~ C("'~,[(x' V)2g - X· V(VF)2 + I]"'~) 
= C(",~,[tx(3X2(X)-S - 2x2 (x)-3) - 2tx2 X2 (X)-4 + IJt/I~) . 

Combining these two inequalities, we have 
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(t/I~,(OC2(X2(X)-2 + 2cx2(x)-4) 

+ Coc(2x2 (x)-3 - 3x2(x)-s) - 2C)t/I~) ~ 0 . 

But for large oc, the expression in parentheses is increasing monotonically to 00 

at all points except 0 as oc -+ 00. This is impossible unless t/I = o. 0 
We can now combine the theorems of this section with the results of the next 

section to prove that N-body Hamiltonians have no positive eigenvalues. 

Theorem 4.19. Suppose H, acting in U(lR(N-II"), is an N-body Hamiltonian with 
center of mass removed (see Sect. 3.2), with pair potentials Jtij satisfying 

(i) Jtij( -A + 0-1 is compact in U(IR"), 
(ii) (-A + 1)-1 x· VJtij( -A + 0-1 is compact in L 2 (1R"), 
(iii) x· VJtij is A-bounded with bound zero in L 2 (1R"). 
Then H has no positive thresholds or eigenvalues. 

Proof The proof proceeds by induction. Suppose that for all M < N, M-body 
Hamiltonians have no positive eigenvalues. Then H has no positive thresholds, 
as thresholds are sums of eigenvalues of subsystem Hamiltonians. Now suppose 
Ht/I=Et/I. 

Since H is not of the form - A + V (unless all the masses are equal to 1), 
Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 are not directly applicable to Hand t/I. However, 
H = Ho + V where Ho = - D· M- 2. D for a symmetric positive definite matrix 
M, determined by the masses (see Chap. 3). Define the unitary operator U by 
Uf(x) = det(M)1/2 f(Mx). Then R:= U· HU = -A + V(M- 1 x) does satisfy the 
hypotheses of these theorems. Moreover, U· AU = A, which implies R satisfies 
a Mourre estimate with A if and only if H does. Thus, E(R)·= E(H) which, by 
Theorem 4.21, equals the set of thresholds of H. Applying Theorems 4.17 and 
4.18 to Rand U·t/I = det(M)-1/2t/1(M- 1 x), we find that 

T:= sup{oc2 + E: oc ~ O,exp(oc(Mx»t/leL2 } 

is a threshold, and therefore nonpositive. But E ~ T. To start the induction 
effortlessly, we define an O-body operator to be the zero operator on C. 0 

4.5 The Mourre Estimate for N-Body Schrodinger Operators 

The final topic in this chapter is a proofthat N-body Schrodinger operators obey 
a Mourre estimate at all non-threshold points. The first proof of this result is due 
to Perry, Sigal and Simon [281]. It was previously proven for certain 3-body 
Hamiltonians by Mourre [256]. The proof given here follows Froese and Herbst 
[115]. Actually, in [115], this theorem is proven for a class of generalized N -body 
Hamiltonians whose geometric structure is explicit. To avoid introducing new 
notation, we will restrict ourselves to N-body operators. 
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The next lemma uses a Ruelle-Simon partition of unity to decompose [H, Aj 
for an N-body operator H into terms involving M-body operators with M < N. 
This is the key to an inductive proof of Theorem 4.21. 

Lemma 4.20. Let H be an N-body Schrodinger operator (with center of mass 
removed) acting in U(IR(N-lI11) as defined in Sect. 3.2. Suppose the pair potentials 
"ij satisfy 

(i) "ij( - A + 0-1 is compact on U(IRN ), 

(ii) (-A + l)-lx·V"ij(-A + I)-I iscompactonU(IRN). 
Let {Ja} be a Ruelle-Simon partition of unity indexed by 2-cluster partitions 
3. Let H(a) be the Hamiltonian corresponding to a (see Sect. 3.2), and A = 
!(x· D + D· x), where x and D denote the variable and gradient operator in 
U(IRIN-lI11), respectively. Then, if /eCO'(IR), there exist compact operators KI 
and K 2 such that 

(4.39) 
a 

/(H) [H, A)f(H) = L.Ja/(H(a» [H(a), AJJ(H(a»)Ja + K 2 (4.40) 
a 

Proof Equation (4.39) follows immediately from Proposition 3.8. To prove (4.40), 
w note that [H, Aj = 2Ho - W, where Ho is as in Sect. 3.2, and W has the form 
of an N -body potential with pair potentials x . V"ij. Thus, we can apply the IMS 
localization formula to obtain 

[H,A] = LJa[H, AjJa - 2IIVJal2 

= LJa[H(a),A]Ja + LJJ,,Ja - 2IIVJal2 , 

where l" is the interaction term 

The 1·1 in this equation is the norm associated with the mass weighted inner 
product on IR(N-lIli (see Chap. 3). Multiplying this equation from each side by 
/(H), (4.40) now follows from Proposition 3.8 (which gives compactness of terms 
involving [Ja,J(H(a))]) and the fact that /(H)Ja2l,,/(H) is compact. This com
pactness is easily seen to hold if the "ij are in CO'. Under condition (ii) on the "ii' 
the compactness follows from an approximation argument (see [115]). 0 

Before turning to the statement and proof of the Mourre estimate, we will 
examine the structure of the intercluster Hamiltonians a bit more closely. Let 
a = {CI , C2 } be a 2-cluster partition. In Sect. 3.2, we saw that the space X c IRNII 
corresponding to H has the decomposition X = xa (l) Xa [so that L2(X) = 
L 2(xa) ® L 2(X a)], and H(a) has the form H(a) = lJa ® 1 (l) 1 ® 7;,. In the case 
at hand where a = {C •• C2 }. there is a further decomposition 
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x,. = Xc, Ee Xc" L 2(xa) = L 2(XC ,) ® U(XC2 ) 

ha = H(CI )® I + I ® H(C2 ) , 

where Xc. := {X E xa: Xi = 0 for if Ct } (here Xi refers to the coordinates of X 
in the original space IRNII, see Sect. 3.2). The operator H(Ct ) is the ICtl-body 
Hamiltonian obtained by removing the center of mass from 

-A + L Jo/j(Xi - XJ) . 
(i.jleC. 

Thus, 

x = Xc, Ee Xc, Ee X a, U(X) = U(XC ,) ® U(XC2) ® L2(Xa) 

and 

H(a) = H(Cd ® 1 ® 1 + 1 ® H(C2 ) ® 1 + 1 ® 1 ® 7;, . (4.41 ) 

Whenever we decompose a space Y = YI Ee Y2,U(Y) = U(Yd® L 2(y2), the 
generator of dilations A in L 2( Y) can be written 

A = !(Y·D + D' Y) = t(YI'DI + DI ' Yd + !(Y2'D2 + D2' Y2) , 

where It and Dt refer to the variables in It, k = 1,2. Thus, A = AI ® I + I ® A2 , 

where At generates dilations in U( Yt ). If we apply this to the decomposition 
X = Xc, E£) X C2 Ee Xa above, it follows that 

[H(a), AJ = [H(Cd, AI] ® I ® I + I ® [H(C2 ), A2 ] ® 1+ 21 ® I ® 7;, . 
(4.42) 

Here we used the special commutation relation [7;" A3 ] = 27;,. 

Theorem 4.21. Suppose H is an N-body Schrodinger operator (with center of 
mass removed) acting in X = U(IR(N-II") as described in Sect. 3.2. Suppose the 
pair potentials Jo/j satisfy 

(i) Jo/j( -A + 1)-1 is compact on U(IRN), 
(ii) (- A + 1)-1 X· VJo/j( - A + 1)-1 is compact on U(IR"). 
Suppose A is the antisymmetric generator of dilations, i.e. A = t(D . x + X' D), 
where x and D are the variable and gradient operator in U(IR(N-II"), respectively. 
Let EiJ = EiJ(H) be the spectral projection for H corresponding to the interval 
A. Define 

d()') := distance()., {thresholds of H} f"'I ( - 00, ).]) . 

Then 

(a) For every c > 0 and ;.E IR there exists an open interval, A, containing ;., and 
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a compact operator K such that 

(b) The set T of thresholds of H is closed and countable. Eigenvalues of H 
accumulate only at T. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of particles. We have already 
proven the Mourre estimate for 2-body Hamiltonians in Example I of Sect. 4.1. 
This, and Theorem 4.1, imply (b) for these operators. In general, if we assume (b) 
for all subsystem Hamiltonians of an N -body operator H, then the first statement 
of (b) for H follows directly from the definition of thresholds. Once we have 
proven (a) for H, the second statement of (b) for H then follows from Theorem 4.7. 

Thus, we assume that (a) and (b) hold for all M-body Hamiltonians satisfying 
our hypotheses with M < N, and will be done if we prove (a) for an N-body H. 

The function d has the property that d(A.) + A.' ~ d(A. + A.') for A.' ~ O. The 
desire to have this inequality hold for A.' with ;: ~ -6 motivates the following 
definition of de: 

d£p.) = dp. + 6) - 6 • 

We claim we can replace (a) in the theorem with 

(a') for every I: > 0 and A.E IR, there exists an open interval A, containing A., 
and a compact operator K, such that 

Certainly (a) implies (a'), since d(A.) ~ d£(A.) for I: > O. On the other hand, suppose 
(a') holds. Then, given I: > 0 and A.ET, we can find A containing A., such that 

EtJ[H, AJEtJ ~ 2(dP. + 1:/2) - 1:/2 - 1:/2)EtJ + K 

~ -21:EtJ + K . 

Since dp.) = 0 for A. E T, this implies (a). Given A. ¢ T, there exists an interval about 
;. free of thresholds, since by the inductive hypothesis T is closed. Thus, for small 
enough 1:, dtp.) = d(A.), and again (a') = (a). 

The first step in the proof is to remove K in (a') at the expense of including 
eigenvalues in the definition of dE. More precisely, let 

dp.) = distancep., ( {thresholds} u {eigenvalues} ) n ( - 00, A.]) 

and dtp.) = dp. + e) - 1:. Then we claim (a') implies 

(c) for every;. E IR and I: > 0, there exists an open interval A about ;. such that 

(4.43) 
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To prove (a') implies (c), we assume (a') and show that (c) holds. There are 
two cases. First, suppose ;. is not an eigenvalue. From (a') we know that 

for some interval A. Now multiply this inequality from both sides by EtJ· and let 
A' shrink about ; .. Then, since ;. is not an . eigenvalue, EtJ· ..... 0 strongly, and 
II EtJ· K EtJ·11 ..... 0 as A' shrinks. Since d(A. + c/2) ~ d(). + c) - e/2 ~ d(). + e) - e/2, 
we have dE/2 (A.) ~ dE().). Thus, for small A', we have 

Multiplying again from both sides with EtJ· we see that (4.43) holds. 
Now suppose ;. is an eigenvalues. Then dE().) ~ 0, so it suffices to show 

Let P = E!A}' We will show that, for some compact operator KI 

EAH,AjEtJ ~ -eEtJ + (I - P)K1(l - P) . 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

Since EtJ·(l - P) ..... 0 strongly as A' shrinks about A., an argument similar to the 
one above shows that (4.45) implies (4.44). By (a') 

EAH,A]EtJ ~ -e/2EtJ + K (4.46) 

for some interval A. Using compactness of K, pick a finite rank projection F, 
with Range F ~ Range P, so that 

11(1 - P)K(l - P) - (l - F)K(l - F)II ~ e/2 . (4.47) 

Then, multiplying (4.46) from both sides with (l - F) and using (4.47), we find 

(EtJ - F)[H, Aj(EA - F) ~ -e(EtJ - F) + (l - P)K(I - P) . 

By the vi rial theorem, P[H,A]P = O. Thus, we need only show that 

R:= F[H,A]EtJ(l - P) + (l - P)EtJ[H,AjF 

~ -eF + (I - P)K2(1 - P) 

for some compact K 2 • Let C = F[H, A] EtJ(1 - Pl. Then 

(e- 1/2 C + cI/2F)*(e-1/2C + e1/2 F) ~ 0 , 

from which it follows that 

R = C*F + F*C ~ -eF*F + e-1C*C , 

which implies (4.48). Thus. (c) is proven. 

(4.48) 
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We now show that (c) implies the following uniform statement. 

(c') For every e > 0 and compact interval M, there exist b > 0 such that, for 
JlEM and A~ = (Jl- b,Jl + b), 

EtJ.[H, AJEtJ' ~ 2[J'(Jl) - eJEtJ' . (4.49) .. . 
We thus assume (c) holds, and prove (c'). Fix e > 0 and M. From (c) we know 
that, for Jl EM, (4.49) holds for some b depending on Jl. Let b(&", Jl) = SUp{b: (4.49) 
holds with &" in place of e}. Now, for b < b(Jl,eI2) and IJl'I < el2 

.i'1 ~ /2 
EtJ~[H, /"IJEtJ: ~ 2[d' (Jl) - e/2J EtJ: 

~ 2[J'(Jl + Jl') - Jl' - e12JEtJ • . 
Since A~~~:I c A~, we find that b(Jl + Jl', e) ~ b(Jl, e12) - IJl'I for IJl'I < e12. Thus, 
b(Jl, e) is locally bounded below by a continuous, positive function. Since M is 
compact, this implies b(Jl, e) ~ b(e) > 0 for all Jl EM, which is precisely the 
uniformity needed in (c'). 

We now come to the inductive step in the proof. We want to prove (a') for 
an N-body H. Fix e > 0 and;. E IR. Then for 1 E CO'(IR) we have, from Lemma 4.20, 

I(H)[H, AJJ(H) = r.Ja/(H(a» [H(a), AJ/(H(a»Ja + K2 , 
a 

where a runs over 2-cluster partitions and K2 is compact. What we will show is 
that for each a, and for all 1 with small enough support about ;. 

I(H(a»[H(a), AJJ(H(a)) ~ 2[d£(A.) - eJj2(H(a» . (4.50) 

Then, since the a's run over a finite set, we can find one 1 that will work for all 
a's. Furthermore, we can choose 1 to be identically I in an interval A about A.. 
Summing (4.50) over a and using (4.39) and (4.40), we obtain 

I(H)[H, AJJ(H) ~ 2[d£p.) - eJj2(H) + K , 

where K is compact and the theorem follows upon multiplying from both sides 
by E.1(H). 

It thus remains to show (4.50). Suppose a = {CI ,C2 }. We have, from (4.41) 
and (4.42), 

H(a) = H(CI ) + H(C2 ) + 7;, 

[H(a), AJ = [H(Cd, AJ + [H(C2 ), AJ + 27;, , 

where we have abused (and will continue to abuse) notation by writing H(Cd 
for H(CI ) ® 1 ® I, and A for AI' etc. We now can decompose our Hilbert space 
into a direct integral 
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(f) 

L 2(,",(N-II,,) = f H d ( )d 
11\\ e2. 1 Jl e2 t 

.,(H(C2 " x "CT.I 

so that on each fibre H(a) is represented by H(C, ) + e2 + t. Now suppose 
J E CO' (IR) has support in a small neighborhood of ; .. Then J(. + e2 + t) has 
support near i.. - e2 - t. Since H(C t ), H(C2) and 7;, are all bounded from below. 
J(H(Cd + e2 + t)is only nonzero in a compact set. Thus, we can apply (c'), which 
holds for H(CI ) by our inductive hypothesis, to conclude that for el = e/5, if the 
support of J is small enough, 

J(H(Cd + e2 + t)[H(Cd, AjJ(H(Cd + e2 + t) 

~ 2[dl-',P. - e2 - t) - e,]f(H(Cd + e2 + t)2 , (4.51 ) 

where dc', is the modified distance function for H(Cd. Now assume, in 
addition, that supp(f) c (i.. - el ,;. + ed. Then (4.51) implies 

J(H(a))[H(Cd,A]f(H(a)) ~ 2[dc''p' - H(C2) - 7;,) - el]f(H(a))2 

= 2[dc',(H(Cd + (). - Ha)) - el ]f(H(a»2 

~ 2[dc',(H(Cd) - 2e l ]f(H(a))2 . 

Here we used that I). - el < e l for eESUpp(f) and that dc',(a + b) ~ dc',(a) - b 
for Ibl < e l . Since there is a similar inequality for H(C2 ), we have, for supp(f) 
small enough about )., 

J(H(a)) [H(a), A]f(H(a)) 

~ 2[dl-',(H(Cd) + dc~(H(C2)] + 7;, - 4edJ2(H(a» . 

We claim that, for aEO"(H(Cd), bEO"(H(C2)) and CEO"(7;.), (i.e. C ~ 0) 

dc', (a) + dc~(b) + C ~ d2" (a + b + c) . 

To see this, note that dc' (a) = a - 'I' where, I is a threshold or eigenvalue of , ~ 

H(Cd in (- 00, a + el ]. Similarly, dc~(b) = b - '2' Thus, the left side is equal to 
a + b + C - ('I + '2)' But by the definition of thresholds, 'I + '2 is a threshold 
of H, and since C ~ 0, , + '2 E (- 00, a + b + C + 2e l ]. Now the inequality fol
lows from the definition of d 2" • Combining the last two inequalities, we obtain 

J(H(a)) [H(a), A]f(H(a)) ~ 2{d2' , [H(a)] - 4e , }j2(H(a)) 

= 2{d 2" p. + [H(a) - ;.]) - 4e l }J2(H(a)) 

~ 2[d 2, ,().) - 5e , ]j2(H(a)) . 

Since 51: 1 = I: and d' is non-increasing in 1:, this implies (4.50), and completes the 
proof. D 



5. Phase Space Analysis of Scattering 

In this chapter, we present an introduction into quantum mechanical scattering 
theory by geometric methods. Those methods were introduced for two-body 
scattering by Enss in his celebrated paper [95], and further developed by Enss 
[96-98,100,101], Simon [326], Perry [277,279], Davies [75], Mourre [255], 
Ginibre [135], Yafaev [374,375], Muthuramalingam [258,259] Isozoki and 
Kitada [178,180], and others. 

The core of the Enss method is a careful comparison of the time evolution 
exp( - it H) of a given system with the "free" time evolution exp( - itHo), thereby 
making rigorous the physicists' way of thinking about quantum mechanical 
scattering. One of the biggest advantages of the Enss method is its intimate 
connection to physical intuition, not only with regard to the general idea, but 
also even in single steps of the proof. Furthermore, there is a recent extension 
due to Enss [99, 102-105] of his method to three-body scattering, and there is 
hope that it may be possible to extend it to the N-body case. 

We will give a complete proof of the Enss theory in the two-body case, with 
special emphasis on the new elements that Enss brought in from the three-body 
case. Moreover, we will discuss some of the features of the three-body case. We 
do not give a complete proof of the asymptotic completeness in the three-body 
case. Our intention is to present and discuss some of Enss' new ideas for three 
bodies. and to whet the reader's appetite for further reading. 

Besides the research papers mentioned above. there are various expository 
works on the Enss theory, among them, Enss' lecture notes on the Erice Summer 
School [100], which is a self-contained introduction to the theory and which, at 
the same time, introduced the method of asymptotics of observables (which we 
will discuss in Sect. 5.5). There is the comprehensive monograph by Perry [279] 
on the Enss method, as well as chapters in the books by Amrein [13], Berthier 
[48] and Reed and Simon III [294] dedicated to that method. For other ap
proaches to scattering theory (time-independent methods), see Reed and Simon 
III [294], where further references can also be found. 

S.t Some Notions of Scattering Theory 

In typical (2-body) scattering experiments. we have a (test) particle and a scatterer 
(target) that are separated far away from each other at the beginning. As time 
evolves. the particle gets close to the scatterer and interacts with it. One expects, 
on the basis of physical experience. that after a sufficiently long time. the particle 
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will again be far away from the scatterer. The particle should then move almost 
"freely", i.e. almost without influence by the scatterer. 

In quantum mechanics, this expectation can be formulated in terms of the 
interacting time evolution exp( - it H) and the free time evolution exp( - itHo). 
That a state Cf' looked in the remote past like a "free" state can be expressed by 

for some Cf'-, while 

expresses that Cf' looks, after a long time, asymptotically like a free state Cf'+ . 
We therefore should have 

This leads to the definition 

(5.1) 

The operators Q:! are called wave operators. Note the funny convention with 
respect to the signs ±. This is due to the (historically earlier) definition of Q:! in 
time-independent scattering theory. 

We are interested in the correspondence, Cf' 1-+ Cf'+, so one might think the limit 
one really wanted to consider is 

lim eitHoe-'itH Cf' , 
t-+'X 

(5.1') 

yet in (5.1), we have Hand Ho reversed. This is for several reasons: (a) the limit 
(5.1) tends to exist for all vectors, while (5.1') will not exist for vectors Cf' which 
are eigenvectors of H; (b) It is much harder to control (5.l') than (5.1); (c) Once 
one shows that (5.1) exists, it is not hard to show that the limit (5.1') exists if and 
only if Cf' = Q:! Cf'+' and the limit is then just Cf'+' 

Suppose we have proven existence of Q:!. Then Cf' = Q+ Cf'- is a state that 
developed back wards in time with the interacting dynamics looks asymptotically 
like the state Cf'- developed with the free dynamics. A similar interpretation can 
be given to Q- . 

It is therefore rea!.onable to call Hin = Ran Q+ the incoming, and Houl = 
Ran Q- the outgoing states. If 

(5.2) 

any incoming state will be outgoing in the far future, and any outgoing state was 
incoming in the remote past. This is what we expect for scattering experiments. 
We will call a system obeying (5.2) weakly asymptotic complete (we usually adopt 
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notations from Reed and Simon [294]; note that Enss [100] uses a slightly 
different terminology at this point). For weakly asymptotic complete systems, we 
will call Hln = Hout = Ran Q± the scattering states. It is clear that bound states 
show a very different behavior than scattering states. Physically, one would 
expect that there are no other states than bound states and scattering states (and 
superpositions of them). Since the bound states correspond to Hpp (this can be 
justified by the RAGE theorem discussed in Sect. 5.4 below), the above physical 
expectation can be expressed by 

(5.3) 

Property (5.3) is called asymptotic completeness. It is one of the main goals of 
scattering theory to prove asymptotic completeness for a wide class of interacting 
dynamics. 

The above considerations, however, are only correct if no long range forces 
have to be considered. Roughly speaking, "short range" means decay of the 
potential at infinity, like Ixl-~ for some IX> 1. Thus, the Coulomb potential is of 
long range nature. For long range potentials, the scattered particle will not move 
asymptotically freely. A correction to the free motion is needed to describe the 
asymptotic behavior of this motion. This is already true in classical mechanics 
(see Reed and Simon III, XI.9 [294]). This correction has to be considered also 
for the wave operators. Therefore, the definition (5.1) is not appropriate to 
long-range potentials, so "modified wave operators" are required. In the fol
lowing, we will restrict ourselves to the case of short-range potentials, and refer, 
for the long-range case, to Enss [100, 105], Isozaki and Kitada [179] and Pe"y 
[278] and references given there. We will also restrict ourselves to the Enss 
time-dependent method; for the time-independent approach, see Reed and Simon 
III [294] and the works cited there. 

We now state a few properties of wave operators before we tum to existence 
questions. Thus, let us assume that Q± exist. Since Q± are strong limits of unitary 
operators, they are isometries from L 2 to Ran Q±. Therefore the ranges Ran Q ± 
are closed subspaces of L 2. From the definition of Q±, it is easy to see that 
exp( - iHt)Q± = Q± exp( - iHot) and hence HQ± = Q± Ho. Therefore, H t 
Ran Q± is unitarily equivalent to Ho. This implies 

Ran Q± c: H 80(H) . (5.4) 

Because of (5.4), asymptotic completeness implies that the singular continuous 
spectrum is empty. 

Now we tum to the question of existence of Q±. We present a general strategy 
known as Cook's method, that will enable us to prove the existence of Q± for a 
wide class of short-range potentials. 

Theorem S.l (Cook's Method). Let V be a Kato-bounded potential with relative 
bound a < l. If there exists a set Do c: D(H 0) dense in L 2, such that, for all<p E Do 
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'Xo 

J IIVe+illlolPlidt < 00 
T 

for some T, then Q± exists. 

Proof We prove that, for IP E Do, '1(t):= exp(iHt)exp( - iHot)1P is a Cauchy 
sequence as t -+ - 00. By density of Do and lIexp(iHt)exp( - iHot)ll ~ 1, this 
suffices to prove the existence of Q-. We estimate 

I I 

1I'1(t) - '1(s)1I ~ J 1I'1'(u)11 du ~ J lIeiHu(Ho - H)e-iHUIPIl du 
• • 
I 

= J II Ve-iHoUIPIl du -+ 0 as s, t -+ 00 by hypothesis. 0 

Corollary (Cook's Estimate). If Q± exists, then 

eX-

II(Q1 - 1)1P11 ~ J liVe+ilHolPll dt (5.5) 
o 

5.2 Perry's Estimate 

To apply Cook's method to some given class of potentials, we apparently need 
some control on the unitary group exp( - itHo). In this section, we present a useful 
estimate due to Perry [277] that will enable us to apply Cook's method to a wide 
class of "short-range" potentials, and that is, furthermore, interesting by itself. 

Perry's estimates were motivated by work of Mourre [255] on the Enss 
method. If we only wished to obtain existence of Q± using Cook's method, one 
could obtain an estimate on Ho much more easily [e.g. take Do to be finite sums 
of Gaussians and compute exp( - itHolP) exactly]. The point of Perry's estimate 
is that it allows a uniformity in suitable IP that is critical to the Enss approach. 
Other methods of obtaining such uniform control are the original, direct phase 
space approach of Enss [95] (see also Simon [326]), the coherent vectors analysis 
of Davies [75] and Ginibre [135], and an approach due to Yafaev [374,375] close 
in spirit to that of Mourre and Perry. We first introduce some technical tools 
concerning the dilation generator A (see also Chap. 4). We define 

A:= !(.x·p + P'x) 

(where p = - ie/ex in x-space representation). By P + we denote the spectral 
projection associated to A on the positive (resp. negative) half axis. ~ince 

(Af)":(p) = -~(p( -i:p)+( -i:p)p)i(p) = -A(j)(p) 
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( denoting Fourier transform), we have 

(5.6) 

We now introduce the Mellin transform that "diagonalizes" the operator A. 
Denote by CO'(IR"\ {O}) the functions in C; with support bounded away from o. 
For q> E Co (IR"\ {O}), we write q>(x) = q>(lxlw) with WE sv-I the sphere ofradius 
one, and define, for ).E IR and WEsv- 1 

#. ._ 1 foo vl2 I-u d Ixl 
q> ().,w).- (21l)112 Ixl Ix q>(lxlw)lXi. 

o 
(5.7) 

The Mellin transform # maps Co(IR"\ to}) into L 2(1R X sv-I, d;. x dv- I w). 

Moreover 

Lemma S.2. The Mellin transform preserves the L 2-norm, i.e. 

(5.8) 

Therefore, the Mellin transform extends to an isometric mapping, #: U(IRV) -+ 
L 2(1R X sv-I). 

Remark. The Mellin transform can be viewed as the Fourier transform on the 
group IR+ equipped with multiplication as group structure. R+ is a locally 
compact, Abelian group with d Ixlll xl as Haar measure. Moreover, the characters 
on IR+ (dual group) are given by Ixl- jA. Thus, the lemma above is nothing but 
the Plancherel theorem on IR+. 

Proof We define, for g E CO'(W\ {O}) 

Ug(t,w):= exp(it)g(e'W) . 

It is easily verified that IIUgllu(lRxS'-" = IIgllu(IR". Now 

# 1 I f -jA' q> (,.,w) = -2 112 e Ug(t,w)dt. 
(1l) IR 

Thus, q># is actually the Fourier transform in the t-variable of Ug. Since both 
U and the Fourier transform are unitary, the lemma holds. 0 

Since A(lxIV/2Ixl-jA) = ;.lxl vI2 Ixl-u, it is not difficult to show that the Mellin 
transform "diagonalizes" A, i.e. (Aq»# p., w) = ).q> # (A., w) for q> E D(A). It follows 
that 

(5.9) 
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We adopt the following notation of Enss: Let S be a self-adjoint operator, M 
a subset of R. Then F(S EM) denotes the spectral projection of S on the set M. 
In particular, F(x E M) is nothing but multiplication with the characteristic 
function of M in x-space. We are now prepared to prove Perry's estimate. 

Theorem 5.3. Let 9 be a CX) -function with support contained in [a 2/2, b2/2] for 
some a, b > O. Furthermore, let b < a be fixed. Then, for any N, there is a constant 
CN' such that 

for ± t > 0 (i.e. t > 0 for P+, t < 0 for P_ ). 

Proof Define K" I(P):= exp[;(p2 t/2 - px)]g(p2/2)/(21t)"/2 and t/I,(X) = 
exp( - itHo)g(Ho)P± t/I·(x). Then t/I,(X) = (K".,,(P± t/lf) = (K".I' Pi-~) [by (5.6)], 
hence It/I,(x)1 ~ IIPi-K".,lIlIt/lll (all norms are U-norm). Therefore, it suffices to 
prove 

We treat only the case of P_, the P+-case being similar. By Lemma 5.2 and 
(5.9), we have 

IIP_K".,1I2 = II(P_K".,)# 112 

= I CL IK:',O.,WWdv-1W)d) .. 

Thus, the theorem is proven if we show that 

IK:',O.,w)1 ~ C.~(l + 1).1 + Itl)-N 

for Ixl < bt and ). < O. Now 

K# (" )..:. 1 foo I IV/2 1 l-i).K (I I )d lPI 
X.I I., w - (21t)1/2 0 P P X.I P w !PI 

00 

- 1 f I IV/2 ( 2/2) iZ(p,dlpl 
- (21t)(v+I)f2 p 9 P e !PI 

o 

with ex(p) = tp2/2 -Iplw-x - ).loglpl. Since). < 0, t > 0 and Ixl < tJt < at, 

aex ~ 
aipi = tlpl- W·X - fPT ~ Iplt·- w-x ~ (lpl- b)t 

> (Ipl - all . 
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Thus, o~/olpi is strictly positive on K:= {plg(p2/2) #: O}, and we may estimate 

( 0 )-1 
01:1 ~ C(I + It I + 1;.1)-1 onK. 

Moreover, we see similarly that 

(5.10) 

Writing 

and integrating by parts N times, we get 

by (5.10). 0 

Remarks. (1) The last part of the above proof is a version of (the easy part of) the 
method of stationary phase (see e.g. Reed and Simon III [294]). 

(2) We can replace P± by ~-~.x, (resp. ~-",.~l in the above argument, possibly 
increasing the constant eN' 

S.3 Enss' Version of Cook's Method 

We remarked already that the wave operators Q± are appropriate only for 
"short-range" interactions, while for long-range potentials (e.g. the Coulomb 
potential), modified wave operators are required. Various definitions of "short 
range" are used in the literature (see e.g. Reed and Simon III [294], Enss [100], 
Perry [279]). Throughout the rest of this chapter. we will make the following 
assumption: 

(l + Ixl)l+£V(Ho + 1)-1 is compact for some c > 0 . (5.11 ) 

By the term "short-range potential" we will always mean a function V that 
satisfies (5.11). 
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In this section. our aim is to show the existence of the wave operators for 
short-range potentials using Cook's method. 

Let us define S(R):= II V(Ho + WI F(lxl > R)II. We first prove the following 
lemma: 

Lemma S.4. For short range potentials 

'X. 

f S(R)dR < oc . (5.12) 
o 

Remark. Kato-bounded potentials (with relative bound a < l) that satisfy (5.12) 
are called Enss potentials in Reed and Simon III [294]. To prove asymptotic 
completeness. it is enough to assume that V is an Enss potential. 

Proof Define T(R):= IIF(lxl > R)V(Ho + Will. ThenfT(R)dR < 00 since 

T(R):5: 11(1 + IxD-i-£F(lxl > R)IIII(I + IxDI+'V(Ho + trill 

:5: (1 + R)-I-,11(1 + IxDI+<V(Ho + Will . 

Let j be a C"-function with 0 :5: j(x) :5: I and j(x) = 0 for Ixl :5: 1. j(x) = I for 
Ixl ~ 1. SetjR(x) = j(x/R). Then 

II V(Ho + Wi F(lxl > R)cpll = II V(Ho + l)-ljRF(lxl > R)cpll 

:5: II V(Ho + l)-ljR IllIcpll , 

thus. S(R):5: II V(Ho + WljR11 :5: S(R/2). and similarly T(R):5: II jRV(Ho + Ifill :5: 
T(R/2). Using the commutator [(Ho + trl,jRJ = (Ho + trl(AjR + 2VjR'V)' 
(Ho + trl and. for R > I. iVjRI.IAjRI :5: C/RjR/2' we have 

S(R) :5: II V(Ho + l)-ljR II 

:5: II jR V(Ho + Will + IIV(Ho + l)-I(AjR + 2VjR' V)(Ho + trill 

C 
:5: T(R/2) + Ii S(R/4) . 

Iterating and using the fact that S(R) is bounded, we find that 

C (C)2 
S(R):5: T(R/2) + Ii T(R/8) + Jild . 

Since T is integrable. it follows that S is integrable. 0 

Theorem S.S (Enss' Version of Cook's Method). For short-range potentials V 

J. J II Ve+i1llocpll dt < oc 
o 
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for CfJ E Do, a dense set in L 2(lRv). Consequently, the wave operators Q± exist, and 
Cook's estimate (5.5) holds. 

Proof We take Do = {g(Ho)P'-oc, ... ,I/IlgEC~(IR), suppg c [OC 2,P2] for some oc, 
IJ > 0, a E IR, 1/1 E U(IRV)}, P'-oo ... , being the spectral projections corresponding to 
A. For CfJEDo, i.e. CfJ = g(Ho)P.-oo ... ,I/I, 

IlVe-ilHoCfJII ~ II V(Ho + I)-I F(lxl > bt)IIII(Ho + I)CfJII 

+ II V(Ho + 1)-:IIIIIF(lxl < bt)e-iIHo(Ho + I)CfJII (5.13) 

The first term is integrable by Lemma 5.4. The second one can be estimated by 

CIIF(lxl < t>t)e-iIHo(Ho + l)g(Ho)P.-r ... ,I/I1i ~ C(l + Itl)-2 

by Perry's estimate (Theorem 5.3); hence it is integrable. D 

The following rather technical looking result will be a key to our proof of 
asymptotic completeness in Sect.5.6. 

Proposition 5.6. Let CfJn be a sequence of vectors converging weakly to zero, with 
IICfJnl1 = l. Then 

II(Q- - I)g(Ho)P+ CfJn II -+ 0 . 

As usual, 9 denotes a CO' -function with support on the (strictly) positive half-axis. 

Proof By Cook's estimate (5.5), we have 
00 

II(Q- - I)g(Ho)P+ CfJn II ~ J II Ve-iIHog(Ho)P+ CfJn II dt 
o 

IlVe-iIHOg(Ho)P+ CfJn II = II V(Ho + 1)-le-ilHO(Ho + I)g(Ho)P+ CfJn II 

goes to zero since CfJn ~ 0, and by our short-range assumption, V(Ho + I)-I is 
compact. By (5.13), the integrand is bounded by an LI-function. Therefore the 
assertion of the proposition follows from Lebesgue's theorem on dominated 
convergence. D 

Proposition 5.6 says that (Q- - l)"g(Ho)P+ is compact. From this fact, one 
can prove asymptotic completeness fairly quickly (Mourre [255], Perry [277]). 
We will give a longer proof which is more intuitive, and which will serve as an 
introduction to the work of Enss on the three-body problem. We require two 
detours before returning to Proposition 5.6 in Sect. 5.6. 

5.4 RAGE Theorems 

In this section, we will prove three versions of the c~lebrated RAGE theorem. 
The theorem was originally proven by Ruelle [300], and extended by Amrein and 
Georgescu [14] and Enss [95] (hence the name "RAGE" theorem). The RAGE 
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theorem states that the time mean of certain observables will tend to zero on the 
continuous subspace H.onl . 

The theorems are based on the following result on time mean of Fourier 
transforms: 

Theorem 5.7 (Wiener's Theorem). Let /J be a finite (signed) measure on ~, and let 

F(t) = J e-bl d/J(x) 

be its Fourier transform. Then 

I T 

l~ T f IF(tWdt = L 1/J({x}W 
T Xl 0 XER 

We remark that the sum LI/J({x}W is finite, since /J is finite. Since we will, 
in essence, give the proof of Wiener's theorem while proving Theorem 5.8 below, 
we do not give it now. 

Theorem 5.8 (RAGE). Let A be a self-adjoint operator. 

(I) If C is a compact operator and cp E H.onl ' then 

IT". -f IICe-,'AcpIl2dt--+O asT .... oo. 
To 

(2) If C is bounded and C(A + i)-l is compact, and cp E H.onl ' then still 

I T Tf IICe-ilA cpIl2dt .... O. 
o 

(3) If C is compact, then 

II ~ I e+ilACP.Onl(A)e-ilA dt II .... 0 as T .... 00 

The integral in (3) is meant in the strong sense. 

If we take C = F(lxl ~ R) [in (2)], then the RAGE theorem tells us that any 
state in H.onl will "infinitely often leave" the ball of radius R. This is indeed what 
we expect physically. 

Proof. We first prove that (I) and (2) follow from (3). Let cp E H.onl . Then 

IT. I T 
T f IICe- IIA cp1l2dt = T f (cp,eilAC*Ce-ilAcp)dt 

o 0 
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T 

~ II~I e-li/AC*CPcon,(A)e-i/AdtIIIICPI12-+0 

by (3). since C*C is compact. For cpeD(A)n Hcon,(A). we write cp = (A + iflt/l 
[t/I E Hcon,(A)]. Therefore. 

converges to zero. given (I). This implies (2). since C is bounded and D(A) n 
Hcon,(A) is dense in Hcon,(A). 

We now come to the proof of (3). Since the compact operator C can be 
approximated in norm by finite rank operators, it suffices to prove (3) for those 
operators. Since any operator of finite rank is a (finite) sum of rank I operators, 
we may restrict ourselves to rank I operators. Thus, let Ccp = (p, cp)t/I (the most 
general operator of rank I). Then C* cp = (t/I. cp) p. Define 

T 

Q(T):= ~ f ei/ACPcon,(A)e-i/A dt 
o 

we have 

IT. . 
= T f (e"APcont(A)p. ·)e"At/ldt • 

o 

I T 
Q(T)* = T f (ei~t/I •. )eilAPcon,(A)pdt • 

o 

and therefore 

T 

Q(T)Q(T)*cp = ~ f (ei/APcont(A)p.Q(T)*cp)ei/At/ldt 

Therefore. 

o 

T T 

= ;2 f f (eilAPcontp.ei.APcon,p)(eisAt/I.cp)eilAt/ldsdt . 
o 0 
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= IIQ(T)1I 2 = IIQ(T)Q(T)*II 

ITT 
~ T2 f f l(eiIAp,eiSAPcon.(A)P)ldsdt 111/1112 

o 0 

Let JJ denote the spectral measure for pcon.p. Then 

ITT 
2 f f I (Pcon.p,exp[ -i(t - s)A]Pcon.p)12dsdt 
Too 

ITT 1 12 ~ T2 i i f exp[ - i(t - s),1.] dJJ(,1.) ds dt 

ITT 
= T2 f f If exp[ -i(t - s)(,1. - K)]dJJ(,1.)dJJ(K)dsdt 

o 0 

[
IT 

= If T i exp[ - it(,1. - K)] dt 

IT] x T i exp[ +is(). - K)]ds dJJ().)dJJ(K) (by Fubini) . 

Computing 

I TIT 
T f exp[i(,1. - K)S] ds- f exp[ -i(,1. - K)t] dt 

o To 

I 
T2(,1. _ K)2 {exp[i(,1. - K)T] - l}{exp[ -i(,1. - K)T] - I} 

T2(,1.1_ K)2 {exp[i(). - K) T12] - exp[ - i(,1. - K) TI2]} 

. {exp[ -i(,1. - K)TI2] - exp[i(,1. - K)TI2]} 

4sin2W. - K)T/2} 
T2(). _ K)2 

with the convention that sin % = l. Since 

4sin2{(,1. - K)T/2} ~ I 
T2(,1. _ K)2 

(5.14) 



[which is in L 2(dJl)], and since furthermore 

4sin2(). - K)T/2 
T2(A. _ K)2 
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tends to zero for ;. # K, and to one for A. = K as T -+ 00, we have that (5.14) tends to 

J Jl( {K}) dJl (K) = L Jl( {K} )2 
ICeR 

by Lebesgue's theorem on dominated convergence. Since the measure Jl (the 
spectral measure for Pcontp) is continuous, i.e. does not have atoms, we know that 
LICERJl({K})2 = O. 0 

We will make use of the RAGE theorem in Sect.5.5, as well as in the chapter 
on random Jacobi matrices. 

5.5 Asymptotics of Observables 

In this section, we are concerned with recent developments of time-dependent 
scattering theory due to Enss [98, 100]. These new ideas present, in the two-body 
case, more physical insight and simplify the proof of asymptotic completeness 
for long-range forces. Furthermore, they are an essential ingredient for Enss' 
three-body proof. 

The main result of this section states that some observables, B(t) = 
exp(iHt)Bexp( - iHt), behave on Hcont asymptotically in time in a similar way as 
they would under the free time evolution, more precisely: (x(t)/t)2 - 2H, A(t)/t -
2H, Ho(t) - H. 

Theorem 5.9. For f E Coo(lR) and any qJ E Hcont(H): 

(i) f( (x~t)r)qJ -+ f(2H)qJ 

(ii) f( A:t)) qJ -+ f(2H)qJ 

(iii) f(Ho(t»qJ -+ f(H)qJ as t -+ ± 00. 

Remark. The only assumptions on V we need for the proof below are D(H) = 
D(Ho), and [A, V] is a compact operator from H+2 to H_ 2. For a proof under 
very weak assumptions allowing long-range forces, see [98]. Before proving the 
theorem, we first state and prove two of its consequences. 

Corollary I. For qJE Hcont 

IIP_e-illlqJlI-+O ast-+oo and 

IIP+e- iIHqJlI-+O as t -+ -00 . 
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Proof By the usual density argument, it is enough to prove the Corollary for 
vectors cp = g(H)cp where 9 E C:£, 0 ::;; 9 ::;; I, g(x) = 1 for x > 215, g(x) = 0 for 
x ::;; 15 for some 15 > O. Furthermore, let f E CZ- satisfy f(x) = I, x < 15/2, f(x) = 0, 
x ~ 15,0::;; f::;; 1. For such a vector cp we have (for I ~ 0): 

IIP_e-irHcpli = lIeirHP_e-iIHcpll = II X(_",.o,(A:I»)cp II 

::;; k( A:t»)cp 1I--.lIf(2H)CPIi 

by Theorem 5.9. Actually, Theorem 5.9 as stated is not applicable since f ¢ C", (R), 
but an elementary argument ([294, p. 286]) allows one to extend the result to all 
bounded continuous f Since cp = g(H)cp and fg = 0, we know 

IIP_e-iIHcpll--'O ast--.oo. 

IIP+e-iIHcpll--.O ast--.-oo 

is proven in the same way, observing that P+ = X(-:£.o,(A/t) for t < O. 0 

Remark. The corollary states that a cp E Hconl cannot have an incoming part in 
the far future, or an outgoing part in the remote past. 

Corollary 2. For cp E Hconl(H): exp( - itH)cp --. 0 weakly. 

Proof Letf, 9 be the functions defined in the proof of Corollary 1. Let cp = g(H)cp. 

IIF(lxl ::;; a)e-iIHcpli = II F(I x~t) 12 ::;; ;:) cp II 

::;; k(1 x~t) 12) cp 11--.0 by Theorem 5.9. 0 

Proof of Theorem 5.9. We first do some formal calculations explaining why the 
theorem is true. 

A(t) = [H, A](t) = 2H + Wet) , 

where W:= -2V - xVV and Wet) = exp(iHt)Wexp(-iHt). Thus, neglecting 
any domain questions, 

A(t) A 1 S' . A 1 S' -=-+- A(t)dl=-+2H+- W(t)dt. 
t t to I to 

Since we can reasonably expect that 1/1 f~ W(I)dt will go to zero when applied 
to (nice) cp E Hconl by a RAGE-type theorem, and also (A/I)cp will tend to zero, we 
formally obtain the desired result. 
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Let us now make the above calculations rigorous. Define N = p2 + x 2• Here 
N is a self-adjoint operator on D(N) = D(Ho) f"'I D(x2). D(N) has the advantage 
that all of the relevant operators are defined on this set. Since exp( - itH) leaves 
D(N) invariant (cf. Frohlich [117], Kato [192] and Radin and Simon [290]), D(N) 
is also in the domain of A(t), x(t), etc. However, we do not know whether D(N) 
is a core for H Peonl ' This will cause some complications and req uires an additional 
approximation argument. 

By the Stone-Weierstrass gavotte (see the Appendix to Chap. 3), it suffices to 
prove the theorem for I(x) = (x - Z)-I; zl/ lit For bounded operators M, N we 
have 

II(M - N)cp1l2 = -(Ncp,(M - N)cp) - «M - N)cp,Ncp) 

+ (cp,(M*M - N*N)cp) . 

Inserting, for M, N, the resolvents (A (t)/t - Z)-I and (2H - Z)-I, and using 

we see that weak convergence of the resolvents implies strong convergence. Thus, 
it suffices to prove 

(5.15) 

for cp E Heonl and '1E H. By a density argument, it is enough to prove (5.15) for '1, 
cp in suitable dense sets. We estimate, for '1 E D(H), 

I( '1,[ (A:t) - zr l 
- (2H - Z)-I]cp)1 

= 1('1,( A:t) - z rl (A:t) - 2H )(2H - Z)-Icp )1 

= I(H - z)'1,(H - z)-lt(A(t) - tz)-I(H - z)(H _ Z)-I (A:t) 

- 2H)(2H - Z)-lcp)1 

~ II(H - z)'1I1I1(H - Z)-I t(A(t) - tz)-I(H - z)1I 

II (H - =)-1 (A:t) - 2H )(2H - Z)-I cp II . (5.16) 

The operator (H - =)-It(A(t) - tz)-I(H - z) is bounded uniformly in (large) t. 
This can be proven by exploiting the commutator relation i[Ho• A] = 2Ho (see 
Chap. 4). For'" E D(N) f"'I Heonl• we will prove below that 
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tends to zero. (The proof is a rigorous version of the above formal calculations.) 
From this, we can conclude that (5.16) converges to zero for those qJ e Heonl 

for which (2H - Z)-i qJ e D(N). This set, however, is only dense in Heonl if D(N) is 
a core for H Peonl ' Since we do not see how to prove this, we use a "regularization" 
for 1/1 := (2H - Z)-i qJ. 

Define I/I(I,(X):= (l + x 2 ft)-i 1/1 (x). Then 1/1(1, e D(N) for 1/1 e D(H), and 
furthermore 

(a) 1/1(1' -+ 1/1 in L 2 

(b) HI/I(Il -+ HI/I in L 2 

(c) II AI/IU'II ~ Ct l/2 • 

The proofs of (a)-(c) are straightforward calculations. We now estimate (remem
ber 1/1 = (2H - Z)-i qJ): 

I( q,[ (A:t) - z ri 
- (2H - Z)-i JqJ)1 

~ I( q,( A:t) - z ri 
(A!t) - 2H )(1/1(1' - 1/1»)1 

+ I( q,( A!t) - z ri 
(A!t) - 2H )1/1(1)1. (5.17) 

The first term of the right-hand side of (5.17) tends to zero because of (a), (b) 
above. As in (5.16), the second term can be estimated by 

Since I/I(I'eD(N), we have 

I Al/lm I I 

-A(t)I/I(I' = -- + - fe i5H [H A]e-uHl/lmdt . 
t t t ' 

Thus, 

~ ~ IIAI/IU' II 
t 

o 
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+ II ~ I ebH(H - Z)-I W(H - Z)-le-bH(H - z)r/I ds II 

+ II ~ I ei.H(H - Z)-I W(H - Z)-le-i.H(H - z)(r/lt l ) - r/I)ds II 

The first term goes to zero because of (c). The second one tends to zero by the 
RAGE theorem [Theorem 5.8(3)], and the third one does because of (b) and the 
uniform boundedness of the operator 

I 

! f ei.H(H - z)-IW(H - Z)-le-i.H ds . 
t 0 

This finishes the proof of part (ii) of the theorem. The proof of part (i) is similar, 
but uses a double integral and d/dt[x(t)2] = A(t). By the Stone-Weierstrass 
gavotte, it suffices to prove part (iii) for resolvents. 

By Corollary 2 above, exp(itH)fP converges weakly to zero. Since the operator 
(Ho - zrl V(H - Z)-I is compact, this implies that the norm goes to zero, thus 
giving (iii). The application of Corollary 2 is correct, since its proof makes no use 
of part (iii) of the theorem. 0 

5.6 Asymptotic Completeness 

We now come to the proof of asymptotic completeness. 

Theorem S.IO. Ranfr = RanO+ = Hcool 

Remark. Since RanO± c Hac' it follows H.c = {O}. 

Proof As usual, take fPeHcool with g(H)fP = fP (0 ~ 9 ~ I, 9 = 1 on [a 2,b2 ], 

suppg c [a 2 /2,2b 2 ]). Set fP.:= exp(-isH)fP. 

11(0- - I)fP.1I ~ 11(0- - I)g(Ho)fP.1I + 11(0- - l)[g(Ho) - g(H)]fP.1I 

~ 11(0- - 1 )g(Ho)P+ fP.11 + 2I1g(Ho)P- fP.1I 

+ 2 II [g(Ho(s)) - g(H)]fPll . 

The first term goes to zero as s -+ 00 by Proposition 5.6, since fP • .=. 0 by Corollary 
2 of Theorem 5.9. The second term converges to zero by Corollary 1 of Theorem 
5.9, and the third one goes to zero by Theorem 5.9. Thus, 
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<P = lim ebH.Q- e -i.H <P = lim.Q- eiJl'oe - i.1I <P 

eRan.Q = Ran.Q- . 

The assertion on.Q+ is proven in the same way. 0 

Theorem 5.11. Positive eigenvalues are isolated and of finite multiplicity. 

Proof Suppose the assertion of the theorem is wrong. Then we find a CO' -function 
g. such that g(H)<Pn = <Pn for a sequence <Pn =. 0 with II <Pn II = I and <Pn e H;c· 

Since g(Ho) - g(H) is compact. <Pn =. 0 implies II [g(Ho) - g(H)]<Pn II -+ O. But 

<Pn = g(Ho)<Pn + [<Pn - g(Ho)<Pn] 

= g(Ho)<Pn + [g(H) - g(Ho)]<Pn 

= g(Ho)P- <Pn + g(Ho)P+ <Pn + [g(H) - g(Ho)]<Pn 

= .Q-g(Ho)P-<Pn + .Q+g(Ho)P+<Pn + (I - .Q-)g(Ho)P-<Pn 

+ (l - .Q+)g(Ho)P+ <Pn + [g(H) - g(Ho)]<Pn -+.0- g(Ho)P- <Pn 

+ .0+ g(Ho)P+ <Pn 

because of Proposition 5.6. Hence. the projection of <Pn to H;c tends to zero. which 
is impossible since <Pn .1 Hac and II <Pn II = l. 0 

The above proof also excludes singular continuous spectrum (and did not 
use asymptotic completeness). Thus RAGE is not needed to prove (fIC = ;. It was 
remarked by Davies [75] that. even for a geometric proof of asymptotic complete
ness. this celebrated theorem is not required. 

For other methods to exclude positive eigenvalues. see Eastham and Kalf 
[90] (especially Theorem 4.19) and Reed and Simon IV. XIII.13 [295]. 

5.7 Asymptotic Completeness in the Three-Body Case 

This paragraph concerns Enss' recent geometric proof of asymptotic complete
ness of three-body Hamiltonians. Here we make no attempt to give complete 
proofs. but rather discuss some of the main ideas in Enss' three-body proof. 
referring the reader to the papers [99.102-105] for details. We follow. more or 
less. Enss' first three-body paper [99]. However. the articles [102. 105] are more 
self-contained. and we recommend them for further reading. 

Asymptotic completeness for two-body systems in increasing generality was 
obtained by Povzner [287].lkebe [175]. Agmon [2] and Kuroda [223] (see Reed 
and Simon III [294] for further historical references). and then in Enss' famous 
paper [95]. In a celebrated monograph. Faddeev [106] proved asymptotic com
pleteness for a class of three-body systems. There were extensions (and correc-
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tions of one gap) of Faddeev's work by Sigal [309], ytifaev [373], Thomas [354], 
Ginibre and Moulin [136] and Kato [194]. Faddeev's work had two severe 
limitations: (1) It required r- 2 - 0 decay on potentials, and, in particular, systems 
with an infinity of channels were not allowed. (2) Two-body subsystems were not 
allowed to have quasi bound states at threshold (this assumption was later 
removed under stronger decay hypotheses on V;) by Loss and Sigal [236]). 
Recently, extending their ideas, which is the basis of this and the last chapter, 
Enss [99] and Mourre [257] treated three-body systems without any assump
tions on bound states, and with sufficiently slow decay allowed to have an infinity 
of channels. 

As the reader will expect, the three-body case-compared with the two-body 
case-shows new, physically interesting phenomena, as well as a variety of 
mathematical difficulties. First of all, there are more possibilities of "asymptotic 
configurations": All particles may move essentially free, or two ofthem are bound 
together and the third one is free, or all three particles are in a bound state. These 
three possibilities are the physically expected ones, and asymptotic completeness 
says that they are the only ones that can occur. However, a priori configurations 
such as one particle bouncing back and forth between the two others might occur. 

Moreover, the asymptotic configurations in the far future and in the remote 
past may look "rather different," e.g. a configuration with two particles bounded 
together (and the third one free) in the remote past may have all three particles 
moving freely in the far future, etc. However, one certainly expects, on physical 
grounds (and we will indicate a proof in the sequel), that a state with one particle 
asymptotically free in the remote past has necessarily (at least) one particle free 
in the far future, and vice versa. 

To formalize the above discussion, let us introduce some notation. As usual, 
we work in the center of mass frame. By oc, we denote a two-cluster decomposi
tion, i.e. oc = {(i,j),k} with {i,j,k} = {l,2,3}. We use Jacobi coordinates to 
describe the positions of the particles. Let mi , i = I, 2, 3 be the masses of the 
particles. For oc = {(i,j),k} we set 

X~ := Xi - Xj and (5.18) 

where X~ describes the relative position in the pair (i,j), while y~ is the position 
of the third particle relative to the center of mass of the pair. We write 

P2:= -i~ and q. i a 
CX~ ~.= - a 

y~ 
(5.19) 

for the corresponding momentum operators. The reduced mass of the pair and 
the third particle are given by 

(5.20) 
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respectively. Defining 

(5.21 ) 

we have 

(5.22) 

where we used the symbols p~, ho, etc. in (5.21) as operators on U(R2V, dVx~dv y~) 
with the obvious understanding. As usual, we denote the internal potential by 
v~ (this is the interaction between the particles in the pair). We set 

h~ := ho + v~ and 

H(et) := Ho + v~ . 
(5.23) 

(5.24) 

It seems reasonable that the dynamics of a state which is asymptotically free 
is properly described by the free time evolution exp( - iHot), for large (resp. small 
negative) t. However, if one particle moves freely while the other two are bound 
together, exp( - iHot) is obviously not the right description of the asymptotic 
behavior of the corresponding state. Rather, exp[ - iH(et)t] should play the role 
of exp( - iHot). Note that exp[ - iH(et)t] actually gives a simple comparison 
dynamics for configurations for which the pair in a is in a bound state. Indeed, 
if Eo is the bound state energy and Po the projector on the corresponding 
eigenspace for the pair, then 

This leads to the definition of a set of wave operators, each of which is expected 
to give the correct asymptotic behavior of states in a suitable subspace 

Q~ = s_limeiH'e-iHo' , 
1-+00 

(5.25) 

the range of which consists of configurations of three asymptotically free parti
cles, and 

Q± = lim eilHe-ilH(~'Pp(h~) (5.26) 
1-+00 

[Pp(ll~) denotes the projection onto the point subspace Hpp(h~) of h~]. The range 
of those operators are given by states, with the particles in the pair (of et) 
asymptotically in a bound state and the third particle moving asymptotically 
free. We used Pp(ll~) in (5.26) to single out only states for which the pair actually 
is in a bound state asymptotically. The dynamics exp[ - itH(et)] does, of course, 
describe also configurations with three asymptotically free particles correctly. It 
is. however. only the range of Pp(h~) where this dynamics is particularly simple. 
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We say that asymptotic completeness holds, if 

Hconl(H) = Ran.Q~ Ea ( ~ Ran.Q~ ) 

= Ran.Q~ Ea( ~Ran~) . (5.27) 

In other words, any state is a superposition of the following types of states: (I) 
bound states; (2) a state with asymptotically two particles in a bound state and 
the other one moving freely; (3) a state with three asymptotically free particles. 

Using the asymptotic completeness oftwo-body systems, it is easy to see that 
asymptotic completeness of the three-body system is equivalent to: 

For any t/I E Hconl and f: > 0, there is a t large enough such that 

e-iHtt/l = t/lo(t) + Lt/I~(t) 
" 

with the following, uniformly in t ~ 0: 

II(e- iH1 - e-iHo1)t/lo(t)1I < f: 

II(e- iH1 - e-iH(~ll)t/I~(t)1I < f: 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

and a similar decomposition for the past. Knowing this one splits t/I~(t) into 
Pp(h~)t/I~(t) and Pc(h~)t/I~(t). Then (5.29) says that Pp(h~)t/I~(t)E Ran .Q~, while 
one uses the asymptotic completeness of the two-body system to show that 
Pc(h~)t/I~(t) E Ran.Q~. 

In the following, we will assume, for simplicity, that the V;j are continuously 
ditTerentiable functions satisfying 

(I) (I + Ixi)1+tV;j(x) is bounded, and 
(2) x 'I7V;j(x) -+ 0 as Ixl-+ 00. 

However, Enss' proof works for a larger class of potentials. 
In the two-body case, we restricted our considerations to those states with 

energy E between 0 < a ~ E ~ b < 00, eventually sending a to zero and b to 
infinity. The upper cut-otT was for mathematical convenience, while the lower 
cut-otT had the physical reason that particles with energy near to zero may travel 
extremely slowly, thus making problems for many estimates. 

In the three-body case, we are faced with a new set of "trouble-makers", 
namely states with energy around thresholds. Recall that thresholds are eigen
values of subsystems (Sect. 3.2). It is known (see Theorem 4.19 or Reed and Simon 
IV, XIII.58 [295]) that the operators h~ have no positive eigenvalues. Denote by 
et the nonzero eigenvalues of II~ in increasing order. The et can accumulate at 
most at zero. The set of thresholds T is given by T = {en u {o}. 

It might happen that the pair in at: is in a bound state with energy et. or has 
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energy almost e;, while the third particle is traveling with very small velocity 
with respect to the pair. Those states obviously cause the same-if not a more 
difficult-problem as the states with small energy in the two-body case. 

For a, b > 0, let us define 

A:=A(a,b):={EE~ld(E,T»a,E<b} , 

where d(x, A) denotes the distance of the point x from the set A. 
It is clear that 

U A(a, b) is dense in ~ , 
a.b>O 

and thus the set of states r/I, with r/I = F(H E A(a, b»r/I. is dense in L 2 if a, b run 
through ~+. States obeying r/I = F(H E A(a, b»Pc(H)r/I have the following 
property: If two particles are in a bound state, then the third particle has 
kinetic energy at least a with respect to the pair, provided it is far enough 
separated. 

The strategy of the proof will be the following: We define H. := Hc(H) n 
(EB~ Ran .Q~Y·. We then show that any r/I E H. such that r/I = F(H E A(a, b»r/I, 
a, b > 0 arbitrary belongs to Ran.Q~. 

One of the crucial observations of Enss' three-body paper is the following 
remarkable proposition which we will not prove here: 

Proposition 5.12. Suppose r/I E H. and r/I = F(H E A(a, b»r/I. Then for any IX 

T 

lim ~ f IIF(lx~1 < p)e-iHrr/l1l = 0 . 
T-X! 0 

This proposition tells us that for the states under consideration, any two of the 
particles have to separate from each other in the time mean. This proposition 
has much in common with the RAGE theorems we discussed in Sect. 5.4. Note, 
however, that the assertion of the proposition is definitely not true on the whole 
of Hc! Proposition 5.12 indeed expresses our physical intuition. If, for a state r/I, 
it is not true that asymptotically two particles are in a bound state and the third 
one moves freely (r/I .l.Q~), and if, furthermore, one particle has strictly positive 
kinetic energy with respect to the pair of the two others, then all the particles 
will be separated from each other in the time mean. 

It is now easy to obtain an analog ofTheorem 5.9 (i) and (ii) for three particles. 
Let us define 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 
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Proposition 5.13. For f E C~(~) and fPE H. 

. ((X(I))2) (1) f -1- fP -+ f(2H)fP 

.. (A(I)) (n) f -1- fP -+ f(2H)fP . 

Proof [Sketch of(ii)]. As in the two-body case (Theorem 5.9), we have (omitting 
domain questions) 

A(I) A 1 I 

- = - + 2H + " - f W~(s) ds 
I I L.r 

~ 0 

(5.32) 

with w~ = -2V~ - xJ7V~. 

However, this time we cannot use the RAGE theorem to prove that the third 
term in the right-hand side of (5.32) goes to zero, because w~ has no chance to 
be compact in the three-body case, even if sandwiched between resolvents. 

However, by the decay assumptions on V~, we have 

II W~F(lx~1 < p)1I -+ 0 as P -+ 00 

while we can control 

I 

~ f eiJHW 2 F(lx 2 1 > p)e- iJH ds 
o 

by Proposition 5.12. 0 

An analog of Theorem 5.9 (iii) holds in a weak form: 

Proposition 5.14. For fPEH.nD(Ho) with fP = F(HEA(a,b))fP, there exists a 
sequence Tn -+ 00 such that 

Proof (Sketch). By the assumptions on the potentials P we know that, for any 
sequence Pn -+ 00, 

II (Ho - H) n F(lx~1 > Pn) 11-+ 0 . 
2 

Proposition 5.12 enables us to choose a sequence Tn -+ 00, such that 

L IIF(lx~1 < Pn)e-iHt"fPll -+ 0 . 
~. 
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Thus, 

lieitoHHoe-itoHcp - Hcpll ~ II (Ho - H) I) F(lx 2 1 > Pn) IIIICPII 

+ LIIV~IIIIF(lx~1 < Pn)e-iHtocpli 
~ 

converges to zero. 0 

Theorem 5.9 is a very powerful tool for the investigation of two-body systems. 
As they stand, the three-body analogs (Propositions 5.13 and 5.14) give much 

less information, since they do not say much about x~, y~. However, they enable 
us to prove the following proposition which turns out to be a cornerstone of the 
asymptotic completeness result: 

Proposition S.IS. For'" e H. with", = F(H e A(a, b»"" there exists a sequence 
Tn -+ 00, such that 

(i) For any f e C: (IRV): 

II {f(Jl~ ::) - f(P~)} e -iHto'" 11-+ 0 and 

II {f( v~ ~:) - f(q~)} e -iHto'" 11-+ 0 . 

(ii) ForanygeC:(IR) 

Proof (Sketch). We only indicate the main idea of the proof of (i). 
Neglecting domain questions, we formally have 

Therefore, both 

go to zero. 
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It is not difficult to tum the above formal calculations into a rigorous proof, 
using resolvents and the Stone-Weierstrass gavotte (see Appendix to Chap. 
3). D 

We now state the asymptotic completeness result of Enss, and say a few words 
about the proof. 

Theorem 5.16. For three-body Hamiltonians, asymptotic completeness holds. 

Remark. Although we require the conditions (i) and (ii) above for the potentials, 
Enss' proof works under weaker assumptions. 

Enss distinguishes the case where the energy of the pair, (h~), is negative or 
small positive, and the case where the energy of the pair is positive and bounded 
away from zero. 

For the first case, he proves that the (full) time evolution is well approximated 
by exp[ - itH(!X)], thus showing (5.29) for those states. 

For the second case, Enss proves that the time evolution is approximately 
given by exp( - itHo), showing (5.28) for those states. The proof makes use of the 
asymptotic of observables as well as of Proposition 5.12. 

During the preparation of this manuscript, I.M. Sigal and A. Soffer [314] 
have announced a proof of N -body asymptotic completeness under fairly general 
conditions. 
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In this chapter, we discuss only a few aspects of Schrodinger operators with 
magnetic fields. We refer the reader to the review of Hunziker [172] for a more 
extensive survey and a more complete list of references. 

The dimension (ofthe configuration space) here will always be v = 2 or v = 3. 
We will actually discuss two types of operators, i.e., the usual magnetic Hamil
tonian (see Sect. 1.3), H(a, V):= (-ill' + a)2 + V, which is defined on H:= 
L 2(lRv) and the Pauli Hamiltonian, which describes particles with spin (we only 
consider the spin-t case [182, p. 249]) 

lI(a, V) := H(a, V)1 + (I. B (6.1) 

defined on H := L 2(lRv) ® (;2, where 1 is the unit 2 x 2-matrix and (I is the 
matrix-vector (1:= «(11,(12,(13), with 

and B is the magnetic field associated with the vector potential a, i.e. 17 x a = B. 
Note that we always require assumptions on V and a which are stronger than 

the ones necessary for H(a, V) and lI(a, V) to be essentially self-adjoint (on a 
suitable subspace; see Chap. 1). In the whole chapter, we disregard domain 
questions; the closure of the operators on C: is always intended. 

We will first discuss gauge invariance very briefly for smooth a. Then we 
prove a result which says that if B -+ 0 at 00 and V is short range in some sense, 
then both operators H and II have essential spectrum = [0, (0). This is not a 
completely trivial result, because if B -+ 0 at 00 only as r-~[IX E (0,1)], then the 
corresponding a must go to 00. But this does not change the essential spectrum. 

We will use this fact to construct a rather striking example of a Hamiltonian 
with dense pure point spectrum, a type of spectrum which is known for random 
potential Hamiltonians (but there seems to be no connection). 

In the third section, we give a set-up for supersymmetry (in a very restricted 
sense) and give some examples. Then we present a result of Aharonov and Casher 
which gives the number of zero energy eigenstates. This implies an index theorem, 
which we might understand as a physical example of the Atiyah-Singer index 
theorem on an unbounded space [57]. Section 6.5 contains a theorem of Iwa
tsuka yielding certain two-dimensional H(a) with purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum. In the last section, we give an introduction to other phenomena of 
Schrodinger operators with magnetic fields. 
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Before we start with Sect. 6.1, we introduce a notation which allows us to 
write H in a different, more convenient way. First, we look at the case of v = 3 
dimensions. Consider the vector operator 

0:= (01 , O2, 03 ), where q are operators in L 2(1R3) 

(jE{1,2,3}) . 

Then we denote 

Now we have 

3 

lI,lI, = b" 1 + i L l:"mllm , (6.2) 
m=1 

where l:"m is the usual sign of permutations of (k, I, m), i.e., 0 if any two are equal, 
1 for even, and - 1 for odd permutations of (1,2,3). Then using (6.2), an easy 
calculation yields 

3 3 

~2 = L 0,21 + i L lIm[D.,O,] 
'=1 m=1 

(."m=1) 

If we use the relations 

[(Pi - a,),(p, - a,)] = -i(o~, a, - o~, a,) , 

(note p, := -io!cx,) we get, in particular 

which gives 

H(a, V) = (P - jI)2 + V1 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(we will drop the 1 in the following). The case of v = 2 dimensions can always 
be understood as a special case of the 3-dimensional one, in the sense that B has 
a constant direction, and one looks only at the motion projected on the ortho
gonal plane. Therefore, all the above relations are formally still true for the 
two-component vector operators. There are some simplifications, however, i.e., 

e c 
J7 x a = -a2 - -at = B 

eXt (lX2 

is now a scalar field (since it has only one component) and (6.1) and (6.3) reduce 
to 
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iI(a, V) := H(a, V)~ + l13B and 

(, - !i)2 = (p - a)2~ + l13B , 

(6.1') 

(6.3') 

respectively. A one-component B as in (6.3') is a real simplification, since then 

(p - a)2 + l1. B + V 

is just a direct sum of the pair of operators 

(p - a)2 ± B + V . 

6.1 Gauge Invariance and the Essential Spectrum 

If a is smooth, then gauge invariance is quite simple (there are subtleties, however, 
if a is nonsmooth), namely if we have two different vector potentials a 1 and a2 , 

where both of them are smooth and have the same curl, i.e., if ai' a2 E(CXl(~'»' 

and 

Ii' x al = Ii' x a2 = B then 

Ii' x (a l - a2 ) = 0 , 

which means that there is a (gauge-) function, ). E CXl(~'), such that 

a 1 - a2 = VA. . 

This gives the gauge invariance of the "magnetic momentum" 

eiA(_iV - ade- iA = (-iV - a2) , 

which implies 

eiAH(a l , V)e- iA = H(a2' V) . 

This expresses the important physical fact that "physics" depends only on B. So, 
if one has different vector potentials with the same B, then the operators are 
unitarily equivalent under a multiplication operator. Thus, not only spectral 
properties are the same, but also various other properties which are described 
by functions of the x-variable. 

In the following, we will see that, in particular, the essential spectrum of the 
Hamiltonian is much more stable than general spectral properties. That is, we 
will show that the essential spectrum is always the positive real axis if B decays 
at 00, provided V (depending on x) is not too weird. The first rigorous proof of 
this result is due to Miller (see Miller and Simon [244]). There are improvements 
for nonsmooth magnetic potentials due to Leinfelder [228]. 

The crucial idea of the proof is that one "adapts" the operator to a chosen 
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Weyl sequence by choosing a suitable gauge which transforms to a vector 
potential which is suitably small in the region where the Weyl vector lives. This 
is possible because B -+ 0 at 00. 

Theorem 6.1. Let v = 2,3. Suppose aE(C""(IR'))' and IB(x)l-+ 0 as Ixl-+ 00, and 
suppose that V is Ho-compact. Then ue •• (H(a, V)) = u(R(a, V)) = [0, (0). 

Proof: 

Step 1. We reduce the problem to showing that ueo.(H(a,O)) = [0, (0). In the 
spin less case, we know by the diamagnetic inequality (1.8) 

le-1H(/I.O)q>I;:5; e-1Holq>I, tEIR, q>EH 

that 

(6.5) 

(see [22, p. 851]). Thus, V is also H(a,O)-compact (see [285, 88]). Therefore, 
H(a. V) and H(a,O) have the same essential spectrum [295, p. 113]. In the 
"spin"-case, R(a, 0), one uses the fact that lu' BI -+ 0 as Ixl -+ 00. SO U' B is also 
an H(a,O)-compact perturbation. 

Step 2. Since H(a, 0) ~ 0, we know that u(H(a, 0)) ~ [0,(0). 

Step 3. Weyl's theorem in a slightly strengthened version: Suppose A is self
adjoint and A ~ O. If there is an orthonormal sequence, {"',,} ne 1\1 ~ H such that 
"'" --+ 0, (n -+ (0) weakly and II(A + 0-1 (A - z)",,, II -+ 0, (n -+ (0), then z E ue .. (A). 
This can be seen by the spectral mapping theorem, i.e., OEue .. «A + l)-I(A - z)) 
if and only if Z E ue .. (A), and by applying the usual Weyl criterion to the operator 
(A + l)-I(A - z) ([292, p. 237]). 

Step 4. We show that there is a sequence {x,,}nel\l ~ IR' such that Ix"l-+ 00, 

(n --+ (0) and a sequence of vector potentials, {a"}"EI\I with 

v x a" = B (nE N) such that 

sup la,,(x)l;:5; en-I (n EN) 
1.r-.r"I~" 

for a suitable c > O. 

Proof. (Step 4). Let n E N, choose x" E IR' such that 

sup IB(x)l;:5; cn- 2 , 
1.r-.r"I~" 

for a suitable c which is possible due to the decay of B. If v = 2, choose 

a,,(X) := ( 0,1 B(t, y) dt) , 

(6.6) 
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where x = (x, y) and Xn = (xn, Yn), and if v = 3, choose an(x) = (tn' Sn' 0) where 

y = 
tn(x):= - J B3(x,t,O)dt + J B2(x,y,s)ds 

1ft ~" 

= 
Sn(X):= - J BI (x, y, t) dt , 

=. 
where x = (x, Y, z) and Xn = (xn' Yn' zn). Now using V' B = 0, one checks easily 
that V x an = B. Now (6.6) follows just by the estimate we assumed for B in the 
ball {Ix - xnl ~ n}. 

Step 5. Given ke ~., we construct a sequence {"'n}nE"J ~ H, for which Step 3 
applies, i.e., 

II(H(a) + o-l(H(a) - k 2)"'nll -+ 0, (n -+ 00) . (6.7) 

First, note that since for any n eN, V x (a - an) = 0, there exists a gauge function 
;.n e Cl (~.) such that 

H(a, 0) = eiA·H(an,O)e-IA •. 

Now select a subsequence from {xn} in Step 4 (also denoted by {xn}) such that 
IXn - xn-II > 2n. Choose age co(~·) such that 

{ I if Ixi < t 
g(x)= 0 iflxl>1 xe~· 

with Ilgll 00 = I, denote 

gn(x) := IXng G (x - Xn)) , 

where IXn·is chosen so IIgnll2 = I and 

"'n(x) := eiA.(X'eiA ·x gn(x) . 

Then {"'n}nE 1\1 is obviously an orthonormal sequence in L 2(~.) which goes weakly 
to O. Thus, we have only to show (6.7). Note that 

where tPn(x) := exp(ik . x)gn(x). Now we insert the identity 

H(an) = Ho + 2a; + (if' - an)'an + ian' V 

and use 
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to get 

II[man) + Ir'[H(an) - k2]~nll ~ IIHognll + 21kllWgnil 

+ II[H(an) + Irl( -iP - an)lllIangnll 

+ 211(a~ + kan)gnll + lIan'Vgnll . 

The first two terms on the R.H.S. above go to ° as n -+ oc, since IWgn11 ~ elln 
and IIAgn II ~ elln2 for suitable c > 0, and the last three terms go to ° because 
of (7.6) in Step 4. Note that [H(an) + Irl (- iF - an) is a vector of bounded 
operators. 

Thus, we have shown that, for any k 2 E IR+, we have k 2 E a ... (H(a, 0» by Step 3, 
i.e., [0, 'X-) ~ a ••• (H(a, 0», which concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 

6.2 A SchrOdinger Operator with Dense Point Spectrum 

We will give next an example of a magnetic Schrodinger operator which has 
rather surprising spectral properties. Depending on the decay of the magnetic 
field B we can show that the operator has purely absolutely continuous spectrum, 
dense point spectrum in [0,00), or it has a "mobility edge", i.e., there is ad> ° 
such that the spectrum is a dense point spectrum in [0, d] and absolutely 
continuous in [d, oc). 

Theorem 6.2 (Miller and Simon [244]). Let v = 2, and consider the Hamiltonian 

H := (Px - c (l : plY r + (PY + c (l : p)Y r ' 
where c > 0, p:= Ixl = (x 2 + y2)1!2 and i'E(O, 00). Then we have the following 
cases: 

la) ifi' > I, then a(H) = a",(H) = [0, IX), app = a. =~, 
Ib) if}' < I, then a(H) = app(H) = [0, IX), aac = a, = ~, 
Ic) if i' = I, then app(H) = [0,c 2 ], aac(H) = [c 2, oc), and a,AH) = ~, i.e. c2 is a 

"mobility edge." 

Proof First of all, we remark that 

c c 2c pc 
B(x) = -a - -a = + --------:-;-

i'-lx Y cy x (I + plY (l + p)Y+I ' 

where 
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Thus, by Theorem 6.1, we have 

a(H) = aess(H) = [0, oc,) . (6.8) 

Now, if we expand H, we get 

e2p2 2e 
H = -L1 + 2 + L. , 

(1 + p) Y (I + pF • 

where L::= - i(x(('/cy) - y(c/cx)) is the operator of the angular momentum 
(pointing into the ",,-direction"). This means that H commutes with rotations (in 
the plane [R2), since all terms are rotational invariant. We can express this by 

Therefore, we can write the Hilbert space H = L 2([R2) as a direct sum of eigen
spaces of L:. L: has the eigenvalues mE {O, ± I, ± 2, ... } (see [182, p. 231]), and 
if we restrict H to the eigenspace with eigenvalue m, i.e., {({J E HIL:({J = m}, we get 

e2p2 2me 
Hm := H~(L: = m) = -L1 + (1 + p)2Y + (1 + PY . 

But this is just a Schrodinger operator without magnetic field with the potential 

Now we consider 

Case (a). If)' > I, then Vm is a short-range potential, and it is well known [305, 
226] that Hm only has a.c. spectrum, and by (6.8), we have the assertion of case (a). 

Case (b). Ifi' < I, then Vm(x) -+ 00 as Ixl-+ 00. So Hm, and therefore also H, has 
pure point spectrum [295, Theorem XIII. I 6]. But by (6.8), this must be neces
sarily dense in [0, 00). 

Case (c). If}' = I, then Vm - e2 is a long-range potential going to 0 as Ixl-+ 00. 
Thus, Hm (and therefore H) has absolutely continuous spectrum in [e 2 , oc) and 
pure point spectrum in [0, c2 ], which must be dense because of (6.8). D 

Remark. We note that in the case i' = 0, we have a constant magnetic field 
(orthogonal to the (x, y)-plane). It is a classical result that one has point spectrum 
in this case. The eigenfunctions correspond to closed orbits, the so-called Landau 
orbits (see [224. Sect. III]). 

6.3 Supersymmetry (in O-Space Dimensions) 

We discuss now a simple abstract set-up which has, at first sight, nothing to do 
with Schrodinger operators (it is actually more related to high energy physics). 
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But we will see that there are quite interesting Schrodinger operator examples 
having this structure. 

The structure is a specialization of supersymmetry from field theory contexts. 
There one introduces operators QjUl2' where J.l is a "vector index", a a "spin index", 
and !X an internal index. The Q's transform under Lorentz transformation by 

U(A)QjUl2 U(A)-1 = L A'I'A(A) .. bQ.b2 , 
•• b 

where A(A) is a spinor representation of the Lorentz group, and obey "com
mutation" relations 

where {A, B} := AB + BA, 9 is the metric tensor, A a bi-linear form in spinor 
indices transforming as a scalar, and p. is the four momentum. 

This extension of Lorentz invariance is of especial interest since the Q's link 
Bose and Fermi states. There is an especially attractive supersymmetry version 
of gravity called N = 8 supergravity. These are areas of intense current interest, 
although they have no experimental verification. See [369] for further discussion. 

Below we specialize to zero-space dimensions. In terms of the operators P, 
Q discussed below, the operators QI = Q, Q2 = iQP obey 

This picture of zero-dimensional supersymmetry was emphasized especially by 
Witren [370]; see Chap. II. H 

Consider the Hilbert space H and let. and Q be self-adjoint, and P be a 
hounded self-adjoint operator in H such that 

H = Q2 ~ 0, 

p 2 = I 

{Q,P}:= QP + PQ = 0 . 

(6.9a) 

(6.9b) 

(6.9c) 

Then we say the system (H, P, Q) has supersymmetry. Since P is self-adjoint and 
p2 == I, it only has the eigenvalues I, - I. We denote the associated eigenspaces 
by 

Hr := {cpEHIPcp = -cp} 

Hb := {cpEHIPcp = cp} 

and we have the decomposition 

We call the vectors in Hr thefermionic states, and the vectors in Hb the hosonic 
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states. Using this decomposition. we can write 

where 1b and 1r are the unit operators in Hb and Hr. respectively. but in the 
following. we drop 1 rand 1 b and write 

Since P and Q anti-commute and Q is self-adjoint. Q has always the form 

( 0 A*) 
Q= A 0 • (6.10) 

where A is an operator which maps Hb into Hr. and its adjoint A* maps Hr into 
Hb. This implies that Q "flips fermionic and bosonic states." i.e .• 

Remark. As we will see in Example la below. we might call A the "annihilation 
operator" and A* the "creation operator." concepts which are well-known for 
the harmonic oscillator [292. p. 142; 182. p. 211]. From (6.9) and the above, we 
have the representation 

H = (A*A 0). 
o AA* 

(6.11) 

Thus, P commutes with H. and He and Hb are invariant under H. 
We now define a "supersymmetric" index of H which has some remarkable 

stability properties. 

Definition: 

ind.(H) := dim(Ker(H t Hb)) - dim(Ker(H t Hr)) . 

Remark. ind. should not be mixed up with the usual index one defines for a 
semi-Fredholm operator F, i.e., 

ind(F) := dim(Ker F) - dim(Ker F*) • 

(see [196. p. 230]). But there is a connection between these two concepts, i.e .• 

ind.(H) = ind(A) • 

where A is the "annihilation" operator defined by (6.10). Now we show a funda-
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mental property of supersymmetric systems, which says that non-zero eigen
values have the same number of bosonic and fermionic eigenstates. 

Theorem 6.3. If the system (H, P, Q) has supersymmetry, then for any bounded 
open set U £; (0, 00) we have 

dim(En(H)t Hb) = dim(En(H)t Hr) , 

where En(H) is the spectral projector of H on u. 
Proof Denote by P ±, the projectors on Hb and Hr respectively, and by 

E~ := En(H)P ± . 

Note by the above discussion that we know that P, and therefore also P ±, 
commutes with En(H). Since Q anti-commutes with P, and Q is bounded on 
Ea(H)H, we get 

QE~ = EJ Q . (6.12) 

Now, because OjU, Q is invertible on En(H)H, (6.12) implies that 

dim(Eil) = dim(En) . 
But dim(En(H)t Hb) = dim(Eil), and dim(En(H)t Hr) = dim(En), and therefore 
we have the theorem. 0 

Now we discuss some examples. 

ExampleO. Laplace-Beltrami operator on forms on compact manifolds. This will 
be discussed in Chap. 11. 

Example 1 (Delft [77]). Let H = L 2(1R) ® C2, and q be a polynomial in x. 
Set A := (d/dx) + q(x), and thus (on the same domain), A* = -d/dx + q(x). 

Then we have, with (6.10), 

Q= ( 
0 

~+q 
dx 

-~+q) dx 

o 
and P = (1 0) . o -1 

Note that (on suitable domains) 

A* A = _dd2
2 +.q2(X) - q'(x) and 

x 

d 2 
AA* = - dx2 + q2(X) + q'(x) . 
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Thus, 

H:= Q2 = ( 

d2 2 • 
--+q -q 

dx 2 

o 
o ) 

d2 
2 • --+q +q 

dx 2 

and the system (H, P, Q) is supersymmetric. 

Example la (Harmonic Oscillator). Set q(x) = x in Example I. Then A* A = 
-(d2jdx2) + q2(X) - I is the (shifted) harmonic oscillator. A is known as the 
"annihilation" operator and A* as the "creation" operator [182, p. 211]. We have 

AA* = A*A + 2 (6.13) 

and, therefore 

dim(EJ(A* A» = dim(EJ _ 2(AA*» for L1 £; (0, 00) . (6.14) 

Using the fact that a(H) = a(A* A) u a(AA*), we can almost read ofT the spec
trum H: Since A* A ~ 0, we know by (6.13) that AA* ~ 2, thus a(AA*) ~ 2. By 
(6.14), we know there is no spectrum of H in (0,2), and therefore no spectrum in 
(2n, 2(n + I», n E ~. Th us, H can only have spectrum in the set {2, 4, 6, ... }. 

Example Ib (Herbst and Simon [158]). Set q(x) = x + gx2 in Example I, where 
9 E [0, 00) is a coupling constant. Then 

which means that A*A and AA* have almost the same potentials. They are 
actually equivalent by "parity," i.e., 

A* A = U(AA*)U- 1 , where 

Ucp(x):= cp( -x -~). cpEL2(R). 

If 9 #- 0, then ind.(H) = 0, since H t Hr and H t Hb are unitarily equivalent. This 
means, in physical terms, that the only way to get new eigenvalues at 0 is for a 
pair of eigenvalues, a fermion one and a boson one to come down. But if 9 = 0, 
ind.(H) = I, since HtHr = AA* ~ 2, HtHb = A*A and dim(Ker(A*A» = I. 
Physically this can be understood as the fermionic eigenstate being localized 
farther and farther out, and vanishing eventually if 9 -+ O. This example was 
invented in [158], because the ground state eigenvalue goes to zero exponentially 
ing- 2 asg-+0. 

Our last example states a supersymmetry result for magnetic fields in two 
dimensions. We state it as a theorem. 
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Theorem 6.4. Let v = 2 and aE(C I(1R2))2, such that 8 = f7 x a. Then (p - a)2 + 8 
and (p - a)2 - 8 have the same spectrum except perhaps at O. 

Proof Let a = (a l ,a2 ), (I = ((11,(12), and choose 

2 
Q = Ii - P = L (Pi - ai)(li 

i=1 

P = G _~). 
Then, by (6.3') 

H=f/(a,0)=Q2=((p-ao)2+8 0 ) 
(p - a)2 - 8 . 

Since P = (13' we have {Q, P} = O. Thus, the system (f/(a, 0), P, Q) is supersym
metric, which implies, by Theorem 6.3, that H t Hb = (p - a)2 + 8 and H t Hr = 
(p - a)2 - 8 have the same spectrum except at O. 0 

We note that this is a result which is not true in 3 dimensions with non
constant B. 

6.4 The Aharonov-Casher Result on Zero Energy Eigenstates 

It is an almost classical piece of folklore that the Hamiltonians of constant 
magnetic fields, restricted to a finite region in the plane orthogonal to the field, 
have eigenvalues with finite degeneracy (see, for example, [224, Sect. Ill]). If the 
field is extended to the whole plane, there is an infinite degeneracy. This is also 
true for some non-constant fields (see [26] for rigorous arguments in the case of 
polynomial fields). 

In this section, we will discuss two-dimensional Pauli-Hamiltonians with 
non-constant 8's. We know from Theorem 6.4 that the two components of 
ii(a,O), i.e. (p - a)2 + 8 and (p - a)2 - 8 have the same spectrum except at O. 
Here we will discuss a result due to Aharonov and Casher [6], which states that 
the number of zero-eigenstates is equal to the integral part of the magnetic flux. 
It says also that there is no supersymmetry at zero energy, i.e., depending on the 
sign of the flux, there are only bosonic or only fermionic zero-eigenstates. It is 
essentially a physical example of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem saying that 
ind.(f/(a,O)) depends only on the flux. We will prove the theorem only for 
bounded 8's with compact support which are just convenient conditions. There 
are more general results, however (see [243]). 

Theorem 6.S. Let \' = 2, 8 be bounded with compact support, and a = (a .. , ay) be 
a suitable vector field associated with 8. Define {y} for .r > 0, to be the largest 
integer strictly less than y and to} = O. Let tPo := J 8(x)dx ~ 0, the flux of 8. Then 
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the operator R(a, 0) = (p- +W has exactly {tPo/27t} eigenvectors with eigenvalue 
0, all with 0"3 = -1. The index is only dependent on the flux, i.e., ind.(/1) = 
(signtPo}{ltPoI/21t}. If tPo ~ 0, there are the same number of zero-energy eigen
states, but with 0"3 = I. 

Proof. Consider the auxiliary potential 

1 
tP(x):= 21t JIn(lx - x'I)B(x')d 2 x', then 

tP(x) = ;: In Ixl + O(lxl- l ) as Ixl-+ 00 • (6.15) 

The reason for this choice is that - AtP = B. So if we choose 

a=(ax,ay):=(:~,-:~), wehave 

flxa=-AtP=B, 

i.e., a is a vector potential associated with B. We are interested in solutions of 

(p_(l)21/1=0, I/I=(~:)EL2(R2)®C2. (6.16) 

Since (p- (1)2 is a square of a single self-adjoint operator, (6.16) is equivalent to 

But this means (see the introduction at the beginning of this chapter) 

and this is equivalent to the equations 

[~ - i~]e;fX.Y''''_(X'Y) = 0 ox oy (6.17a) 

[:x + i :y]e-;CX.Y'I/I+(X,y) = 0 . (6.17b) 

Equations (6.17a, b) mean that f- := e;",_ is analytic in z:= x - iy, and f+ := 
e-;"'+ is analytic in z := x + iy. respectively, since they are equivalent to the 
Cauchy-Riemann equations. 

Now assume tPo ~ O. Then (6.15) implies that 
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Since 1/1+ is in L2(1R2), f+ is also in L2(1R2) and it is analytic. But there are no 
analytic functions in U, so 1/1+ must be O. For 1/1_ = e-9f_ to be in L2(1R2), f
must increase no faster than a polynomial. But since it is analytic, it must be a 
polynomial in z of degree u < (¢o/21T.) - 1. Since there are just {¢o/21T.} linearly 
independent polynomials of this type, we have exactly {¢o/21T.} "spin-down" 
eigenstates (i.e. with (13 = - 1) with zero energy. It is obvious from the above that 
if ¢o ~ 0, then there are exactly {1¢o/21T.} "spin-up" (i.e. with (13 = 1) eigenstates 
and no spin-down ones. Thus, in both cases, the supersymmetric index of R is 
(sign ¢o){ l¢ol/21T.}. 0 

We want to give a second proof, due to Avron-Tomaras [32], of the Casher
Aharonov theorem, or more precisely, its analog when R2 is replaced by a 
compact manifold like S2, the two-dimensional sphere. We present the proof in 
part because it foreshadows our proof of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem in 
Chap. 12. We will not present the proofs of the technicalities here, but leave it 
as an exercise to the reader to use the machinery in Sect. 12.6 to provide the steps 
which we skip. 

We must begin by explaining what one means by a Hamiltonian with mag
netic field on S2 and why the total flux is quantized. We begin with H(a). One 
might decide that a should be defined globally, i.e., on all of S2. If one demands 
that, then B = da (a is a one-form, B a two form) has zero integral (i.e. zero flux) 
by Stokes' theorem. Instead, we use the idea that one will need distinct gauges 
in distinct coordinate patches, and imagine that a vector potential is actually a 
pair a+, a_ of one-forms with a+ defined on S.;. = S2\{S} and a_ on S: = S2\ {n} 
where s (resp. n) are the south (resp. north) pole. We want da+ = da_ = B on the 
cylinder, C := S.;. f""I S: = {(O, ¢)IO < 0 < 1T., ¢ E S', the circle} in poles coordinate 
where B is globally defined. Similarly, we want our wave functions to be a pair 
(cp+, cp_) of smooth functions on S1. The two cp's must be related by a gauge 
transformation 

(6.18) 

Because C is a cylinder, only exp(i).) is smooth, and ). may not be smooth on C, 
but we can extend ). to (0, 1T.) x R so that 

).(0, cp + 21T.) = ).(0, cp) + 21T.n (6.19) 

for Some integer n. We will set H = 1T.1 on cp± where 1T.± = (-W - a±), so we 
want 

(6.20) 

if cp± are related by (6.18). A simple calculation shows that (6.20) is equivalent to 

(6.21) 

on C. Then quantization condition (6.19) then reads: 
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(6.22) 

But by Stokes' theorem 

2 .. 

J d<pe~'a±«(},(p) = ± J B, 
o S!(O) 

where S±(Oo) = ~«(},<p)I<pESt, ±(}o ~ O} and, in particular, 

(6.23) 

by (6.22). Thus, by this formalism, we succeed in doing quantum theory on S2 in 
a magnetic field so long as the total flux is 2nn. 

The above formalism has a natural geometric meaning: tp+ being related 
by (6.18) really says that tp is a section of a complex line bundle over S2; exp(ii.) 
acts as a transfer function for going from one trivial bundle obtained by restrict
ing to S; and the other obtained by restricting to S:. The symbol a ± defines a 
connection in the bundle, B is its curvature and n is the Chern integer of the 
bundle. For additional information on this point of view, see Griimm [144]. 

Now let {a ± } be a vector potential with flux 2nn, and define Ho(a)(tp+, tp_) = 
(n; tp+, n: tp_). Now view tp+, tp_ as having values in C2 rather than C [still 

related by (6.18)] and (13 acts on (tp+,tp_) by multiplying by (~ _~). (Note: 

Do not confuse tp+, tp_ with the two components of each of tp+ and tp_; (13 acts 
on the components of tp+ and tp_.) Then (13 commutes with iI = H - (13B. 
Moreover, one can write iI = ,,2 with {", (13} = 0 so, as usual, nonzero eigen
values of iI have equal multiplicities on {tpl(13tp = tp} and {tpl(13tp = -tp}. Let 
ind.(iI)be dim {tpliltp = O,(13tp = tp} - dim {tpliltp = O,(13tp = -tp}. The analog 
of the Aharonov-Casher theorem is 

ind.(iI) = ~ f B . 
n s' 

(6.24) 

Here is a sketch of the Avron-Tomares proof of (6.24): We first claim that 

(6.25) 

for any p, since the supersymmetry provides a cancellation of the contribution 
of nonzero eigenvalues. The integral kernel exp( - pil)(x, x) defines a map on C2 
(actually on the fiber of a two-dimensional vector bundle), and we let trx denote 
the trace over this space. Then (6.25) becomes 

ind(iI) = J dx tr«(13e-1Ili(x, x)) . 
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If B were constant, exp(-pii) = exp(-pH)exp(+pBtT3); but for small p, path 
integral intuition suggests that the leading order should be the same-the proof 
of this is precisely where one needs the machinery of Sect. 12.6. Thus, one expects 

ind(ii) = fdxlim[tr(tT3e+IIBIXlaJle-IIH(x,X)] . 
II~O 

(6.26) 

But tr{tT3exp[ +PB(X)tT3]} = PB(x) + O(P3) since tr(tT3) = 0 and exp( -PH)· 
(x, x) = (2nP)-t [1 + O(P)], so (6.26) becomes 

ind(1?) = I dx(2rrp)-t PB(x) = (2rrf' I B(x)dx . 

6.5 A Theorem of Iwatsuka 

Two-dimensional purely magnetic Hamiltonians can have a wide variety of 
spectral properties. We saw an example with dense point spectrum in Sect. 6.2, 
the case B(x) = Bo has isolated point spectrum of infinite multiplicity, and if 
B(x) -+ 00 as Ixl -+ 00, one can prove that H(a) has a compact resolvent. Recently, 
Iwatsuka [181] has proven: 

Theorem 6.6 (I watsuka). Suppose that B(x) = B(x, y) is a function b(x) of x alone, 
and that limx_ too b(x) = b± exist with both b± nonzero and unequal. Then H(a) 
has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. 

Remarks. (I) Iwatsuka deals with more general b's. It is a reasonable conjecture 
that, so long as b is not a.e. constant, then H(a) has purely absolutely continuous 
spectrum. 

(2) To get some feel for why this is true, consider the case b(x) = b± if ± x > O. 
Then classically there are orbits which are a succession of semicircles with diame
ters along x = 0; these wander otT to infinity if b+ "# b_; see Fig. 6.1. 

Proof. Work in a gauge a = (0, a(x» where a(x) = Io be,) d,. By passing to 
a Fourier transform in the y variable, H(a) is a direct integral of the one
dimensional operators 

_d 2 

lI(k) = dx2 + [k - a(x)]2 . 

See Sect. XIII.16 of Reed and Simon [295] for a discussion of such direct integrals. 
Since b± "# 0, a(x)2 -+ 00 as x -+ ± 00, so each h(k) has discrete spectrum. More
OVer h(k) is analytic in k. Thus, by Theorem XIII. 16 of [295], it suffices to show 
that, for each n, the nth eigenvalue E,,(k) of h(k) is not constant. 

If b+ and b_ have opposite signs, then either a(x) -+ + 00 at both x = ± 00, 
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Fig.6.I. A classical orbit 

in which case Iiml_ -:x; En(k) = 00, or at a(x) - - 00 at both x = ± 00, in which 
case liml_x En(k) = 00. In either case, no En(k) can be constant. 

If b+ and b_ have the same sign, then suppose 0 < b_ < b+. Then a(x)/x - b+ 

as x - ± 00 and [a(x) - k]2 as k - ± 00 looks like a translated harmonic well. 
From this, one easily proves that 

lim En(k) = (2n + l)b± , 
l-±oo 

so again, En(k) is not constant. 0 

6.6 An Introduction to Other Phenomena in Magnetic Fields 

We have just touched the surface concerning the many subtle aspects of 
Schrodinger operators in magnetic field. Here we want to briefly indicate some 
other interesting phenomena: See [22-25] for further discussion. 

(a) Enhanced Binding. Recall that in three dimensions, - A + V may not have 
any bound states for a compact support, V ~ 0, but small, while in one dimen
sion, -d2/dx2 + V always has a negative eigenvalue if V ~ 0 has compact 
support (V =F 0). Constant magnetic fields bind in Landau orbits in two direc
tions. Thus, if a corresponds to constant B, and V ~ 0 is in CO' with V =F 0, then 
one expects that H(a, V) has an eigenvalues below the essential spectrum. A 
similar idea suggests that once negatively charged ions always exist in non-zero 
constant field. See [22, 25] where these expectations are verified. 

(b) Translational Symmetries. Let v = 2, and let Ho denote the Hamiltonian 
of a particle in a constant magnetic field B (with V = 0). The physics is invariant 
under translations, so we expect there will be operators U(b)(beR2) with 

U(b)HoU(b)-' = Ho; U(b)xU(b)-' = X + b . 
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This is correct, but U(b) cannot just translate the wave function. The vector 
potential a is not translation invariant, so U(b) must also have a phase factor 
which provides the gauge transformation from a(x + b) back to a(x). A calcula
tion shows that 

(6.27) 

where f/J is the flux Bbl b2 through the rectangle formed by the two translations. 
In the first place, (6.27) provides some subtleties in the removal of center of mass 
motion; see [23, 165]. Moreover, (6.27) implies some subtleties. still not resolved, 
in the analysis of Ho + V, where V is periodic. If the flux through a unit cell is 
integral, one can make a Bloch analysis similar to that done if B = ° (see [295, 
Sect. XIII. 16] ). By taking a larger unit cell, one can analyze similarly if the flux is 
rational (the net result is that Ho + V has only a.c. spectrum with the possibility, 
presumably non-existent if V #: 0, of eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity). But if 
the flux is irrational. such an analysis is not possible. Indeed, Grossman [143] 
has shown that the U's commuting with Ho + V in that case generate a type II 
von Neumann algebra. It is believed that in that case, Ho + V will look like an 
almost periodic Schrodinger operator (see Chap. 10). 

(c) Paramagnetism. The diamagnetic inequalities imply that inf 
spec(H(a. V)) ~ infspec(H(O, V)). There is a tendency for the opposite in
equality to be true for R. This is illustrated by the following theorem of Lieb 
(see [22]): 

Theorem 6.7. Let a be the vector potential of a constant magnetic field. Then 

infspec(R(a, V)) ~ infspec(R(O, V)) . (6.28) 

Since this is equivalent, in this constant field case, to 

infspec(H(a. V)) ~ infspec(H(O, V)) + B 

and, if V -+ ° at infinity, we have 

infessspecH(a. V) = infspec(H(O, V)) + B 

(6.28) is an assertion about binding energies going up, and is connected to 
enhanced binding. 

It was originally thought that (6.28) might hold for all a, V. but Avron and 
Simon [27] found a counterexample. Perhaps (6.28) still holds for general a and 
selected sets of V. including those which. in a suitable limit, will trap particles in 
a convex box. 

(d) Zeeman Effect Perturbation Theory. Much is known about the perturba
tion theory (in B2) for Ho(a(B)) - I/r where a(B) is the vector potential in a 
constant field B. This series is Borel summable [25]. Due to symmetries. many 
terms in the Rayleigh-Schrodinger series can be computed: Indeed. over 100 have 
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been [20]. Avron [19] has a not quite rigorous approach to large orders which 
matches the numerical values beautifully. Various summability methods seem to 
work very well; see LeGuillou and Zinn-Justin [146], Silverman [316]. Recently, 
B. Helffer and J. Sjostrand (Nantes preprint) have obtained a rigorous proof of 
Avron's formula. 

(e) Strong Coupling. If one looks at atoms in magnetic fields, there are two 
natural distance scales, r •• , the Bohr radiis, and reye , the cyclotron radius, which 
is the radius of the classical orbit in such a constant field (when V = 0). One has 
that reye - B- 1• For typical laboratory fields, reye is many orders of magnitude 
larger than r •• , but it is believed that in certain astrophysical situations, reye will 
be a small fraction of r ••. The mathematical physics in this strong field regime is 
quite interesting: See [22, 24, 25] and references therein. 



7. Electric Fields 

Stark Hamiltonians play an exceptional role in the theory of Schrodinger 
operators since the particular singularity of the electric potential (in one co
ordinate multiplication by x extending over the whole space) yields a SchrOdinger 
operator which is not semi-bounded. This needs mathematical methods differing 
from the usual treatment. and leads to unusual. sometimes surprising spectral 
properties (see Sect. 8.5). We concentrate in this chapter mainly on representa
tions of the time evolution operator or propagator solving the Schrodinger 
equation. Thus. our discussion of the Stark effect is far from complete. See. for 
example. [140. 160. 377. 378] and the references quoted there. for a different 
approach. 

In Sect. 7.1. we give a very useful. explicit formula for the time evolutiqn for 
the free Stark Hamiltonian with constant electric field. due to A vron and Herbst. 
This will then be applied to Sect. 7.2 in order to show that multiplication 
operators with some averaging properties. when "localized" on the spectrum of 
the Stark Hamiltonian. are compact. This result was used in Chap. 4 in the 
Mourre theory of the Stark Hamiltonian. where we showed absence of singular 
continuous spectrum for certain Stark Hamiltonians with periodic potentials. 

Section 7.3 deals with time-dependent Stark fields. and we give a representa
tion of the free propagator due to Kitada and Yajima. analogous to the A vron
Herbst formula. The general case oftime-dependent Hamiltonians can be treated 
by extending the configuration space by the time variable and then by solving 
the new "time-independent" evolution problem. This idea of Howland is dis
cussed in Sect. 7.4. There is an application of this in the special case of Stark 
fields periodic in time. due to Yajima. and a method due to Tip in Sect. 7.5. 

7.1 The Two-Body Stark Effect 

Formally. the Hamiltonian describing a quantum mechanical particle in a con
stant electric field in the - x I direction is given by 

-,1 + EXI + V(x) on S(IRV). x = (XI' x 2 ••.. ) • 

where E > 0 is the strength of the electric field (not to be confused with energy!). 
and V is a local decaying potential. Since Ex I is not a small perturbation of( - ,1) 

in any obvious mathematical sense. we consider the closure of 

-,1 + Ex! on S(IRV) 
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denoted by Ko. as the unperturbed. the "free" Hamiltonian. and treat V as 
perturbation. 

We will give here a representation of the time evolution operator describing 
the free dynamics due to Avron and Herhst [21]. It plays a central role in the 
following sections (see also Chap. 8). 

We set E = 1 in the following. for the sake of convenience. Then we have the 
theorem 

Theorem 7.1 [21] (The Avron-Herbst Formula). Let Ko be the closure of 
( - A + X t) on S(W). Then Ko is self-adjoint. and the time evolution is 

exp( - itKo) = exp( - it 3/3)exp( - itx dexp( - itp2) exp(iPI t2) (7.1) 

for tEIR and P = (PI'Pl.). x = (XI.Xl.)' 

Proof Consider the decomposition L 2(lRv) = L 2(1R) ® L 2(IRV-I) according to the 
coordinate decomposition x = (xl.Xl.) and P = (PI'Pl.) in position space as 
well as in momentum space. One easily checks that. on S(IRV). 

Ko = exp(ipt!3)(pi + xdexp(-ipt!3) • 

since in momentum space XI acts as -i(iJlcpd. But pi + XI is unitarily equiva
lent to a real-valued multiplication operator just by the Fourier transform in the 
Xl. -variable. Thus. the self-adjointness of Ko follows. 

Now let t E IR. Using 

exp(itxl)PI exp( -itxd = PI - t. 

we can write. as operators on S(IRV). 

exp( - itKo) = exp(ipt!3)exp[ - it(pi + xd] exp( - ipt!3) 

= exp( -itpi)exp( -itxdexp(itxdexp(ipt!3)exp( -itxd 

x exp( - ipt!3) 

= exp( - itpi )exp( -itxdexpC(PI ; t)3) exp( - ipt j3) 

= exp( - itpi )exp( - itx dexp(iPI t2 )exp( - ipi t)exp( - it3/3) 

= exp( -it3/3)exp( -itxdexp[ -it(pi + pi)]exp(it 2pd • 

and we arrive at (7.1) by taking closures on both sides. 0 

This formula has a classical interpretation. Look at the Hamiltonian function 
of the classical problem 

H(p.x):= p2 + XI . 

Solve the eq uations of motion 
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.X = 2p , 

Ii = (-1,0, ... ,0) =: -XI 

x(t) = Xo + Pot - xl t 2 , 

and get 

where Xo E IR Y and Po E IR Y are suitable initial values. This is just the "free" motion 
x 0 + Po t plus a translation in the x I direction by the constant amount - t 2 • 

Looking at (7.1), one sees that in the quantum mechanical case this is the same, 
except for a multiplicative phase factor. This phase factor will playa crucial role 
in Sect. 8.5. This shift of the free motion by - t 2 suggests that if we perturb Ko 
with a potential V. set K := Ko + V and consider problems like existence or 
completeness of the wave operators Q(K, K o), then the borderline case should 
be a decay of V in the xI-direction like Ix l l-1/2, since it is the interaction at time 
( which should be integrable. This has actually been proven by Avron and Herbst 
[21] (existence) and Herbst [154] (completeness); see also [43, 377, 378]. 

7.2 A Theorem Needed for the Mourre Theory 
of the One-Dimensional Electric Field 

In Chap. 4, we discussed an example which applies the Mourre theory to the 
Stark Hamiltonian with a periodic potential. There we used a theorem which we 
prove now by applying the Avron-Herbst formula. 

We first state a lemma. 

Lemma 7.2. Let Ko and K := Ko + Vas in Sect. 7.1. Assume that D(Ko) = D(K). 
Then for any bounded operator C, E;1(K)CE;1(K) is compact for all bounded 
intervals, A £; IR if and only if E;1(Ko)CE;1(Ko) is compact for all bounded 
intervals, A £; IR. 

Proof The first assertion is equivalent to the compactness of(K + i)-I C(K + i)-I 
{for (K + i)E;1(K) is bounded and lim .. _x; II(K + i)-I [I - E{ _ ..... )(K)] II = O}, and 
the same holds for K replaced by Ko. Then, use that by the assumption, 
(K o + i)-I(K + i) and (K + WI(Ko + i) are bounded. 0 

Now we prove the theorem. 

Theorem 7.3 [45]. Let \' = I and K = Ko + V. and assume that D(K) = D(Ko)' 
Let F be a function in IR which is bounded and uniformly continuous and has 
the property 

lim(supl-21 7' F(}')dyl) = 0 . 
r-x. oXen: r x-r 

Then for any bounded interval A £; IR, 

E.,(K)FEA(K) is compact. 

(7.2) 
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Proof Let A s;; IR be a bounded interval. and F as above. By the preceding lemma. 
we have only to show that 

EL1(Ko)FEL1(Ko) is compact. 

Consider the unitary operator 

U := exp(ip3/3) . 

Then we have (see Sect. 7.1) 

UKoU- 1 = x and 

UxU-1 = x _ p2 . 

This implies. by the spectral theorem for any function. G in IR 

UEL1(Ko)G(x)EL1 (Ko)U-1 = EL1(x)UG(x)U-1 EL1 (x) 

= EL1 (x)G(x - p2)EL1(x) . (7.3) 

Note that the spectral projections EL1 (x) are simply the characteristic functions 
of A. Hence the operator in (7.3) is Hilbert Schmidt if we can show that 

UG(x)U-1 = G(x _ p2) 

has a locally bounded kernel. It will be sufficient to show this for functions 
{Gr}reR with 

IIF-Grlloo-O forr-oo. 

since then the associated multiplication operators converge in the norm sense, 
and the compactness of EL1(Ko)FEL1(Ko) follows by unitary equivalence. 

We first show it for the function 

X 1-+ eiu for s E IR. s#;O . 

We know by the Avron-Herbst formula (7.1) that 

U exp(isx)U-1 = exp[is(x _ p2)] 

= exp( -is3/3)exp( - ixs)exp( -isp2)exp(ips2) . 

This operator has an explicit kernel (note that the last term is just a translation 
by S2). i.e. 

[U exp(isx)U-1 ](x.y) 

. . (i[(X - y) + S2]2) = exp( -ls3/3)exp( -lsx)(4ns)-1/2 exp 4s • (7.4) 

which is obviously locally bounded. 
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Note next that if we convolute F with any L I-function, h, then F. h also 
satisfies (7.2) by Lebesgue's theorem. So if we consider the mollified function 
Ft := F. j. (j. being a mollifier family, see Chap. I), then we know that F. satisfies 
(7.2), and since F is bounded and uniformly continuous, we have IIF - F.II 00 -+ 0 
as c -+ O. 

Thus, we can sssume without loss that F is in COO (IR), has bounded derivatives, 
and satisfies (7.2). Now let 

the (normalized) characteristic function on [-r,r]. Then the assumption (7.2) 
can be restated as 

(7.5) 

Let keN, and set 

Gr := F. (t> - hr). (t> - hr) • ...• (t> - hr) , 
, 

y 

A-times 

where f. (t> - hr) stands for f - f. hr. Then, by (7.5), we know that 

II F - Gr II 00 -+ 0 as r -+ 00 . 

We will show that UGrU- 1 has a locally bounded kernel, which will complete 
the proof. Note that the advantage of Gr is that its Fourier transform has a 
kth order zero at the origin. Now we decompose Gr into "pieces" which have 
Fourier transforms decaying arbitrarily fast at infinity. 

Consider XO e CO' (IR) such that supp XO £: [ - 1, 1], and such that the translates 

Xn( . ) := Xo(· + n), (n E Z) 

satisfy Ln E 1 Xn = 1. Then let 

G: := (XnF). (t> - hr)"l , 

where (t> - hr)"l stands for 

(t> - hr ) ••••• (t> - hr ) k-times. 

Note that obviously 

The Fourier transforms of these G:'s satisfy the following key estimates: For any 
~,1, meN 
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(7.6) 

where C~'m is a suitable constant independent of n (note that k has to be chosen 
suitably). These estimates can be seen by an explicit calculation (see [45, Lemma 
I]). 

Now we consider the operator 

UG:U- I = (21t)-1/2 J dsC:(s)(UeiJJCU- I ) , 

R 

where we used the Fourier representation of G:. By (7.4), we know that the 
integrand has an explicit integral kernel. Thus, we get the kernel 

(21t)1/2( UG: U- I )(x, y) = J ds C:(s)(41tS)-1/2eia( •• ,x.y, 

R 

where 

= J dseilU[e-in'G:(s)] (41tS)-1/2eia( •• x.y, , 

R 

(x - y + S2)2 S3 
u(s,x,y):= 4s -"3 - sx . 

Now 

. I d . 
e'lU;- -e'n •. 

In ds 

Integrating by parts, the estimate (7.6), and the fact that C: has high-order zero 
at zero imply that, on bounded intervals ,1 ~ IR, we have 

C 
sup I(UG:U-I)(x,y)1 ~ --2 

x.YEA 1 + n 

(C > 0 suitably). Thus, we can sum up in n, and conclude that UGrU- I has a 
locally bounded kernel, which was what was left to show. 0 

7.3 Propagators for Time-Dependent Electric Fields 

In this section, we discuss solutions of the Schrodinger equation with time
dependent Stark fields 

.d 
I dt cp = K(t)cp , (7.7) 
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where K(t) = Ko(t) + V and Ko(t) is the closure of - A + E(t)· x on S(IRY)(t E IR), 
E(') being an IRY-valued function representing the time-dependent electric field. 
We assume, for the sake of convenience, that E(') is bounded and piecewise 
continuous. 

Let us first introduce the analog of unitary time evolution groups. 

Definition 7.4. A two-parameter family of unitary operators, U(s,t); s, tEIR is 
called a propagator if, for r, s, t E IR 

(i) U(r,t) = U(r,s)U(s,t), 
(ii) U(t,t) = ~, 
(iii) U(t, s) is jointly strongly continuous in sand t. 

Note that it is enough to know U(t,O) for all t E IR in order to know U. 
We will now discuss a representation of the propagator Uo(·, .), solving the 

"free" equation 

(7.8) 

generalizing one due to Kitada and Yajima [212, 213]. Motivated by the Avron
Herbst formula (7.1), we try the following ansatz 

Uo(t,O):= T(t)exp(-itpZ), where 

T(t) := exp[ - ia(t)] exp[ - ib(t)· x] exp[ - ic(t)· p] 

with suitable real-valued and IRY-valued functions a(·), c(·) and b(·) and initial 
conditions a(O) = 0, b(O) = c(O) = O. Putting this into equation (7.8), we get [by 
formal calculations as operators on S(W)] 

.d 
1 dt Uo(t,O) 

= exp[ - ia(t)] exp[ - ib(t)· x] (a(t) + b(t)· x + c(t)· P + pZ) 

x exp[ - ic(t)· p] exp( - itpZ) . 

We complete the square in the middle bracket by setting a = !(c)Z, commute 
[using exp( - ib· x)pexp(ib· x) = p + b] and get i(d/dt)Uo(t,O) = 

{b(t).X + [p + cg) + b(t)J}exP[ -ia(t)]exp[ -ib(t).x] 

x exp[ - ic(t)· p] exp( - itp2) 

= {b(t).X + [p + cg) + b(t)J}Uo(t,O) . 
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Now set bet) = E(t), and e(t) = - 2b(t); then the expression in the curly bracket 
above is p2 + E(t)· x. We can summarize this in 

Theorem 7.5. Let tE IR and Ko(t) be the closure of -A + E(t)· x on S(IRV) where 
E: IR -+ IRV is bounded and piecewise continuous. Denote b(t):= J~ E(s)ds, 
a(t):= J~ b2(s)ds, e(t):= - J~ 2b(s)ds, then the propagator 

Uo(t,O):= T(t)exp( -itp2) , where 

T(t) := exp[ - ia(t)] exp[ - ib(t)· x] exp[ - ie(t)· p] 

solves the "free" equation (7.8) with initial condition Uo(O,O) = 1. 

(7.9a) 

(7.9b) 

Remark 1. Kitada and Yajima [212] give this formula for the case E(t) = Eo 
cos wt; the general case here does not seem to have appeared in print before, 
although it may well be known to workers in the field. 

Remark 2. There is a classical physical interpretation of (7.9). Since 

c = -2E , 

which is Newton's equation of motion, e(') can be understood as the classical 
path. Since exp[ - ic(t)· p] is a shift by the amount e(t), the formula (7.9) for the 
quantum mechanical motion derived above can be written as 

U(t,O)q>(t) = exp[ -ia(t)]exp[ -ib(t)'x]exp(-itp2)q>(x - e(t» 

for q> E L 2(lRv). This can be interpreted, as in the time-independent case, as a 
traveling wave along the classical path. 

Remark 3. It was noted by Hunziker [173] that the electric field can be "gauged 
away" by a time-dependent gauge transformation. By Maxwell's equations in 
electrodynamics, time-dependent electric fields can be realized via a time
dependent (magnetic) vector potential A, which obeys 

E(t) = :t A(t) with V x A(t) = 0, t E IR 

(disregarding normalization). Now look at the gauge transformation M(t):= 
exp[i<p(x, t)], where V <p(x, t) = A(t), x E IRv, t E IR with a suitable real-valued time
dependent scalar potential <p. Then we get 

M(t)[p2 + E(t)·x]M·(t) = [p - A(t)]2 + E(t)·x . 

Now if Uo(t):= Uo(t, O) obeys (7.8), then 

U(t) := M(t)Uo(t)M·(O) (7.10) 
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obeys 

d . 
i dt Vet) = { -;(x, t) + [p - A(t)]2 + E(t)· x} Vet) . 

Now set ~(x, t) = E(t)· x. Then A(t) = bet) = J~ E(s)ds and the solution 

Vet) = exp { -i![P - A(S)]2 dS} 

of the magnetic field Schrodinger equation 

is related to the solution Vo(t) of the electric field Schrodinger equation (7.8) by 
the gauge transformation (7.10). So writing (7.10) explicitly, one gets another way 
of understanding the formula (1.9): 

Vo(t) = exp[ - ib(t)· x] exp [ - i! (p - b(S»2 dS] exp[ib(O)· x] 

which is just the gauge transform of Hunziker's solution. 
Now we give some examples: 

Example I (The Constant Electric Field). If Ko is the closure of -A + Ex. 
on S(IRV), then bet) = Ex.t, c(t) = -Ex.t2, aCt) = E2t 3/3, and we get, for the 
propagator 

Vo(t,O) = exp( - itKo) = exp( - iE2 t 3 /3) exp( -iEtx.) 

x exp(iEt2 p.) exp( - itp2) , 

which is the A vron-Herbst formula (7.1) when E = I. 

Example 2 (Circular Polarized Photon Field). Let E(t) := (cos wt)x. + (sin Wt)X2; 
.x I' .x 2 being unit vectors in the x. and x 2 coordinates. If we choose the initial 
conditions such that b(O) = -(l/W)X2' then 

b(t) = ..!.. [(sinwt)x. - (coswt)x 2 ] 
w 

2 
C(l) = 2 E(l) and 

w 

I 
aCt) = 2 . 

w 
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Alternatively, we can look at the problem from the point of view of Hunziker 
(Remark 3 above), in which case we see that the unitary propagator for this 
problem is trivially related to that further problem 

R(t) = [p - A(t)]2, where 

A(t) = (~sinwt, -~coswt,o) . 

Later (Sect. 7.5) when we describe some work of Tip, we will start from this 
Hamiltonian (shifting t by TC/2w). 

Example 3 (Kitada, Yajima)[212] (The AC-Stark field). Let E(t):= - Jl(coswt)x 1 , 

for some Jl > 0, w > 0, then 

b(t) = -~(sinwt)xl 
w 

so we have an explicit formula [i.e. (7.9)] for solving the free AC-Stark problem. 

We will finish this section with a short discussion of the perturbed case, i.e. 
of what happens if one adds an external potential V. We consider, for t E iii 

K(t) := Ko(t) + V , 

V being a suitable potential such that K(t) is self-adjoint, and that 

i :t U(t,O) = K(t)U(t,O) 

has a unitary propagator as solution. 
As in the Hunziker remark (Remark 3) above, we try 

U(t) = T(t)O(t)T*(O), tE iii , 

where 

U(t):= U(t,O), T(t) as in (7.9) 

and O(t):= O(t,O) solves the Schrodinger equation 

i ~ O(t) = [p2 + W(x, t)l O(t) 
dt 
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and where W(x, t) is a suitable time-dependent potential fixed below. Then a 
direct formal calculation using T- I (t)p2T(t) = (p - b)2, 

T- I (t)E(t)· xT(t) = E(t)· (x + c(t)) and 

T- I (t) V(x) T(t) = V(x + c(t)) 

suggests that 

W(x, t) = V(x + c(t)) . 

One has to tackle domain problems to make these arguments precise. But instead 
of doing this, we quote a theorem due to Kitada and Yajima for the special case 
of the AC-Stark effect. 

Theorem 7.6 [212]. Assume that V is short range in the sense that 

(i) V is Ho-bounded with relative bound> 1 
(ii) IIV(I + IxW(Ho + Weill < 00 for suitable IX e(O, 2) and be [0, t) 
(iii) II(Ho + 1)112 V(Ho + I)-I II < 00. 

Then 

(a) there exist unitary propagators U(·, .) and 0(·, .), solving 

i:' U(t, 0) = [Ho + V(x) - Jl(coswt)xtJU(t,O) 

and 

i:' O(t,O) = {Ho + V[ x - ~ (coswt)X I ]} O(t,O) 

respectively, (Jl > 0, w > 0 suitably), and 

(b) U(t,O) = T(t)O(t,O)T(O)* 

where, as in Example 3 above 

[T(t)cp] (x) = e;9IX.',cp(x + ~ (coswt)X I ) 

and 

g(x, t) := - [a(t) + b(t)· x] and 

I tJl 2 Jl 2 • 
a(t) = 2 w2 - 4w3 SID 2wt 

b(t) = -~(sinwt)xl , 
w 
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The proof in [212] consists essentially in showing the existence of 0 and V 
with suitable domain properties, and then verifying the calculations we men
tioned above. We note that Kitada and Yajima prove this theorem for more 
general potentials (including a long-range part). 

Remark. If we look at the operators, 

. a 2 
F:= -1 at + P - Jl(cos wt)x I + V(x) 

and 

F:= -i :t + p2 + v(x - ~(COSWt)XI) 
[both defined on S(lRv+t); note the v + 1 for a time variable], then a direct formal 
calculation shows that they are unitarily equivalent except for a constant shift, i.e. 

3 Jl2 
T(t)-I FT(t) = F + 2 w 

with the unitary operator 

T(t):= exp { -{;(Sinwt)X1 + :;:3 sin2wt + ~ (COSWt)PI]} . 

Thus, their self-adjoint extensions (if any) have the same spectrum (except for a 
shift). 

Finally, with regard to adding potentials, we note that if one uses Hunziker's 
formalism. the gauge transformation commutes with potentials, so (7.10) holds if 
Vo(t) is the propagator for p2 + E(t)· x + V(x) and V(t) for [p - A(t)]2 + V(x). 

7.4 Howland's Formalism and Floquet Operators 

There is a well-known method in classical mechanics of treating time-dependent 
Hamiltonians. If we consider the time-dependent classical Hamilton function 

H(p,q,t); p, qelR v, telR, 

then the associated Hamilton equations of motion are 

dqi oH dpi oH. 
dt api' dt = - Oqi' I = I •.... v . (7.11 ) 

Since the Hamilton function depends on t. the energy is not conserved. But there 
is a standard method to get an energy-conserving system. Consider t as an 
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additional coordinate, and the energy of the external force E as its conjugate 
momentum. Then the new Hamilton function is 

F(p,q,E,t):= H(p,q,t) + E , 

and if we denote the new "time" variable by r, then we have the new Hamilton 
equations 

dqi oH 
-=-, 
dr OPi 

dpi oH 
-=--; 
dr oql 

i = I, ... , v 

~~ = of = 1, dE = _ oH , 
dr oE dr ot 

which are equivalent to (7.11). Now this Hamilton function is independent of r, 
and the third equation implies a simple relation between the old and the new 
time variables. i.e. t = r + const. So one gets the "time-independent" formalism 
just by adding the conjugate momentum of the time t to the Hamiltonian. 

We sketch the analogous procedure in quantum mechanics due to Howland 
[t 68]. Consider the (time-dependent) Schrodinger equation 

.d H 
1 dt cp = H(t)cp, cp E , (7.12) 

where {H(t)} (t E~) is a self-adjoint family ofSchrodinger operators with constant 
domain D, and we assume that{7.12) has a unitary propagator, U(', . )as solution. 
The "extended" Hamiltonian analogous to the classical one is now formally the 
operator 

F . 0 
:= -I ot + H(t) 

on the Hilbert space HI := U(~, H) := {fl/ is strongly measurable H-valued, 
h II /(s) II 2 ds < oo}. We assume that F has a self-adjoint representation (which 
we also denote by F). Then there should be a correspondence between the 
solution exp( - ifF) of the extended Schrodinger equation 

and the solution U ( " . ) of (7.12). In fact. if we define the map V: ~ -+ L(H I) by 

Tf--... V(r)/(t):= U(t.t - r)/(t - r) 

for f E HI. t E~, then one verifies by direct computation that V(r). r E ~ is a 
strongly continuous unitary group in r E~. Moreover. by differentiation on a 
Suitable core of F, say C l (~, D), one gets that the infinitesimal generator of V(·) 
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is F, i.e. 

e-itF!(t)=U(t,t-r)!(t-r) !eH.;t,relR. 

If, in addition, H(t) is periodic in time t (with period T, say), then the 
propagator U ( " .) is also periodic, i.e. 

U(t + T,s + T) = U(t,s), t, selR . 

This follows from the periodicity of the Hamiltonian and the uniqueness of the 
propagator U(', .) solving (7.12). The group r ....... V(r) acts naturally on periodic, 
H-valued functions with period T, and it is obviously a unitary strongly con
tinuous group on the Hilbert space 

where lr T := 1R/7LT is the one-dimensional torus. Then as above, one sees by 
differentiation (on a suitable core) that the infinitesimal generator FT ofthis group 
is formally the same operator as F, but with periodic boundary conditions, i.e. 
the closure of 

FTCI':= [-i:' + H(t)JCI' Cl'eC·(lr T,D) 

(see [379, Lemma 2.5]). 
As it is well known in the Floquet theory of ordinary differential equations 

with periodic coefficients (see [151]), the solutions can be described by a matrix 
depending only on the initial time and the period. This has its analog here in the 
Floquet operator U(s + T,s), which takes the system through a complete period 
starting at s (see [169, 376, 379] for a detailed analysis). 

The eigenvalues of U(s + T,s), if any, define the bound states of the system, 
namely, if A. e IR such that 

U(s+ T,s)!=eiAT! 

for a suitable! E H, then one gets (by using the periodicity of U) 

U(t,s)! = exp [ -i).TC ; s) Jo.(t) , where 

O.(t) := U ( s, s _ Tet ; s) _ t ; s) )! 

is periodic in t, and thus localized in space. 
We mention, without going into details, that there are theorems which also 

relate the scattering states of the system to the (absolutely) continuous subspace 
of the Floquet operator. U(s + T,s). These are the man results in [169,212,376] 
(see also [213]). 
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The important fact (which was stressed by Yajima [376, 379]) in the special 
case of the AC-Stark Hamiltonian, is that the Floquet operator is spectrally 
equivalent to the infinitesimal generator FT (which is sometimes also called the 
Floquet Hamiltonian [170]) in the following sense. If FT f(t) = )!(t), then tl-+ f(t) 
is an H-valued continuous and periodic function, with 

U (t, s)f(s) = e -101.(1-0) f(t) . 

In particular, 

U(s + T,s)f(s) = e-UT f(s) 

and conversely, if 

for a suitable ~ E H, then 

f(t):= eiA('-O)U(t,S)~ED(FT) 

and FT f = )! (see [379, Lemma 2.9]). 

7.5 Potentials and Time-Dependent Problems 

The abstract framework we discussed in Sect. 7.4 has been applied to the time 
periodic Stark Hamiltonian (the AC-Stark effect) by Yajima [379] and Graffi and 
Yajima [141] (see also [170]). Consider the closure of -A -/Jx 1 coswt + V(t) 
on S(1R 3 ), which we denote by K. (t,/J), (t E IR) (/J > 0, w > 0 suitably). 

If we assume suitable conditions for V, we know by Theorem 7.6 that this can 
be transformed into the closure of 

which we denote by K(t,/J). Putting this together with the results in Sect. 7.4, we 
can conclude that the discussion of the solutions of the AC-Stark Schrodinger 
equation 

.d ~ 
I dt cP = A(t,/J)CP 

can be reduced to the discussion of the spectrum of the Floquet Hamiltonian 
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with domain C I (1r T,H), where T = 27r./w, H = L2(1R3). We will come back to 
this in Chap. 8 (Sect. 8.6), where we discuss resonances. 

There is a similar formalism due to Tip [356] which handles a different but 
related case, i.e. Hamiltonians with time-dependent fields, describing atoms in 
circularly polarized fields. Tip's formalism does not apply to linearly polarized 
fields (Example 3), while the Howland-Yajima formalism can handle his polariza
tion. Following Tip, we will derive an explicit representation of the propagator 
of the system. In the simplest case (one atom and one electron) we can, by the 
reduction in Example 2, study the Hamiltonia H(t) defined as the closure of 
[p - A(t)]2 + Von S(1R3), for t e R A(t) := (A cos wt, A sin wt, 0), A > 0, w > 0 
and V being rotationally invariant in 1R3. We assume, in addition, that V is 
Ho-bounded with bound smaller than one, and essentially bounded outside some 
ball. Since A(t) is bounded, we have D([p - A(t)]2) = H+2 the second Sobolev 
space, and by the resolvent version of the diamagnetic inequality (6.5), we can 
conclude that H(t) is self-adjoint with constant domain D(H(t» = H+2. 

One can now transform this operator unitarily into a time-independent one 
by a time-dependent rotation. Consider the unitary operators (describing rota
tions on the z-axis in configuration space) 

R(t) := eiw,L., t e IR 

where L z is the operator of the angular momentum pointing in the z direction, 
i.e. the closure of xp, - yp" on (S(1R3). Thus, we get in momentum space a rotation 
through the angle wt, i.e. 

R(t)pR(tfl = (p" cos wt + p,sinwt, -p"sinwt + p,coswt,p:) , 

where we denote p = (p", P"p:). Then R(t) commutes with V (because of the 
rotational invariance of V), and R(t)A(t)R(tfl = A(O). Therefore, we get, for 
cpeS(1R3), and therefore also for cpeD(H(t» = H2 by direct calculation 

R(t)H(t)R-1(t)cp = [(p - a)2 + V]cp 

where a = (A, 0, 0). Now consider the operator 

H := (p - a)2 + V - wLz 

and note without proof (see Tip [356, Theorem 2.1]) that H is self-adjoint and 
has S(1R3) as a core. Then the following theorem gives a representation of the 
unitary propagator U ( " .), which solves 

i :t U(t,s) = H(t)U(t,s); U(O,O) = 1 . (7.13) 

Theorem 7.7 [Tip]. Let U(', .) be the unitary propagator solving (7.13). Then 
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proof We calculate U*(t,O) = U(O,t), which is also unique, determines U(t,s) 
and satisfies the adjoint Schrodinger equation 

- i ~ U*(t, 0) = U*(t,O)H(t) . ot 
Now consider the unitary group 

Then we get, by differentiation, for cp e S(1R3) 

= iO(t){e-imIL.[(p _ a)2 + V]eiwlL.}cp 

= iO(t)H(t)cp . 

(7.13') 

Since R(t)cpeS(1R3) for cpeS(1R3), all expressions above are well defined. Thus, 
OIl) solves (7.13') on the common core S(1R3) of H(t), Hand L z • Now by a 
standard limiting argument, O(t) is differentiable on D(H(t» = H2 [use that 
H(s)(l + Ho)-2 is bounded]. Thus, O(t) = U*(t,O) and 

U(t,O) = O*(t) = e-iwIL'e-iIH 

and by 

U(t,s) = U(t,O)U(O,s) 

we get the desired result. 0 

We mention, without going into details, that Tip uses this representation to 
describe resonances with dilation techniques, similar to those in Chap. 8. 

For additional information, see [220]. 
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Complex scaling, also known as the method of complex coordinates, coordinate 
rotation or dilation analyticity, has developed rapidly in the last fifteen years (see 
[8] and the references there), and has become a powerful tool in numerical studies 
of resonances. 

The first ideas go back to the early sixties in connection with the study of 
Regge poles (for references, see [295]). But a rigorous mathematical theory was 
not developed until the work of Aguilar and Combes [5] and Balslev and Combes 
[39] in 1971. These authors applied their ideas to spectral analysis. Their useful
ness in studying embedded eigenvalues and resonances was realized by Simon 
[319,320]. 

We will not give a complete treatment, but rather pick out some aspects and 
recent developments. 

In Sect. 8.1, we review the basic definitions and results of "ordinary" complex 
scaling, and discuss some technical details which arise in the N -body case. Section 
8.2 deals with translation analyticity, which was the first attempt to describe 
resonances in electric fields. In some ways, Mourre theory (see Chap. 3) can be 
viewed as first-order complex scaling. Section 8.3 contains some discussions of 
higher order Mourre theory, a technique which can be understood as an nth 
order Taylor approximation to analytic complex scaling. 

In Sect. 8.4, we make some remarks about computational aspects of complex 
scaling, which has recently attracted considerable attention from physicists and 
chemists. 

In Sect. 8.5 and 6, we discuss the dilation analytic treatment of resonances in 
the DC and AC-Stark effect, and Sect. 8.7 closes this chapter with some remarks 
about extensions to larger classes of potentials and to molecular systems (Born
Oppenheimer approximation). 

8.1 Review of "Ordinary" Complex Scaling 

We just recall the basic definitions and results. We give very few details. and refer 
the reader to the original papers of Aguilar and Combes [5] and Balslell and 
Combes [39] or Reed and Simon [295] for complete proofs. 

First we discuss the two-body case. i.e. the Hamiltonian 

H:= Ho + V. Ho:= (-LllfcQ' 
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for suitable V. Consider the one-parameter family of unitary dilations in 
L2(IRn 

(8.1) 

for (I E !R and x E !R". A direct calculation shows that 

Thus. Ho(O) is well defined for real 0, and can be analytically continued into 
regions of complex O. Note that ifIm 0 > 0, the spectrum of Ho(O) is the "rotated" 
semi-axis, exp[ - 2i(lm O)]!R+, [!R+ := [0,00)]. We want to restrict the potentials 
to a class where the same is true for the essential spectrum when H = Ho + V 
replaces Ho. We will denote this class by CII • 

Definition 8.1. An operator V on U(W) is called dilation analytic (or in CII ) if 
there exists a strip 

S,:= {OEClllmOI < IX} 

for suitable IX > 0 such that 

(i) D( V) ;2 D(Ho) and V is symmetric 
(ii) V is Ho-compact 
(iii) the family V(O) := V/J VV/J-I, 0 E!R has an analytic continuation into the strip 

S" in the sense that V(O)(Ho + I)-I is a bounded operator-valued analytic 
function on SII' 

Note there is also a form-analog of this definition (see [295, p. 184]). If V is 
dilation analytic, then 

H(O) := Ho(O) + V(O), 0 E SII (8.2) 

is an analytic family [of type (A)], and since (by analytic continuation) V(O) is 
also Ho(O)-compact, t1m (H(O)) = exp[ - 2i(lm 0)] IR+. Furthermore, discrete (i.e. 
isolated and finitely degenerated) eigenvalues move analytically in 0 E SII so long 
as the eigenvalues avoid the essential spectrum. But since V/J is unitary, the group 
property of V/J for real 0 implies that they do not move at all. For, if ¢J is real, 
H(O + ¢J) is unitarily equivalent to H(O), and so £(0 + ¢J) = £(0) by analyticity, 
so £ is constant. Thus, eigenvalues persist, except that they can be absorbed when 
continuous spectrum moves over them or "uncovered" as continuous spectrum 
moves past. 

We will call the non-real eigenvalues of H(O) the resonances of H. Thus, we 
have the following picture for the spectrum of H(O): 
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Bound 
states 

Resonances 

,;5 

consider now the matrix element of the resolvent 

fez) := < cp, (H - Z)-I cp) 

for z E p(H) and cp an analytic vector (in the sense that UoCP can be analytically 
continued into a strips S~). Then, for 1m (J > 0, 1m z > 0 

is equal to fez) since it is analytic in (J and constant for real (J. Thus, fee .) is a 
meromorphic continuation of f(· ) (as a function of z) across the real line into the 
cone spanned by IR+ and u ... (H«(J» = exp[ - 2i(lm (J)] IR+. Since eigenvalues of 
H«(J) are poles of Zl-+ (H«(J) - Z)-I and therefore of fo('), the poles of fe(·) are the 
resonances of H (this assertion has to be taken with some care. For a more 
detailed discussion, see [324] (Howland's razor». 

Thisjustifies the name resonances since one can show (at least in some cases) 
that the complex poles of fee . ) coincide with the complex poles of the scattering 
matrix of the system (see [37, 147, 183,320]), which are usually interpreted as 
resonances in the physics literature. 

In the N-body case, i.e. if 

N 

H = Ho + L V;j 
i<} 

(Ho being the free Hamiltonian with center of mass motion removed), the situa
tion is basically the same if one assumes that the Viis are dilation analytic in the 
associated space of two-particle sybsystems. 

In the two-body case, we have seen that a crucial role is played by the fact 
that one can explicitly find u ••• (H«(J». This is a more involved problem in the 
N-body case: Every subsystem contributes to u ••• (H«(J» by a semi-axis rotated 
at the individual thresholds. 

Denote the set of thresholds belonging to a cluster decomposition, D := 
{CI , ... , C,,}, by 

L«(J):= {EI + E2 + ... + E"IEiEUdisc(Hc,«(J)} 
D 
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and let 

~)O) := U L (0) 
o 0 

be the set of thresholds (see Chap. 3). We will show in the following that O'css(H(O» 
is contained in the set 

S:= {Jl + exp(-2iImO)AIJlE~:<0),AEIR+} . 

The dilation group in this (N-body) case is defined by 

(x E IR vN - v, 0 E IR) . 

Then mO) := UoH Uo- I has a well-defined type (A)-continuation into the strip S~, 
if the V;j are dilation analytic, and we have 

Proposition 8.2. Let H = Ho + Lf<J V;J in L2(1R 3N- 3), where Ho is the free Hamil
tonian with center of mass motion removed, and V;j are dilation analytic. Then 

(8.3) 

Proof. The first step of the proof is as in [295, Proposition 2, p. 189], but we 
repeat it for the reader's convenience. If N = 2, then L(O) = {OJ, and we know 
from the two-body case that the assertion (8.3) is true. So we assume (8.3) is true 
for all M-body systems with M :s; N - l. We will prove it for N-body systems. 

As a first step, we show 

(8.4) 

for any D:= {CI , ... , Ct } being a decomposition of the N-body system with at 
least two clusters. Recall that 

t 

Ho(O) = L Hc,(O) + To(O) 
1=1 

(s,ee Sect. 3.2) where Hc,(O) is the dilated cluster Hamiltonian and To(O) is the 
dIlated kinetic energy of the center of mass of the individual clusters in D. Since 
the V;/s are Ho-bounded with relative bound 0, each Hc,(O) is a strictly m-sectorial 
operator (see [196, p. 338]). 

Moreover, in the natural decomposition 

U(1R3N-3) = H iO\ H iO\ ... iO\ H 
DIOI CIIOl 101 c. 

each summand of HD(O) acts in a different factor of the tensor product. 
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By Ichinose's Lemma [295, p. 183], we know that the spectrum of a tensor
sum of m-sectorial operators can be found just as in the self-adjoint case, i.e. 

t 
a(Ho(O» = L a(Hc,(O)) + a(To(O» . 

1=1 

Since 

a(To(O» = exp( - 2i 1m O)IR+ and 

a ••• (Hc,(O» ~ S 

by the induction hypothesis, we have (8.4) for any D with at least two clusters. 
Now as the second step, following Sigal [310, 312], we mimic the proof 

of the HVZ-theorem (see Chap. 3), thereby avoiding the technicalities of the 
Weinberg-van Winter equations. Let {ia} be a Ruelle-Simon partition of unity 
in 1R 3N -3, where a runs over all two-cluster decompositions (see Definition 3.4, 
Chap. 3). Then 

H(O) = Ha(O) + la(O) , where 

la(O):= L V;iO) and 
(i.})$a 

2 

Ha(O):= L Hc,(O) + T,,(O) . 
i=1 

Then we have 

(H(O) - Z)-1 = Li;(H(O) - Z)-1 
a 

= - Li; {(Ha(O) - zr 1Ia(O)(H(O) - Z)-1 } 
a 

+ Li;(Ha(O) - Z)-1 
a 

= l(z)(H(O) - Z)-1 + D(z) , 

where 

I(z):= - Li; {(Ha(O) - z)-lla(O)} and 
a 

D(z) := Li; {(Ha(O) - Z)-1 . 
a 

(8.5) 

We know by (8.4) that both I(z) and D(z) are analytic in C\S (note this is a 
connected set). Since I(z) is compact (Proposition 3.6, Chap. 3) and 111(z)11 - 0 
as Re z - oc" we know by the analytic Fredholm theorem [292, p. 201] that 
[1 - l(z)r 1 is meromorphic in C\S, the poles are contained in a discrete set Do. 
and the residues are finite rank operators. So Do does not belong to aes.(H(O)). 
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Furthermore, by (8.5), we know that [H(O) - zr l is bounded and analytic in 
C\ {S u Do} and this implies the assertion (8.3). 0 

Remark. One can actually show that aess(H(O)) = S. The missing inclusion 
corresponds to the easy part of the HVZ theorem, and can be shown by an 
appropriate construction of a Weyl-sequence. 

Having located the essential spectrum, all the arguments can be carried over 
from the two-body case to obtain stability of the discrete eigenvalues, etc. 

Suppose that L(O = 0) is countable for each subsystem. Then we can control 
boundary values of(/,(H - Z)-I f) for a dense set of / and z away from a closed 
countable set. One concludes that asin.(H) = ~ and eigenvalues can only accu
mulate at L(O). In this way, one inductively shows that L(O), for the whole 
N-body system, is countable. Thus, we have 

Theorem 8.3 (Balslev and Combes [39]). If H = Ho + Lf<j v,j is the Hamiltonian 
of an N -body system with C.M. motion removed and the v,j are dilation analytic, 
then H has empty singular continuous spectrum, and its set of thresholds union 
eigenvalues is a closed countable set. 

This theorem can be proven also by Mourre's method, which is an infinitesi
mal version of complex scaling (see Sect. 8.3). 

8.2 Translation Analyticity 

We consider the Stark (-effect) Hamiltonian H, which is defined as the closure of 

h:= -LJ + EXI + V on S(IRY) , 

where E > 0 and V is a suitable multiplication operator (see Chap. 7). 
At first sight, since h has no threshold, the method of complex scaling does 

not seem to be an appropriate way to study spectral properties such as resonance 
phenomena of H. We return to this in Sect. 8.5. Avron and Herbst [21] therefore 
introduced a class of potentials which have same special smoothness properties. 

Definition 8.4. Let x = (xI,x.d with X.l = (X2' ... , xy ). Suppose V is a multi
plication operator such that for a.e. x E IRY, the map ).1-+ VA := V(x 1 + i., x.l) is 
analytic in the strip S« := {AE CllIm i.1 < IX},(IX > o suitable). Then V is called Ko
translation analytic if ).1-+ VA(K o - i)-I is a compact analytic operator-valued 
function in S«, where Ko denotes the closure of - LJ + Ex 1 on S(IRY). 

We remark that while the Coulomb potential c/lxl is not translation analytic, 
the "smeared out" Coulomb potential Vp(x):= clxl- I • p(x) (p being a suitable 
Gaussian), which is arbitrarily close to it, is in this class. 

Let V be translation analytic, then HA, defined as the closure of hA := 
_·LJ + E(xI + i.) + VA on S(IRY), is an analytic family [of type (A)] for i.ES2 • 

Furthermore, since VA is Ko-compact, Ko + Ei. and HA have the same essential 
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spectrum, i.e. 

t1e •• (H).) = t1e •• (Ko + A.) + £). = IR + i£ 1m). 

for ). E S~. This means that the essential spectrum of the "translated" operator H). 
is the shifted real axis. 

If we look at the map V~cp(x I, X.l) := cp(x 1 + IX, X.l), which is unitary if IX is 
real, the identity V~H). V~-I = H).+~ shows that, as in the ordinary dilation analytic 
case, the eigenvalues of H). are independent of ). as long as the line IR + iE does 
not intersect them. These eigenvalues, which are discrete and occur only in the 
strip 

{zllmzE(O, 1m A.)} 

are called resonances of H. 
It is shown in [156] that this has a physical justification in the sense that 

those resonances, say £1' £2' ... are due to the exponential decay of the expecta
tion value of the time evolution of certain (translation analytic) states, t/I, i.e. 

<t/I,eimt/l> = L Cn(t/I,E)e-iIEn + O(e-~I) 
ImEn> -12 

where the constants Cn depend on t/I and E. 
In addition, translation analyticity implies certain operators have no singular 

continuous spectrum. The application of Mourre's method to Stark Hamilton
ians using A = p, described in Example 3 of Sect. 4.1, is an infinitesimal version 
of translation analyticity. 

8.3 Higher Order Mourre Theory 

Let A := t(xp + px), [p:= - iV." t S(IRV)]. Then A is the generator of the dilation 
group Vo, defined in (8.1), which means that Vo = exp(iOA) (see Chap. 4), and for 
the dilation analytic V. the map 

Ol-+eitJAHe- itJA =: H(O) 

can be analytically continued into a suitable strip C~. Looking at the Mourre 
method (Chap. 4), which deals essentially with the family 

H1(0):= H + O[H,iA], OEC~ 

one sees that HI (0) is just the first-order Taylor approximation of H(O). The 
advantage of dealing with HI (0) instead of H(O) is that one can ease the condi
tions on V considerably. (But of course one then gets less explicit information 
about H.) 

It seems to be natural to try to use nth order Taylor approximations on H(O), 
i.e. 
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n O. 
Hn(O) := H + L k! [H, iAJ'·' 

.:1 

for some n E ~, where 

[H. iA](·':= [ ... [[H, iA],iA], ... ] 

is the kth commutator on a suitable domain. This was used to get more detailed 
estimates of the resolvent R(z):= (H - Z)-I of H near the real axis by Cycon and 
Perrr [74], and by Jensen, Mourre and Perry [184]. The main results of these 
tech~iques are local decay estimates for the time evolution of scattering states. 
Cycoll and Perry [74] showed a "semi-global" estimate 

for t E IR. cpE H, 11'11. being the weighted norm in L2(IIl', <X)2. dx)and 9 is a smooth 
cut-off function which cuts off the lower part of the spectrum. (This is a slightly 
improved version of a result of Kitada [210]). Jensen, Mourre and Perry [184] 
proved similar but "local" resolvent estimates [i.e. 9 is replaced by a function in 
Co'tlR\O'p(H))]. These estimates were used to get some results in two-body 
scattering theory. 

8.4 Computational Aspects of Complex Scaling 

Since the numerical computation of eigenvalues has proved quite successful, 
one would like to have a similarly well-developed machinery for calculating 
resonances. There is a large literature which has appeared in the last ten years, 
dealing with numerical calculations of resonances (see, for example, [166, 237, 
297] and the references there). We will describe in a non-mathematical way some 
of the ideas involved here. 

The "naive" way to compute resonances would be to calculate the matrix 
elements (with respect to a suitable basis of trial functions) of the "rotated", i.e. 
dilated Hamiltonian, and then try to diagonalize. Then one would follow the 
trajectories in 0 and look for "stationary" points. This needs a lot of computing 
and a careful handling of the data to avoid unreasonably large errors. 
. For Coulombic systems (where V is a linear combination of Coulomb poten

tials) there is an easier way to implement this strategy (see [297]). Since 

H(O) = e- 26 Ho + e-6 V , 

one can start by computing the matrix elements of the "unrotated" Ho and V, 
multiply the first by exp( - 20) and the second by exp( - 0) and then diagonalize. 
The big advantage is that. for different O's. one does not have to calculate new 
matrix elements. This method works well in the 2-e1ectron systems, but not so 
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well for N-electron systems because, for the inner electrons, simple Gaussian are 
not appropriate trial functions (see [297, p. 239]). 

There is another cookbook procedure for computing resonances, which looks 
puzzling at first sight. Take the Hamiltonian and a set of (or thonormali zed) trial 
functions {CPn} which are not real, and calculate the matrix elements 

(8.6) 

and then compute the eigenvalues associated with this matrix. If these numbers 
are stable under variation of some nonlinear parameter, there is a good chance 
that they are resonances! 

This can be "justified" by complex scaling. Suppose the CPn's are dilation 
analytic (usually they are built out of polynomials, Gaussians and exponentials). 
Then (8.6) is equal to 

(8.7) 

by the Schwarz reflection principle and the fact that V/J· = (Vii)-I [V/J and H(lJ) 
being as in (8.l) and (8.2)]. Now because of H(O) = H(lJ)·, (8.7) obeys a certain 
variational principle. Suppose that 

H(lJ)cp=Ecp, IIcplI=l, EEC 

Then a short calculation shows that, for any" 

<if,H(lJ),,) = E<if,,,) + «cp - ,,),[H(lJ) - E](cp - ,,) 

So the error is quadratic in (cp - ,,). 
This "explains" why the matrix elements "near" eigenvalues of H(lJ) should 

show some kind of stability. This method has its advantage especially in the cases 
where the potential is dilation analytic only outside a certain ball (see Sect. 
8.7 -exterior scaling), since the complex rotation of the Hamiltonian by exterior 
scaling leads to very complicated expressions. 

There are still mathematical problems, however, since there is no theorem 
which says that, for non-selfadjoint operators, the eigenvalues of the matrix 
(calculated for a set of trial functions) tend to the eigenvalues of the operator as 
the number of trial-functions is increased, as is the case for selfadjoint operators 
(see [295, p. 83]). Moreover, no effective error bounds are known analogous to 
Temple's bound for the selfadjoint case. 

8.S Complex Scaling and tbe DC-Stark Effect 

Translation analyticity as described in Sect. 8.2 suffers from the defect that it does 
not include Coulomb perturbations. 

The "ordinary" complex scaling does not seem to be appropriate for the Stark 
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Hamiltonian since there is no threshold on which the spectrum can "turn" 
[a( K ()) = IR!]. But if one, nevertheless, turns on the dilation, i.e. if one considers 
K )(0). the closure of - LJ exp( - 20) + X I exp 0 on S(IRV) for 1m (J > 0, the sur
priSing fact is that Ko«(J) has empty spectrum! (So one might think that the 
spectrum has been turned on the point - 00.) 

This was shown by Herbst [155], who was motivated by the success of 
numerical calculations. If we perturb Ko«(J) by a dilation a~alytic potential, the 
spectrum becomes purely discrete and one can then interpret the (complex) eigen
values as resonances, as in Sect. 8.1. We will now show the emptiness of the 
spectrum of the complex-scaled free Stark Hamiltonian. 

Theorem 8.5 [155]. Let ko(O):= - LJ exp( - 2(J) + x I exp«(J) defined on S(IRV), 
OEC Then 

(i) ko(O) is closable. We call the closure Ko«(J). 
(ii) a(Ko(lJ)) = t/J, ifIm (JE(O, n/3). 

Proof: (We give only an outline; see [155] for details). Let 1m (JE(O, n/3). Consider 
the operator 

10 := ie-Oko«(J) = i(e- 30p2 + XI) 

defined on S(IRV), where as usual Pi is the closure of - i(%xi) on S(IRV) and 
p2 := _ LJ = L.iP]. It is easy to see that the numerical range of 10 is contained in 
the half plane 

::EClRe: ~ O} , 

which suggests that 10 may generate a contraction semigroup. 
In fact, a formal computation (analytic continuation of the Avron-Herbst 

formula in Chap. 7) suggests that 

p,:=eXP(-iSXt)exP{-ise-3°[pi +(pt-~r + ;;]}, sEIR+ (8.8) 

defined on S(IRV) is a reasonable candidate for this semigroup. Since 
Re[i exp( - 3(J)] > 0. we can estimate 

IIP,II :s;exp [ -Re{ieXP(-3(J)}.;;]:s; I, sEIR+. (8.9) 

Thus. P, can be extended to all L2(IRV) (we denote this extension also by p.), and 
som.e straightforward calculations show that {p.} 5E R _ is. in fact. a contraction 
semlgroup. 

This semigroup has a closed and densely defined infinitesimal generator, Lo. 
[293. p. 237]. and some simple arguments show that. in fact. To = Lo. which 
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implies that ko(lJ) is also closable. Now we calculate the resolvent of Lo 

CL 

(Lo - z)-J = J P.e:· ds . 
o 

But from the estimate (8.9), it follows that 

II(Lo - z)-JII ~ c < 00 for all zeC . 

This implies that a(Lo) = a(Ko(lJ)) =~. 0 

Now let V be a dilation analytic potential, i.e. Ve C2 for C( = Tt/3. Then 
H(lJ):= Ko(lJ) + V(lJ) is well defined, and one can show [see [155]] that H(lJ) is 
closed analytic of type (A) in the region 0 < 1m lJ < Tt/3 and has only discrete 
spectrum. However, there are some subtleties as compared to the usual complex 
scaling theory. In the usual theory, as 1m lJ ">0 0, the resolvents of H(lJ) converage 
in norm; now they only converge strongly. 

The Herbst theory of complex scaling has been extended to N -body systems 
by Herbst and Simon [160] (see also Herbst [157]). Applications to the sum
mability of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger series for the Stark effect in hydrogen and 
the width of the resonanaces there can be found in Herbst and Simon [159,160] 
(see also GrajJi and Grecchi [140] and Harrell and Simon [150]). 

8.6 Complex Scaling and the AC-Stark Effect 

Without going into details, we mention another application of the method of 
dilation analyticity to time-dependent Stark fields. 

In Chap. 7 (Theorem 7.6), we saw that the Hamiltonian with a time-periodic 
Stark field, i.e. the closure of 

-.1 + V - pX J coswt defined on S(~J) , 

is equivalent to the operator with a "twiggling" field, i.e. to the closure K(t,p) of 

provided V has some suitable smoothness properties. 
Following Yajima [379], we discussed the associated Floquet operator and 

the self-adjoint realization of its "generator" 

. c ) 
F(p):= -I at + K(t.p 

with periodic boundary conditions on the Hilbert space 
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where 1r w is the torus 

j21t 
1r '= ~ -' 7L . 

w' w 

F or II = 0, it is obvious that the spectrum of F(O) is an infinite overlapping of the 
spectrum of H = ( - A + V) t S, i.e. 

00 

I1(F(O)) = U {nw + u(H)} 
11= -:1:) 

00 

= U ({nw + uess(H)} u {nw + up(H)}) . 
"= -00 

Thus, all eigenvalues of H appear as embedded eigenvalues in u(F(O)). 

Yajima [379] has shown if F(O) is perturbed by the Stark field (i.e. if Il > 0), 
these eigenvalues tum into resonances of K (t, Il) in the sense of dilation analy
ticity. More precisely, assume- that V is dilation analytic as well as translation 
analytic (see Sect. 8.1 and 8.2), and let 

.0 lJ 
F(O,Il):= -\ at + K(t, ,Il) , 

where K (t, lJ, Il) is the closure of 

(_A)e- 29 + v(e9x 1 - ~coswt,e9X2,e9x3) on S(~3) . 

Then 

(i) for each Il > 0 is {F(lJ,Il)}ges. a holomorphic family of type (A), (S~:= 
{Oe 1Cillm lJl < oc}, oc > 0 suitable) 

00 

(ii) l1ess(F(lJ,Il))= U {nw+exp(-2ImlJ)~+} 
n= -00 

(iii) the isolated eigenvalues of F(lJ, Il) are independent of lJ and stable in Il (in 
the sense that they converge to suitable eigenvalues of F(O) if Il-+ 0). Further
more, they have strictly negative imaginary part if 1m lJ > 0, Il > 0, small for 
almost all w e ~+. 

We give no proofs. Yajima also discusses the fact that the leading order for 
1m E depends on how many photons it takes to excite the state to the continuum. 
. As in Sect. 8.2, this theory has the disadvantage that the Coulomb potential 
IS not included because of the translation analyticity needed. This difficulty has 
been overcome by Graff! and Yajima [141], where complex scaling is replaced by 
exterior scaling (see Sect. 8.7) which needs analyticity of the potential only outside 
a certain region. 
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8.7 Extensions and Generalizations 

There are several generalizations of complex scaling. They were all developed to 
discuss potentials and physical situations where one expects resonances but the 
usual complex scaling technique does not apply. 

The most important case which cannot be treated by usual complex scaling 
is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In the simplest case, this is a molecule 
consisting of two nuclei with fixed (clamped) distance and an electron which is 
moving in the electric field of the two nuclei. 

Then one has the Hamiltonian 

ZA 
HBo := (-A) - ---=-=-:---

Ix - RAI 

where RA, RB and ZA' ZB are the positions and charges of the nuclei, and x is the 
coordinate for the (electron) wave functions. The problem is that one wants to 
scale only the electronic coordinate but not the nuclear distance. Thus, one gets, 
for the potential 

8._ -ZA -ZB 
V(e x).- 8 + 8 ' 

Ie x - RAI Ie x - RBI 
XE ~3, lJEC , 

which has a circle of square root branch point singularity at 

and at a similar set around RB• It is obvious that lJf-+ V[exp(lJ)x] has no analytic 
continuation, and V is therefore not dilation analytic (see [33, Theorem 4.1]). 

To overcome this difficulty, Simon [328] introduced a method which scales 
only outside a ball containing the singularities. It is called, therefore, exterior 
scaling. More precisely, in this method the unitary scaling transformation (8.1) 
is replaced by the exterior scaling map 

[ 
oS(lJ R)]1/2 

U(lJ, R)cp(x):= det o~ cp(S(lJ, R)x) 

for lJE~, R > 0, cpEL2(~.) and 

S(lJ, R)x:= {:R + e8(lxl _ R»~ 
Ixl 

Then one can show that for 

Ho(O, R) := U(O, R)Ho U(O. R)-I 

for Ixl ~ R 

for Ixl ~ R 

u(Ho(O. R)) = um(Ho(O. R)) = exp( - 2i 1m O)~+ 
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(see [141, Proposition 2.6]), and it is obvious that any shifted Coulomb potential 
gives rise to an analytic family of operators for suitable R. Thus, many of the 
arguments used in the usual complex scaling can be used here also. 

Other extensions have been made by Babbitt and Balslev [34], Balslev [38], 
Sigal [311], Cycon [72] and Hunziker [174] to include potentials with compact 
support into the theory of complex scaling. The papers [311] and [72] are based 
on the idea that a complex valued map in the momentum space with bounded 
imaginary part gives rise to a unitary map of L2, and this generates an analytic 
continuation for multiplication operators with compact support. Then all argu
ments are similar, as in Sect. 8.1. 

For additional information, see [36]. 
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In this chapter and the next one, we discuss two rather new subjects of math em a
tical research: random and almost periodic operators. Those operators serve in 
solid state physics as models of disordered systems, such as alloys, glasses and 
amorphous materials. The disorder of the system is reflected by the dependence 
of the potential on some random parameters. Let us discuss an example. Suppose 
we are given an alloy, that is, a mixture of (say two) crystalline materials. Suppose 
furthermore that the atoms (or ions) of the two materials generate potentials of 
the type ).d(x - x o) and ).d(x - xo), respectively, where Xo is the position of 
the atom. If atoms of the two kinds are spread randomly on the lattice 71.' with 
exactly one atom at each site, then the resulting potential should be given by 

V.,(x) = L qj(w)!(x - i) , 
leZ' 

where qj are random variables assuming the values ).1 and ).2 with certain 
probabilities. 

Schrodinger operators with stochastic (i.e. random or almost periodic) poten
tials show quite "unusual" spectral behavior. We will give examples, in this and 
the next chapter, of dense point spectrum, singular continuous spectrum and 
Cantor spectrum. 

Despite intensive research by many mathematicians since the seventies, the 
theory of stochastic Schrodinger operators is far from being complete. In fact, 
most of the basic problems are unsolved in dimension v > I. 

We will not attempt to give a complete treatment of the subject, but rather 
introduce some of the basic problems, techniques and fascinating results in the 
field. We will not discuss stochastic Schrodinger operators, i.e. operators of the 
form H., = Ho + V., on L 2(~.), but a discretized version of those operators 
acting on the sequence space 12(ZV), namely Jacobi matrices. The operator Ho is 
replaced by a finite difference operator, and the potential becomes a function on 
71.' rather than on W. This model is known in solid state physics as the "tight 
binding approximation." We refer to Schrodinger operators on L2(~.) as the 
continuous case, and to the tight binding model as the discrete case. 

The advantage of this procedure is twofold: Some technically difficult but 
unessential problems of the continuous case disappear, and our knowledge 
(especially for the almost periodic case) is larger for the discrete case. 

Two recent reviews of random Schrodinger operators from distinct points of 
view from each other and from our discussion here are Carmona [61] and Spencer 
[347]. 
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In this chapter, we assume some knowledge of basic concepts of probability 
theory. The required preliminaries can be found in any textbook on probability 
theory (for example, Breiman [53]). 

9.1 Basic Definitions and Results 

Let u = {u(n)}nEl' denote an element ofF(Z'); i.e. IIull:= [LnEZlu(nW]l/2 < 00. 

Set Inl = max Injl and Inl+ := Lj=1 Injl for n E ZV. We define a discrete analog Ad 
of the Laplacian on L 2(~d) by: 

(AdU)(i) = j;jj~.=1 [u(j) - u(i)] = L'j~.=1 U(j)] - 2vu(i) . (9.1) 

Here Ad is a bounded operator on F(ZV), a fact that makes life easier than in 
the continuous case. The spectrum of Ad .is purely absolutely continuous, and 
a(LI,,) = a.c(Ad) = [-4v,O]. This can be seen by Fourier transformation. 

Note that 

<u, -AdU) = L lu(i) - u(jW 
i.j 

li-J1.=1 

(each pair occurring once in the sum), explaining why we can regard (9.1) as an 
analog of the Laplacian. 

If V is a function on Z' playing the role of a potential, a natural analog of 
the Schrodinger operator is the operator 

H = -Ad + V . (9.2) 

However, it is common to consider + Ad instead of - Ad' and furthermore, to sub
sume the diagonal terms of Ad into the potential. Since Ad is bounded, this proce
dure has no "essential" effect on the properties of ii. Indeed, since the operator 
(-I)"" defined by [(-I)Nu](n) = (_l)lnl· u(n) obeys (-I)Nii[(-l)Nrl = 
4v + Ad + V, ii and the operator H below are unitarily equivalent up to a 
constant. Thus, we consider the operators 

(Hou)(n) = L u(j) and (9.3) 
j:lj-nl. =1 

(Hu)(n) = (Hou)(n) + V(n)u(n) . (9.4) 

The potentials V we are interested in form a random field, i.e. for any n E Z', the 
potential V(n) evaluated at n is a random variable ( = measurable function) on 
a probability space (0, F, PI. F is a a-algebra on 0, and P a probability measure 
on (0, F). We adopt the common use in probability theory to denote the integral 
with respect to P by IE (for "expectation"), i.e. J /(w)dP(w) =: 1E(f). Without loss 
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of generality, we may (and will) assume that 

Q = SZ' = XS , (9.5) 
Z' 

where S is a (Borel-) subset of IR, and F is the a-algebra generated by the cylinder 
sets, i.e. by sets of the form {WIWi EAt, ... , Wi EA.} for it, ... , i. E ZV and A I' 
... , A" Borel set in IR. We define the shift operators 7; on Q by 

7;w(j) = w(j - i) . (9.6) 

A probability measure P on Q is called stationary if P(7;-t A) =P~'for any A E F. 
A stationary probability measure is called ergodic, if any shift invariant set A, i.e. 
a set A with 7;-1 A = A for all i E Zv, has probability, P(A), zero or one. 

If V",(n) is a real-valued random field on r, it can always be realized on the 
above probability space in such a way that V,jn) = w(n). V is called stationary 
(ergodic), if the corresponding probability measure P is stationary (ergodic). 

An important example of an ergodic random field is a family of independent, 
identically distributed random variables. In this case, the measure P is just the 
product measure 

X dPo 
ieZ' 

of the common distribution Po of the random variables V",(i), i.e. Po(A) = 
P(V",(i)E A) for any A E 8(1R) and iE r. We have, for example: 

$/(wi" "" wiJdP(w)[ = lEU)] 

= $/(x l , ••• , x,,)dPo(xddPo(x2 )···dPo(x.) . 

The Hamiltonian H", with V", i.i.d. is referred to as the Anderson model. 
Another important class of ergodic potentials are almost periodic potentials. 

We introduce and investigate those potentials in Chap. 10. 
For a fixed w, the operator H", is nothing but a discretized Schrodinger 

operator with a certain potential. Therefore, it may seem to the reader that the 
introduction of a probability space is useless since we could as well consider each 
V", as a deterministic potential. The point of random potentials is that we are no 
longer interested in properties of H", for a fixed w, but only in properties for 
typical w. More precisely, we are interested in theorems of the form: H", has a 
property, p, for all w in a set Q 1 c Q with P(Qd = I. This will be abbreviated 
by: H", has the property, p, P-almost surely (or P-a.s. or a.s.). 

If not stated otherwise, V", is assumed to be a stationary ergodic random field 
satisfying I V",(Il)1 ~ C <x for all nand w. However, the bounded ness assump
tion can be omitted (or replaced by a moment condition) for many purposes. 

We state and prove the following proposition for later use, as well as to 
demonstrate typical techniques concerning ergodicity. A random variable / is 
called inl'ariant under 7; if/(7;w) = /(w) for all i. 
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Proposition 9.1. Suppose the family of measure preserving transformation, 7;, is 
ergodic.lfa random variable,/: Q - IR, is invariant under {7;}, then/is constant 
p-a.s. 

Remark. The proof extends easily to I: Q - IR u {oc,}. 

proof. Define Q M = {wl/(w) S; M}. Since I is invariant, the set Q M is invariant 
under 7; and consequently has probability zero or 1. For M S; M' we have 
Q.\I c QM·· Moreover, 

U Q M = U Q M = Q and 
Atc~ MEl 

has probability zero. Thus, 

Mo = inf M 
nO .. ,=l 

is finite. Since 

Q Atu := {wl/(w) < Mo} = U QMo-OIII' 
liE '\j 

we have P(QMJ = I, P(QMo ) = 0, and consequently 

P({wl/(w) = Moll = P(QMo\QMul = 1 D 

Let us define. for U E F(Z') 

(Vju)(n) = u(n - i) . (9.7) 

If Vu is an ergodic potential with corresponding measure preserving transforma
tions {7;LEl" then 

(9.8) 

a relation basic to some elementary properties of Rw. Stochastic operators Rw 
satisfying (9.8) are sometimes called ergodic operators. 

The following theorem is a basic observation of Pastur [271] (with some 
technical supplements for the unbounded and the continuous case in [221] and 
[205]): 

Theorem 9.2 (Pastur). Let Vw be an ergodic potential. Then there exists a set 
~.: c IR such that 

a(Hw ) = 1: P-a.s .. 
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Moreover, 

(1di.(Hw ) = tP P-a.s .. 

To prove Theorem 9.2, we need a preparatory lemma. We say that a family 
{Aw}weu of bounded operators on a Hilbert space H is weakly measurable if the 
mapping WI-+ (cp, Awl/!) is measurable for all cp, I/! e H. 

Lemma 9.3. Suppose that {Pw}weU is a weakly measurable family of orthogonal 
projections satisfying (9.8). Then 

dim Ran(pw) is zero P-a.s. or 

dim Ran(Pw) is infinite P-a.s .. 

Proof. The Pw are positive operators, hence the trace tr Pw is uniquely defined 
(possibly + 00). Fixing wand choosing an orthonormal basis al (w), a2(w) ... of 
Ran(Pw) and an orthonormal basis bl (w), b2 (w) .. , of Ran(Pw).l we see that 

tr Pw = L (aj(w), Pwaj(w) + L (b;(w),Pwb;(w) 

= L (aj(w), aj(w) = dim Ran(Pw)' 

Now let {ej,ieZV } be the standard orthonormal basis in 12(ZV), i.e. ej(n) = t>jll' 

Then tr Pw = L (e j, Pwej) is a random variable (= measurable). Moreover, 

tr PTjw = L (PTjwej'PTjwej) 

= L (PWej_j, Pwei-j) = tr Pw . 

By Proposition 9.1, dim ran Pw = tr Pm is thus a.s. constant. Hence P-a.s.: 

tr Pw = lE(tr Pw) ~ L lE«ej,Pwej») 
IjlSN 

= L lE«eO,PT,weo») = L lE«eo,Pweo») , 
mSN mSN 

(where we use that 7; are measure preserving) 

Since N was arbitrary, tr Pw = 0 or tr Pw = 00 according to IE( (eo, Pweo») = 0 or 
not. • 

Proof of Theorem 9.2. Denote the spectral projections of Hw by E.1(w). Equation 
(9.8) implies that 

(9.9) 

This follows from the fact that the right-hand side of(9.9) is the spectral resolution 
for the operator VjHw Vi·' 
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We now prove that for a fixed Borel set A the function W 1-+ E,1(w) is weakly 
measurable. It is not difficult to see that products of bounded, weakly measurable 
functions are weakly measurable. So, in particular, H:' is weakly measurable for 
any n EN. We can approximate E,1(w) in the strong topology by w-independent 
polynomials in H.,. Thus, E,1(w) is weakly measurable. Therefore, by Lemma 9.3, 
for fixed A dim Ran(E,1) is either zero a.s. or infinite a.s. 

For any pair <p,q) of rational numbers, we set ,,(p,q):= 0 if 
dim Ran(E(P.q,(w)) = 0 P-a.s. and ,,(p,q):= 00 if dim Ran(E(P.q,(w)) = 00 

P-a.s. According to Lemma 9.3, ,,(p,q) is well defined. Define Dp,q:= 
{wldim Ran E(p,q,(w) = ,,(p,q)} and 

Do = n Dp,q' 
p,qeQ 

Since D p,q has probability I and the intersection over p, q E 0 is countable, we 
have P(Do) = l. 

We claim that for WI' W2 E Do the spectra u(H.,,) and u(H.,,) coincide. Indeed, 
if ;. rt u(H.,,), then 

dim Ran EO.,.Al,(WI ) = 0 

for all )'1' A2 with AI < A < A2 sufficiently near to )., Since WI' W2 E Do we have 

dim Ran E(p,q,(w l ) = dim lE(p,q,(W2) 

for P. q E 0, so 

dim Ran E(A,.A,,(W2) = 0 

for )'1' A2 EO with AI < ). < A2 sufficiently near to A. This implies ).~u(H.,J The 
claim follows by interchanging the roles of WI and W2. 

Now, suppose that AEUdi.(H.,) for an wEDo. Then 

o < dim Ran E(A"Al'(W) < 00 

for some AI < A < A2 , )'1' A2EO. But this contradicts the choice of WE Do. So 
(Jdi.(H.,) = ~ P-a.s. • 

Remark. (I) The use of the countable set of pairs 0 x 0 in the above proof is 
essential, since an uncountable intersection of sets of full probability may have 
probability strictly less than 1. 

(2) To prove the result for unbounded operators needs a bit more technique 
to prove the weak measurability of E,1(w) (see [205]). 

The following theorem is due to Kunz-Souillard [221], and was extended to 
a more general context by Kirsch and Martinelli [205]: 

Theorem 9.4 (Kunz-Souillard). Let V., be an ergodic potential. Then there exist 
sets Lac. L,c, Lpp c: IR such that 
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G •• (Hw ) = 1:.. P-a.s. 

Go.(Hw) = 1:0• P-a.s. 

Gpp(Hw) = 1:pp P-a.s. 

Notational Warning. By Gpp(H) we denote the closure of the set e(H) := {;.I;. is an 
eigenvalue of H}. This notation disagrees with that of Reed and Simon I [292]. 
In fact, the above theorem would be wrong for e(Hw )! 

Remark. At first glance, given Theorem 9.2, Theorem 9.4 looks rather trivial. 
However, there is a pitfall: The necessary measurability of certain projections is 
nontrivial. 

Proof We define E~(w):= EA(w)P.(w) where p.(w) is the projector onto the 
continuous subspace w.r.t. Hw' Analogously, we define E~·(w):= EA(w)Pa.(w), 
etc. Then the proof of Theorem 9.2, with EA(w) replaced by E~·(w) etc., proves 
Theorem 9.4 except for one point: We have to prove the weak measurability of 
E~·(w), ~·(w) and E~P(w). For this, it suffices to prove the weak measurability of 
E~(w) and E~(w). 

It is not difficult to verify by the RAGE-theorem (Theorem 5.8) that 

T 

(cp,p.(w)I/I) = lim lim 21T f (cp,eirHmF(lil > J)e-irHm,I/I)dt (9.10) 
J-7.- T-:JJ -T 

where F(A) is multiplication with the characteristic function of A. Since 

eirHm = ,,(it Hw)" 
£... , • n. 

the right-hand side of (9.10) is measurable, hence p.(w) and therefore E~(w) := 
EA(w)P.(w) is weakly measurable. 

We prove the weak measurability of ~(w) using an argument of Carmona 
[61]. We need a lemma: 

Lemma. Let J be the family of finite unions of open intervals, each of which has 
rational endpoints. Then, for any Borel set A, 

1l0iD.(A) = lim sup Il(A n I) =: v(A) , 
"-:.c,le.I,III<n-' 

where 1'1 = Lebesgue measure. 

Proof of Lemma. Note first that the sup decreases as n increases, so the limit 
defining v(A) exists. 

Write dlla . ..{.'<) = f(x)dx and set g(R) = 11 •.•. ( {xlf(x) > R}) so g(R) '>0 0 as 
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/l(A n I):s:; /l.(A) + Rill + g(R) . 
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Thus, for any R, veAl :s:; /l.(A) + g(R), and thus veAl :s:; /l.(A). 
Conversely, find B with IBI = 0 and /l.(IR\B) = O. Find open sets Cm so 

An Be Cm and ICml '" O. Given nand E:, find m so ICml < n- 1 and then I eJ, so 
Jl(Cm \/) :s:; E:. Then 

/l(A n I) ~ /l(A n Cm) - /l(Cm \1) ~ /l(A n B) - E: = /l.(A) - E: • 

Thus, veAl ~ /l.(A) - E: so veAl ~ /l.(A). • 

COllclusion of tile Proof of Theorem 9.4. For any cp, 

(cp, Ej(w)cp) = lim sup (cp, Ejr\l(w)Cp) , 
n-Xl lel.lll<n- 1 

since I is countable and (cp, Ejr\l(w)Cp) is measurable, we conclude that 
(<p. E~j(w)cp) is measurable. By polarization, £jew) is weakly measurable. • 

We close this section with the following observation due to Pastur [271] 
which is special to the one-dimensional case: 

Theorem 9.S (Pastur). If v = I, then for any given ;" P( {wi;, is an eigenvalue of 
H,J) = O. 

Remarks (I). It does not follow from Theorem 9.5 that H", has no eigenvalues. An 
uncountable union of sets of probability zero may have positive probability (or 
may even be unmeasurable). 

(2) While this observation of Pastur and the proof we give is one-dimen
sional, the result is true in any dimension. It follows from Theorem 9.9 below 
(see Avron and Simon [31]). This multidimensional result is more subtle, and is 
still not proven for the continuous case. 

Proof. tr Ep.l = 0 a.s. or tr Ep.l = 00 a.s. according to Lemma 9.3. But our 
one-dimensional finite difference equation has at most a two-dimensional space 
of solutions, hence tr Ep.l = 0 a.s. • 

Corollary. If the point spectrum L'pp[ = Gpp(H",)a.s.] is non-empty, then it is 
locally uncountable. 

9.2 The Density of States 

In this section, we briefly discuss an important quantity for disordered systems, 
the density of states k(E). For recent surveys on this subject, see [202, 342]. The 
quantity k(E) measures, in some sense, "how many states" correspond to energies 
below the level E. 
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Recall that our Hamiltonians H", model the motion of a single particle 
(electron) in a solid with infinitely many centers of forces (nuclei, ions) located at 
some fixed positions. This is the so-called one-body approximation. However, in 
a solid with infinitely many nuclei, we also have infinitely many electrons. We 
cannot handle directly a problem with infinitely many particles, but we should 
at least take into account the fermionic nature of the electrons via the Pauli 
exclusion principle. This principle states that two fermions (e.g. electrons or 
protons) cannot occupy the same quantum mechanical state (see also Chap. 3). 
This leads to the well-known fact that electrons in an atom do not all have the 
"ground-state energy"~ but fill up the energy levels starting from the ground state 
energy up to a certain level. Such a phenomenon also should occur in our 
disordered solid. However, we are faced with the problem of having to distribute 
infinitely many fermions on a continuum of energy levels. To get rid of this 
problem, we will restrict the problem first to a finite domain. In such a domain, 
we should have only finitely many electrons. To do this, let, as usual, E.J(w) denote 
a spectral projection measure associated with Hw and denote, by XL' the charac
teristic function of the "cube" CL = {ieol'l - L ~ i. ~ L;k = 1, ... , v}. The 
"number of electrons" in CL should be a density times #CL = (2L + 1)'. We 
define a measure dkL by 

f dkL = (2L ~ 1)' dim Ran~XLE ... (w)xd = (2L ~ 1)" tr(E ... (w)xd , (9.11) 
... 

This measures "how many electrons per lattice site (i.e. per nucleus) can be put 
into energy levels in the set A without violating the Pauli principle if we restrict 
the whole problem to the cube CL." We may hope that the measures dkL converge 
(in some sense), if we send CL to old (i.e. L -+ (0). 

The appropriate convergence of measures is the vague convergence, i.e. 
dlln -+ dll if J f dll .. ..... J f dll for any continuous function f with compact support. 
We define the measure dk by 

Jf()')dk()'):= 1E(f(Hw)(O,O)) , 

where A(O,O) is a shorthand notation for (bo, Abo>. 

Theorem 9.6. For any bounded measurable function f there is a set Q f of 
probability 1 such that 

(9.12) 

Proof. Fix a bounded measurable function f. Define J(w) := f(H",HO, 0). By 
stationarity, 

f(HwHn,n) = J(T"w) . 

We have 
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1 ~ 1 ~-
= (2L + I)" 1... f(Hw)(n,n) = (2L I)" 1... f(T"w) = (.) . 

Inl:5L + Inl:5 L 

To the last expression we apply BirkhofT's ergodic theorem (see e.g. Breiman [53]) 
which states that -

1 I" L (j)(T"w)convergestolE«(j))P-a.s.if(j)eL 1(p). 
(2L+ ) lil:5L 

Thus, 

lim(.) = 1E<l(w» = 1E(f(Hw)(O,O» = Jf(A.)dk(A.). • 

Since the set Q I may depend on I, it is not clear that there is an we Q such that 
(9.12) is true for all bounded measurable functions f However, we have 

Theorem 9.7. dkL converges vaguely to dk for P-a.s. 

Remark. Notice that the limit measure dk is non-random. 

Proof There exists a countable subset F, of Co, the continuous functions with 
compact support, such that for any f e Co there is a sequence {/,,} in F with /" ..... f 
uniformly, and Un supp /" is contained in a (f-dependent) compact set. Set 

Q o := n QfI' 
fiEF 

We have P(Qo) = 1. Moreover, one checks that (9.12) holds for any weQo and 
any feCo .• 

We define 

keEl := J XI-x .E'()·) dk().) 

and call this quantity the integrated density of states. (Note that it is sometimes 
this quantity that is called "density of states" in the literature.) 

The following theorem states a connection between the spectrum and the 
density of states. 

Theorem 9.8 (Avron and Simon [31]). 

supp(dk) = E[ = a(Hw)a.s.] . 

Remark. From our intuition at the beginning of this section, the theorem certainly 
should hold. 

Proof. If ;'0 f E, there is a non-negative continuous function with I().o) = 1 and 
.r = ° on E. Thus,f(H,) == ° and so J f()-) dk = (f(Hw)(O,O)) = ° so ;-0 f supp dk. 
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Conversely, if ;'0 ~ supp(dk), then there is a positive continuous function f 
with f(i.o) = 1 and J/(i.)dk = O. Thus, for a.e. w, f(Hw)(O,O) = 0, and so by 
f(HC))(n,n) = f(HT"C))(O,O) we know that a.e. w, (bn,f(HC))bn) = 0 for all n. But 
sincef(HC)) ~ 0, this implies that f(HC)) = O. Since f is continuous andf(i.o) = 1, 
this implies that ;'0 ~ 1:. 0 

It is easy to see that the measure dk is a continuous measure, i.e. the function 
keEl is continuous, in the one-dimensional case. It was proven by Craig and 
Simon [69] that in the multidimensional case, keEl is even log-Holder continuous 
(see [69] for details). Those authors use a version of the Thouless formula (see 
Chap. 9.4) for a strip to establish this result. Recently Delyon and Souillard [86] 
found a very elementary proof for the continuity (not log-Holder continuity) of k. 

Theorem 9.9 (Craig-Simon, Delyon-Souillard). keEl is a continuous function. 

Proof. We follow De/yon and Souillard [86]. Fix ) .. Let f" be a sequence of con
tinuous functions with fn()') = 1 and J,,(x)!O if x i= A.. Then fn(HC))(O,O)!E{.q(O,O) 
and J fn(x) dk(x)! k(). + 0) - k(i. - 0). Thus, by the definition of dk and Theorem 
9.6, it is enough to prove that 

IE(E:.q(O,O)) = lim (2L ~ 1)" tr(E:.qxd = 0 . 

We remark that the set where the first equality holds may be ;.-dependent, 
but that does not change the fact that for A. fixed it holds a.e., and we need only 
look at a typical point. 

A solution'" of Hw'" = E", is uniquely determined inside CL by its values on 

• 
CL = U CL •j , 

j=1 

where CL • I = {ieCLli l = -L or -L + I} and CL,l = {ieCLlit = -L or L} if 
k ~ 2. For 

• 
"'(a) = [E - V(a - bd]",(a - bd - "'(a - 2bd - L ["'(a - b, + bJ) 

j=2 

+ "'(a - b, - bj )] 

allows us then to determine", inductively for a l = -L + 2, ... , L. Thus, 

But 

tr(xLEp.:) ~ dim XdRan E:.q)llxLE:.q " ~ dim XL(Ran Ep.l) 

so(2L+ W·tr(XLEp.:) ..... O. 0 
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There are some more results on the regularity of the density of states. We 
mention Wegner's proof of the existence of a density for dk for the Anderson 
model when the common distribution has a density (see Wegner [366] or Frohlich 
and Spencer [119] Appendix C). Constantinescu Frohlich and Spencer [67] 
proved the analyticity of k(E) if I EI is large for i.i.d. Gaussian V",(n). 

However, for v> 1, there seems to be no regularity result for k(E) in the con
tinuous case, so far. For v = 1, it is not difficult to show that k(E) is continuous. 

Frequently the density of states is defined in a slightly different way than 
above. Instead of restricting E.J(w) to cubes, one restricts H", itself. Let us set 
C .... M := {keZVIN :s; k;:S; M; i = 1, ... , v} for N, M eZ. We then define an 
operator H::'·MI on 12(CN.M1 ~ C(M-N+1I') by its matrix elements: 

H(N.MI . . = <~. H(N.MI~.> '= <~. H ~.> 
C) Id I' W J. I' (.() J (9.13) 

for i, j e CN•M • Equation (9.13) can be looked upon as imposing "boundary 
conditions" u(k) = 0 for k ¢ CN.M, k nearest neighbors to CN.M. 

We set 

PN.M(A):= # VeAl;, is an eigenvalue of H::'·MI} . (9.14) 

It can be shown (see Avron and Simon [31]) that the measures (# CN.M)-l dpN.M 
converge vaguely to dk as 1M - NI-+ 00. 

The rigorous investigation of the density of states goes back to Benderskii
Pastur [44], who proved the existence of k as the limit of dp-L.L/(2L + 1)". The 
existence of dk was proven in increasing generality and by different methods by 
Pastur [269], Nakao [262], Kirsch and Martinelli [206] and others. The way 
of defining dk through dkL is due to Avron and Simon [31]. The definition of dk 
via the rotation number in the one-dimensional continuous case was introduced 
by Johnson and Moser [186] (see Delyon and Souillard [85] for the discrete 
case). 

There is large interest in the asymptotic behavior of k(E) for large and small 
values in E. In the continuous case, k(E) behaves like t vEv/2/(2n:)" as E -+ 00 (tv 
is the volume of the unit ball in IRV); see Pastur [269], Nakao [262], Kirsch and 
Martinelli [206]. This is the same behavior as for the free operator Ho. However, 
as E goes to Eo := inf u(H",), the behavior of k(E) differs heavily from the free 
case. As a rule, k(E) decays for E">o Eo much faster than ko(E)-the density of 
states for Ho. For Eo > - 00, it was predicted by Lifshitz [234] on the basis of 
physical arguments that k(E) should behave like C1 exp[ -c2(E - EO)-v/2] as 
£ '" £0' which is now called the Lifshitz behavior. For rigorous treatment of 
the Lifshitz behavior for the discrete case, see Fukushima [123], Romerio and 
Wreszinski [298] and Simon [341]; for the continuous case, see Nakao [262], 
Pastur [270], Kirsch and Martinelli [207] and Kirsch and Simon [208]. The 
behavior of k(E) as E ">0 Eo = - 00 is treated in Pastur [269] (see also Fukushima, 
Nagai and Nakao [124], Nakao [262], Kirsch and Martinelli [206]). 
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9.3 The Lyaponov Exponent and the Ishii-Pastur-Kotani Theorem 

For most of the rest of this chapter, we suppose that v = I, for it is the one
dimensional case which is best understood. What makes the one-dimensional 
case accessible is that, for fixed E, a solution of (H", - E)u = 0 is determined by 
its values at two succeeding points (initial value problem for a second-order 
difference equation). 

Fix E. We consider the one-dimensional difference equation of second 
order 

u(n + I) + u(n - I) + [V",(n) - E]u(n) = 0 . (9.15) 

and introduce the vector-valued function 

( u(n + I)) u(n) = . 
- u(n) 

Define 

( E - V",(n) -I) 
An(E):= An(E,w):= 1 0 . 

A function u(n) is a solution of (9.15) if and only if 

~(n + I) = An+I(E)~(n) . 

Set 

(9.16) 

Then 

defines the solution of (9.15) "to the right" with initial condition 

(U(I») 
~(O) = u(O) . 

Similarly ~(-n) = tP-n(EMO) with tP_n(E):= A_n+l(E)-I ... Ao(E)-1 defines the 
solution to the left. Note that 

-I (0 1 ) 
An(E) = _ 1 E - V",(n) . 

We now define 
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- 1 
/: (w, E) = N~~'" jNf In IItPN(w, E)II (9.17a) 

i'± (w, E):= lim I N1 In II tPN(w, E)II (9.17b) 
- N-±oo I 

Remark. For definiteness, let IIA II denote the operator norm of the matrix A. 
However, the limits (9.17a) and (9.17b) do not change, if we use another norm. 

These quantities measure the growth of the matrix norm IItPN(w, E)II. Since 
det Aj(E) = 1 and hence det tPN = 1, it follows that IItPN(w, E)II ~ 1, and con
sequently 0 ~ 1± (w, E) ~}i± (w, E). Indeed, if det A = 1, at least one eigenvalue 
of A satisfies 1;.1 ~ I, thus, IIAII ~ 1. 

Theorem 9.10 (Furstenberg and Kesten [126]). For fixed E and P-almost all w 

(9.18) 

exists, is independent of wand 

(9.19) 

We call y(E) := y± (E) the Lyaponov exponent for He>' We will see in a moment 
that i'(E) plays a central role in the investigation of one-dimensional stochastic 
Jacobi matrices. 

To prove (9.18), we will exploit Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem [200] 
which we state without proof. We remark that a multi-dimensional version of 
the subadditive ergodic theorem can be used to prove the existence of the 
(integrated) density of states by means of Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing (see 
[206, 325]). 

Since now v = 1, we have T" = (T1 In. We set T:= T1 , so T" = Tn. We call T 
ergodic if {T"}neZ is ergodic. A sequence {FN} NeN of random variables is called 
a subadditive process if 

where T is a measure preserving transformation. 

Theorem 9.11 (Subadditive Ergodic Theorem, Kingman [200]). If FN is a sub
additive process satisfying 1E(IFNi) < 00 for each N, and reF) := inflE(FN)/N > 
- x, then FN(w)/N converges almost surely. If, furthermore, T is ergodic, then 

I. 1 
1m - FN(w) = TCF) 

N-CL N 

almost surely. 
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Proof of Theorem 9.10. Define FN(w) = In IltPN(w, E)II. Since 

II N+M N ~i 
FN+M(W) = In n Aj(w,E)· n Ai(w,E)j 

j=N+l i=l II 

= In IIJ] Aj(TNw, E)· iD. Ai(w, E)II 
:s; In( IltPM (TNW, E)lllltPN(w, E)II) 

= FM(TNw) + FN(w) 

the process FN is subadditive. 
Moreover, 

= ~~(InIIAj(W'E)II) 
j=l 

= lE(ln II Ao(w, E)II) , 

where we used the stationarity of V",(n) in the last step. Moreover, 
lE(ln + IV",(O)I) < 00 implies lE(ln IIAo(w, E)II) < 00. In addition, as noted above, 
FN ~ 0 so inf(IE(FN)/N] ~ 0 > -00. Thus, Theorem 9.11 implies that 

a.s. 

and 

lim _I InlltPN(w,E)11 = inf _1-IE(lnlltPN(w,E)II) a.s. 
N--x INI N<O INI 

Now we prove (9.19). Since, for N>O, tP_N=A::~ ... A:::Aol= 
(AoA-l ... A_N)-l, we have by stationarity 

1E(ln IltP-N+1 II) = lE(ln IltPN111) . (9.20) 

Moreover, for 

J = (0 -I) 
I 0' 
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we have 

(ltP.'Irl)' = tP"N1 

Thus, since Ill!.!11 = IIr l !.!II = II !.! II and we have (9.20), it follows that i'+ = y-. 0 

The following "multiplicative ergodic theorem" of Osceledec [267] connects 
the large N behavior of tP.'I with the behavior of solutions tPN !.!. 

Theorem 9.12 (Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem, Osceledec). Suppose {An)ne!\i 
is a seq uence of real 2 x 2 matrices satisfying (i) limn_x (I In) In II An II = 0 and 
(ii I det An = I. If y := limn_x (l In) In II An ..... A I II > 0, then there exists a one
dimensional subspace V- c 1R2 such that 

and 

Osceledec proved a probabilistic version of this theorem (see Osceledec [267], 
Ragltunatltan [291]). Ruelle realized it was a deterministic theorem; for a proof, 
see Ruelle [301]. 

Osceledec's theorem tells us that under the hypothesis y(E) > 0, there exists 
P-a.s. only "exponentially growing" and "exponentially decaying" solution (to 
the right) of the equation H",u = Eu. The exponentially decaying solution occurs 
only for a particular initial condition i.!.! + ; any other initial condition leads to an 
increasing solution. The same is true for solutions to the left with a particular 
initial condition i.!.!_. An (/2_) eigenvector can only occur if the lines i.!.! + , i.!.!_ 
happen to coincide. 

However, we have to be very careful with assertions as above, since these 
considerations are justified only for fixed E. If we allow E to vary through an 
uncountable set, it may happen that the exceptional w for which y± (w, E) # 
;'(EI > 0 may add up to a set of measure I! 

For example. we cannot conclude that for P-a.a. w any solution of H",u = Eu 
(with arbitrary E E IR) is either exponentially increasing or decreasing! However, 
the Lyaponov exponent y(E) characterizes the absolutely continuous spectrum 
completely. 

Suppose p is a measure on IR. P •. c. its absolutely continuous part. We call a 
set A an essential support of Pa.c. if: (1) There is a set. B, of Lebesgue measure zero 
~uch that p(IR\(A u B)) = O. (2) If p(C) = 0, then the Lebesgue measure IA 11 CI 
IS zero. The essential support is defined uniquely up to sets of Lebesgue measure 
zero. We define the essential closure ACss := VII A 11 (i. - e, i. + e)1 > 0 for all 
r. > O}. 
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Theorem 9.13 (lshii-Pastur-Kotani). Suppose that V", is a bounded ergodic 
process. Then 

u •. c.(H",) = {Ely(E) = O}CSS • (9.21) 

Moreover, the set {Ely(E) = O} is the essential support of E~·c·(H",). 

Ishii [176] and Pastur [271] proved that ua.c.(H",) c {Ely(E) = O}c". Kotani 
[215] proved the converse for the continuous case. His method was adopted to 
the discrete case by Simon [336]. See Minami [247] for further information. The 
Kotani part of the proof requires the use of theorems on H 2-functions on the 
unit disc. We will only give the Ishii-Pastur part. 

Proof We only prove ua.c.(H,J c {Ely(E) = O}c". Suppose y(E) > 0 for 
Lebesgue-almost all E in the open interval (a, b). Thus, AE = {roI y(ro, E) = O} has 
P-measure zero for almost any E e (a, b). 

Set A := {(ro, E)ly+ (ro, E) :f; y- (ro, E) or limit does not exist or y(ro, E) = 0; 
Ee(a,b)}. Denote the Lebesgue measure by A. Then 

b 

0= f P(AE)dE = (A x P)(A) = (P x A)(A) 

" 
by Fubini's theorem. Therefore, for P-a.e. ro 

A(A",) = A( {Ely+ (ro, E) :f; y- (ro, E) or limit does not exist or 

y(ro,E) = 0; Ee(a,b)}) = 0 , 

i.e. for P-a.e. ro, y(ro, E) > 0 for all E outside a set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
We know (see Chap. 2) that 
S",:= {EIH",u = Eu has a polynomially bounded solution} satisfies 

ER\sJH",) = 0 . 

Moreover, since ).(A",) = 0, it follows that 

E~~'(H",) = 0 . 

But for E ¢ A", the only polynomially bounded solutions are exponentially 
decreasing because of Theorem 9.12; hence, they are F-eigenvectors. There are 
only countably many of them, hence A(S", ("\ «a, b)\A",» = O. Thus, 

=0. 0 

Knowing whether y(E) is strictly positive or zero, we can answer the question for 
the measure theoretic nature ofthe spectrum of H", partially. However, in general, 
y(E) cannot distinguish between point spectrum and singularly continuous spec
trum, as we shall see in Chap. 10. 
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Of course, to use Theorem 9.13 in concrete cases, we need a criterion to decide 
whether y(E) = 0 or y(E) > O. The first such criterion was given by Furstenberg 
[125] for i.i.d. matrices An(w, E). Kotani [215] proved that in a very general case, 
i,(E) > O. (See Simon [336] for the discrete case.) 

An ergodic potential, V..,(n) is called deterministic if V..,(O) is a measurable 
function of the random variables {V..,(n)}n~-L for all L. It is called non
deterministic if it is not deterministic. 

Thus, an ergodic process V..,(n) is deterministic if the knowledge of V..,(n) 
arbitrary far to the left allows us to compute V..,(O), and hence the whole process 
Vw(n). 

Theorem 9.14 (Kotani [215]). If V..,(n) is nondeterministic, then y(E) > 0 for 
Lebesgue-almost all E e R. Thus, (1a.c. (HCI)) = 0. 

For the proof, see Kotani [215] and Simon [336]. 

Example 1. If the VCI)(u) are i.i.d., then (1 •. c. (HCI)) = 0. 

One might believe that Theorem 9.14 covers all interesting cases of random 
potentials. However, as was pointed out in Kirsch [201] and Kirsch, Kotani and 
Simon [203], there are interesting examples of stochastic potentials that are really 
random in an intuitive sense, but deterministic in the above precise sense. In 
[203], it is shown that VCI)(x) = L qj(w)f(x - i)-our introductory example-is 
"typically" deterministic even for i.i.d. {qj} if f has noncompact support. Here is 
a discrete example. 

Example 2. Let cp be a bijection from 7L to 7L+ = {ne7Lln ~ O}. Setf(n) = rqo(n). 

Let qj(w) be i.i.d. random variables with P(qj(w) = 0) = p; P(qj(w) = 1) = 1 - p. 
Then for fixed;' > 0: VCI)(n) = ;. L", q",(w)f(n - m) is an ergodic potential, which 
is random in an intuitive sense. However, q", is essentially the decimal expansion 
of ;. -I VCI)(n) to the base 3, so the process VCI) is clearly deterministic. Especially for 
this example, the following theorem of Kotani [216] becomes useful. 

To state Kotani's theorem, we regard our probability measures as measures 
on 

00 

Q=X[a,b] for some a, b < 00 • 
-00 

We can view Q as a compact space under the topology of pointwise convergence. 
supp P can then be defined in the usual way. 

Theorem 9.15 (Kotani). Suppose V~ I '(n) and V~2'(n) are two bounded ergodic pro
cesses with corresponding probability measures PI' P2 , corresponding spectra 
E I , E2 and absolutely continuous spectra 1:~'c. and 1:~'c .. If supp PI C supp P2 , 

then 

Ii) 1:1 C 1:2 and 

(ii) E~·c. C 1:~'c .. 
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Part (i) follows essentially from Kirsch and Martinelli [204]. The more 
interesting part (ii) uses heavily Kotani's carlier paper [215], usng again H2. 
function theory. 

Kotani proves this theorem in the continuous case. Using Simon [336], it can 
be carried over to the discrete case without difficulties. 

Kirsch, K otani and Simon [203] use Theorem 9.15 to prove the absence of 
absolutely continuous spectrum for a large class of random, but deterministic 
potentials. 

Example 2 (continued). Taking qn == 0 and qn == I, we see that Wo == 0 and 
WI == 3;./2 are periodic potentials in supp P. Hence, the point measure Po and Pt 

on Wo and WI respectively are ergodic measures with supp ~ c supp P, i = 0, I. 
By Theorem 9.15, we have (1a.c.(Ho + Wo) = (1a.c.(Ho) = [-2,2] => (1a.c.(Hw) a.s. 
and (1a.c.(Ho + Wd = [ - 2 + 3)./2,2 + 3A./2] => (1a.c.(H,J a.s. Thus, (1a.c.(Hw) = 
o a.s. if ). ~ 8/3. 0 

Delft and Simon [79] investigate those energies with y(E) = O. Interesting 
examples for y(E) = 0 on a set of positive Lebesgue measure occur in the context 
of almost periodic potentials (see Chap. 10). Among other results, Deift and 
Simon [79] show: 

Theorem 9.16 (Deift-Simon). For a.e. pair (w,Eo)eD x {Ely(E) = O} there are 
linearly independent solutions u± of Hwu = Eu such that 

(i) u+ = iL 
N 

(ii) 0 < lim (2 I) lu+ (n)1 2 < 00 
N-~ N + I -

n=-N 

Moreover, lu±(n,w)1 = lu±(O, Tnw)l. 

For a proof, see [79]. 

9.4 Subharmonicity of the Lyaponov Exponent and the Thouless 
Formula 

In this section, we establish an important connection of the Lyaponov exponent 
and the density of states: the Thouless formula. For the proof of this formula, as 
well as for other purposes, a certain regularity of the Lyaponov exponent
namely its subharmonicity-is useful. 

Before proving this property ofy(E), we recall some definitions and basic facts 
concerning subharmonic functions. 

A function / on C with values in IR u { - oc } is called submean if 

I 2 .. 

/(zo) ::;; 21l f /(zo + rei6 )dO 
o 

(9.22) 
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for r > 0 arbitrary. A function I is called uppersemicontinuous if, for any sequence 
= ...... :0' we have lim/(z.) ~ I(zo). A function I is called subharmonic if it is both 
5ubmean and uppersemicontinuous. It is an immediate consequence of the 
definitions that 

. I f 1(:0) ~ hm-2 I(z)dz • 
,-0 nr 

I:-:ols' 

if f is submean. and that 

. I f 1(:0) = hm-2 I(z)dz , 
,-0 nr 

I:-:ols' 

if f is subharmonic. 

Proposition 9.17. (i) If J.. are submean functions with 

sup IJ..(:)I < 00 for any R. and 
I=I<R 

10(:) = lim J..(z) • 

then 10 is submean. 
(ii) If {In} is a decreasing sequence of subharmonic functions. then 

10(:) = infJ..(z) 

is subharmonic. 

Proof. (i) For any n and any N ~ n 

I 2,. 

In(:o) ~ 21l f J..(zo + rei8 )dO 
o 

Thus. 

I 2,. 

~ 2 f sup I.(zo + rei8 ) dO . 
1l 0 j"2N 

2" 

10(=0) = inf sup.!j(zo) ~ ~ inf f sup.!j(zo + rei8 )dO 
N j"2N 21l N j"2N 

I 2 .. 

= - f lo(zo + rei8 ) dO 
21l 

o 

o 

by the monotone convergence theorem. 

(9.23a) 

(9.23b) 
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(ii) follows from (i) since the inf of uppersemicontinuous functions is upper
semicontinuous. 0 

After these preliminaries, we come to the basic result of this paragraph, which 
is due to Craig and Simon [70]. Craig and Simon were motivated by Herman 
[162] who extensively used subharmonicity ofy in various auxiliary parameters. 

Theorem 9.18 (Craig and Simon). (i) y± (w, E) is submean. 
(ii) y(E) is subharmonic. 

Proof (i) The matrix-valued function tP,.(w, E) is obviously analytic in E for any 
N. Thus, In IItP,.(w, E) II is subharmonic [see e.g. Katznelson [199], Chapter III, 
Equation (3.2)]. Thus, by Proposition 9.17(i), 

y±(w,E) = lim ~lnlltP,.(w,E)1I 
"-±oo N 

is submean. 
(ii) By the subadditive ergodic theorem (Theorem 9.11) 

y(E) = inf ~ lE(ln IItP,.(w, E)II) . 

By Fubini's theorem and Fatou's lemma, lE(ln II tP,.(w, E) II ) is subharmonic. 
By 9. 17(ii), y(E) is subharmonic. 0 

We come to a first application of Theorem 9.18: 

Theorem 9.19 (Craig and Simon [70]). For P-almost all wand all E 

y± (w, E) ~ y(E) . 

Proof From the very definition of y± (w, E) and y(E), it is obvious that for fixed 
E: y± (w, E) = y(E) P-a.s. By use of Fubini's theorem, we conclude from this that 
y(w, E) = y(E) for P-almost all wand Lebesgue-almost all E. Thus, 

f y±(E,w)d 2 E = f y(E)d 2 E P-a.s. 
IE-Eol~' IE-Eol~' 

(d 2 E indicates that we integrate over a complex domain). Thus, using Theorem 
9.18 by (9.23), we know (P-a.s.) 

+ r 1 y- (Eo, w) ~ Im-2 ,-0 1I:r f y±(E,w)d 2 E 

IE-Eol~' 

r 1 f y(E)d 2 E = y(Eo) . 0 = Im-2 ,-0 1I:r 
IE-Eol~' 

Finally, we discuss an important connecti'on between the Lyaponov exponent 
y and the density of states k: The Thouless formula. It is named after Thouless, 
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who gave a not completely rigorous proof of it [355]. The Thouless formula was 
discovered independently by Herbert and Jones [153]. Thouless' proof was made 
rigoroUS by Avron and Simon [31]. We follow Craig and Simon [70], who 
simplified the proof of [31] by using the subharmonicity of y. In the continuous 
case. Johnson and Moser [186] have an alternative proof. 

Theorem 9.20 (Thouless Formula). 

i'(E) = SlnlE - E'ldk(E') . (9.24) 

Proof. We first prove (9.24) for E E C\IR. For those E, the function f(E') := 
In I E - E'I is continuous on supp(dk) c IR. By the definition of tPL(E) [see (9.16)], 
it is easy to see that tPdE) is of the form 

where P, and Q, are polynomials in E of degree I with leading coefficient 1. 
Moreover, 

P,(w.E) = 0 , 

if and only if Hwu = Eu has a solution u satisfying u(O) = 0, u(l + 1) = 0 and 
Q,(W. E) = 0, if and only if there exists a solution with u(l) = 0 and u(1 + 2) = O. 
Thus. 

I I 

P,lE) = n (E - Ey'), Q,(E) = n (E - ly') , 
j=1 j=1 

where EJIl (resp. lj") are the eigenvalues of Hw restricted to {I, ... , I} (resp. 
p. '" . I + I}) with boundary condition u(O) = u(1 + 1) = 0 [resp. u(l) = 
u(/ + 2) = 0]. Thus, we conclude that [see (9.14)] 

In IPdE) I = SlnlE - E'ldpl.dE') and 

InIQdE)1 = PnlE - E'ldp2.L+,(E') . 

By (9.14), we conclude that 

llnlPdE)I--+ fIn IE - E'I dk(E') 

and the same for QdE) if E E C\IR. Thus, (9.24) follows for those values of E. 
Now let E be arbitrary. We need 

L.emma. Thefunctionf(E) = pnlE - E'ldk(E')(withf(E) = -00 if the integral 
dIverges to - 00) is subharmonic. 

Before we prove this lemma. we continue the proof of Theorem 9.20: Since 
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we know (9.24) for E E C\IR, we have 

[f(E) as in the lemma]. 
Taking the limit r -+ 0 on both sides of the above equation, we obtain 

')I(E) = f(E) = JInlE - E'ldk(E') , 

since both "l and fare subharmonic. 0 

Proof of the Lemma. The function q>(E) = InlE - E'I is subharmonic [see 
Katznelson [199] III, Equation (3.2)]. Thus, f is submean by Fubini. Define for 
M>O 

fM(E) = Jmax{lnlE - E'I, -M}dk(E') . 

Here fM is obviously continuous. By the monotone convergence theorem, 

f(E) = inf fM(E) . 
M>O 

Thus, f is uppersemicontinuous. 0 

Craig and Simon [70] use the Thouless formula to prove that k(E) is log
Holder continuous in the one-dimensional case. In [69], these authors prove a 
version of the Thouless formula for strips in arbitrary dimension. From this 
result, they obtain the log-Holder continuity of k in the multidimensional case. 

9.5 Point Spectrum for the Anderson Model 

In this section, we show that the Anderson model has pure point spectrum. 
We first prove a criterion for point spectrum of HaJ that allows us to reduce 

the problem to uniform estimates for H::' := H~·N' [see (9.13)]. 
We set 

a(n,m):= lE(s~Ple-i'Hw(n,m)l) . 

[If A is a bounded operator on 12(ZV), we denote by A(n, m) = (15n, A15m ) with 
15n(i) = 0 for i :f; n, 15n(n) = 1 the matrix elements of A.] 

We say that physical localization holds ifLnezla(n,m)1 < 00 for m = 0 and 
m=l. 

Theorem 9.21 (Kunz-Souillard [221]). Physical localization implies mathe
maticallocalization (i.e. (1c(H.,,) = ,p). 
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Proof By the RAGE theorem (Sect. 5.4). in particular. formula (9. to) in Sect. 9.1, 
we conclude: 

Thus. if LneZ la(n, 0)1 2 < 00, we have (since lexp( - itH",)(m, n)1 ~ 1) 

IE( IlpC(H",)()oIl2) ~ lim L la(j, 0)1 = 0 . 
J-ex;, Ijl~J 

Hence ()o is P-a.s. orthogonal to the continuous subspace. A similar argument 
shows that ~(H",)<51 = 0 almost surely. It is easy to see that any ()j can be written as 

N N 
6j = L (Xn(w)H::'()o + L Pn(W)H::'(), 

n=O n=O 

(e.g. 62 = H",(), - V",()I - ()o). Hence, PC(Hw)()j = 0 a.s. for any j. Thus, CTc(Hw) = 
!/Ia.s. 0 

Remark. In terms of a direct physical interpretation, it would be better to define 
a with a square inside IE; the statement and proof of Theorem 9.21 still go through. 
Since it is easier to estimate a as we define it, we have used that definition. 

The next result shows that a(n, m) even determines the decay of the eigen
functions: 

Theorem 9.22. If, for m = 0 and m = 1, 

la(n.m)1 ~ Ce-Dlnl , 

then P-a.s. any eigenfunction CPw of H", satisfies 

I cp",(n) I ~ C", .• e-W-.,Inl 

for any c > O. 

(9.25) 

~emark. The constant Cw •• may depend on the eigenvalue. We say that the 
eIgenfunction cp", is exponentially localized. 

Proof Set 

/l(w. n. m) := sup le-ilHu(n, m)1 

We tirst prove that (9.25) implies 

/l(w. n. m) ::;; C;", .• e -(D-dlnl 

for m = 0 and m = 1 P-a.s. 

(9.26) 
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Equation (9.26) holds if we show that 

P(P(w, n, m) > e -ID-"Inl for infinitely many n) = 0 . 

This, in turn, follows by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma (see any book on probability 
theory, e.g. Breiman [53]) if we show that 

r. P(P(w, n, m) > e -(O-"Inl) < 00 
n 

for m = 0 and m = I. 
Since, by Tschebycheff's inequality 

p(p(w,n,m) > e-(O-"Inl) ~ e+ID-.)lnllE(p(w,n,m» 

= e-·lnl[eDlnla(n,m)] ~ Ce-·lnl , 

(9.27) follows. Thus, we have proven (9.26). 
Now we use the formula 

T 

P{E}(H) = s - lim -TI f euEe-isH ds . 
T-oo o 

(9.27) 

(9.28) 

This follows from continuity of the functional calculus and the fact that functions 

IT. 
fT(X) = T f eUEe-,uds 

o 

obey IfT(X)1 ~ I and fT(X) -+ 0 (resp. I) as T -+ 00 for x '# E (resp. x = E). 
Suppose now that E is an eigenvalue of Hw' Since v = I, any eigenvalue is 

simple. Denote by CPw.E the normalized eigenfunction corresponding to E. Then 
(9.28) implies 

ICPw.E(O)llcpw.E(n)1 = 1(c5o.CPco.E)(CPco.E,c5n )1 

= I (c5o• P{E} (Hw)c5n ) I ~ P(w. n. 0) ~ ('co •• e-ID-.)Inl 

by (9.26). This proves the theorem if CPco.E(O) '# O. If CPw.E(O) = O. we have CPw.E(1) #: 
O. and obtain the above estimate for m = I. 0 

Now we consider Hw restricted to p( - L • ...• L). As usual. we denote the 
corresponding operator by H~) [see (9.13)]. We define 

adn.m):= E(s~Plexp[ -itH~)](n.m)l) . 

Proposition 9.23: a(n. m) ~ limL_ oo adn. m). 

Remark. By Proposition 9.23 and Theorems 9.21 and 9.22. we can conclude that 
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Hw has pu~e point spectrum with exponentially localized eigenfunctions if we 
have an estImate . 

aL(n,m) ~ Ce- D1ftl for m = 0 and m = 1 

uniformly in L. 

Proof. H~' converges strongly to Hw (with the understanding that H~'(n, m) = 0 
for Inl > Lor Iml > L). Hence, 

exp[ - itH~'] (n, m) -+ exp( - itHw)(n, m) 

(cf. Reed and Simon I, VIII.20 [292]), and thus by Fatou's lemma 

IE (s~p lexp( -itHw)(n,m)l) ~ lim IE (s~p lexp[ -itH~'](n,m)I). 0 

We denote by {E~·t} the eigenvalues of H~' in increasing order. cp; .• denotes 
"the" normalized eigenfunction corresponding to E~·t. 

Finally, we define for any (Borel) set A c IR: 

pdn, m, A) := IE ( ~ I cp;.t(n)11 cp;.t(m)I XA(E~.t») . (9.29) 

Note that the sum over k goes only over 2L + 1 terms since H! is a (2L + I) x 
(2L + 1 )-matrix. 

It is immediately clear that 

aL(n, m) ~ pdn, m,lR) , since 

exp( - itH!)(n, m) = L exp( - itE~·t)cp;.t(n)cp;·t(m) . 
t 

Note that PL(n,m,lR) = pdn,m, [-M, M]) for M large enough since the opera
tors Hw are uniformly bounded. 

Theorem 9.24 (Kunz-Souillard). Suppose the Vw(n) are independent random 
variables with a common distribution r(x) dx. If r E L <D and r has compact 
Support, then 

Hwu(n) = u(n + 1) + u(n - I) + Vw(n)u(n) 

~as pure point spectrum (P-a.s.). The eigenfunctions of Hw are P-a.s. exponen
tIally localized. 

Remark. The above theorem was conjectured by theoretical physicists since the 
early sixties. A continuous analog, where the potential V",(x) is a rather compli
cated diffusion process, was proven by Goldsheid, Molchanov and Pastur [138], 
and Molchanov [248] (see also Carmona [59]). The above theorem is due to Kunz 
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and Souillard [221]. De/yon Kunz and Souillard [81] simplified this proof and 
extended the theorem to other types of disorder. We mainly follow their proof. 
Their proof has some elements in common with an earlier approach of Wegner 
[365]. 

Proof. We will give a uniform (in L) estimate on PL(n. m) := PL(n, m, ~) of the form 

PL(n,m) ~ Ce-D1II1 m = 0, 1 . (9.30) 

This implies the theorem by Proposition 9.23 and Theorems 9.21 and 9.22. 
The proof of (9.30) is broken into three steps. First, we rewrite pdn, m) as a 

multiple product of integral operators To and TI . This will be done by changing 
variables from V( - L) • ... , VeL) to ;., X-L, ... , X-I' X I' .... XL where ;. is the 
eigenvalue and the Xi are simple expressions in terms ofthe eigenfunctions. Note 
that the expectation IE in (9.29) is nothing but an integral in the variables V(k): 
Ikl ~ L. 

In the second step (proposition 9.25), we explore some properties of the 
operators To, TI . This investigation allows us to estimate PL in the last step. 

We start with 

pdn,m) = PL(n,m,~) 

2L+I L 

= f L Icpf·l:(n)llcpf·l:(m)1 n r(V(n»d 2L+I f , 
1:=0 II=-L 

where f = (V( - L), ... , V(L» and the qJ~.1: denote the eigenfunctions for the 
potential f. For definiteness. we now assume m = 0, n > O. The other cases 
are similar. After interchanging sum and integrals, we change variables from 
{V(n)}~=-L to {X-L'"'' X_I,A.,X I , ... , xd where 

A.:= E~·I: , 

qJ~·I:(m - I) 
X '= for m > 0 ,and 

m • cpf.l:(m) 

qJ~·I:(m + I) 
Xm := ~.I:(m) for m < 0 . 

(9.3Ia) 

(9.31 b) 

(9.3Ic) 

The Schrodinger equation u(n + I) + u(n - 1) + V(n)u(n) = Eu(n) then yields 

I A. - X';;~I - Xm • m > 0 
V(m) = 1 A. - Xli - x=:. m = 0 

A. - X';;~I - X m , m < 0 

(9.32) 

with the understanding that xL!1 = x=i-I = O. Equation (9.32) allows us to 
compute the Jacobian J with respect to the change of variables Y 1-+ (,!, ;.). It is 
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straightforward to see that 

detJ = I + xi2{l + xl2[1 + ... x;:-:t(l + X;:-2) ... ]} 

+ x=f{l + x=Ul + ... x=l+t(l + x=D···]} 

= cpi· t (O)-2 , 

where we used that cpi· t is normalized. Moreover, 

IlPt·k(Ow t Icpf·t(n)1 = Ixi t . xl t ..... x;t I 

Hence. 
L 

J ICPi·t(O)llcpf·t(n)1 
:rt. n " l 

n r(V(n))d 2L +I f 
n=-L 

J d" J I -I -I. . -11[n (1 -I )] (1 -I -I) = I. XI X2 ... Xn r,.-xIII+l-XIII 'rA-X I -X_I 
Eo R2L 111>0 

where Eo = [-2 - IlVllx,2 + IlVllx] and II VII x = sup{I).I;).Esuppr}. The 
possible eigenvalues that occur always lie in this range, so we can restrict the ). 
integration to this region. 

Now we fix I. for awhile and consider 

pdO, n; I.) = f ri IX;II [ n rO· - X;~I - XIII)] 
i=1 111>0 

x [ fl rO. - X;~I - XIII)}O. -x i l - x=Dd 2L,! . 

111<0 

We introduce the integral operators To, TI by 

Tof(x) := J rO· - X - y-I )f(y) dy , 

Tt/(x) := J rO. - X - y-I) Iyl-I fey) dy . 

(9.33) 

(9.34a) 

(9.34b) 

Set IP(X):= r(A. - x) and Uof(x):= lxi-I f(x- I ). Note that Uo is a unitary 
operator on U(IR). From these definitions and (9.33), we see that 

pdO,n,I.) = J Tlcp(xil)jxt!-I Tin-I ToL-ncp(XI)dxl 
R 

= (Tin-I ToL-ncp, UTlcp) . (9.35) 

Observe that both To and TI depend on the parameter I .. We now investigate 
To == ToO.) and TI = TI p.). 
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Proposition 9.25: 

(a) II Toflll :5; II fill 
(b) II Tofll2 = II To (A.)f 112 :5; C II fill uniformly in A. 
(c) II T.J II 2 :5; IIfII2 
(d) T12 is a compact operator 
(e) II T12f112 :5; q II f112 with a q < I uniformly in A. . 

Before demonstrating Proposition 9.25, we show how this proposition yields 
the exponential estimate of p(O, n, A.). 

Proof of Theorem 9.24 (continued). We note that IIcplil = l. From (9.35) and the 
unitarity of U, we see 

pdO,n,A.):5; 111OLcpIl2I1Tt"-1 ToL-ncpll2 

:5; II To IIL'.L2 '11 Tl-11ILI.LI '11 Tln- l II L2.L211 To IIL',L2'1I Tl-n+1I1L',L' 

:5; C2I1Tt"-1IlL2.L2:5; c2q(n-2)/2 = cexp ( -~nllnql) . 

Hence, pdO, n, A.) decays exponentially in n. Moreover, Proposition 9.25 gives 
uniformity in A. on compact sets. This finishes the proof of Theorem 9.24, since 
Eo is bounded. 0 

Proof (Proposition 9.25): 

(a) II Tofll 1 :5; JJr(A. - x - y-l)lf(y)ldydx = Jr(x)dxJlf(y)ldy = Ilflll 
(b) II Tofll ~ :5; II rCA. - x - y-l) If(y)1 dy· J rCA. - x - Z-l) 'If(z)1 dz dx 

:5; IIrllCX)'lIrlll'lIfII~ 
(c) Defining Kf(x):= J rCA. - x + y)f(y)dy = rA. f(x) where rA(x) = rCA. - x) 

and Of (x) := Ixl- l f( - X-I), we can write Tl as Tl = K 0, so 

IIT.J1I2 = IIKOfll2 = IIr. Ofll2:5; IIrll l 'IIOfll2 = IIrll l 'lIfII2 . 

(d) Let F denote the Fourier transformation. We set I<. := FKF-l and 0:= 
FOF-l. Since O-and hence O-is unitary, we have to show that 1<.01<. is 
compact. Since K is a convolution operator, we have I<./(p) = PA(p)/(p) where 
PA(p) = J exp( -ixp)rA(x)dx. Formally we have 

O/(k) = J a(k,p)/(p)dp with 

If' -1 dx a(k, p) = 27t exp[ -I(kx + px )] ~ . 

However, the integral is not absolutely convergent, so a(k, p) requires a careful 
interpretation: Let gl be a Co·function which is I near 0, g2:= I - gl' Set 
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v;cp(x) := 9i(X)Oq>(x). Then Oq> = U t q> + U2q>. Define furthermore 

If' - 9'(X) o;(k,p)=21t exp[-I(kx+px t)]tr- dx . 

For fixed p, a2(k, p) is the Fourier transform of fp := (21tfl 
exp( - ipx-1) Ixl- 1 92(X), which is an U-function whose L 2-norm is independent 
of p. Hence, 

sup fla2(k,p)12dk < 00 • 
p 

Moreover, for fixed k 

f 
. -1 91(X) 

exp[ -I(kx + px )]~dx 
Ixl>(1/n) 

f 
. -1 91(x-1)d 

= exp[ -I(kx + pX)] Ixl X, 
IXI<n 

(9.36a) 

which is convergent in the U-sense to the Fourier transform ofthe L2-function 

( 'k _1)9t(X-1) 
exp -I x Ixl 

Hence, 

(9.36b) 

Define Ai by (Aiq>)(k) = J ai(k,p)q>(p)dp. Now we show 01 = AI' We will handle 
freely integrals-such as J exp( -ikx)f(x)dx for feL2-that exist only in an 
U-sense. The reader can easily verify those manipulations. We have 

4 f . 91(X) -(Utq» (k) = exp(-Ikx)--q>(-X l)dx 
Ixl 

f . -1 9.(X-1 ) 
= exp( -Ikx ) Ixl q>( -x)dx 

If . -t 91 (X-1)f . 
= 21t exp( -Ikx ) Ixl exp( -lxp)f1J(p)dpdx 

I If . - 9t(X-1) 
=21t exp[-I(kx 1 +xp)] Ixl dxf1J(p)dp 
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= -21 ffexp[ -i(kx + PX-I)]gl(X) dxc1J(p)dp 
n Ixl 

= J a l (k,p)c1J(p) dp . 

Thus, 01 = A I' The proof of O2 = A2 is similar (and even simplier). Therefore, 
(K 0 K) - has an integral kernel b(k, p) = r;,(k)a l (k, p)r;,(p) + r;,(k)a2(k, p)r;,(p) 
since rE LI n VCJ and hence rE L2, we have rE L2 n L'L, so 

+ IIrlloosuplla2(k,p)IIL2(clt.llrIl 2 · 
p 

Thus, (K 0 K) - is Hilbert Schmidt and consequently TI2 is compact. 
(e) Since I TI21 is positive and compact, II T/ II is an eigenvalue of I T121. Since 

I r;,(k) I < 1 for k :#: 0, we have II Ttf II < II!II for any fEU. Therefore, 1 is not an 
eigenvalue for I Tn So II TI211 < l. Moreover, since r;,(k) = exp( - i;.k)ro(k), the 
norm II TI211 is independent of A.. 0 

By a refinement of the methods of the above proof, one can prove the 
following results: 

Theorem 9.26 (Delyon, Kunz and Souillard [81]). Suppose that V",(n) satisfies 
the assumptions of Theorem 9.24. Let Vo(n) be a bounded function on 7L. Then 

H", := Ho + Vo + V", 

has P-a.s. dense point spectrum with exponentially decaying eigenfunctions, and 
possibly in addition, isolated eigenvalues. 

Theorem 9.27 (Simon [333]). Suppose V",(n) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 
9.24. Let a" be a sequence with la,,1 ~ Clnl- I/2+6 and set W",(n):= a"V",(n). Then 

H", := Ho + W",(n) 

has only dense point spectrum. 

Remark. (I) Observe that the potentials Vo + V", and W", are not stationary. So, 
the corresponding H", will have a random spectrum in general. The proofs of 
these theorems can be found in [81] and [333] respectively. 

(2) More recently, De/yon, Simon and Souillard [84] and De/yon [80] have 
studied the operators of Theorem 9.27, but with different a". Ifla,,1 ~ C!nl- 1/2 - 6, 

then H", has no point spectrum [84], and if a" - ;.n- 1/2 with ;. small, the operator 
has some singular continuous spectrum [80]! 
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In the above proof, the assumption that the distribution Po of V(O) has a 
density rO.) was necessary. For example, if V(O) = 0 with probability p, and 
VIOl = 1 with probability 1 - p, the above proof does not apply but a recent 
paper of R. Carmona, A. Klein and F. Martinelli shows there is also only point 
spectrum in this case. 

We now survey brieRy some further results on random potentials. 
Brossard [56] proves pure point spectrum (in the continuous case) for certain 

potentials of the form V",(x) = Vo(x) + W",(x), x e 1R1; where Vo is a periodic 
potential and W", is a certain random one. 

Carmona [60] considers random, but not stationary, potentials (continuous 
case). For example, suppose V~Il(x), xelR t is a random potential such that 
_(d2jdx2) + V~1l has pure point spectrum, and suppose VI2l(x) is periodic. 
Consider 

{ V~Il(X) for x ~ 0 
V,.,(x) = V(2)(X) for x > 0 . 

Carmona [60] proves that 

There has been large interest in operators with constant electric field and 
stochastic potential. Suppose q" are i.i.d. random variables, f a C2-function with 
support in (-t, t) and f ~ 0, (f =1= 0). 

d2 \' 
Hca = - dx2 + Fx + ~ q,,(w)f(x - n) . 

"eZ 

We have seen, using Mourre-estimates, that the spectrum of H", is absolutely 
continuous if F "# 0 (see Chap. 4 and [45]). Bentose/a et al. prove that for F = 0, 
the operator H", has a.s. pure point spectrum (with exponentially decaying 
eigenfunctions) provided the distribution Po of qo has continuous density with 
compact support. 

If f is the t5-function, then H", has a.s. pure point spectrum even for F "# 0, 
but I FI small. However, in this case the eigenfunctions are only polynomially 
localized (but they are exponentially localized for F = 0). For IFI large, the 
Spectrum of H", is continuous (De/yon, Simon and Souillard [84]). 
. For the case v > 1, much less is known than for v = 1. The physicists' belief 
IS that the nature of the spectrum depends on the magnitude of disorder. For 
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small disorder. one expects that the spectrum is pure point at the boundaries of 
the spectrum. while it should be continuous (absolutely continuous?) away from 
the boundary. at least if v ~ 3. Those values where the nature of the spectrum 
changes are called mobility edges. If the disorder is increased. the continuous 
spectrum is supposed to shrink in favor of the pure point one. Finally. at a certain 
degree of disorder. the spectrum should become a pure point one. 

Recently. Frohlich and Spencer [119] proved that for the multidimensional 
Anderson model (with absolutely continuous distribution Po). the kernel 
G(E + ie;O.n) of the resolvent [H", - (E + ie)]-l decays P-a.s. exponentially in 
n uniformly as e ~ O. provided that either E ~ ± 00 (this corresponds to the 
boundary of the spectrum) or the disorder is large enough. 

Martinelli and Scoppola [239] observed that the estimates of Frohlich and 
Spencer [119] actually suffice to prove the absence of absolutely continuous 
spectrum for lEI large or for large disorder. Corresponding results for a con
tinuous model are contained in Martinelli and Holden [167]. Frohlich. Martinelli, 
Scoppola and Spencer [118] have proven that in the same regime. H", has only 
pure point spectrum. and Goldsheid [137] has announced a similar result. 

New insight on localized has come from work of Kotani [217. 218], Delyon, 
Levy and Souillard [82. 83]. Simon and Wolf [345] and Simon [343] which has 
its roots in the work of Carmona [60]. The key remark is that the spectral measure 
averaged over variations of the potential in a bounded region is absolutely 
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. so the sets of measure zero where 
the Osceledec theorem fails are with probability I irrelevant. In any event, the 
reader should be aware that the state of our understanding of localization was 
changing rapidly as this book was being completed. 

Kunz and Souillard [222] have studied the case of random potentials on the 
Bethe lattice. 

For additional information, see [347]. 



10. Almost Periodic Jacobi Matrices 

This chapter deals with almost periodic Hamiltonians. Those operators have 
much in common with random Hamiltonians; consequently, Chaps. 9 and 10 are 
intimately connected. Almost periodic Jacobi matrices, as well as their contin
uous counterparts, have been the subject of intensive research in the last years. 
They show surprising phenomena such as singular continuous spectrum, pure 
point spectrum and absolutely continuous spectrum that is nowhere dense! 

Despite much effort, almost periodic Hamiltonians are not well understood. 
Virtually all the really interesting results concern a small class of examples. 

10.1 Almost Periodic Sequences and Some General Results 

We consider the space I"" of bounded (real-valued) sequences {c(n)}"EZ" For 
eEl x, we define CIII to be the sequence {c(n - m) }"E Z" A sequence c is called 
almost periodic if the set 0 0 = {cllllmeZ'} has a compact closure in I"". The 
closure of 0 0 is called the hull of c. 

A convenient way to construct examples goes as follows: Take a continuous 
periodic function F: IR -. IR with period 1. We can think of F as a function on 
the torus lr = {exp(2nix)lxe[0, I)}, i.e. F(x) = F(exp(2nix)). Now choose a real 
number 2 and define F(~I(n) := F(rxn). F(~I as a function on Z will not be periodic 
if :x ¢ Q. It is, however, an almost periodic sequence. To see this, define F(~I.9(n) := 
F(:xn + 0). For rx fixed, S:= {F(21.9}9E(0.21r) is a continuous image of the circle, 
and is thus compact. The translates of F(~I lie in S, so their closure is compact. In 
fact. if 2 is irrational, S is precisely the hull of F'~I. 

Similarly, if F is a continuous periodic function on IRd, then for 2 e IRd, 
p"(n) := F(n2) defines an almost periodic sequence on Z. 

Let us define lrd-the d-dimensional torus-to be the set {(exp(2nix l ), ... , 
exp(2nixd ))l(x I' ... , xd)e [0, I]d}, i.e. lrd is [0, I]d with opposite surface identified. 
W~ say that (c l , ... ,c,,)are independent over the rationals Q, if, for Ii e Q: LliCi = 
o Implies that Ii = ° for all i. If (1, rx l , rx2' ... ,rxd) are independent over the 
rationals. then the set {[exp(2nirxln),exp(2nirx2n), ... , exp(2ni2dn)]lneZ} is 
dense in lrd. From this it is not difficult to see that the hull OF'" of F(21 (F 
~Ontinuous periodic) is given by {F(2n + 0)10 e [0, 2n]d} ~ lrd, if (1,2, ... , rxd) are 
independent over the rationals. 
, Now let C be an arbitrary, almost periodic sequence on Z'. On 0 0 = 
,('",1m E Z'} we define an operation 0 by: CIII 0 C III- := C",+",-. By density of 0 0 in the 
hulI Q, this operation can be extended to Q in a unique way_ The operation 0 
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makes Q a compact topological group. It is well known that any compact 
topological group Q carries a unique Baire measure Jl. which satisfies 

ff(gg')dJl(g') = ff(g')dJl(g') 

and Jl(Q) = l. This invariant measure is called the Haar measure (see [260] or 
[292] for details). We may (and will) look upon Q. P as a probability space. We 
define. for f e Q: T"f = fn. The invariance property of the Haar measure Jl tells 
us that 

Jl(T"A) = Jl(A) . 

Thus. the T" are measure-preserving transformations. It is not difficult to see that 
any set A with T"A = A for all A has Haar measure 0 or l. Indeed, for such an 
A, ji(B) = fB 114 dJl would define another Haar measure on Q. But up to a 
constant, the Haar measure is unique. Hence {T,,} are ergodic. We may therefore 
apply Theorems 9.2 and 9.4 to almost periodic Jacobi matrices, i.e. to operators 
H of the form H = Ho + V where Ho is the discretized Laplacian and V is an 
almost periodic sequence. 

Proposition 10.1. Suppose V is an almost periodic sequence. 

(i) For all W in the hull Q of V, the spectrum (1(Ho + W) is the same. The 
discrete spectrum is empty. 

(ii) There is a subset {j of Q of full Haar measure, such that for all We {j the 
pure point spectrum (singular continuous. absolutely continuous spectrum) is 
the same. 

That (i) is true for all W rather than merely for a set of measure I comes from 
an easy approximation argument. This argument is not applicable to (ii) since 
the absolutely continuous spectrum, etc. may change discontinuously under a 
perturbation. 

The above consideration emphasizes some similarity between stochastic and 
almost periodic Jacobi matrices. However, to get deeper results, more specific 
methods are required. 

Most ofthe rest of this chapter deals with examples ofthe type F(2)(n) = F(~n) 
for a periodic function.F (with period I). The spectral properties of H = Ho + 
;.F(2) depend on the coupling constant ;,., and on "Diophantine" properties of ~ 
(an observation of Sarnak [306]). More precisely. (suppose v = I) if ex is rational, 
F(2) is periodic and we have only absolutely continuous spectrum. If ex is irrational 
but "extremely well approximated" by rational numbers. then H = Ho + ;.F(2) 
has a tendency to singular continuous spectrum for large ;. (see Sect. 10.2), while 
for "typical" irrational IX and ;. large. the operator should have pure point 
spectrum (Sect. 10.3). This picture has not been generally proven, but rather for 
specific examples. We will see such examples below. It is even less well understood 
what happens in the range between "extremely well approximated" by rationals 
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and "typical" IX, and for small ) .. Moreover, the spectrum has a tendency to be a 
Cantor set, that is, a closed set without isolated points, but with empty interior. 
We wiII discuss this phenomenon in Sect. 10.4. 

We wiII be able to discuss only a few aspects of the theory in this chapter. 
Our main goal is to show the flavor and the richness of the field. For further 
reading, we recommend the survey [335] which has some more material. The 
reader wiIl, however, realize that some results discussed here were found after 
the writing of [335], which shows the rapid development of the subject. 

10.2 The Almost Mathieu Equation and the Occurrence 
of Singular Continuous Spectrum 

In what follows, we wiII examine the following one-dimensional example of an 
almost periodic potential: 

K 

Vo(n) = L at cos [21tk(lXn + 0)] (10.1) 
t=1 

with 0 E [0, 1] ::: the hull of Vo. 
For the case k = 1, the corresponding (discretized) Schrodinger equation is 

called the "almost Mathieu equation." It is actually the almost Mathieu equation 
that we wiII investigate in detail. 

Our first theorem in this section is due to Herman [162], and provides an 
estimate of the Lyaponov exponent y of (10.1) from below. 

Theorem 10.2 (Herman). If IX ~ Q, then the Lyaponov exponent y corresponding 
to ( 10.1) satisfies 

j'(E) ~ InCa;l) . 

Remarks (1) By Theorem 9.13, we conclude that H9 := Ho + Vo for almost all 0 
has no absolutely continuous spectrum if IX is irrational and laKI > 2. 

(2) Prior to Herman, another proof of the case K = 1 was given by Andre 
and Aubry [15] (with points of rigor clarified by Avron and Simon [30]). 

Proof For notational convenience, we suppose K = 1, i.e. 

Vo(n) = acos21t(lXn + 0) 
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where we set z := exp(21tiO). For a fixed value E the transfer matrices (see (9.16) 
ct>dz) are given by 

We define 
L 

Fdz) := zLct>dz) = n zAn(z) . 
n=1 

The matrix-valued function FL(z) is obviously analytic in the whole complex 
plane, and furthermore satisfies 

for all z of the form exp(iO). Since Fdz) is analytic, the function In II F(z) II is 
subharmonic (see e.g. Katznelson [199] 111.3.2), thus 

2~ r InllFdei6 )1I dO ~ In IlFdO) II = LlnC~I) . (10.2) 
o 

Because of IX ~ ill, the flow tn(O) = (0 + IXn) mod 1 is ergodic (see Sect. 10.1); hence 
the subadditive ergodic theorem [200] tells us that for almost all 0 

2_ 

Y = lim -L1 Inllct>dei6 )11 = lim.!.. f In II ct>dei6 ) II dO 
L-oo L-oo L 21t o 

Therefore, we obtain the bound 

( Ia l) y~ln T 

because of (10.2). 0 

The next theorem will enable us to exclude also point spectrum for H6 for 
special values of IX. For those values, H6 has neither point spectrum nor abso
lutely continuous spectrum; consequently, the spectrum of H6 is purely singular 
continuous! 

The theorem we use to exclude eigenvalues is due to Gordon [139]. It 
holds-with obvious modifications-in the continuous case [i.e. on L2(1R)] as 
well (for this case, see Simon [335]). 
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Theorem 10.3 (Gordon). Let V(n) and V ... (n) for meN be bounded sequences on 
1L (i.e. neZ). Furthermore, let 

(i) V", be periodic, with period T ... - 00. 

(ii) suP ... ",! V ... (n)! < 00. 

(iii) SUPlnls2T,J V ... (n) - V(n)! ~ m- Ton• 

Then any solution u ;;/; 0 of 

Hu = (Ho + V)u = Eu 

satisfies 

_._ u(n + 1)2 + u(n)2 I 
hm 2 2 ~ -4 . 
1.I~x u( I) + u(O) 

Remark. The assumptions of the theorem roughly require that the potential V is 
extremely well approximated by periodic potentials. The conclusion, in particu
lar. implies that H = Ho + V does not have (12-) eigenfunction, i.e. the point 
spectrum of H is empty. 

Before we give a proof of Gordon's theorem, we apply the theorem to the 
almost Mathieu equation. We first need the definition: 

Definition. A number IX e IR\ III is called a Liouville number if, for any keN, there 
exist Pt. qt eN such that 

Thus. a Liouville number is an irrational number that is extremely well approxi
mated by rational ones. The set of LiouviIle numbers is small from an analyst's 
point of view: It has Lebesgue measure zero. However, from a topologist's point 
of view. it is rather big: It is a dense G,,-set. (Recall that F is a G,,-set if it is a 
countable intersection of open sets.) 

Theorem 10.4 (Avron and Simon [30]). It IX is a Liouville number,!).! > 2 and 

Vo(n) := ). cos [21t(lXn + 0)) , 

then Ho = Ho + Vo has purely singular continuous spectrum for almost all O. 

Proof. By Theorem 10.2, we know that He does not have absolutely continuous 
spectrum for a.e. O. Assume that IX is well approximated by Pt/qt in the sense of 
the above Definition. By choosing a subsequence Pt·/qt' of pJqt. we may assume 

IIX - Pt'l < q;'! k-q• • 
qt' 
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We set 

J'l(n) := ). cos[ 21t (::: n + () ) ] . 

Then 1"t = q., is a period for J'l. 
We estimate: 

sup I J'l(n) - V(n)1 = sup I cos (21t P.' n) - cos(21tixn) I 
Inl S Zq., Inl S Zq. q., 

~ sup 21tlnllp·, - ocl 
IIIISZq., q., 

~ 41tk- T •• 

Thus, V satisfies the assumptions of Gordon's theorem. 0 

Now we tum to the proof of Gordon's theorem. We start with an elementary 
lemma: 

Lemma. Let A be an invertible 2 x 2 matrix, and x a vector of norm I. Then 

Proof The matrix A obeys its characteristic equation 

alA z + azA + a3 = 0 . 

We may assume that al = I for some i E {I, 2. 3} and lall ~ I for allj :F i. 

(10.3) 

Let us suppose az = I and that lall.la31 ~ I, the other cases are similar. Then 
(10.3) gives 

Since x has norm one and lall, la31 ~ I, it follows that IIAxil ~! or IIA- l xII ~ 
!. 0 

Proof of Theorem 10.3. Let II be the solution of(Ho + V)II = Ell with a particular 
initial condition. Let II", be the solution of (Ho + V",)II = Ell with the same initial 
condition. Define 

and 

_ (E - V(n) -I) AIm) = (E - V",(n) 
An - + 1 0' n + I 

-1) o . 
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Then 

sup IliP ... (n) - iP(n)1I 
Inl $ 2T '" 

Thus, 

< sup IIA A "'A - A("'IAlml "'Almlllll(U(l))11 - n n-I 1 n n-I 1 U(O) Inl$2T ... 

::5 sup InleClnlm-T", = 2T ... e2CT"'m- T", • 

Inl$ 2T '" 

max lIiP(aTm) - iP ... (aT ... )1I -+ 0 as m -+ 00 . 
a= ±1. ±2 

By the above lemma, we have 

max IliPm(aTm)1I ~ tlliP ... (O)1I = t(lu(OW + lu(I)12)1/2 
a=±1. ±2 

Thus 

10.3 Pure Point Spectrum and the Maryland Model 

We now turn to an almost periodic (discretized) Schrodinger operator that, to a 
certain extent, admits an explicit solution. We call this operator the Maryland 
model, after the place of its creation by Grempel, Prange and Fishman at the 
University of Maryland. The potential in this model is given by 

V(n) = v",o.,\(n):= ;. tan[n(a' n) + 0] (10.4) 

for neZ'. Here a = (a 1 , ... ,a,)eZ', a'n denotes the scalar product, and Oe 
[0,271]. To have V(n) finite for all n e Z" we require 0 =F n(a' n) + n/2 mod n. 
Then, V(n) will be unbounded (unless all components of a are rational). Therefore 
V is not an almost periodic function in the sense of Sect. 10.1. We will think of 
Vas a "singular almost periodic function." Since Ho is a bounded operator, there 
is no difficulty to define H = Ho + V properly. 

Recently the potential (10.4) was studied extensively by Fishman, Grempel 
and Prange [111,112], Grempel, Fishman and Prange [142], Prange, Grempel 
and Fishman [288], Figotin and Pastur [110,272] and Simon [338,340]. We 
note that Figotin and Pastur even obtain an explicit formula for the Green's 
function. 

There is an explicit expression for the density of states k,\(E) of H. It is not 
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difficult to compute ko(E), i.e. the density of states for Ho. In momentum space, 
Ho is nothing but multiplication by t,6(k) = 2Li=. cos kj ; hence, its spectral resolu
tion ~-oo.E. is multiplication by X(-oo.E.(t,6(k)). Using this and the definition of the 
density of states, one learns 

ko(E) = (2~).I{kE[0,21t]"It,6(k) < E}I , (10.5) 

where 1·1 denotes the Lebesgue measure. 
Let us now give the explicit expression for k .. : 

Theorem 10.5. Suppose that {I,IX., ... , IX.} are independent over the rationals. 
Then 

(10.6) 

Corollary. Suppose v = l. Then the Lyaponov exponent y .. (E) of Ho + 
). tan(1tlXn + 0), IX fI ill is given by 

If)' " 
y .. (E) =;- (E _ E')2 + ).2 yo(E )dE , (10.6') 

where yo(E) is the Lyaponov exponent of Ho. 

Remarks. (I) As long as (1,IX., ... , IX.) are independent over the rationals, k .. (E) 
[and for v = I: y .. (E)] is independent of IX, O. 

(2) p,\(x) := 1/1t()./(x2 + ).2)) is the density of a probability measure known as 
the Cauchy-distribution or the Lorentz-distribution among probabilists and 
theoretical physicists respectively. Equation (10.6) tells us that k .. (E) is just the 
convolution p .. * ko(E). From this, we see that k .. is a strictly monotone function 
in E from (-00, +00) onto (0, I). Thus, (1(H) = suppk .. (dE) = (-00, 00)().:F= 0). 

(3) For v = I, y .. (E) is strictly positive since yo(E') is positive outside the 
spectrum of Ho. Thus, H has no absolutely continuous spectrum (for v = I). 

Proof of the Corollary. The Thouless formula (see Chap. 9) tells us that y .. (E) is 
the convolution of f(E) = In(E) with dk,\(E)/dE. Thus, 

dk,\ dko 
y,\=f* dE =f*p,\* dE =P,\*Yo· 0 

To prove the theorem, we will make use of the following lemma: 

Lemma. Fix arbitrary reals IX., ... , IX. and positive numbers 1/1., ... , 1/1. with 
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k 2 .. 

Let ((J(O):= L I/IJtan(lXj + 0). Then ~ f eil l/l(9I dO = e- III • 
271 

~I 0 

The proof of the lemma is left to the reader as an exercise in complex 
integration (for a proof see Simon [338]). 

Proof of Theorem 10.5. We prove that the Fourier transform k).(t) of k). is 
given by exp( - AI tl)ko(t) which implies the theorem. 

The operators Ho + V restricted to a finite box are just finite matrices. Thus, 
we have (for the restricted matrices) 

I 

exp[it(Ho + V) = exp(itV) + if exp[is(Ho + V)]Hoexp[i(t - s)V]ds . 
o 

Iterating this formula, we obtain a series 

exp[it(Ho + V) 
I 

= exp(itV) + if exp(is l V)Hoexp[i(t - sdV]ds 
o 

I " 

+ i2 f f exp(is2 V)Ho exp[i(S2 - sd V]Ho exp[i(t - sd V] dS2 ds l , 

o 0 

which is easily seen to be convergent. 
Taking expectation of the matrix element exp[it(Ho + V)](n,m), we see that 

exp[it(Ho + V)] is a series of integrals of the type evaluated in the lemma. 
Therefore, 

Remark. The argument shows that k).(e) is the density of states for a large variety 
of models; for example, in the Anderson model with a potential distribution p).. 
This model is known as the Lloyd model, after work of Lloyd [235], who com
puted k;. in this model. Grempel, Fishman and Prange [142] obtained Theorem 
10.5 for their model by rather different means. Our prooffollows Simon [340], 
Who investigated the question of why the two models had the same k(e). 

We suppose from now on that (I,IX I , ••• , IX.) are independent over Q. While 
the density of states k;.(E) of Ho + ). ~.9 does not depend on IX, the spectral 
properties do, at least in dimension v = l. We saw already that no absolutely 
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continuous spectrum occurs. If IX is a Liouville number, one can apply Gordon's 
theorem to prove that no (F-) eigenfunctions of H •. o.;. = Ho + ;.J<..II occur, thus 
showing that the spectrum is singular continuous in this case. We show now 
(even in higher dimension) that pure point spectrum occurs for certain other 
choices of IX. 

To prove that HII.II.;. has pure point spectrum for certain values of IX, we will 
transform the eigenvalue equation in a number of steps. Finally, we will arrive 
at an equation that will make the dependence of the solution on IX rather explicit, 
or more precisely, a sequence !/In that determines the solution of our eigenvalue 
equation will be given by 

where (n is a known sequence exponentially decaying in Inl. To prevent !/In from 
blowing up, the denominator must approach zero more slowly than (n' This is 
a typical small divisor problem. Indeed, methods to overcome those problems 
(KAM-methods) dominate many proofs concerning almost periodic operators. 
In our case, it is natural to demand the following condition on IX. 

Definition. We say that IX has typical Diophantine properties ifthere exist constants 
C, k > 0 such that . 

I. I (. )-./2 .L mjlXj - n ~ C .L mr 
.=1 .=1 

(10.7) 

holds for all n, m l , ... , m.EZ. 
As the name suggests, {IXIIX has typical Diophantine properties} has a comple

ment of Lebesgue measure zero in IR·. We will show 

Theorem 10.6. If IX has typical Diophantine properties, then HII.o.i. has pure point 
spectrum for all ). > 0 and all O. Moreover, the eigenvalues are precisely the 
solutions of 

k;.(E) = (lX.m +! -~) , 
2 1t f 

where (x)f means the fractional part of x, and m runs through Z·. All eigenfunc
tions decay exponentially. 

Theorem 2.9 and 2.10 in Chap. 2 tell us to seek polynomially bounded 
solutions u of 

;'-1 (E - Ho)u(n) = tan [1t(iX . n) + O]u(n) . (10.8) 

Let us introduce the shorthand notations A:= ;.-I(E - Ho) and B:= 
tan [1t(IX • n) + 0]. Then formally, (10.8) implies, for c = (I + iB)u 
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(_~ - iA) c = (1 - iB) c . (10.9) 
(I + iA) (I + iB) 

The advantage of (10.9) lies in the following simple expression of its right
hand side: 

(I - iB) (2 . 2'0) --. - = exp - mom - 1 • 
(I + IB) 

Before we continue, we convince ourselves that the above formal calculation can 
be justified. Denote by ~ the space of all polynomially bounded sequences, i.e . 
. ~ = {{u(n)}IIEzollu(n)1 ~ A(I + In!)· for some A, k}. 

Proposition 10.7. If Au = Bu has a solution UE~, then c = (I + iB)uE~ and 

I - iA 1 - iB 
--c=--c 
1 + iA 1 + iB . 

Conversely, if 

1 - iA 1 - iB 
---.-c=--.-c. 
1 + IA 1 + IB 

has a solution c E~, then c is of the form c = (I + iB)u for a u E~, and u solves 
All = Bu. 

Remarks. (I) The above equations are a priori to be read pointwise as relations 
between numbers u(n) rather than as equations in a certain space of sequences. 
The operator (I + iA)-1 is well defined on F(;lY). It has a kernel K(n - m) there 
with K decaying faster than any polynomial, as can be seen by Fourier transform. 
So (I + iA)-1 can be defined on ~ as well as via its kernel K. 

(2) If we consider B as a self-adjoint operator on F(;lY) with domain D(B), 
and A as an everywhere defined bounded operator, then above u E D(B) if 
c E [2(;lY). 

Proof Observe first that both (I + iA) and (1 + iA)-1 map ~ into~. Thus, u E ~ 
and Au = Bu implies c:= (1 + B)u = (I + A)UE~ and 

1- iA 1 - iB 
--c=--c 
1 + iA 1 + iB . 

Suppose now that 

1- iA 1 - iB 
-I ·Ac=-I-·-cforacE.~. 

+1 +IB 

Here u = (I + iB)-l c makes perfectly good sense as a (pointwise) equation 
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between sequences (although we do not know UE~ a priori). Therefore, we 
obtain 

1 - iA 
1 + iA (1 + iB)u = (1 - iB)u , 

thus Au = Bu. This, in turn, implies that 

Now that we know that (10.8) is equivalent to (10.9), we apply a Fourier 
transform to (10.9). Let us define 

/(k):= L !(n)e-1nI: , 
IIEZ 

where / is well defined if L 1!(n)1 < 00. Moreover, for a continuous function cp 
on 11"" = [0,2n]", we define 

l,O(n) := 2~ f cp(k)e1nl:d" k . 
p 

If the sequence! is merely in ~, we define / to be the distribution 

(/. cp) := L!(n)l,O(n) 

for cP E COO (lr"). Here 11"" is the v-dimensional torus. Applying the Fourier trans
form to (10.9), we obtain in the distribution sense 

q(k)e(k) = e- 21ge(k + 2nlX) with 

(k)'= _ 2Li=1 cosk, - E - il 
q. 2Li=lcos k,-E+il' 

(10. lOa) 

(1O.10b) 

Here q(k) is an analytic function of z, = exp(ik,) near Iz,1 = 1, Iq(k)1 = I and q 
does not take the value - 1. Thus, q(k) = exp[ - i,(k)] for a function ,(k) analytic 
in z, = exp(ik,) near Iz,1 = 1 satisfying -n < ,(k) < n. 

Summarizing, we have shown that if the equation (Ho + V)u = Eu has a 
polynomially bounded solution, then 

(10.11) 

has a distributional solution c. 
We will now concentrate on continuous solutions of(IO.11) for a while. Since 

2lXn(mod 2n) is dense in Til, we read ofT from (10.11) that lei is constant. We may 
suppose that Ic(k)1 = 1. Thus, c(k) has the form c(k) = exp[ - im' k - il/l(k)] for 
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a continuous periodic function I/I(k). So (10.11) implies 

I/I(k + 21l1x) - I/I(k) = ,(k) - 28 - 2n(m' IX) + 2nmo 

for suitably chosen mo E Z. 
Applying the Fourier transform to equation (10.12), we get 

(e-2aia'n - I)~n = (n for n :F 0 

eo = 28 + 2n(m . IX) - 2nmo . 

To solve (10. 13b), we observe 

(10.12) 

(10. 13a) 

(1O.13b) 

Proposition 10.8. (0 = 2nkJ.(E) - n, kJ.(E) being the integrated density of states. 

Proof: 

[the formula for o,/oE can be obtained by differentiating (1O.10b)]. On the other 
hand. from (10.6) we know 

ok;. 1 f A, oko 
(1E = -; (y - E)2 + A,2 oE (y)dy . 

From (10.5) we can read off that (ok%E)(y) is 1/(2n)" times the surface measure 
of the surface {kl2Lcoskj = y}. Thus, 

ok;. 1 ( 1 f A, ) 
oE = -; (2n)" (2Lcosk j - E) + A,2 dk 

1 0, 
= 2n oE . 

Therefore the assertion follows from' -+ - n as E -+ - 00 while kJ. -+ O. 0 

Proposition 10.8 tells us that (1O.13b) is equivalent to 

k;.(E) = (lX.m + ~ +~) 
n 2! 

[(x)! is the fractional part of x]. 
Equation (10.13a) is solved, of course, by 

rjJn = (e-2aI2n - I)-I(n . (10.14) 
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Since C is an analytic function. en decays exponentially. Moreover. since tX has 
typical Diophantine properties. we have 

(
• )-'/2 

le- 2"i2n - 11 = 2Isin1ttX·nl ~ C i~ rn; 

This follows from the estimate 

Isinxl ~ ~Ixl 

for Ixl ~ 1t/2. Therefore. tbn decays exponentially. This. in turn. implies that. for 
any solution tb .. of (10. 13a, b). the function r/I(k) = L tbn exp( - ink) is analytic and 
solves (10.12). Thus, we have shown 

Proposition 10.9. The equation 

e-i'{t'c(k) = e-2i9c(k + 21ttX) 

has a continuous solution c if and only if 

ki,(E) = (tX.rn + ~ +!) 
1t 2 I . 

(10.15) 

Any continuous solution c of (10.15) is analytic and of the form c(k) = 
exp[ - ik· rn - ir/l(k)]. and the Fourier coefficients tb .. of r/I decay exponentially. 

Now we show that the above solutions are the only ones of interest: 

Proposition 10.10. Suppose the sequence c is polynomially bounded, and c fulfills 
(10.15); then c is analytic, and c decays exponentially. 

Proof We choose lJo such that 

( 1 lJo) 
ki,(E) = 2 + -; I . 

From our considerations above, it follows that there is an analytic function d(k) 
such that Id(k)1 = 1 and 

d(k + 21ttX) = exp[ - iC(k) + 2ilJ]od(k) . 

Suppose now c is a distributional solution of (10.15). Then 1= c/d is also a 
distribution and satisfies 

I(k + 21ttX) = e2i(9-9o'/(k); hence. 

thus. In = 0 for all but one n. Therefore. I(k) = exp( - inok) for some no. i.e. 
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i(k) = einold(k) ; 

thus, i is analytic and c(n) = d(n + no) decays exponentially. 0 

We now complete the proof of Theorem 10.6: 

Proof (Tlteorem 10.6). Suppose u is a polynomially bounded solution of 

(Ho + ;.v...o)u = Eu . 

Thus c = (1 + iB)u is a polynomially bounded solution of 

1 - iA 1 - iB 
--c=--c. 
1 + iA 1 + iB 

with A = ).-I(E - Ho) and B = tan[21t(a'n) + 0]. 

(10.16) 

We have shown that any polynomially bounded solution of (10.16) is ex
ponentially decaying. Thus, 

u = (I + iB)-t c = (1 - iAflc 

is exponentially decaying. 
From Theorem 2.10 in Chap. 2 we know that the spectral measures are 

supported by S = {EIHu = Eu has a polynomially bounded solution}. Since any 
polynomially bounded solution of Hu = Eu is exponentially decaying, S is a 
countable set; thus, H has pure point spectrum. 0 

Besides various cleverly chosen transformations of the problem, the very 
heart of the proof of Theorem 10.6 is the solution of (1O.13a), i.e. to control the 
behavior of 

r/Jn = (e- 2"i2.n - 1)-I(n . 

This is a typical problem of small divisors. Above we ensured that r/Jn decays 
exponentially by requiring a to have typical Diophantine properties. Virtually 
all proofs for pure point spectrum of almost periodic Hamiltonians rely upon 
handling such small divisor problems. We can only mention some ofthose works: 
Sarnak [306], Craig [68], Bellissard, Lima and Scoppola [40], Poscltel [286]. 
Those authors construct examples of almost periodic Hamiltonians with dense 
point spectrum. They use Kolmogoroff-Arnold-Moser (KAM)-type methods to 
oVercome the small divisor problem. Among their examples are, for any). E [0, 1], 
almost periodic V's so that Ho + V has only dense point spectrum and a(Ho + V) 
has Hausdorff dimension ) .. 

The first use of KAM-methods in the present context was made by Dinaburg 
and Sinai [87]. They proved that absolutely continuous spectrum occurs for 
C~rtain almost periodic Schrodinger operators, and moreover, that certain solu
hons oftheir Schrodinger equation have Floquet-type structure. Their work was 
extended considerably by Russmann [304] and Moser and Poscltel [253]. 
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Bellissard, Lima and Testard [41] applied KAM-ideas to the almost Mathieu 
equation (see Sect. 10.2). They proved, for typical Diophantine (X and small 
coupling constant there is some absolutely continuous spectrum. Moreover, for 
typical Diophantine (X and large coupling they found point spectrum of positive 
Lebesgue measure for almost all values of O. In neither case could they exclude 
additional spectrum of other types. 

10.4 Cantor Sets and Recurrent Absolutely Continuous Spectrum 

General wisdom used to say that Schrodinger operators should have absolutely 
continuous spectrum plus some discrete point spectrum, while singular contin
uous spectrum is a pathology that should not occur in examples with V bounded. 
This general picture was proven to be wrong by Pearson [275,276], who con
structed a potential V such that H = Ho + V has singular continuous spectrum. 
His potential V consists of bumps further and further apart with the height of 
the bumps possibly decreasing. Furthermore, we have seen the occurrence of 
singular continuous spectrum in the innocent-looking almost Mathieu equation 
(Sect. 10.2). 

Another correction to the "general picture" is that point spectrum may be 
dense in some region of the spectrum rather than being a discrete set. We have 
seen this phenomenon in Chap. 9 as well as in Sect. 10.3. Thus, so far we have 
four types of spectra: "thick" point spectrum and singular continuous spectrum, 
which are the types one would put in the waste basket if they did not occur in 
natural examples, and "thin" point spectrum and absolutely continuous spec
trum, the two types that are expected according to the above picture. 

It was Avron and Simon [28] who proposed a further splitting of the abso
lutely continuous spectrum into two parts: The transient a.c. spectrum, which is 
the "expected" one, and the recurrent a.c. spectrum, which is the "surprising" one 
usually coming along with Cantor sets. 

To motivate their analysis, we construct some examples, at the same time 
fixing notations. 

A subset C of the real line is called a Cantor set if it is closed, has no isolated 
points (i.e. is a perfect set), and furthermore, is nowhere dense (i.e. t = C has an 
empty interior). "The" Cantor set is an example for this: Remove from [0, I] the 
middle third. From what remains, remove the middle third in any piece, and so 
on. What finally remains is a- perfect set with empty interior. This set is well 
known to have Lebesgue measure zero. 

The construction of "removing the middle third" can be generalized easily. 
Choose a sequence nJ of real numbers, nJ > I. From So = [0, I] remove the open 
interval of size 1 In 1 about the point t. The new set is called 

SI: SI = [0, I]\(! -_I .! + _I ) = [O.!(I - ~)JU[~(I - ~), IJ . 
2 2n1 2 2n1 2 n1 2 n1 
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Having constructed Sj' a disjoint union of 2j closed intervals of size (lj' remove 
from each of these intervals the open interval of size (ljn;;, about the center of 
the interval. The union of the remaining 2j +' intervals is called S)+I. We define 

00 

5 = 5( {nj} ) = n Sj . 
j=O 

It is not difficult to see that S is a Cantor set (in the above defined sense; see 
Afro/! and Simon [28]). Moreover, since 

the Lebesgue measure of the set S) is given by 

Hence 

00 

151 = n [I - (I/n,)] ,=, 

The infinite product is zero if and only if Lt=, (I/n,) = 00. Thus, the above 
procedure allows us to construct Cantor sets of arbitrary Lebesgue measure ( < I). 
The "middle third" Cantor set, our starting example, has n, = 3 for all k, and 
thus zero Lebesgue measure. It can be used to construct a singular continuous 
measure carried by it (see e.g. Reed and Simon I [292]). 

Suppose now S is a Cantor set with 0 < lSI < 00. Let XS be its characteristic 
function [Xs(x) = I if xeS, and zero otherwise]. Then Ils:= Xs(x)dx defines an 
absolutely continuous measure (with respect to Lebesgue measure). So Ils is an 
absolutely continuous measure with nowhere dense support! 

The idea of A vron and Simon was to single out measures like Ils by looking 
at their Fourier transform. 

It is well known that the Fourier transform F,,(t) = J exp(itx)dll(X) goes to 
zero as It I -+ 00 if Il is an absolutely continuous measure. F,,(t) goes to zero at least 
in the averaged sense that 1/2T gT F,,(t)dt -+ 0 as T -+ 00 if Il is a continuous (a.c. 
or s.c.) measure. We will now distinguish two types of a.c. measures by the fall-off 
of their Fourier transform. We call two measures, Il and v, equivalent if they are 
mutually absolutely continuous, that is to say, there exists functions feL'(Il) 
and ge L'(v) such that dv = f dll and Il = gdv. 

Proposition 10.11. (1) Suppose Il is an absolutely continuous measure supported 
by a Cantor set S, then F,,(t) is not in L '. 

(2) Consider the measure v = X,4 dx where oA has Lebesgue measure zero. 
Then there exists a measure v equivalent to v such that F.(t) = O(t-N ) for all 
NeN. 
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Proof (I) p = f(x)dx for a function f supported by S. Since S is a Cantor set, f 
cannot be continuous. But if Fp(t) = f exp(itx)f(x)dx were in L', then f would 
be continuous. 

(2) There exists a function f E S(IR), the Schwartz functions, with supp f = A 
and f > 0 on the interior A inl of A, such that v := f(x) dx is equivalent to v. Then 
F.(t) = f f(x)exp(itx) dx = O(t-N), which can be seen by integration by parts. 0 

The above considerations motivate the following definition: 

Definition. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a separable Hilbert space H. The 
quantity cp E H is called a transient vector for H if 

(cp,e-rHcp)=O(t- N ) forallNE~. 

The closure of the set of transient vectors is called Hlae (transient absolutely 
continuous subspace). Thus, cp is a transient vector if the spectral P" measure 
associated with cp has rapidly decaying Fourier transform. Proposition 10.11 
would equally well suggest to define cp as a transient vector if the Fourier 
transform of its spectral measure is L'. Fortunately, this leads to the same set 
Hlae · 

Proposition 10.12: 

(i) Hlae is a subspace of H, 
(ii) Hlae C Hac 

~,"=----,:-;--o
(iii) Hlae = {cpIFp• E L' }. 

For a proof, see Avron and Simon [28]. 

Definition. We define Hrae = H~e f"'I Hac. Hrae is called the recurrent absolutely 
continuous subspace. Both Hlae and Hrae are invariant subspaces under H. We 
can therefore define (1lae(H) = (1(HlH.J and (1rae(H) = (1(HlH,.). 

As the reader might expect, the occurrence of (1rae and Cantor sets are 
intimately related: 

Proposition 10.13. Suppose that H has nowhere dense spectrum. Then 
(1lae(H) = ;. 

This is actually a corollary to Proposition 10.11. It is, of course, easy to 
construct operators with (1rae :I: ;. Take H = U(IR) and consider the operator 
TA = XXA(X) where AEB(IR). We have (1(TA) = A. If A is an interval [a.b]. 
(a < b), then the spectrum is purely transient absolutely continuous. There 
are, however. vectors cp with bad behavior of f exp(itx)dp,,(x). For example. 
take cp = Xs, S a Cantor set of positive Lebesgue measure in [a, b]. This shows 
clearly that not all cp E Hlae show fast decay of f exp(itx) dp,,(x), but rather a 
dense subset of cp's does. If A is a Cantor set of positive Lebesgue measure. 
then the spectrum is recurrent absolutely continuous. 

One might think that (1rae is always a nowhere dense set. This is wrong! 
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Arron and Simon [28] constructed a set A such that O',ae(TA) = (- 00, + 00). 

This means, in particular, that (- 00, 00) is the support of an absolutely 
continuous measure dJ,l = f(x)dx, suppf = IR, but dx is not absolutely con
tinuous with respect to dJ,l. 

So far, we worked in a quite abstract setting, and one might think that 
Cantor sets and recurrent absolutely continuous spectrum do not occur for 
schrodinger operators. However, there is some evidence that Cantor sets as 
spectra of one-dimensional almost periodic operators are very common, 
although recurrent absolutely continuous spectrum might be less generic. 

Chulaevsky [64], Moser [252] and Avron and Simon [29] have constructed 
examples of limit periodic potentials whose spectra are Cantor sets. A se
quence {Cn}nel is called limit periodic if it is a uniform limit (i.e. a limit in 100 ) 

of periodic sequences. For example, 

YIn) = .I ajcosC;n) , (10.17) 
}=-CXJ 

for L lajl < 00 is such a sequence. 
We denote by L the space of all limit periodic sequences, and by Lo the 

space of all sequences as in (10.17). Limit periodic sequences are particular 
examples of almost periodic ones as one easily verifies. The definition can be 
carried over to higher dimensions, but we consider only sequences indexed by 
Zl here. 

Land Lo are closed subspaces of the Banach space ICXJ, so that topological 
notions like dense, closed and G6 (countable intersection of open sets) make 
sense. 

Theorem 10.14 (SCAM). 

(i) For a dense G6 in L, the spectrum O'(Ho + V) is a Cantor set. 
(ii) The same is true for a dense G6 in Lo. 

Remark. The name SCAM-theorem is a (linguistic) permutation of initials: 
Arron and Simon [29], Chulaevsky [64] and Moser [252]. Those authors 
actually worked in the continuous case, i.e. with Schrodinger operators on 
U(IR). 

Apron and Simon [29] and Chulaevsky [64] proved-for a perhaps smaller 
set - the occurrence of recurrent absolutely continuous spectrum: 

Theorem 10.15 (Avron and Simon, Chulaevsky). For a dense subset of L, the 
~pectrum O'(Ho + V) is both a Cantor set and absolutely continuous. The same 
IS true for Lo. 

. Notice that the above theorem does not claim that the dense set in question 
IS a G". We do not even believe that this is true. 

We learn from Theorem 10.15 and Proposition 10.13 that the spectrum of 
Ho + V is recurrent absolutely continuous. 
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There is another result by Bellissard-Simon [42] establishing Cantor spec
trum, this time for the almost Mathieu equation: 

Theorem 10.16 (Bellissard-Simon). The set of pair p., (X) for which 
(1(Ho + A. cos(21t(Xn + 0)) is a Cantor set is a dense G" in 1R2. 

The physical significance of the distinction between recurrent and tran
sient absolutely continuous spectrum comes from the intuitive connection of 
the long-time behavior of exp( - itH) and transport phenomena in the almost 
periodic structure. Fast decay of (qJ,exp( - itH)qJ) means that the wave packet 
qJ will spread out rapidly, while slow decay means that it will have anomalous 
long-time behavior. Hence, fast decay of F(t) = J exp( - itx)dJltp for the spec
tral measure Jltp indicates good transport properties of the medium (think of 
electric transport via electrons moving in an imperfect crystal); slow or no 
decay of F(t) indicates bad transport. 

In this respect, recurrent absolutely continuous spectrum behaves much 
more like singular continuous spectrum than like a transient absolutely con
tinuous one. 
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Thus far, we have described the study of Schrodinger operators for their own 
sake. In this chapter and the next, we will discuss some rather striking 
applications of the Schrodinger operators to analysis on manifolds. In a 
remarkable paper, Witten [370] showed that one can obtain the strong Morse 
inequalities from the semiclassical analysis of the eigenvalues of some appro
priately chosen Schrodinger operators on a compact manifold M. The semi
classical eigenvalues theorems are discussed in Sect. 11.1, and Witten's choice 
of operators in Sect. 11.4. The Morse inequalities are stated in Sect. 11.2 and 
proven in Sect. 11.5. Some background from Hodge theory is described in 
Sect. 11.3. 

Supersymmetric ideas playa role in the proof of the Morse index theorem, 
and played an even more significant role in Witten's motivation. 

11.1 The Quasiclassical Eigenvalue Limit 

We begin by discussing the quasiclassical eigenvalue limit for Schrodinger 
operators acting in L 2(IRY). We will consider self-adjoint operators of the form 

defined as the closure of the differential operator acting on CO'(IRY). Here h, 
g E e~(IRY), g is bounded, h ~ 0 and h > const > 0 outside a compact set. 
Furthermore, we assume that h vanishes at only finitely many points {x(G'}!:1' 
and that the Hessian 

[A!j'] = ![~(X(G')] 
2 oXjOXJ 

is strictly positive definite for every a. The goal is to estimate the eigenvalues 
of H(i.) for large;" The idea is that for large ). the potential ).2h + ).g should 
lOok like finitely many harmonic oscillator wells centered at the zeros of hand 
separated by large barriers. Thus, one expects that for large ). the spectrum of 
H(i.) should look like the spectrum of a direct sum of operators of the form 

H(O,().) = _ A + ).2 L A!j'(x - x(O');(x - x(O')j + ).g(x(G') . 
jj 
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Let T(b) for be IRY and D(,l,) for ). > 0 be the unitary translation and 
dilation operators on L2(IRY) given by 

(T(b)f)(x) = f(x - b) 

(D(,l,)f)(x) = ). n/2fp.x) . 

Also, let 

Kia, = - L1 + L Alj' XjXj + g(xla,) . 
jj 

Then it is easily seen that 

so that Hla,(,l,) is unitarily equivalent to ,l,Kla,. 

( 11.2) 

Now the eigenvalues of Kia' are easy to compute, since up to the constant 
g(xla,), Kia' is a harmonic oscillator. First we find the eigenvalues {(w!a))2 H=l 
with wla, > 0 of the matrix [AIr]. Then the eigenvalues of Kia) are sums of the 
eigenvalues of the one-dimensional oscillators - (d 2 /dx 2) + (wla))2 x 2 shifted by 
the constant g(xla)), i.e. 

By collecting all the eigenvalues of Kia) for a = I, , .. , k we obtain the spectrum 
of EBa Kia' acting in EBaL2(IRY), namely 

u( ~Kla)) = Y u(Kla)) . 

For future reference, we note that eigenfunctions of Kia) are functions of 
the form 

p(x)exp ( -t~ wla)(x, vla)2) , 

where p is a polynomial and vla)e IRY, i = I, ... , v are the orthonormal eigen
vectors of [Alj']. Thus, the eigenfunctions of Hla,(,l,) look like 

p(,l,1/2(X - xla)))exp ( -t~ w!a)().1/2(x - x la)), vla)2) ( 11.3) 

by virtue of (11.2). We now present the theorem on the quasiclassical limit of 
eigenvalues. This theorem can be found in Simon [337], and was proven 
previously for the one-dimensional case by Combes, Duclos and Seiler [66]; 
see also Combes [65]. It can also be proven by a method of Davies [76]. 
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Theorem 11.1. Let H(,1.) and EBa Kia, be as above. Let En(,1.) denote the nth 
eigenvalue of H(,1.) counting multiplicity. Denote by en the nth eigenvalue of 
(fl. Kia' counting multiplicity. Then for fixed n and large A., H(,1.) has at least 
n eigenvalues and 

Proof. We begin by proving 

lim En()·)/)· ~ en • (11.4) 

Let J be a CO"(~') function with 0 ~ J ~ I, J(x) = I for Ixl ~ I and J(x) = 0 
for Ixl ~ 2. Define 

Ja().) = J().2/S(X - x la,» for a = I, ... ,k , 

t 
Jo(i.) = I - L [Ja(,1.)]2 . 

a=1 

Clearly, for large enough A., we have 

, 
L Ja(A.)2 = I , 

a=O 

so that {Ja }!=o is a partition of unity in the sense of Definition 3.1. 
We claim that for any ae {I, ... , k} 

IIJa().)[H(,1.) - Hla'(,1.)]Ja(,1.)1I = O(,1.4/S) , (11.5) 

where Hla,(,1.) is given by (11.1). To see this, we note that Ja(,1.) [H(,1.) -
H,a'(i·)]Ja().) is given by two terms which we examine in turn. First, 

li. 2Ja().)[h - LA!j'(x - xla,);(x - xla,)}] Ja(,1.)1 

= ).2Ja2(,1.) Ix _ x'a'13lh - LA!j'(x - xla,);(x - x,a')}1 
Ix - x,a'1 3 

~ ).2.).-6/s·0(1) 

= 0(A.4 /S ) • (11.6) 

Here we used that Ja().) has support where ).2/slx - x,a'i < 2 and that 
L A!j'(x - xla,);(x - xla,)} is the second-order Taylor expansion for h about 
x la , s· ·1 . Imlarly, 

i·Ja().)[g(x) - g(xla)]Ja().) = 0(A. 3/S ) , (11. 7) 

and thus by (11.6) and (11.7), we see that (11.5) holds. 
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Now fix a nonnegative integer n. Then there is an a(n) and t/ln' so that 

(11.8) 

Define 

qJn = Ja(n,().)t/ln . (11.9) 

Then for nonnegative integers m and n 

(11.10) 

for some positive constant c. This is clear for the case when a(n) # a(m), since 
in this case Ja(n,().) and Ja(m,()') have disjoint supports for large enough ;. so 
that (qJn,qJm) = O.1f a(n) = a(m), then (t/ln,t/lm) = t5nm . Thus, 

l(qJn,qJm) - t5nm l = HI - Ja~n,(A)]t/lnt/lmd>x 

~ J IPnPm exp(-±w:a'(,P/2(X-X(a'),Vi(a')2)ld>X 
1,,-.x<a)I~"-'I' i=l 

'" ~ const. J exp( -cAu2 )du 
.. -,:> 

00 

~ const. J exp( -CIP/5 U)du 
A -215 

= O(exp( - cA 1/5» . 
Here we used that t/ln and t/lm are of the form (11.3); Pn and Pm are polynomials 
in the components of Al/2(X - x(a,). We now use the localization formula (see 
Theorem 3.2) 

and the estimate 

sup IV Ja<AW = 0(A4/5) (11.10 

" 
to estimate (qJn,H(A)qJm)' Again, if a(n) # a(m), then (qJn,H().)qJm) = 0 for 
large A. On the other hand, if a(n) = a(m) = a, 

(qJn' H(A)qJm) = (t/ln' Ja(A)H(A)Ja(A)t/lm) 

= (t/ln,Ja(A)H(a'(A)Ja(A)t/lm) + 0().4/5) 
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Here we used (11.5) and (11.8). Now using (11.10), we obtain 

<CPn.H().)CPm) = ).ent5nm + O().4is) . (11.12) 

Let I'n().) for n = 1,2, ... be the number given by the minimax formula 

lIP·) = sup Q(' I' ... , 'n-I;).) , _ ...... _n". 

where 

Q«(I'···. 'n-I;).) 

=inf{(t/I,H().)t/I)'t/leD(H().))."t/I" = 1,t/le['I, ... ,'n_lll } 

Then either H()') has n eigenvalues and I'n().) = En().) or I'n().) = inf oo ... (H()')) 
[295]. Fix e > O. and for each )., choose ,t, ... ":-1 so that 

(11.13) 

From (11.10), it follows that for large )., CPI' ••• , CPn span an n-dimensional 
space. Thus, we can find, for each sufficiently large )., a linear combination cP 
of CPl' ... , CPn such that cP e ['t, ... , ':_1]1.· Thus, using (11.12), we see that 

Q«(: ..... ':-1;).) ~ (cp,H().)cp) ~ ).en + O().4iS) , 

so that by (11.13) and the fact that e was arbitrary, we have 

I'n(i.) ~ i.en + O().4is) . (11.14) 

Since h > const > 0 outside a compact set, and 9 is bounded, it follows 
from Persson's formula (Theorem 3.12) 

inf oocss(H()')) ~ d 2 

for some positive constant c. Hence, in view of (11.14), we have J-ln().) # 
inf O"css(H().)) for i. sufficiently large. Thus, J-ln().) = En().) and (11.14) implies 
(11.4). 

We now will prove the opposite inequality 

lim En().)/). ~ en . 
A ..... :( 

(11.15) 

To prove this inequality. it suffices to show that for any e not in the spectrum 
of EBa KIa), sayee (em. em+d. 

H(i.) ~ i.e + R + o().) • (11.16) 

Where R is a rank m symmetric operator. To see this. suppose (11.16) holds 
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for each m with em+l > em and ee (em' em+1 ). Pick a vector 1/1 in the span of the 
first m + I eigenfunctions of H().) with 111/111 = I such that 1/1 e Ker(R). Then 

Em+l ~ <1/1, HP,)I/I> ~ ;.e + op.) , 

which implies (11.15) for n = m + I with em+1 > em' The degenerate case 
em+1 = em follows easily from this. 

So let e satisfy ee(em,em+d. By the IMS localization formula (Theorem 
3.2), we have 

t t 
Hp.) = L JaH()·)Ja - L w Ja)2 

a=O a=O 
t 

= JoHp.)Jo + L JaHla)p.)Ja + Op.4/5) . (11.17) 
a=l 

Here we used (11.5) and (11.11). Now Jo = Jo(A.) has support away from balls 
of radius A.- 2/5 about the zeros of h. Since h vanishes quadratically at each of 
its zeros, h(x) ~ C(A.- 2/5 )2 = C;,-4/5 on the support of Jo. Thus, JoHp.)Jo grows 
like ;.2 • ;. -4/5 = ;.615 and for large A. 

JoH(A.)Jo ~ A.eJJ . (11.18) 

For a#; 0, we have 

(11.19) 

where RIa) is the restriction Hla) to the span of all eigenvalues of Hla) lying 
below A.e. We have Rank(JaRla)Ja) ~ Rank(Rla)) = # {eigenvalues of KIa) be

lowe}. Since Rank(A + B) ~ Rank(A) + Rank(B), this implies 

Rank Ltl JaR:i~Ja ] ~ atl Rank [JaRla)P·)Ja] 

= # {eigenvalues of EBaKla) below e} 

= n . 

Hence, by (11.17) through (11.19), we have 

t t 
Hp.) = A.eJJ + ;.e L Ja2 + L JaRla)(A.)Ja + 0(A.4/5) 

a=l a=l 

where R has rank at most n. This implies (11.16), and completes the proof. 0 

Theorem 11.1 gives the leading order behavior of the eigenvalues E"(;.). 
These ideas are extended in [337] to give an asymptotic expansion for EP) 
in powers of ;. -m, m ~ - I. The following is a sketch of some of the ideas 



involved. Let a = a(n) as in (11.8), and define 

RO.) = ).-I(Vla)-IH().)Vla) , 
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where VIa) = T( -). 1/2 xla)D(). -1/2), T and D being given by (11.3) and (11.4). 

Then 

R(i.) = KIa) + V().) , 

where the asymptotic behavior of V().) can be controlled, given some additional 
restriction on 9 and h. In the case that en is a simple eigenvalue, we can choose 
c small enough to ensure that 

is one-dimensional for large A.. Then one shows that < (jJn' P().)(jJn) - I and that 
P(i.)(jJn has an U-asymptotic expansion where (jJn is given by (11.9). The 
asymptotic expansion for En().) then follows from the formula 

This is done in [327] where, in addition, asymptotic expansions for En().) in 
the degenerate case, and for the eigenvectors in the simple, and certain degener
ate cases are obtained. 

Of additional interest is the fact that often several eigenvalues are sepa
rated by an amount which is O(). -N) for an N, and that the exact exponential 
splitting is determined by tunneling. See Harrell [149], Simon [339] and 
HelfJer and Sjostrand [152]. 

11.2 The Morse Inequalities 

The Morse inequalities describe a relationship between the Betti numbers of 
a smooth compact manifold M and the critical point behavior of anyone of 
a large tlass of smooth functions on M called Morse functions. To illustrate 
informaJIy the nature of these inequalities, consider the class of compact 
two-dimensional surfaces which look like deformed n-hole doughnuts. The 
Betti numbers of such a surface M are given by 

bo(M) = b2(M) = I , 

bl (M) = 2 x (number of holes in M) . 

Now imagine these surfaces imbedded in three-dimensional space with some 
Choice of coordinate axes. Then every point mE M has the representation 
111::: (m l ,m2,m3) and we can define the height function f: M -IR given by 
/(111) ::: m3• Suppose that matters are arranged in such a way that there are 
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only finitely many points at which df = 0, and that each of these critical points 
is either a local maximum, a local minimum, or a saddle point. In this context, 
the Morse inequalities are 

mo := number of local minima of f ~ bo(M) , 

ml := number of saddle points of f ~ bl (M) , 

m2 := number of local maxima of f ~ b2 (M) . 

The first and third of these inequalities are clearly true since bo(M) = b2(M) = 
I and f must have a global maximum and a global minimum. It is also 
intuitively clear that each hole in M should produce at least two saddle points 
for f, at the top and bottom of the hole. This implies the second inequality. 
Figure ll.l illustrates two possibilities in the case that M has one hole. 

To give a statement of the Morse inequalities for a general manifold M we 
must define the Betti numbers bp(M) and the numbers mp(f) for any Morse 
function f: M -+ IR. We will assume knowledge of the calculus of differential 
forms (see, for example, [348]). 

Let M be a v-dimensional smooth compact orientable manifold without 
boundary. Let If(M) for 0 ~ p ~ \' denote the space of smooth p forms on .w. 
and let d: If -+ tr I denote exterior differentiation. Since dod = 0, it followS 
that Ran(d: If-I -+ If) £; Ker(d: If -+ tr l ). Thus, we can define the quo
lient space for 0 ~ p ~ \' 

HP = Ker(d: If -+ 1f+1 )/Ran(d: !rl -+ If) 

(in this definition, A-I = N+ I = {OJ). In the next section, we will show that 
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Jr. called the pth de Rham cohomology group of M, is a finite dimensional 
vector space. 

Definition 11.2. The Betti numbers of M are given by 

bp(M) := dim(HP) 

for 0::;; p ~ v. 

( 11.20) 

Remark. This is an analyst's definition of bp• There is a more usual topologist's 
definition [360] in which case (11.20) is de Rham's theorem [Parenthetically, 
we note three advantages of the topological definition: (i) It shows that bp is 
independent of the choice of differentiable structure in cases where many such 
structure exist. (ii) Maps between topological cohomology classes are induced 
by arbitrary continuous maps rather than just by smooth maps. (iii) It is often 
easier to compute bp from the combinatorial-topological definition]. By using 
the analytic definition, we will require no topology. In some sense, we will 
only prove Morse inequalities "modulo de Rham's theorem." 

Suppose f: M -+ IR is a smooth function. Then a point meM is called a 
critical point for f if df(m) = O. This means in any local coordinate ·system X t , 

.... x,. about m, (cf/oxd(m) = ... = (of/ox.)(m) = O. A critical point is called 
nondegenerate if the Hessian matrix [o2f/oxjOXim)]/2 is nondegenerate. The 
index of a critical point is defined to be the number of negative eigenvalues 
of the Hessian matrix. Thus, local nondegenerate maxima and minima have 
index \' and 0, respectively, while saddle points have some intermediate index. 
It is easy to see that the nondegeneracy and index of a critical point do not 
depend on the coordinate system used to define the Hessian matrix. 

Definition 11.3. A smooth function f: M -+ IR is called a Morse function if it 
has finitely many critical points and each critical point is non degenerate. For 
a Morse function f and 0 ~ p ~ v, mp(f) is defined to be the number of critical 
points of f with index p. 

The Morse inequalities are the statement that, for any Morse function f 

o ~ p::;; v . (11.21) 

Actually, the Morse inequalities hold in the following sharper form (cf. Fig. 
11.1 ). 

Theorem 11.4. Let M be a compact orientable manifold without boundary, 
and suppose f is a Morse function on M. Then, 

k k 

L ( _I)k-Pmp(f) ~ L (-I)k- Pbp, 0 ~ k < v , (11.22) 
p~o p;O 

( 11.23) 
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Remarks (I) These are sometimes called the strong Morse inequalities. For an 
account of the standard proof of these inequalities. see [245]. Witten's proof 
proceeds via Hodge theory. which we examine in the next section, 

(2) Equation (11.22) implies (l1.2l) by summing the inequalities (11.22) for 
k = p and k = p - I. 

(3) Equation (11.23) is sometimes called the Morse Index Theorem. The 
right side of (11.23) is the Euler-Poincare characteristic of M. usually denoted 
X(M). 

11.3 Hodge Theory 

In this section. we suppose that we have chosen an orientation for our compact 
orient able manifold M, i.e. a nowhere vanishing smooth v-form o. (To say that 
M is orientable means that such an 0 exists.) In addition, we assume that M 
has been given a Riemannian metric. i.e. for each mE M, we are given an inner 
product gm(',') on the tangent space Tm(M), which varies smoothly in the 
sense that for smooth vector fields X(m) and Y(m), gm(X(m), Y(m» is a smooth 
function. The results of the next two sections hold for any metric gm' It will 
be convenient in Sect. 11.5 to pick a particular metric for computations. 

Using the metric, we will define an L2 inner product on N(M) for each p 
and the Laplace Beltrami operator L. The fundamental result of Hodge theory 
is that the space HP is isomorphic to the space of p forms annihilated by L. 
Thus, 

bp == dim(HP) = dim[Ker(LtN)] 

Recall that bp is defined independently of the Riemannian structure. Thus. 
dim [Ker(Lt N)] does not depend on which of the many possible Riemannian 
structures on M is used to define L. 

In the remainder of this section, we give a brief exposition of Hodge theory. 
The inner product on Tm(M) induces in a natural wayan isomorphism i 

from Tm(M) onto T':(M) by [i(X)](Y) = gm(X, Y). We use i to transfer the 
inner product from Tm to T':. Thus, the inner product in T': which we denote 
by <',' >~ is given by <Wl,W2>~ = gm(r 1(wd,i- 1(W2»' This inner product on 
T':(M) can be used in turn to define an inner product on !\';.(M). the pth 
exterior power of T':(M). Given an orthonormal basis wi • .... w:' for T,:(M) 
the elements 

W!" 1\ ... 1\ W!" 
'1 Ip 

form a basis for !\::'(M). By declaring this basis to be orthonormal. we obtain 
an inner product on !\::'(M). To see that this inner product. which will be 
denoted <' .. >::.. is independent of the orthonormal basis of T':(M) used in its 
definition. note that by multilinearity and antisymmetry one finds. that for 
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any 2p, vectors AI, ... , )'P' PI' ... , Pp in T':(M) we have (by expanding in the 
basis wi) 

UI /\ ... /\ )'P,Pl /\ ... /\ pp)=. = det(A.j,pj)~) , 

which is a basis independent formula. 
When dealing with the Riemannian structure, it is convenient to work with 

an oriented orthonormal frame. This is a sequence WI' ... , w, of I-forms with 
the properties that for each m, wl(m), ... , w,(m) form an orthonormal basis 
for T':(M) and WI (m) /\ ... /\ w,(m) is a positive multiple of o(m), the form 
defining the orientation. Such a frame can be obtained locally by applying the 
Gram-Schmidt procedure to dx l , ... , dx' where Xl, ... , x' are local coordinate 
functions. and then re-ordering the resulting I-forms if necessary. 

The volume form is the v-form given by 

OJ = WI /\ ... /\ W, 

where WI' ... , w, is an oriented orthonormal frame. Since any other oriented 
orthonormal frame can be written OWl' ... , Ow, for some special orthogonal 
transformation O(depending on m) and 

OWl /\ ... /\ Ow, = det(O)w l /\ ... /\ W, 

= WI /\ ••• /\ W, 

we see that W is independent of choice of frame and hence globally defined on 
M. In terms of coordinate forms dXI, ... , dx' and the v x v matrix-valued 
function. gjj(m) = g",(%xl,OjOXi ), it is easy to see that 

W = (det g)I/2 dx l /\ ... /\ dx' . 

The integral of a v-form IX is defined locally by means of an orientation 
preserving coordinate map cp: M -+ U, where U is an open subset of tRy and 
Ip(m) = (Xl (m), ...• x'(m». Orientation preserving means that dxl(m) /\ ... /\ 
dx'(m) is a positive multiple of o(m), the orientation form, for each mecp-l(U). 
Writing IX = fdx l /\ ... /\ dx' for some real-valued function f on M, we define 

f IX:= ffocp-Id'x . 
<p IWI u 

Using a partition of unity. it is now straightforward to define the integral of 
IX ?ver M. Sometimes we will abuse notation and write f for f ° cp -1, calling 
thiS function '1 written in the coordinates Xl, ...• x'''. 

Now we can define the L2 inner product of two p-forms. IX and p. It is given 
by 

(:x.P) = f (lX(m).p(m»f:,w . 
M 
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The completion of each If(M) under this L2 inner product is a Hilbert space 
which we will denote by N(M). Exterior differentiation is defined as a closed 
operator on N by taking the operator closure of d defined in If. Thus, 

d: D(d) c: N -+ N+I . 

The adjoint of d is denoted d*, i.e. 

d*: D(d*) c: N+I -+ N with 

<a,dp) = <d*a,p) 

for a and p in the respective domains. It is easy to see that If+! c: D( d*). Also, 
it follows easily from d2 = 0 that d*2 = O. 

Dermition 11.5 The Laplace-Beltrami operator L in N(M) is defined as the 
operator closure of d*d + dd* acting on smooth p-forms. 

It is known (see Chernoff [63], Strichartz [351] or Sect. 12.6) that L is a 
self-adjoint operator. Also, L is positive since 

<a, La) = <da, da) + <d*a, d*a) ~ 0 . (11.24) 

We now define three subspaces of N(M). 

Definition 11.6. A form a is called harmonic if La = 0 (equivalently, by (11.24), 
if da = 0 and d*a = 0). Define 

AJi(M) := {harmonic p-forms} 

A:(M) := Ran[d: D(d) c: N-I -+ N] 
A:.(M) := Ran[d*: D(d*) c: N+! -+ N] 

These subspaces can be used to decompose N(M) as the following proposition 
shows. 

Proposition 11.7. Let N(M), AJi(M), A:(M) and A:.(M) be as defined above 
and let IfH(M), etc. denote the subspaces of the corresponding spaces with a 
bar consisting of all smooth forms in the subs paces. Then 

(i) N(M) = Af,(M) $ A:(M) $ A:.(M), 
(i)' If(M) = Af,(M) $ A:(M) $ A:.(M), 
(ii) Ker(d: If -+ If+!) = Af,(M) $ A:(M), 
(iii) AJi(M) = AJi(M) is finite dimensional. 

Before proving this proposition, we note that it implies the basic result of 
Hodge theory mentioned earlier: 

Theorem 11.8. bp(M) = dim(Ker(LtIf)). 
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Proof. ;\f,(M) is, by definition, Ker(L t N), and by (ii) of Proposition 11.7 

HP :== Ker(d: N --+ N+ I )/Ran(d: N- I -+ N) 

== ;\f,(M) €a ;\~(M)/ ;\~(M) 

~ ;\f,(M) . 

Thus. by (iii) of Proposition 11.7, HP is finite-dimensional with dimension 
equal to that of the kernel o~ L tN, thought of either as a self-adjoint operator 
acting in the Hilbert space N, or as a differential operator acting on smooth 
p-forms. 0 

We will prove Proposition 11.7 modulo two well-known analytic facts 
proven in Sect. 12.6: (i) Elliptic regularity, which asserts that 

n D«Lt N)t) = N . 
k=l 

This can be proven by using the pseudo-differential calculus (e.g. Taylor 
[353]), or by localizing, using local coordinates and the simple analysis of 
Sect. IX.6 of Reed and Simon [293]; (ii) (L + I)-I is compact. This can be 
proven using the localization formula (11.37) below and the compactness of 
resolvents of Dirichlet Laplacians on bounded regions of JRV. 

Proof of PropOSition 11.7. It follows easily from d2 = 0 and d*2 = 0 and the 
definition of harmonic forms that the three subspaces on the right of (i) are 
pairwise orthogonal. So to prove (i), we must decompose an arbitrary p-form 
into a sum of three pieces, one from each of these subspaces. To begin, we show 

N(M) = Ker(L) €a Ran(L) . (11.25) 

This follows from the compactness of (L + I)-I, for this implies (L + I)-I = 
~>,Pi where the ~ are projections onto finite dimensional subspaces of N 
and where P'i} have 0 as their only possible accumulation point. Hence, 
L == L p.;l - I)~ which implies that L has a finite dimensional kernel and 
closed range. Then 1\H is finite dimensional and (11.25) holds. Now, given a 
form 0[, we can write 

x == O[H + Ly = O[H + d*(dy) + d(d*y) , 

Where O[H is harmonic. Thus (i) holds. To show that (if holds, we must 
show that smooth forms have a smooth decomposition. By elliptic regularity, 
~er(L) is spanned by smooth functions. Since Ker(L) is finite dimensional, 0[ 

IS smooth implies that O[H is smooth, which implies that Ly is smooth which, 
again by elliptic regularity, implies that y is smooth. Thus, smooth forms have 
a smooth decomposition and 1\H = ;\H' Finally, to prove (ii), note that ;\H €a 
Ad S; Ker(d) and that /\,. f"\ Ker(d) = {O} which, in view of (i)', proves (ii). 0 
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While we do not need it in our proofs of the Morse inequalities, having 
given the Hodge machinery, we want to note a quick proof of the Poincare 
duality theorem that by _ p = bp for a compact orientable manifold of dimension 
v. The rest of the section, except for the final paragraph, may be omitted 
without loss. First, we need to introduce the Hodge * operator: 

Proposition 11.9. Let W be the volume form on an oriented Riemannian mani
fold. Given any fJeN(T':(M», there is a unique element *fJeN-P(T':(M)) 
with 

(C(, *fJ):'-P = (fJ 1\ C(,w):' 

for every C( e N-P(T':(M)). Moreover, * has the following properties: 

(a) *(C( + fJ) = *C( + *fJ; *(fC() = f(*C(), 
(b) (*C(, *fJ):'-P = (C(, fJ)~, 
(c) C(e N, fJe N-P implies (*C(, fJ) = (-l)P(Y-P)(C(, *fJ), 
(d) ICe< e IV, then *(*C() = (-l)P(Y-P)C(, 
(e) C( 1\ (*fJ) = (C(,fJ)~wforall C(,fJeN. 

(11.26) 

Proof The right side of (11.26) clearly defines a linear functional on N-P and so, 
by duality, there is a unique element of N-P, *fJ, obeying (11.26). Linearity of * 
is obvious, and (c) is just the assertion that if C( e Nand fJ e N-P, then fJ 1\ C( = 
(-I)P(y-P)C( 1\ fJ. To prove (b), let W l , ... , Wn be an orthonormal basis of 
T':(M) with W = W l 1\ ••• 1\ Wn' It is easy to see that *(wl , 1\ ••• 1\ WI ) = 

p 

(-I)"wj, 1\ ••• 1\ wj'_ P where i l < ... < ip andil < ... <iy-p is the complemen-
tary set of {i l , ... , ip} and where 1t is the sign of the permutation taking 1, ... , P 
into i l , ... , ip and p + I, '" , v into il' ... ,iy-po Thus, * takes an orthonormal 
basis of N into an orthonormal basis for N-P, so (b) holds. Then (d) follows from 
(b) and (c). Finally,C( 1\ *fJ = cwforsomecandsoc = (C( 1\ *fJ,w) = (*fJ,*C() = 
(fJ,C() = (C(,fJ) proving (e). 0 

While * is defined on N(T':(M» as a pointwise map, we use the same symbol 
for the map from N(M) to N-P(M) given by using the point maps. The key is 

Theorem 11.10. (a) d*C( = (-l)Y+.P+l*[d(*C()] if C(eN. 
(b) L(*C() = *(LC() . 

Proof (a) Let C( be a p-form and fJ an arbitrary p - 1 form. Then, by Stokes' 
theorem. the v-I form fJ 1\ *C( obeys J d(fJ 1\ *C() = 0, i.e. 

(11.27) 

But 

J dfJ 1\ *C( = J (dfJ,C()",w = (dfJ.C() = (fJ.d*C() • (11.28) 
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while 

J P 1\ d(.rx) = (_I)(P-I)(v-p +l) J P 1\ .(.d.rx) 

= (_l)(P-I)(v-P+I) J <p, .d.rx)",w 

= ( _l)v+vP+P-1 <p, .d.rx) . (11.29) 

Since(p - l)(v - p + 1) - v - vp - p + 1 = -2v - p(p - I)iseven,(11.27,28 
and 29) imply part (a). 

(b) If vis even, L = -(d.d. + .d.d) and Lv- p • = - [.d.d. + (-Iy>lv-P)d.d] 
::::: .Lp. Here Lp denotes L tN. If v is odd, then Lp = ( - 1 )P[d.d. - .d.d] and 
L,-p. = (-l)v-P[( -Iy«v-P)d.d - .d.d.] = -( -l)P[( -Iy>lv-P)d.d - .d.d.] = 
.Lp • 0 

Corollary 11.11 (Poincare Duality Theorem). Any compact orientable manifold 
M of dimension v obeys bv - p = bp for all p. 

Proof Pick a Riemann metric and note that by (b) of the last theorem, • is a 
unitary map from Ker(Lp) to Ker(Lv_ p)' 0 

Remark. If v = 4k, then .: I\n .... Nt obeys (.)2 = 1 and by (b), one can simul
taneously diagonalize Land •. (1:= dim{ulLu = O,.u = u} - dim{ulLu = 0, 
.u = - u} is the celebrated Hirzebruch signature of M. 

To conclude this section, we note that if Q:= d + d· acting in H:= 
EB;=o Nand P is defined on H by Pt N = (-I)P, then Q2 = L, p 2 = 1 and 
{Q, P} = ° so that the theory of supersymmetry applies (see Sect. 6.3). In partic
ular, if E # 0, 

L dim{Ker[(L - E)t N]} = L dim {Ker[(L - E)t N]} (11.30) 
podd pcvcn 

11.4 Witten's Deformed Laplacian 

The considerations of the previous section show that the Betti numbers of Mare 
given by the number of zero eigenvalues of L acting on p-forms. In practice, 
however, it is difficult to compute the spectrum of L. It was Witten's observation 
that the results of the previous section hold when d, d· and L are replaced by 

d, := e-'I de'l 

d,· := e'l d.e- If 

L, := d,d,· + d,.d, , 

Where t E ~ and f is a Morse function. Indeed, if I\~,. I\~,. and I\Ji, and their L 2 
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closures 1\:" 1\:,. and 1\~, are defined analogously to the corresponding spaces 
in the previous section, we find 

I\Ji, ~ Ker(d,: If -+ 1f+1 )/Ran(d,: Ir l -+ If) . 

However, it is easy to see that 

Ker(d,) = e-'/Ker(d) 

Ran(d,) = e-'/Ran(d), so that 

1\Ji, ~ Ker(d)/Ran(d) = HP . 

We have thus proven the following result. 

Theorem 11.12. bp = dim[Ker(L, If)]. 

Note that the supersymmetry framework also applies to this deformed situa
tion; if Q, := d, + d,· acting in H = EB;=o Nand P is defined by P t N = ( -1)1', 
then Q; = L, and the results of Sect. 6.3 imply that (11.30) holds with L, in place 
of L. 

From Theorem 11.12 we see that to estimate bp it suffices to estimate the 
dimensions of 1\Ji, = Ker(L, t N) for any t. The crux of Witten's method is the 
observation that the t -+ 00 limit is the quasi classical limit for the operator L,. 
Thus, the asymptotic estimates for the eigenvalues of L, can be used to estimate 
the dimension of Ker(L, t N) for large t. The consequent estimates on the Betti 
numbers reproduce the Morse inequalities. To be explicit, let us describe how 
(1l.21) is proven. By realizing L, t N as a quasiclassicallimit, we will be able to 
compute that the number of eigenvalues E1:<t) obeying lim, .... oo E.(t)/t = 0 is pre
cisely mp- Since E.(t) = 0 for k = I, ... , bp this implies mp ~ bp • 

To proceed further, we need to find an expression for L, which exposes the 
role of the critical point behavior of f Let Xl, ... , x· be a coordinate system in 
some neighborhood in M. Define locally the operator (a i ). acting on p-forms by 

(11.31) 

Let a i be the adjoint of (a i) •. By a direct calculation 

p 

aidxh 1\ ••• 1\ dx lp = L (_I).gilkdxh 1\ "'dXlk -' 1\ dx'k+' 1\ "'dx lp , 
.=1 

(11.32) 

where gil is the metric on T·, i.e. gil = (dx i, dxl ). (Note that gil and gil are inverse 
matrices.) The operators (a i ). and a ' are zeroth order operators. We will always 
assume that they act on forms with support in the region where the coordinate 
system x is defined. Using (11.31) and (11.32), one easily sees that 

{ai,(ai).} := ai(al). + (aJ).ai = gil. 
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Notice the formal similarity to Fermion creation and annihilation operators in 
physics: .The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following 
propOsItiOn: 

Proposition 11.13. L, has the form 

L, = L + t 211dfll2 + tA , 

where A is a zeroth-order operator. If the metric is flat in some neighborhood, 
then in a local orthonormal co-ordinate system x I , ... , x· 

A = ~)o2floxloxj)[(ai)·,aj] . 
ij 

proof The proof of this proposition is a long calculation. First note that 

d,~ = e-'I de'l rx = drx + t df 1\ rx 

and 

\' of . 
df= ~ OX idx' 

i 

Thus, letting}; = ofloxi 

• 
d, = d + t L };(a i ). , 

i=1 

and therefore 

• 
d,· = d· + t L };a i , 

i=1 

so that (with {A,B} = AB + BA) 

L, = {d"d,·} = L + t2L};.Ij{a i,(aJ)·} + tA , 
Ij 

where 

A = AI + AT 

AI = {d,~.ljaj} . 

(11.33) 

To show that A is zeroth-order at a general point, we introduce the local 
coordinate derivative operator Oi' defined by 

~ (2: . .) L aUj ... J (. u· ... dx lt 1\ .•• 1\ dx Jp = · p dxit 1\ ... 1\ dx jp 
• It Jp axl ' 
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AI = L {(ai)·,jjai}Oi + (ai)·[i\,jja i ] 
i.i 

= Lgiijjci + A2 . 
i.i 

(11.34) 

Now A2 is a zeroth-order operator involving second derivatives of / and deriva
tives of gil [since (11.32) shows a i has derivatives in it], so 

A = AI + AT = -L[Oi,giijj] + A2 + A! 
i.i 

is a zeroth-order operator. 
To compute the formula (11.33) at points m where the metric is flat, i.e. 

gii = ~ii in a neighborhood of m in a suitable coordinate system, we return to 
(11.34). In that case, [oi,a i ] = 0, so 

AI = '2./;01 + L(al)·ai/;i ' 
i I.j 

where /;j = 02/lox 'oxi. Thus A2 is Hermitian since /;i is symmetric, and so 

A = L/;.j[2(ai).aj _ ~ij] . 
i.j 

This yields (11.33) if we note that {(a i )., ai } = ~ij in this flat case. 0 

The above calculation of A at general points is not wholly satisfactory, 
although it does suffice for our purposes here since we only need to know that 
A is zeroth order, and its explicit form at special points. The formalism of 
covariant derivatives introduced in the next chapter and the relations between 
the a's and covariant derivatives (11.14, 15, 17, 28) make it fairly easy to compute 
A in terms of the second covariant derivative (Definition 12.24); explicitly: 

(11.35) 

11.5 Proof of Theorem 11.4 

Given an orientable compact manifold M without boundary, and a Morse 
function / on M, we wish to prove the inequalities (11.22, 23). To do this we wiII 
choose a Riemannian metric on M and apply the considerations of Sect. 11.1 to 
the operator 

L, = L + t 211dfll2 + tA 

acting on p-forms to estimate the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0, i.e. the dimen
sion of the kernel, for large t. The function lid/ 112 vanishes at only finitely many 
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points since I is a Morse function, and A is a smooth zeroth-order operator. 
ThUs, some variant of Theorem 11.1 should apply. We are going to choose the 
Riemannian metric in a special way depending on f 

Suppose {m(a)}:=1 are the critical points of I with the index of m(a) equal to 
indIa). Then there exists, in a neighborhood of each m(a), coordinate system XI' 

x such that ••• ~ • \I 

I X 2 + ... + X2 X2 • • • X2 = I .-ind(a) - '-ind(a)+1 - -. 

when written in these coordinates. These are called Morse coordinates [245]. By 
stipulating that dx l , ... , dx. be orthonormal, we obtain a metric in some 
neighborhood of m(a). Since the critical points of I are isolated, we can patch 
together such metrics in a neighborhood of each critical point with an arbitrary 
metric defined in other regions, using partition of unity. Thereby we obtain a 
metric on all of M. 

It is easy to write down the expression for the operator L, given by this metric, 
in Morse coordinates in a neighborhood ofthe critical point m(a). By Proposition 
11.10, 

.-ind(a) • 

L, = -t1 + 4t2 x2 + 2t L [ar, a;] - 2t L [ar, a;] 
1=1 1=.-ind(a)+1 

Here X2 = Li=1 xl and t1 acts on p-forms as follows 

• a21 
t1(/ dXI, 1\ ... 1\ dX,p) = L ax~ 

1=1 I 

Define K(a) acting in i\P(IR") by 

.-ind(a) • 

dx· 1\'" 1\ dx· 
'. 'p 

Ala) = 2 L [ar,a;] - 2 L [ar,a l ]. 
1=1 1=.-ind(a)+1 

The asymptotic values of the eigenvalues of L, will be given in terms of the 
spectrum of EE>a K(a) which we now compute. 

On p-forms. - t1 + 4x2 acts as a scalar operator. i.e. it acts the same way on 
all dx h 1\ ••. 1\ dxip. Thus, its eigenvalues are the harmonic oscillator eigen
values {Li=12(1 + 2n,): n l ..... n.E {O.I,2 .... }}. For each of these eigenvalues. 
there are v!/(v - p)!p! independent eigenforms given by 

t/I dxi, 1\ ... 1\ dXip I ~ i l < ... < ip ~ v • 

Where t/I is the corresponding harmonic oscillator eigenfunction. Since 
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we see that Ala, acts diagonally on these eigenforms 

where, with I = {ii' ... , ip}, J = {I, ... , v}\I, K = {I, ... , v - ind(a)} and L == 
{v - ind(a) + 1, ... , v} 

;·a(il, .. ·,ip)= #(/nK)- #(JnK)- #(/nL)+ #(JnL). 

Thus, 

I1(Kla,) = t~ 2(1 + 2nj) + 2A.a(iI'''·' jp): n l , .. ·, n.E {O.I.2 .... } 

and i:5; i l < "'ip :5; v} 

11 ( ~ Kia) = y I1(Kla,) . 

We are interested in the multiplicity of the eigenvalue zero. A little thought 
shows that ,ta(i I •...• ip) ~ - v and )'a(i I' ... , ip) = - v only when ind(a) = p and 
i l •... , ip = v - p + 1 •... , v. Thus. Ker(Kla, t N) = 0 unless ind(a) = p, in which 
case dim(Kla, t N) = 1. So the dimension of Ker(EBa Kia, t N) is the number of 
critical points of f of index P. i.e. 

dim(Ker(Kla, t N» = mp . 

Now Theorem 11.1 as stated does not apply to L, acting on p-forms. However. 
the reader can check that only minor changes are needed in the proof to show 
that if E:(t) are the eigenvalues of L, t N, counting multiplicity. and e: are the 
eigenvalues of EBa Kia' t N, counting multiplicity. then 

lim E:(t)/t = e: . ( 11.36) 
' .... 00 

The manifold version of the IMS localization formula which one needs reads 

(11.37) 
a a 

For large t, it is clear from (11.36) that there cannot be more E:(t) equal to zero 
than there are e: equal to zero. Thus. 

bp = dim[Ker(L, t N)J 

:5; dim[ Ker( ~K,a'tN)] 

This proves (11.21). the weak Morse inequalities. 
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We can now prove the Morse index theorem (11.23) using supersymmetry 
ideas. We know e!p+1 is the first of the {en:'=1 not equal to zero. Hence 
for large t, E:(t) grows like t for n ~ mp + I. Of the remaining eigenvalues 
'EW), .,. , E:'p(t)} we know that the first bp are zero. We will call eigenvalues 
; EbP (t), ... , E:' (t)} the low-lying eigenvalues. They are non-zero, but are o(t) 
l p ... l " 

as t -+ 00. The way that supersymmetry enters is that from Equation (11.26), for 
L, it follows that the low-lying eigenvalues occur in even-odd pairs, i.e. for each 
low-lying E: with p odd there is a low-lying E:: with p' even. This implies that 

L (mp - bp ) = L (mp - bp ), so that 
podd peven 

v 

= L (-l)Pbp , 
p=O 

which is (11.23). 
To prove (11.22), we need to analyze the supersymmetric cancellation more 

closely. Let Sf denote the mp - bp-dimensional space of low-lying eigenvalues. 
As above, let Q, = d, + d,· acting on EB;=o N. Since Q~ = L" Q, preserves the 
eigenspaces of L,. Thus, 

Furthermore, since the kernels of Q, and L, coincide, Q, is one to one on EB;=o Sr. 
Thus, Q, is a one to one map 

2j-1 2j 

Q,: EB S! -+ EB S! 
lodd leven 
1=1 1=0 

2j 2j+1 

Q,: EB S! -+ EB S! , 
I.ven lodd 

(11.38) 

1=0 1=1 

which implies that the dimensions of the spaces on the right of (11.38) are greater 
than the dimensions of the spaces on the left. Hence, 

(m l - bd + ... + (m2j - 1 - b2j-d ~ (mo - bo) + ... + (m2j - b2j ) 

(mo - bo) + ... + (m2j - b2j) ~ (m l - bd + ... + (m2j+1 - b2j+d , 

'-Vhich are precisely the strong Morse inequalities (11.22). Note that the Morse 
~ndex theorem also follows from (11.38), since in the case 2j + 1 = v or 2j = v, Q, 
IS bijective in the appropriate equation in (11.38), which implies the dimension 
of the space on the right equals that of the space on the left. 0 



12. Patodi's Proof of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern Theorem 
and Superproofs of Index Theorems 

Witten's remarkable paper [370] and a companion paper [369] contained not 
only the ideas of the last chapter, but also extensive remarks on the form of the 
Atiyah-Singer index theorem in supersymmetric quantum theory. This suggested 
that supersymmetry might provide the framework for a simple proof of the 
classical Atiyah-Singer theorem. This hope was realized by Alvarez-Gaumez [12] 
and subsequently by Friedan-Windy [113] (see alio Windy [368]). These theo
retical physicists relied on formal manipulations inside path integrals (including 
"fermion" path integrals) so their proofs were certainly not rigorous. Getzler 
[129] found a rigorous version of their arguments which, since it relied on some 
pseudodifferential operator machinery and the theory of supermanifolds, was 
still rather involved. More recently, Getzler [130] found a proof whose gometric 
and algebraic parts are especially elementary and transparent. Independent of 
this work, Bismut [49] found a related proof. The analytic part of these two proofs 
[49, 130] is somewhat sophisticated, relying on Brownian motion estimates on 
manifolds. 

One of our goals here is to describe some elementary Schrodinger operator 
theory on manifolds to provide the analytic steps. But more basically, we want 
to expose these ideas in pedagogic detail. For this reason, we concentrate on an 
especially simple, special case of the general index theorem: the Gauss-Bonnet
Chern (GBC) theorem. Surprisingly, when one specializes the Getzler proof to 
this case, one obtains a proof originally found in 1971 (!) by Patodi [273], who 
did not know that he was speaking supersymmetry. Except for a rather distinct 
analytic machine in Sect. 12.5-7, our proof in Sect. 12.1-8 follows the general 
ideas of strategy in Patodi's magnificent paper (we also provide considerable 
background in differential geometry for the reader's convenience). We return to 
some remarks on the general case of the index theorem in Sect. 12.9 and 10. 

12.1 A Very Rapid Course in Riemannian Geometry 

In order to discuss the GBC theorem, we need some elementary facts and 
definitions in Riemannian geometry. In fact, to be brief, we will not discuss the 
geometrical content of these notions, so perhaps we should say "Riemannian 
analysis" rather than "Riemannian geometry." We will describe Riemannian 
connections and then curvature. 

Recall that vector fields, i.e. smooth functions X from a manifold M to the 
tangent bundle T(M) with X(p)e Tp(M), act on functions by writing X(p) = 
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r. ai(p)C/ox i in local coordinates and defining 

" of (Xf)(p) = L.. a'(p) ox i (p) . 

I t is not hard to show that, given any two vector fields X, Y, [X, Y] == X Y - Y X 
is the operator associated to a unique vector field also denoted by [X, Y]. 

In general, we will denote the set of vector fields as r(T(M)) and r(/'fT·(M)) 
will be the set of p-forms which we also denoted as N(M) in the last chapter. 
Given X e r(T(M)), one defines a Lie derivative, Lx on r(T(M)), etc. by 

Lxf = Xf feCOO(M) 

Lx Y = [X, Y] Ye r(T(M)) 

(Lxw)(Y) = Lx«w, Y)) - w(Lx Y), we r(T·(M)), X e TV\) (12.1) 

and Lx is defined on p-forms so that 

Lx(-x. " /1) = Lxr% " fJ + rx " LxfJ ; 

[of course, to check that (12.1) defines a map from I-forms to I-forms, we must 
check that the value of(Lxw)( Y) at p only depends on Y(p), i.e. that (Lxw)(fY) = 
f(Lxw)( Y), which is easy to see]. Lie derivatives have at least two major defects: 
(i) Lx is not tensorial in X, i.e. Lx depends not only on X(p) but on X near p, 
equivalently LfX =/: fLx for LfX Y == fLx Y - (Yf)X. (ii) If there is a Riemann 
metric, it is not true that Lx(Y,Z) = (Lx Y,Z) + (Y,LxZ). 

From an analytic point of view, covarial!t derivatives try to remedy (i). 

Definition 12.1. A covariant derivative or connection is a map Vx: r(T(M)) ..... 
T(T(M)) for each X e T(M) obeying: 

(i) Vx Y is linear in X and Y over the real numbers, 
(ii) VfX Y = fVx Y if feC"'(M), 
(iii) Vx(fY) = fVx Y + (Xf) Y. 

Definition 12.2. The connection is called Torsion{ree if and only if 

Vx Y - VyX = [X, Y] . (12.2) 

Now we consider Riemannian manifolds, i.e. smooth manifolds with a 
Riemann metric. 

Theorem 12.3 (The Fundamental Theorem of Riemannian Geometry). There 
exists a unique connection on any Riemannian manifold which is torsion free 
and obeys 

X(Y,Z) = (VxY,Z) + (Y,VxZ) 

for all vector fields X, Y, Z. 

( 12.3) 
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Sketch of Proof Suppose we have a connection obeying (12.2,3). Then 

<VxY,Z) = X<Y,Z) - <Y,VxZ) 

= X<Y,Z) - <Y,[X,Z]) - <Y,VzX) 

=t.-<Y,VzX) 

= t. - Z<Y,X) + <Vz Y,X) 

= t. - Z<Y,X) + <[Z, Y],X) + <VyZ,X) 

= t. + t2 + <VyZ,X) 

= t. + t2 + Y<Z,X) - <Z, VyX) 

= t. + t2 + Y<Z,X) - <Z,[Y,X]) - <Z,Vx Y) . 

Thus, any connection obeying (12.2,3) must obey the formula 

<VxY,Z) = t{X<Y,Z) + Y<X,Z) - Z<X, Y) - <Y,[X,Z]) 

[by (12.3)] 

[by (12.2)] 

[by (12.3)] 

[by (12.2)] 

[by (12.3)] 

[by (12.2)] 

- <X,[Y,Z]) + <[X, Y],Z)} . (12.4) 

This establishes uniqueness. 
It is straightforward to verify that the right side of (12.4) is tensorial in Z (i.e. 

<Vx Y,fZ) = f<Vx Y,Z», so that it only depends on Z(p). Since it is linear in Z, 
we can use (12.4) to define Vx Y. Further straightforward manipulations from 
(12.4) verify that Vx Y obeys the axioms of a connection and obeys (12.2,3). 0 

If we pick a local coordinate system, let XI = Ojoxi, gl) = <XI' X) and gij the 
inverse matrix to gl)' Then since [XI' X)] = 0, (4) says that (Vx, = V,) 

(12.5a) 

so 

(12.5b) 

(l2.5c) 

Here r is called the Christoffel symbol of the connection. 
The fact that the connection is torsion free and the XI Lie commute says that 

V, X) = JjXI' so r;~ is symmetric under i 1-+ j. 
In local coordinates, if B = L bl(Ojoxi) and C = L CI(OjOXi), then VB = L b i Ii; 

and V,C = Liei(oloxi), where 

) oc) '\' )' e = oxi + L r;,c . , 
(12.6) 

We warn the reader that the above formulae are in terms ofa set of coordinate 
vector fields Xi' In some references, covariant derivatives are described in terms 
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of an orthonormal frame of vector fields as mentioned in Sect. 11.3. Thus, the r 
used in those places is not symmetric in i,j. 

The Christoffel symbol does not transform as a tensor, since <Vx Y,Z) is only 
tensorial in X and Z. However, the combination 

R(X, Y) = VXVy - VyVX - f/x.YJ 
called the curvature is tensorial, i.e. 

K(X, Y,Z, W) = <R(X, Y)Z, W) 

only depends on the values of X, Y, Z, W at p. K E r(®4T·(M» is called the 
Riemann curvature tensor. 

Theorem 12.4. (a) (First Bianchi Identity) R(X, y)Z + R( Y, Z)X + R(Z, X) Y = O. 
(b) K is antisymmetric under interchanging X and Y or under interchanging 

Wand Z. 
(c) K(X, Y,Z, W) = K(Z, W.X, Y). 

Proof (a) Since R is tensorial, we can always extend X, Y, Z defined at p to Lie 
commute, i.e. without loss, we can suppose that [X, Y] = [X,Z] = [X, Y] = O. 
Then, 

LHS of (a) = VXVyZ - VyVxZ + 4 others 

= Vx(VyZ - Vz Y) + 2 others 

= Vx([Y,Z]) + 2 others [by (2)] 

= 0 (since [Y,Z] = ... = 0) . 

(b) Antisymmetry in X and Y is obvious. To prove antisymmetry in Z, Wone 
needs only transfer the derivatives from Z to W using <VAB,C) = A<B,C)
<B, VAC) repeatedly. 

(c) By tensoriality, we can pick Xi obeying [X" Xj] = o. Let 

RijU = K(X",X"Xi,Xj) . 

Then 

RijU = - Rjlil - Rlijl [by (a)] 

= RjUi + Rlilj [by (b)] 

= - RUji - R,jli - Rillj - R ,lIj [by (a)] 

= Rllij + R,jil + Riljl + Rl/ij [by (b)] 

= 2Rl/ij - Rjill [by (a)] 

= 2Rl/ij - Rijll [by (b)] 

proving the required symmetry. 0 
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A straightforward calculation in local coordinates shows that 

R(Xi , XJ)Xi = L Rili)X, 
1 

with 

R ,O r' 0 rl ~ r, rl r, rl 
iiJ=j}" ji-j}"6ii+ L(6ji6i,-6ii6j,). 

Xi Xj , 

It will be convenient later to know the following: 

(12.7) 

Theorem 12.5. Let m be a point on a Riemannian manifold M. There exists a 
coordinate system Xi in a neighborhood of m so that 

(a) xi(m) = 0, 
(b) gij(m) = ~i)' 
(c) li~m) = 0, 

o 
(d) OXi gji(m) = 0, 

(e) det giJ = 1 near m. 

One gets such a normal coordinate system (centered at m) by picking an 
orthonormal basis ei in Tm and letting p have coordinates Xi, if the geodesic from 
m to p has length Ixl and tangent Lxiei at m. For details see Boothby [52], 
pp. 331-335. Boothby does not note (d), but by (12.5) 

Condition (e) may not hold in the geodesic coordinates just mentioned, and 
indeed most authors do not require it for "normal coordinates." We want to 
explain how, given a coordinate system obeying (a)-(d), we can modify it to 
obtain (e). Given such a coordinate system x, let 

"I 
yl = J Jdetg(s,x 2, ... , xft)ds, yi = Xi ifi ~ 2 . 

o 
In the y coordinate system, d ft y = J det g d ft X so the metric g of the new coordi
nate system obeys J det g = 1. A straightforward calculation shows that gil = 
~iJ + 0(lxI 2 ) so the y coordinate system obeys (a)-(d). 

Normal coordinates are useful for the following reason. Tensors can be 
computed in any coordinate system, and since F's often enter in a complicated 
way, it is useful to be able to do the calculations in a convenient coordinate 
system. In particular, we will often show that two covariant objects are equal by 
verifying their equality at m in a normal coordinate system centered at m. Given 
(12.5) and (12.7), one obtains an elementary formula for Rijil at the center of a 
normal coordinate system: 
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where 

Gjj;i' = o2gij/oxiox'(m) . (12.8b) 

We emphasize that his formula is only valid in normal coordinates. As a bonus, 
we note that symmetry under (ij) ..... (kl) is evident given the symmetry of Gij;i' 
in i ...... j and k ..... 1. Condition (e) has an important consequence: det gl) = 
I + Tr(gi) - bij) + O(lgi) - bill and thus 

Thus. 

detg == 1= LGjj;i,(m) = 0 . (I2.9a) 
I 

This means that the total contraction of Ri)i" called the scalar curvature, has an 
especially simple expression 

R := L R/ = L Gij;i) in normal coordinates , (12.9b) 
i.j i.) 

where we emphasize once again that normal includes det g == I. 
We need to transfer covariant derivatives to forms. Given a one-form w, and 

X E r(T(M», we define a one-form P'xw so that 

WXW)(Y) = X[w(Y)] - wWx Y) . 

One checks that the right side of this expression is tensorial in Y. In local 
coordinates, 

V;(dx j ) = - L lj1 dx i , (12.lOa) 

and one then defines P'x on p-forms so that 

(12. lOb) 

If 

2= ~ oc . dx i ,. 1\ ••• 1\ dx i ,. then 
~ il···I., , 

;1< ... < i, 

OOC· . L Woe) -~ r.' oc J i, ... i,. - ax - ji. i, ... i. ,11 •• , ... i,. 
j , •• 

with the convention that oc is extended from i I < ... < i. to all indices by requiring 
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antisymmetry. Let (a i ). be defined from p-forms to (p + l)-forms by 

Interpret 17x on C"'(M) by 17x! = Xf Then 

Theorem 12.6. d = ~)al).~. 

Proof Let 0i be the operator defined by components with differentiation, i.e. 

Oi( L a}, ... j" dXi, 1\ ... 1\ dXi ,,) 
},< ... <i" 

= L 
Then d is defined by 

d = L(al)·ol . 

Equations (l2.10a, b) imply that ~ is given on p-forms by 

~ = 01 - L rdgilll(a')·a lll 
i.III.1 

[since (L",gi",alll)dx· = I5j .J. Thus, the theorem is equivalent to 

L rl,gjlll(ai)·(a')·a· = 0 . 
I.i.' 

(12.1Oc) 

This equation holds if one notes that (ai)·(a')· = -(a')·(a l ). is antisymmetric 
in i, I, while Iii is symmetric in i, I. 0 

Curvature on forms is further discussed in Sect. 12.2. 
Since Rut! is a covariant tensor, we can form various mixed tensors by raising 

indices via R/. I = La gai Rwl, etc. (R/., and Rijt! defined above are related in this 
way). Because of the anti symmetry of RUt, in i ...... j and k ...... 1, the only interesting 
contractions of R are the Ricci tensor 

Sij = LRII/ 
I 

and the total curvature 

R '- ~ R II - ~ SI - - ~ Ril 
.- '- I I - '- i - '- 1/' 

i.1 i 

Given any two-dimensional subspace 7t in T",(M),let e., e2 be an orthonormal 
basis in 7t and extend them to vector fields, X. Y. Then 

K(7t):= - R(X. Y, X. Y) 
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is the sectional curvature of 7t. Here is an equivalent definition: Define the 
(urrarure operator R(21 on A;(M) to be the linear map with 

(12.11) 

If OJ, JJ are dual to el , e2 and oc" = (J) 1\ JJ is the two form determined by (J), JJ, 

then 

K(7t) = (OC",R(21(OC,,)) . 

Note that tr(R(21) = R, the total curvature. 
While we do not intend to say much about the geometric content of curvature, 

we should at least indicate that curvature measures whether geodesics tend to 
spread out or not. Positive curvature produces a focusing of geodesics as is 
illustrated by the fact that if the Ricci curvature is bounded below by a fixed 
positive multiple K of the identity, then M must be compact and there is an a 
priori K-dependent bound on the distance between any two points of M. On the 
other hand, negative curvature implies a spreading of geodesics from a point. 
For example, if all sectional curvatures are bounded above by a fixed negative 
number, - K, and if M is simply connected, then there is a unique geodesic 
between any pair of points and M is diffeomorphic to W. These things are 
discussed, for example, in Chapter III of Chavel [62]. 

Finally, we want to discuss the divergence of a vector field X. Given such a 
field, we can define a map PX from T(T(M)) to itself by (VX)(Y) = PyX. The 
tensoriality of PyX in Y shows that P X actually defines a matrix function, i.e. 
there is a linear map (V XHm) from T",(M) to T",(M) so that (VyXHm) = 
(V XHm) [Y(m)]. The trace of this transformation (which is a function) is called 
the divergence of X, written div(X). This is an invariant definition. In coordinates, 
if X = I. b/(c/oxt then (Xl = Ojoxl) 

(VX)(Xj ) = L !!:X, + L b'lj~Xt , 
I I.t 

and, thus, 

Theorem 12.7. (a) For any f E CO'(M) and X E r(T(M», we have that 

J(Xf)dx = -Jf(divX)dx , 

(12.12) 

W'J-ere dx is the natural measure on M [which ID local coordinates is 
..; 9 dxl '" dx: with g = det(gij)]' 

(b) Acting on smooth p-forms, 
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v; = - Vx - div X (12.13) 

I 0 \" . 
(c) 2 ox i In(g) = ~ Tji . 

j 

Proof Given a coordinate neighborhood N with coordinates Xi' define the 
function 

(div)-,,(X) = (Jg)-I I o:i(biJg) . 
i 

Then by integrating by parts, we see that if feCo(N), then 

J(Xf)dx = - Jf«divr"X)dx , 

Given two coordinate systems x, y in neighborhoods N, L, for f e CO'(N n L) we 
have that 

Jf{[(div)-,,(X) - (div)-y(X)]}dx = 0 ; 

so (div) - (X) is coordinate independent. Since div(X) and (div) - (X) are invariantly 
defined, we need only show they are equal at each point m in some coordinate 
system at m. For normal coordinates centered at m, r = 0 and (%xi)(Jg) = 0, 
so (div) - (X)(m) = div(X)(m). This equality proves (c), and shows that (a) holds 
for f's supported in a small coordinate neighborhood. Inserting a suitable 
partition of unity in front of f proves (a) in general. 

Finally, let u, veT(T·(M». Then 

H(Vxu,v) + (u,Vxv) + (divX)(u,v)}dx 

= J {X«u, v» + (u,v) div X} dx = 0 

proving (b). 0 

For a more direct proof of (c), see Spain [346], pp. 27-28. 
Equation (12.12) can be rewritten in another suggestive way. Let Ux be the 

one-form dual to X, i.e. the linear functional given by YI-+ (X, Y)m' Then 
J(Xf)dx = (df,ux) so (12) says that 

div(X) = -d·ux . 

In terms of the Hodge star operator of Sect. 11.3 (see Theorem 11.10), we have 
that 

div(X) = .d(.ux) . 

We have already seen (Theorem 12.6) that 

(12.14) 
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We claim that also 

d == - ~)f'/)*(ai)*, so that 
i 

d* == - Laif'/ . 
i 

To prove (12.15), we note that by (12.12) and (12.13) 

~* == - f'/ - L lj1 . 
) 

On the other hand, (12. lOa, b) imply that 

[~,(aj)*]= -LliL(at )* 
t 

Thus, by (12.14) 

d == Lf'/(af)* - ~Jf'/,(ai)*] = Lf'/(ai)* + IrMat )* 
iii i.t 

= ~(f'/ + ~lj1)(ai)* = - ~(f'/)*(ai)* 
by (12.17). This proves (12.15a). 

12.2 The Berezin-Patodi Formula 

(12.15a) 

(12.15b) 

(12.16) 

(12.17) 

The machinery of supersymmetry will enter in our proof of GBC in two ways. 
One is the pairing of eigenvalues, which we have already discussed. The other is 
through an elementary piece of linear algebra implicit in Berezin [47], called 
Berezin's formula in the physics literature. At about the same time as Berezin's 
work, Patodi, in the context of his work on GBC [273], proved a formula which 
is essentially equivalent to Berezin's, so we dub the formula the "Berezin-Patodi" 
formula. We should also note that related formulae appear in Atiyah and Bolt 
[17]. 

Let V be a finite dimensional inner product space, and let H(V) be the space 
of antisymmetric p tensors on V. Let 

n 

N(V) = Ef)N(V) 
p=1 

where n = dime V). Let ( - I)P be the operator which acts on N( V) by multiplying 
~')E !\"(V) by (-l)P. Given any A in L(N(V», a linear operator on N(V), define 
tis supertrace, str(A), by 

strIA) == tr[( -l)P A] . 
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Let e l • __ •• eft be an orthonormal basis for V. and let ar be identical with 
ej 1\ • and aj with the adjoint of ar as operators on N(V). Given Ie {I •...• n}, 
let al be njElaj ordered by the natural order on {t ..... n} and aT be (ail'''. 
Notice that LU\·(V)) has dimension (2ft)2 and this is precisely the number of 
aTa). Thus. the following result. which we will prove below. should not be too 
surprising: 

Proposition 12.8. Any A E L(N(V)) can be written uniquely in the form 

The key fact we need is 

Theorem 12.9 (The Berezin-Patodi Formula). For any A E L(N(V)) 

str(A) = (-I)"oc{I ..... "I.{I ..... "' . 

Proofs. We pass from fermion creation operators to Dirac matrices (in mathe
maticians' language. from alternating algebras to Clifford algebras). Define 

Since the a's obey {aj.aj} = O. {ar.aj} = bjj• the y's obey {y",Y.} = 2b". and 
obviously Y: = Y", For A = {Ill ... ·• II,} c {t ..... 2n} with III < ... < II, define 

Y = 1"·'-11/2., }' 
A '",'" ", • 

so y~ = 1. YA = yl 
We first claim that 

= 2" 

A:J:(J. 

A = (J , 

(I 2.1 Sa) 

(I 2.1 Sb) 

for if # (A) is even and nonzero, let III = min {iii E A} and let A = A\{Il.}. Then. 

tr(YA) = tr(y", YA) = - tr(YAY",) = - tr(y", YA) = - tr(YA) • 

since (Y"" YA) = 0 and trace is cyclic. If # (A) is odd. find Il~ A and write 

tr(YA) = tr(Y"Y"YA) = -tr(Y"YAY,,) = -tr(YA) • 

since {Y".Y"YA} = O. 
Given (12.18) and Y; = I. we immediately have 

tr(Y~YB) = 0 

= 2" 

if A :J: B • 

if A = B. 

(12.19a) 

(12.1 9b) 
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and thus {YA} form an orthogonal set in L(N(v)) with its natural Hilbert
Schmidt inner product. But the number of such A's is equal to dim(L(N( V))) = 
22n, so the YA are a basis for L(!\*(V))_ Since any YA is a sum of aTa/s, we see 
that the aTaJ are also a basis, proving Proposition 12_8_ 

Next, we claim that 

(-1)"= (-I)nY{1. .... 2n) • (12.20) 

Let the right side of (12.20) be denoted by Of. Then clearly {y", Of} = 0, so 
{ar, Of} = 0, and thus it suffices that 

orl/lo = 1/10 , 

where 1/10 is the vector in N(V)- But 

proving (12_21). 
Equations (12.19,20) immediately imply that 

str(,' ... ) = 0 A # {I, ... , 2n} 

= (-Inn A = {I, ... , 2n} 

Finally, by using 

(12.21) 

(12.22) 

(12.23a) 

(12_23b) 

any aT aJ can be expanded into YA'S. If # (J) + # (J) < 2n, A = {I, ... , 2n} cannot 
appear, so (12.23) implies that 

str(aTaJ ) = 0 if I # {I, ... , n} or J # {I, ... , n} . 

By (12.22) 

* a:I ..... n:a{I ..... nl = (aTad(a!a2) .. ·(a:an ) 

= (1)njnj-(2nH2n-Il/2y + other Y 's 2 {1 ..... 2n) A 

= (l)nY:1. .... 2nl + otherYA's , 

So that, by (12.19) 

str(a:I ..... nlap .... . nl) = (_I)n 

proving Theorem 12.9. 0 
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We want to give Patodi's version and proof of Theorem 12.9 (modulo Pro
position 12.8). While this alternate proof can be skipped, the notation introduced 
next and Theorem 12.10 and Proposition 12.11 will be needed later. As is 
standard in the study of exterior algebra, given an operator A on V, there are 
two operators on /\.(V) called N(A) and dN(A). They are defined on p-forms 
by requiring that 

(12.24a) 

P 
(d/\)P(A)(u 1 1\ ••• 1\ up) = L U 1 1\ •• , 1\ uj - 1 1\ Au) 1\ uj +1 1\ ••• 1\ up . 

)=1 

The relation between them is that 

:t [N(e'A)] 1'=0 = (dN)(A) , so that 

N(e,A) = exp[td/\·(A)] . 

In terms of the operators af, aj' we have: 

(12.24b) 

(12.25) 

Theorem 12.10. Let A: V -+ V have matrix elements Ai} defined by Ae) = L Aijei. 
Then 

dN(A) = LAjjafa) . (12.26) 
I.) 

Proof Let B denote the right side of (12.26). Since it is clearly a linear operator, 
we need only check that Bt N(V) = dN(A)t(V) = A and that 

B(u 1\ v) = (Bu) 1\ v + U 1\ (Bv) 

for all u, ve N( V). The first follows by noting that 

To prove (12.27), we note that ifueN, then 

af(u 1\ v) = (afu) 1\ v = (-l)Pu 1\ (afv) 

and that 

aj(u 1\ v) = (aju) 1\ v - ( - l)Pu 1\ (ajv) . 

(12.27) 

These formulae, which can be checked by taking u, v to be elements of the bases 
ejl 1\ •.. 1\ elJ' imply that JJ = afa) obeys (12.26) and so B does by linearity. 0 
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Remark 12.11. The above discussion assumed the fact from linear algebra that 
there exist linear transformations obeying (I2.24a, b). However, one can prove 
this by defining dl\*(A) by (12.26), checking (l2.24b) (the above proof) and then 
defining I\*(B) by (12.25) (at least for invertible B and then taking limits). 

As a typical example of the use of these notions, let V; denote the covariant 
derivative associated to a coordinate vector field a/axi acting on p-forms. Then 

Proposition 12.12: 

[V;Jj] = - LRijt,(at)·a' . 
t.' 

(12.28) 

Proof: On p-form valued functions, V; is defined via (12. lOb), from which one sees 
(note: V;Jj means the product of V; and Jj as operators; as we will discuss in Sect. 
12.4. this symbol is often used for another object) that 

V;Jj(oc A fJ) = (V;Jjoc) A fJ + oc A V;JjfJ + V;oc A JjfJ + Jjoc A V;fJ . 

This implies that the unwanted terms cancel in [V;, Jj] and 

[V;, Jj](oc A fJ) = [V;, Jj]oc A fJ + oc A [V;, Jj]fJ , 

and so [V;, Jj] is dl\*([V;, Jj] on I-forms). Thus, we need only prove (12.28) on 
I-forms. 

Let Xi = a/axi, w' = dx'. Then 0 = XiX/Xt,w') so 

0= (V;JjXt,w') + (Xt , V;Jjw') + (V;Xt' Jjw') + (JjXt' V;w') 

Again the unwanted terms cancel from the commutation, so 

(Xk , [V;, Jj]w') = -([V;,Jj]Xt,w') = -Rt'ij . 

Given the symmetry Rtlij = Rijt" this implies (12.28) on I-forms. 0 

The remaining remarks on Patodi's work play no role in the rest of the 
chapter. Patodi does not discuss a, and ar's and so he does not state or prove 
Theorem 12.9 in the form we gave it. Rather, he proves that 

== ( - I)n L ( - 1)"( - I)a ~B )a(l )Bm)a(2)" • ~i!)a(n) I = n , 
•• a 

(12.29a) 

(12.29b) 

Where the sum is over all permutations 11:, (1 on {I, ... ,n}. We leave it to the 
rea~er to check that (given the fact that if IJI ¥- IJI, the aTaJ takes each 
N Into N, q ¥- P so that str(aTaJ) is then 0), (12.19) implies str(Loct.JaTaJ) = 
(-1 )"0(, I 

, ..... n}.! ...... n}· 
To prove (12.28), Patodi notes that 
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n 

det(l + A) = L Tr;\p(V)(f\P(A)). so 
p;O 

(12.30) 

at x I = ... = X, = 0_ 
Letting IIxll = (L'I XJ)I/2, we see that 

I I 

1- n exp(xjBUl) = - n xjBV' + O( IIx1I2) , 
j;1 j;1 

so det[1 - n~;1 exp(xjBU')] has leading order IIxll n which proves (l2.29a) from 
(12.30). Moreover. the IIxli n term is just (-Ifdet(x i ~I' + ". + xn~n') which. 
given (12.30). yields (l2.29b). 

12.3 The Gauss-Honnet-Chern Theorem: Statement and Strategy 
of the Proof 

In this section. we will state the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem and give an 
overview of the strategy of the proof we will present. Let M be a manifold of even 
dimension n = 2k. Let R be the Riemann curvature tensor. Then 

Proposition 12.13. The quantity [the sum is over all pairs of permutations of 
(I,,,., n)] 

E( ) - (-It I ( 1)·( l)aR·O,,,(2, R,,(n-',.(n, 
X - tk'2t - - a(l,a(2,"· aln-l)aln, (4x) . ..a 

is a scalar (independent of coordinate systems). 

We will slightly defer the proof of this proposition when we will also give a 
coordinate free definition of the Euler n-form, E(x)dx, with dx the natural 
measure on M. If n = 2. there are four non-zero terms in the sum. all equal by 
the symmetry of R, so E(x) = _(2X)-' RI212 but the scalar curvature R ::: 

LuRk/,t = -2R I2 12• so 

E(x) = (4X)-1 R(x) (n = I) . (12.3 J) 

The GBC theorem says that: 
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Theorem 12.14 (Gauss-Bonnet-Chern-Theorem). Let M be a compact orientable 
manifold of even dimension n = 2k. Then 

l(M):; L( -l)Pbp = J E(x)dx . 
p M 

In particular, given (12.31) and the fact that for n = 2, b l = 2g with g the 
genus of the surface, we obtain the classical Gauss-Bonnet theorem: 2 - 2g = 
(471)-1 J R(x)dx. An interesting corollary of this theorem is that if M, N are ex
compact orientable manifolds and M ~ N is a smooth I-fold covering map, then 
1(.\1) = 'l(N) since picking a metric g on N and letting 9 be its pullback on M, 
we have that EN(n(x)) = EM(x). For a history ofthe GBC theorem, as well as the 
bundle theoretic (Chern class) proof, see Spivak [349]. As a warm-up for the proof 
of Proposition 12.13, we define PITafians and explore their properties. 

Definition 12.15. Let n = 2k. Let Aij be a real anti symmetric n x n matrix. The 
PlTafian. PIT(A). is defined by 

PfT(A) = (2k kW I L( -1)"A"II'ltI2,A"13'"14,''' A"ln-n"ln, , (12.32a) 
It 

the sum being over all permutations on {I, ... ,n}. 

The (2 k k!)-1 factor is not mysterious. The summand is the same for two 
permutations n, (1 where the pairings {n( 1 )n(2)}, ... • {n(n - 1 )n(n)} are the same. 
Given any n, there are 2kk! such pairings. so in fact 

PIT(A) = L (-1)" Ai,i. ... Ai•j •• 
i l < ... <ill 

il <jl.···.i.<j" 

1t being the obvious permutation. 

Proposition 12.16. (a) If B is an arbitrary matrix and 

then PIT(A-) = det(B) PIT(A). 
(b) PIT(A)2 = det(A). 

(12.32b) 

(12.33) 

Proo( (a) Let e l •...• en be the canonical basis for en and view ei as elements of 
I\"'(C·). Let 

Then (12.32a) says that 

a A '" A a(k times) = (2kk!) PIT(A)e l A ... A en . (12.34) 

Let B be the operator whose matrix is Bij. i.e. Bei = L Bjjej . Then. 
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ii == L Aije; 1\ ej = L A;jBe; 1\ Bej = ,,·(B)a , 
tj tj 

and so 

ii 1\ '" 1\ ii = I\"(B)(a 1\ •• - 1\ a) . 

But I\"(B) on the n dimensional space I\"(Cn) is just multiplication by det(B), so 
(12.34) yields the necessary invariance. 

(b) iA is a self-adjoint matrix whose eigenvalues are pure imaginary. Iff E C. 
is an eigenvector for iA, with (iA)f = )J (A real), then (iA)J = - iAf = -;] so A 
has eigenvalue ±iA1, ... , ±iAt with orthonormal eigenvectors f2 = 1., f4 == 
h, " .. Letting g2j-1 = (f2j + f2j-.)/..j2, g2j = (if2j - if2j-1 h, we obtain real 
orthonormal vectors gj with 

so there exists an orthogonal matrix B so that 

=A. 

Since B is orthogonal, det(B) = ± 1 and (B-I)I) = Bj /, so A and A are related by 
(12.33). Thus, PIT(A) = ±PIT(A) = ±A1 A2 ".A2 (by (12.32b». Thus, PIT(A)2 = 
fLAJ = nJ[(iAJ)(-iAJ)] = det(A). 0 

Thus, we have the remarkable fact that for anti symmetric matrices, det(A) as 
a polynomial in the matrix elements is a perfect square! 

Proof of Proposition 12.13. Let Aij,tl be an array which is n x n x n x n anti
symmetric in i, j and in k, I. Given arbitrary B, C, let 

( 12.35) 

and let 

DPf(A) = L (-1)"( -1)" A"(lI,,'2I,"(lI,,(21'" A",n-ll"(nl,,,,n-ll,,,nl 
"." 

be the "double PlTafian." We claim that 

DPf(A) = det(B)det(C) DPf(A) . (12.36) 

The proof is essentially the same as that in Proposition 12.I6(c). Take tWO 
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independent copies of CN and form /\.(C") Ea /\·(CN) with CN bases el and f. .. Let 
a :::= Lijl/ Ajjlt/(ei 1\ ej ) Ea (f. 1\ fj) so 

DPf(A)(el 1\ '" 1\ eN) Ea (/1 1\ ••• 1\ fN) = a 1\ ••• 1\ a (k times) . 

Then OPf(A)(el 1\ ••• 1\ eN) Ea (fl 1\ ••• 1\ f,,) = ii 1\ •.• 1\ ii = OPf(A) x (Bel 1\ 

.. , /\ BeN) Ea Cfl 1\ ••• 1\ Cf" = det(B)det(C)OPf(A)(e l 1\ ••• 1\ eN) Ea (fl 1\ ••• 1\ 

i.). proving (12.36). 
But if we shift local coordinates from x to x, then by tensoriality of R 

- ~ Bi Bi C cCdR"" R'\, = '-- c I> t / cd' where 
".I>.c.d 

Thus. by (12.35) 

DPf(R) = det(B)det(C)OPf(R) . 

But Band C are inverse matrices (up to transposes) and so det(B)det(C) = 1. 
Thus. E(x) is a scalar. 0 

Of course, as a scalar, E(x) must have an invariant definition. Here it is: The 
PlTafian defined by (12.32a) can be defined for a matrix of elements in an algebra 
not just for complex matrices [although (l2.32b) will not hold any more if the 
algebra is non-Abelian], and is an invariant of anti symmetric operators on an 
inner product space. For each X, Y, R(X, Y)", defines a map of T",(M) to T",(M) 
which is anti symmetric, and it is bilinear and antisymmetric in X, Y. Thus, 
R( '. ')m is a two-form of anti symmetric maps from T",(M) to T",(M), and so 
PIT[R(', .)] defines an object which, asa sum of product ofk 2-forms, is an n-form. 
In fact. (- l)t(47t)-t PO'[R(" .)] = E(x)dx. 

The proof we will give of Theorem, 12.14 will depend on the fact that 
exp( - tLp) is an operator with a smooth integral kernel, i.e. there exists a linear 
map exp( -tLp)(x,y): NT.,· -+ NT,,· depending smoothly on x, y so that, ifu is 
P-form. 

(12.37) 

In (12.37), u(y)e NT.,. and w(x) = exp( -tLp)(x,y)u(y) denotes the action of the 
map on u(y), so w(x)e NT,,·; dy is the natural measure on M. We will prove this 
~eguh~rity of exp( - tL) in Sect. 12.6. Since exp( - tLp)(x,y) is smooth, its Hilbert 
chmldt norm (as a map from NT.,· to NT,,·) is bounded, and so since M is 

~omp~ct. exp( - tLp) as a map on the infinite dimensional space NT· is Hilbert
.chmldt. By the semigroup property, exp( -tLp) is trace class, and by the con

hn . 
Ulty of the kernel 

Tr(e-Il·p) = J tr(e-rl.p(x, x)) dx , (12.38) 
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where Tr is the trace on NT· and tr on NT,,·. Let str be the supertrace on 
f\*(T".) and Str the supertrace on f\*(T·), i.e. StriA) = ~) -I)PTr(A p )' Then 
(12.38) yields 

Str(e-Il.) = J str[e-Il.(x, x)] dx 

Given any i. which is an eigenvalue of some L p' let np(i_) be the multiplicity 
of i. for Lp on N. In Chap. II, we proved (11.30) that, for i. =F 0, 

~) - I)Pnp.) = 0 . (12.39) 
p 

Thus, (the fact that exp( - tLp) is trace class lets us interchange sums): 

Str(e-Il.) =~) -I)PInp(i.)e-o. 
p ;. 

= Ie-UI( -1)Pnp.) 
;. p 

= I( -l)Pnp(O) = I( -l)Pbp :; X(M) . 
p p 

We have thus proven: 

Theorem 12.17 (McKean and Singer [240]). For any compact orientable 
manifold. 

X(M) = Str(e-Il.) 

independently of t. 

We can now describe the strategy of the proof of the GBC theorem in a 
semi-historical context. In 1948. Minaksllisundaram and Pleijel [246] discussed 
the small t asymptotics of Tr[exp( - tLo)] for the Laplacian on functions on a 
compact Riemannian manifold (see Corollary 12.59). thereby generalizing Weyl's 
theorem. In a famous paper on "Can you hear the shape ofa drum?" Kac [188] 
asked what aspects of a manifold are determined by the spectrum of Lo. and in 
particular looked at Tr[exp( - tLo)] for small t in two dimensions. For certain 
planar regions with boundary. he showed the number of holes could be read otT 
of the small t behavior of the trace. McKean and Singer [240] then studied 
exp( - tLp). and. in particular. they proved (12.39) and Theorem 12.17 in t~e 
context of proving the G BC theorem. They noted that one expects an asymptotiC 
expansion (recall that n = 2k): 

trf\P[e-ll.p(x,x)] - t- k L c:.."'(x)t'" . 
",=0 

They remarked that an interesting proof of the GBC theorem would result from 
Theorem. 12.17 if there were a remarkable cancellation: 
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" L (-l)"c!(x) = O. for m = O. 1 •...• k - I (12.40) 
p=O 

and 

" L (-l)"c1P'(x) = E(x) . (12.41) 
p=O 

They verified this in case n = 2 and raised the question in general. It was Patodi 
[273], in a brilliant paper. who verified the conjecture of McKean and Singer 
and established (12.40) and (12.41). Patodi proved his version of the Berezin
Patodi formula precisely to control the cancellations in (12.40). Indeed. the key 
to our proving (12.40) and (12.41) will be to show that. as operators from 1\* r". 
to itself 

(e -IL)(X. x) = operators involving fewer than n a's 

+ g(x.t)a·{I. .... "}.{I. .... "} 

and 

y(x, t) = E(x) + O(t) . 

(12.42a) 

(12.42b) 

Equations (12.41.42) will then immediately follow from Theorem 12.9. Our proof 
closely follows the strategy of Patodi. except that we have an alternative machine 
which we hope makes the proof of (12.42) more transparent than that in [273]. 

We will prove (12.42) by showing first that one need only consider the case 
M = R" [i.e. exp( - tL)(x. x) is a quasilocal object. so its asymptotics only depend 
on how M looks near x; thus. we can cut a neighborhood of x out of M and 
paste it onto R". This cutting and pasting is justified in Sect. 12.7]. On R". one 
can write 

(12.43) 

where Bo is the operator which acts like Lo on the coordinate functions. R(4' 
involves the curvature at zero and has 2a's and 2a·'s A(2, (resp. A(4') has two 
(resp. four) a's or a·'s. and in suitable coordinates has some vanishing coefficients 
vanishing at x = O. Because of this vanishing. we will be able to prove that the 
g(x. t) for exp( - tL) and that for exp{ - t[Bo + R(4'(0)]} are equal up to terms of 
order t. But since Bo acts only on functions and R4 only on 1\. Tx , 

str[exp{ -t[Bo + R(4'(0)]}(O,O)] = exp( -tBo)(O,O)str{exp[ -tR(4'(0)]} . 

~e will show that exp( -tBo)(O,O) - (47tW"[1 + O(t)], while. since R(4' has 4 
a s Or a·'s, we cannot get 2n a's and a·'s until we get R(4,(0)"/2, i.e. 

str[exp[ -tR(4,(0)]} = (~:)k str(R~4') + O(tHI) . 
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This will precisely yield (12.42). Notice that by exploiting the Berezin-Patodi 
formula, one need not check the cancellations (12.40) by hand, and that we are 
always looking only at leading non-zero asymptotics: 

The invariant formula which will yield (12.43) is proven in Sect. 12.4, and a 
calculus for computing asymptotics of heat kernels can be found in Sect. 12.5,6. 
The proof of the G BC theorem putting all the previous material together appears 
in Sect. 12.S. 

We should close with a few remarks on the "competing" heat kernel proof of 
these theorems due to Gilkey [132-134] and Atiyah, Bott and Parodi [IS] (see 
the further remarks in Sect. 12.10). It is noted [although Gilkey [133] does prove 
(12.40)] that (12.40) is irrelevant (!), for since Str[exp( - tL)] is t independent, one 
is guaranteed that J dx[I;=o( -I)"c!(x)] = 0 for m ~ k - I and thus (12.41) 
suffices. Equation (12.41) is not proven by a direct calculation, but rather in two 
steps: (I) One shows that the left side of (12.41) must be a multiple of E(x) by 
showing that (i) the left side has certain invariances under coordinate changes, 
and is only a function of gil and its first two derivatives, and (ii) that there is only 
one such invariant. (2) Since the left side of(12.41) is a local invariant, the constant 
must be universal, and so it can be computed in any convenient case. We will 
give the flavor of this proof at the end of Sect. 12.6. In fact, this proof is not much 
to our taste: The necessary machinery to prove that only second derivatives of 
gil enter, properly organized, is essentially enough to directly compute (12.41) 
without the appeal to a lengthy and indirect invariant theory argument. 

12.4 Bochner Laplacian and the WeitzenbOck Formula 

The Laplace-Beltrami operator on p-forms, L = (d + d*)2, has the nice features 
of connecting to Betti numbers via Hodge theory and a doubling of non-zero 
eigenvalues via sypersymmetry. There is a second natural Laplacian, often called 
the Bochner or flat Laplacian, which can be defined not only on N, but on any 
Hermitian bundle over a Riemannian manifold. In this section, we want to 
describe this Laplacian and prove the beautiful formula of Weitzenbock relating 
the two Laplacians. We will describe here two applications of the interplay 
between the Laplacians; the GBC theorem will be a third. 

Definition 12.18. The Bochner Lap/acian B is the map of smooth p-forms N to 
itself which, in local coordinates about the point mE M, is given by 

(Bu)(m) = I(V;*gilJ)u)(m) . 
i.l 

(12.44) 

If Xi and Xi are two sets of local coordinates at m, and Xi = O/oxi , then 
Xi = Il A/ Xl' where A/ = oxlloxi• Since V. is tensorial, we have that 

V;=LA/J) . 
j 
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and taking adjoints 

t:. = L~·A/ . 

(Note that A/ is not constant, so V and A do not commute.) Since Li.J Atiii} A/ = 
Il'. the Bochner Laplacian is coordinate independent. For those who are fond 
of coordinate-free definitions of coordinate-free objects, we note the following 
coordinate-free definition of B: V.u defines a (p + I) rank covariant tensor via 
W.Ii)(X, y., ... , Yp) = (Vxu)(Y., ... , Yp)' This tensor is antisymmetric in Y., ... , 
Yp but not in X. The metric induces a natural inner product, ( , )"" on @+I T': 
and B obeys 

(Ii,Bu) = J (V.u,V.u)",dx . (12.45) 

This formula defines B as a quadratic form on N. At the end of this section, we 
will describe the more usual definition of B in terms of second covariant deriva
tives. The point of (12.44,45) is that they make it evident that B is self-adjoint 
and indeed positive. 

The relation between Band L will be a rather simple exercise in the fermion 
creation/annihilation operator calculus introduced by Witten [370], and which 
we have used in Chap. II and Sects. 12.1, 3: 

Theorem 12.19 (The Weitzenbock Formula). Let R(4) be the operator 

R(41 = L Riji/(ai). ai(at ). a' . 

Then 

L= B + R(4) • 

(12.46) 

(12.47) 

Proof. We will exploit (12.14, 15)ford and (12.28) for [V;, ~]. Since d = Li(ai).V; 
[by (12.14)] and {AB,q = {A,C}B + A[B,C], 

L= {d,d·} =L{(ai)·,d·}V; + (ai)·[V;,d·] . (12.48) 
i 

By using the adjoint of(l2.14), d· = LJ ~·aJ and {A,BC} = B{A,C} + [A,B]C 
we have that 

lI ai )·,d·} = L~·{(ai)·,aJ} + L[(ai)·,~·]ai 
J i 

= L ~.gij - L lj~(at)·aj (12.49) 
j j.t 

by (12.17). By using (l2.15b), d· = - LaJ~ and [A,BC] = [A,B]C + B[A,C], 
We have that 

[r;,d·] = - Lai[V;,~] - L[V;.aj]~ 
j j 

= L Rij.,aj(al)·a' + L I;{al~ 
j.U 

(12.50) 
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by (12.28) and the adjoint of 1 (12.17) [using (12.16)]. Placing (12.49, SO) into 
(12.48), we obtain (12.46, 47). 0 

In the above, the r terms exactly cancel. By using normal coordinates, We 
could have avoided the explicit check that the unwanted terms cancel. 

The fermion calculus is not only useful in the proof of the Weitzenbock 
formula, but because it povides a compact formula for R(4) (first noted by Nelson 
[263] and exploited by Parodi [273] in his proof of GBC). Using ai(at ). == 
git _ (at).aJ, one has 

R(4) = R(2) + R(4) , 

R(2) = LSii(ai)·ai , 

R(4) = - L Rijtl(ai)·(at)·aia l , 

(12.S1a) 

(12.S1b) 

(12.S1c) 

where Sij is the Ricci tensor (Si) = Ll.t RUtJg1t ). The point is that (12.47) is usually 
written L = B + R(2) + R(4) because R4 does not have a compact form in terms 
of coordinate operations, while R(2) and R(4) do. As we will see, the splitting into 
R(2) and R(4) which have opposite signs if R has positivity properties can lead to 
problems. The splitting (12.S1) is useful if we look at I-forms since R4 == 0 on N; 
thus, on I-forms 

(12.52) 

If we expand Busing (12.1Oc), we obtain a formula for L acting in local 
coordinates which has terms with no a, terms with one a and a· and terms with 
two a's and a·'s. If we write the a, a· terms with an a on the left, the term with 
no a's must be just Bo = Lo acting on the coordinate functions. By writing out 
the second and fourth order terms explicitly and noting r's and agiJ·s occur, we 
obtain 

Theorem 12.20. In terms of local coordinates, L acts on p-forms in a coordinate 
system center at rno by (12.43) where Bo is Bochner Laplacian acting on co
ordinate components of the p-form, and where, in a coordinate system with 
Xi(rnO) = 0, gIJ(O) = biJ,Ij~(O) = 0, [atg iJ ] (0) = 0: 

A(2) = L Ni'(x)at(a i ). aJ + L P;i(x)(a i ). a} , 
iit i.J 

A(4) = L QIJtl(·)(ai)·aJ(at)·al , 
i.J.t.1 

with N1,(O) = 0, Qiju(O) = O. 

The remainder of this section will not be needed in our proof of GBC and 
may be skipped: We will first give some simple applications of the Weitzenbock 
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formula and then discuss another, more usual, way of defining B. Finally, we will 
briefly describe the probabilistic view of B. Here, as a typical application of 
( 12.52), is a result of Lichnerowicz [230]: 

Theorem 12.21. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold and let 0 = ;'0 < 
i.\ < .. , be the eigenvalues of Lo = Bo (on functions). Let s(m) be the minimum 
eigenvalue of the Ricci tensor Sij(m) thought of as an operator on T",(M). Suppose 

inf s(m) > 0 . 
mEM 

Then 

i.\ - ;'0 ~ inf s(m) . 
",eM 

Proof. By supersymmetry, ;'1 is also an eigenvalue of LI (in fact, if Lo! = ) . .1, 
d{ # 0 and L I (d/) = )'1 d/). Thus, if e I == inf spec(L I ), we see that 

But, if u E T':(M), then 

(u, R(2I(m)u) = L Siim)(aiu,aiu) 

~ s(m) L (aiu, aiu) = s(m)(u, u) , 
i 

(12.53) 

since L ai* ai = I on I-forms. Thus, as an operator, RI21 ~ inf", s(m). Since BI ~ 0, 
(12.52) implies that 

e\ ~ inf s(m) , (12.54) 
",eM 

so that (12.53) yields the theorem. D 

Remark. It is a theorem of Lichnerowicz [230] that 

i.\ - )'0 ~ CIt inf s(m) , 
",eM 

where CIt = n(n - I)-I and n is the dimension of M. This result is not merely 
better than Theorem 12.21, the constant CIt is optimal in that equality holds for 
the II-sphere SIt with the constant curvature metric. In fact, Obata [265] has 
proven that equality in this last inequality only holds for this constant curvature 
case. See Clzavei [62] for further discussion. 

Equation (12.54) immediately implies that if 

inf s(m) > 0 , 
,rH:M 
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then e l > 0, so LI has no zero eigenvalues. We thus have recovered a celebrated 
theorem of Bochner and Meyer: 

Tbeorem 12.22 (Bochner [50], Meyer [242]). Let M be a compact Riemannian 
manifold, and let s(m) be the minimum eigenvalue of the Ricci tensor Sij(m). If 

inf s(m) > 0 
",eM 

("the manifold has strictly positive Ricci curvature"), then bl , the first number, 
is zero. 

Remark. (1) By (12.45), if (u,B1u) = 0, Vxu = 0 for all X so that one can show 
that lu(m)1 is constant on M. Thus, one can conclude that bl = 0 if 

inf s(m) ~ 0 
",eM 

with s(m) > 0 at one point. If s(m) ;::: 0, one can conclude b l :5; dim(M), for 
Vxu = 0 means that u is determined by its values at one point via parallel 
transport, so {ulBu = O} has dimension at most dim(M). For an m-dimensional 
torus with its flat metric, one actually has bl = m. 

(2) The above proof is a descendant of Bochner's proof. Meyer's proof is very 
different. 

By using the full Weitzenbock formula, one can prove 

Tbeorem 12.23 (Meyer [241]). Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of 
dimension n. If the induced map R(21 of (12.11) is positive definite at each me M, 
and strictly positive definite at one point mo, then bl = b2 = ... = bn - l = O. 

Proof (related to Gallot and Meyer [128]). Pick normal coordinates at a general 
point mi' In terms of the fermion calculus, let 

so, by the antisymmetry of Rijll under i - j or k -I, 

R(41 = L RiJ11(mdNI) N11 • 
i.J.l.1 

It is easy to prove that ifot is a k x k real matrix with L cxijwiwJ ~ b L IWil 2 

for all real (Wi' ... ' wt ), then Li.jCXijArAj ~ bLi.jArAi for all k-tuples of 
operators, since Nij is antisymmetric in i,i, it follows that if 

(U,R(21(mdu) ~ b(md(u,n) , then 

R(41(md ~ b(md L(Nij)*(Nii) . 
i.j 
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lai)*a l obeys Nl = NI. Thus, since NI(l - NI) = 0, 

L NljNij = t L NI(1 - ~) 
i.j I.j 

On p-forms, L NI = p, so 

R(4,(md ~ tb(md(n - pIp . 

Thus, R(4' ~ 0 if b ~ 0, and so Lu = 0 implies Bu = 0 and R(4'U = O. But 
811 = 0 implies V;u = 0, which implies that lui is constant. Suppose p :#; 0, n. Since 
hlmo) > 0, it must be that u(mo) = 0 so u == 0, i.e. bp = O. 0 

The difficulty in writing (12.51) is shown by the fact that, following Bochner's 
proof of Theorem 12.22 in 1946, the studies of the vanishing of the higher Betti 
numbers by Bochner and Yano [51] required both upper and lower bounds on 
R(2) with the upper and lower bounds allowed to differ only by a factor of 2. This 
was later improved by various authors, but the result without upper bounds was 
only proven in 1971. 

Next, we want to describe another way of writing B. When we write VxVr we 
always mean the product of the operators Vx and Vr on /\". 

Definition 12.24. Given two vector fields X, Y, the second covariant derivative 
Vrx. Y) is defined by 

The point of the Vz term is that ~i.Y) is tensorial in Y, i.e. Vflx.m = fg~i.Y) 
so that ~i.Y) u at m only depends on X(m) and Y(m). If one thinks of V.u as an 
element of <8)"+1 T*(M), then ~i. Y) u is just Vx(V.u) valued at . = Y. If {XI }i=1 are 
coordinate vector fields, we denote ~i .. xJ' by V5.},. We warn the reader that many 
books denote V5.J) by V;~, while with our meaning of V;~ as the product of V; 
and ~ we have 

One should note that Vfx.Y) - Vfr.x, = R(X, Y) for general X, Y, on account of 
t~e torsion free nature of V. The usual definition of the Bochner Laplacian is 
given by the following: 

Theorem 12.25: 

B = - ~gl}V2. . t... ( •• ),. (12.55) 
i.j 
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Proof Both sides of (12.55) are coordinate independent. so we need only check 
it in normal coordinates. In such coordinates centered at mo. (f';u)(mol == 
(Oju)(mo). (f';*u)(mo) = -(cju)(mo). (f';Xj)(mo) = 0 and Ct(giiu)(mo) == 
gjj(ctu)(mo)' Thus. 

(Bu)(mo) = - ~JOj(f';f)](mo) = - })gjjJi(r.j)/)(mo) . 
i i.j 

Notice that (ojfjf)(mo) #- (oAf)(mo). since (ojFt,)(mo) may not be zero. 0 

The reader can go back to Sect. 11.4 and check (by calculating in normal 
coordinates) that the operator A in the expansion ofWitten's deformed Laplacian 
has the following invariant expression due to Witten: 

A = L(V~.j)f)[a~.aJ . 
i.j 

Finally. we want to mention that while L is the "natural" Laplacian for 
topologists. in many ways B is the "natural" Laplacian for probabilists (and to 
some extent analysts). Let M be a compact Riemann manifold. Bo = Lo acting 
on functions generates a positivity preserving semigroup (this follows from the 
Beurling-Deny criteria-see [295]. pp. 209), exp( - tBo) taking 1 to itself. As we 
shall see in the next two sections, it has a smooth integral kernel, exp( - tBo)(x. y), 
so in the usual way. one can define Brownian motion on M: i.e. a family (\f 
probability measures, {El,}xEM' on continuous paths starting at x so that (i) 
Ex(/(b(s))) = [exp( - sBo)f] (x) and (ii) {Ex} is a Markov process in the usual 
sense (see [53, 108, 109] for background in probability, and [93,238] for discus
sions of Brownian motion on manifolds). 

While we have not discussed it, given any smooth path y on M, there is a 
natural map ~: N 7;.10) -+ N 7;.1,) called parallel translation, discussed in most 
differential geometry books (e.g. [52,348.349]). By using the theory of stochastic 
differential equations. one can define PI, also for almost all Brownian paths b(s). 

started at each x. One can show that 

(12.56) 

for any u in N; note that (PI,f1u(b(t)) lies in NT... so the expectation is over a 
vector-valued function. Equation (12.56) is discussed in [93.238] and demon
strates that B is the natural Laplacian for Brownian motion. The corresponding 
formula for exp( - tH) can be obtained from the Weitzenbock formula; it will 
involve a "time ordered product" of pt"s and exp[ -(<>t)R4 ] terms. 

As the name "parallel translation" suggests. 1P;'11 = I'll (the norms are with 
respect to the inner products at y(t) and y(O) respectively) and similarly (~rl is 
norm preserving. Thus. (12.56) implies that 

That is. if UE N 
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l(e-'8 u)(x)1 ~ (e-·8 °lul)(x) (12.57) 

(12.57) has a "direct" proof exploiting Kato's inequality [163. 322. 327] rather 
than path integrals; indeed, it seems to have first been noted explicitly by Hess, 
schrader and Uhlenbrock [164] in this context. It implies that exp( - tB) is a 
contraction on each U space, while exp( - tL) may not be if curvatures are not 
positive; in this sense exp( - tB) is also more natural analytically. 

12.5 Elliptic Regularity 

Thus far in this chapter, we have had lots offun with geometry and a little algebra, 
but there has not been any analysis (== estimates). We will remedy this lamentable 
defect in this and the next section. In this section, we will prove estimates which, 
roughly speaking, say that forms in D(L t) have 2k derivatives in U and 
2k - (nI2) - e classical derivatives. The estimates will also allow us to prove 
essential self-adjointness of L on N, the CD forms, and compactness of 
exp( - tL). These results were used in Sect. 11.3. They will also provide the input 
for our machinery in the next section dealing with the asymptotics of integral 
kernels. We note that the basic results below are usually proven (see e.g. Taylor 
[353] or Gilkey [133]) using the pseudodifTerential operator (.pDO) calculus. We 
will use our "bare hands" instead-while this is perhaps a trifle more elementary, 
we strongly recommend the reader learn the powerful (.pDO) machinery. We first 
consider operators on Rft and will later localize to get information on compact 
manifolds M. To try to keep the exposition self-contained .. we will begin with a 
brief review of the theory of Sobolev spaces on Rft. 

Definition 12.26. Let s ~ O. The Sobolev space H.(W) is the set of function 
f E L 2(RV) whose Fourier transform i obeys 

IlfII; == Jli(k)1 2(1 + Prdvk < 00 . 

For integral s (which is all we wish to consider), it is not hard to show that 
f E H. if and only if, for all multi-indices ex with lexl ~ s, the distributional deriva
tive D'f(==ol.lf/o"xl"'o'·xv ) lie in L2, and that LI.I:5.IID2f11L2 and IIfII. are 
equivalent norms. In particular, this implies: 

Proposition 12.27. Iff. iV E H •• then f E HHI and IIfII;+1 ~ 11111; + IIcjfll;. 

The equivalence of norms and Leibniz' rule [D'(fg) = L/I:52(~)(D/I f) x 
(D'-/lg) for f ex and g a distribution] immediately implies: 

Proposition 12.28. Iff E C" with suP .. IID'f II xc = e2 < 00 for all ex. then the map 
y ...... fg takes H. to H. for all s with a norm bounded by c. (depending on LI.I:5.e.) 
for a suitable s-dependent constant c •. 
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The key that makes Sobolev spaces so useful for studying classical smooth_ 
ness is: 

Theorem 12.29. Iff e H.(W) and s > (v/2) + I. thenf is C' (in classical sense) with 
derivatives D3 f.locl ~ I uniformly bounded. 

Proof. We begin with the case I = O. Write s = t + r with t > v/2 and 0 < r < I. 
Since 

(12.58) 

we have that If(x) - f(y)1 ~ Crlx - ylr(27tr"12 J Iklrli(k)1 d"k and continuity of 
f results if we note that by the Schwarz inequality 

[J Iklrli(k)1 d"k r ~ J (1 + IkI2Y(1 + IkI 2)'lf(k)12 d"k 

x J(1 + IkI 2)-ld"k 

and that J(1 + IkI 2)-ld"k < 00 since t > v/2. The general case results by replac
ing (12.58) with (0 < r < 1) 

lelt.(X-y) - L elb(ik)3 y2(OC!)-11 ~ C',r Ikll+r Iylr • 
121 :5' 

which follows from the Taylor expansion of exp(ik . y). 0 

This result (or rather its proof) can be restated by saying that if s > v/2. the 
linear functional (}x(f) = f(x) is a bounded linear functional on H •. Let H_. == 
(H.)* so (}x e H _ •. The stronger smoothness result can be restated by saying that 
the H_. valued function. Xl-+{}x, is I times differentiable if s > 1+ (v/2). We also 
define 

H<Xl = nH., H- oo = UH.; -00 < s < 00 . 

It is useful to extend the inclusions H. c H, for s ~ t > 0 by thinking of 
Le H~ as lying in H: by restriction. Thus. if f e H. and 9 e H, with s + t ~ O. 
we can define <f. g) in a way that extends the inner product when f. 9 e L2 (H. 
has a natural Hilbert space structure; if f, 9 e H. with s > O. one should not 
confuse <f,g) with this natural Hilbert space structure. for the H. inner product 
is <f, (1 - LI)'g)u not <f. g)u). Sobolev spaces are useful for discussing integral 
kernels. 

Definition 12.30. We say that an operator A: L2(R") -+ L2(W) has an integral 
kernel A(x. y) if A(x. y) is a jointly measurable function with 

JIA(x.yWdy < 00 ( 12.59) 
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for a.e. x and with 

(Af)(x) = J A(x, y)f(y) dy (12.60) 

for all f E L 2 and a.e. x in W. 

Theorem 12.31. If A: U -+ L2 extends to a map of H_. to H. for some s > v/2, 
then A has an integral kernel which is jointly continuous in L2. Indeed A(x,y) = 
(bx.Ab,). If it is a map of H_. to H. for s > (v/2) + I, A(x,y) is C/, and ifit maps 
H-:r to H"", A(x,y) is C"". 

Proof Since 15, E H _.' Ab, lies in H. and thus, by Theorem 12.29, Ab, is a 
continuous function A(x,y). Moreover, by duality A* also maps H_. to H. 
and A*(x,y) = A(y, x) so J IA(x,y)1 2 dy = J IA*(y, x)1 2 dy = IIA*b" IIL2 and (12.59) 
holds. If suffices to check (12.60) for f E Co(W). For such an f, f = J f(X)b" as a 
strong integral in H_. so (12.60) is immediate. The additional smoothness follows 
from the smoothness of x H 15" as map into H_. if s > I + (v/2). 0 

Now we want to consider a v x v real symmetric matrix valued function aij(x) 
on W obeying 

(i) aij(x) is CX) in x with sup" ID~(aij)(x)1 < 00 

for all ex, i, j. 

all Ui E Wand ao > 0 independent of x. The map 

H = - Laiaiiai 

defines a map of Co(RV) to itself. We call H uniformly elliptic strictly second order 
(uesso) if a obeys (i), (ii). The basic elliptic estimates we need are the following: 

Theorem 12.32. Let H be a uesso operator on RV. Then for each s ~ 0, there exist 
constants c. and d. so that for all qJ E Co(R") 

(qJ,(H + l)'qJ) ~ c.llqJlI; , 

II qJlI; ~ d.(qJ, (H + 1 )'qJ) . 

(12.61) 

(12.62) 

Moreover, c.' d. depend only on IID~aljll "" for loci ~ 2s, and on the number ao in 
condition (ii). 

Proof. By integrating by parts and using condition (i), it is easy to see that 

(qJ,(H + l)'qJ) ~ Ct •• L IID~qJlIL2 
121$' 

from which (12.61) follows. To prove (12.62). let Ho = -A and take s = L Then. 
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by condition (ii), for any cp and x 

• • L aij(x)(oiCP)(X)(OjCP)(x) ~ ao L (OiCP)(X)2 . 
~j=1 i=1 

Integrating over x, we obtain (cp, Hcp) ~ ao(cp, Hocp), so (12.62) holds for s = 1 
withd l =ai)l. 

Suppose we have (12.62) for s - I. Let us prove it for s. By Proposition 12.27 
and the induction hypothesis 

• 
IIcpll; = IIcpll;-1 + L lIojCPIl;_1 

j=1 

::s; d._1 [(CP,(H + I).-Icp) + ~(Ojcp,(H + 1).-I Ojcp)] . (12.63) 

Now (cp,H'cp) ~ 0 for all cp, s [for seven (cp,H'cp) = 11H"/2cpIl2 and for s odd 
(cp, H'cp) = (H(·-1l/2cp, HH('-1l/2cp) and H is positive by condition (ii)]. Thus, 
(cp,(H + I)"cp) ~ (cp,(H + I)"-Icp) so the first term in (12.63) can be bounded by 
d._I(cp,(H + I)"cp). Moreover, we have the Schwartz inequality 

for t = 0, 1,2, ... and all cp, fie Ca. We can write 

(Ojcp,(H + Ir-IOjcp) = aj + bj; aj = (cp,(H + I)"-IO/cp) ; 

bj = (cp,[oj,(H + 1)"-I]Ojcp) . 

By (12.64) for t = s - 2, since s ~ 2 

lajl ::s; «H + l)cp,(H + 1r-2(H + l)cp)I/2(ojcp,(H + 1r-2ojcp)I/2 

::s; tc(ojcp,(H + 1).-2ojcp) + tc-l(cp,(H + I)'cp) 

::s; tc.-2cllojcpll;-2 + tc-l(cp,(H + 1)2cp) 

::s; !5l1cpll; + C6(cp,(H + I)"cp) , 

(12.64) 

where we used xy::s; tcx2 + tc- I y2 in Step 1 and (12.61) in Step 2. In the final 
inequality !5 may be taken arbitrarily small. 

Now bj is an expectation of terms involving 2s - 1 derivatives, so integrating 
by parts 

( ) 1/2 ( )1/2 
Ibjl ::s; c L IID3cpllL2 L II D3cp II L2 

121:5.-1 131s. 

::s; clcllcpll; + clc-Illcpll;_1 

::s; clcllcpll; + CIC- I d.-dcp.(H + Ir-Icp) 

:S !5l1cpll; + D6(cp.(H + I)"cp) . 
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putting together the above estimates on the terms in (12.63), we obtain 

Choosing J = 1/4v, we obtain (12.62) for s. The proof shows that the constants 
only have the stated dependence. 0 

Since (I + H) is a map of CO' to itself, 1 + H and powers of (I + H) map 
distributions to themselves. It is quite natural to expect that if (I + H)' TEL 2 for 
some I, then T lies in H2,. This is certainly true of H = Ho and we want to prove 
this in general since this will allow us to localize on M and deduce smoothness 
of eigenfunctions of L (note the closure) and essential self-adjointness of L on 
C~ (M). The key is that powers of H are essentially self-adjoint on CO'(W). 

Theorem 12.33. Let H be a uesso operator. Then, for each I, H' is essentially 
self-adjoint on CO'(W) and D(W) = H2/' Moreover, Q(jjl) = H,. 

Proof Let H(O) = (1 - O)Ho + OH = - iJ;[Oa ii + (1 - O)Jii]aj • Thus, the oper
ators H(O) are uesso with constants, including ao, uniformly bounded in 0, so 

«((J,(H(O) + I)'({J) ~ c.II({JII; , 

II({JII; ~ d.«({J,(H(O) + I)'({J) 

for all ({J E CO' and 0 ~ 0 ~ 1. Moreover, it is evident that 

II[(H(O) + I)' - (H(O') + 1)']({Jllu ~ e,IO - 0'111({J1I2' 

(12.65a) 

(12.65b) 

uniformly in ({J E CO', 0 ~ 0 ~ 1. Combining this with (12.65b), we see that if 
10 - 0'1 ~ ~, (for suitable~, > 0), then [H(O) + I]' - [H(O') + I]' is an operator 
bounded perturbation (see Sect. 1.1) of [H(O') + I]' with relative bound smaller 
than I. Starting from 0' = 0 and applying the Kato-Rellich theorem (Theorem 
1.4) a finite number of times we see that (H + I)' is essentially self-adjoint on CO' 
and D(W) = D«iI)') = D(iI~) = H2/' Moreover, then Q(iI') = Q(iI~) = H,. 0 

Corollary 12.34. Let H be a uesso operator. If U E U and the distributional 
operator H~iSI obeys H~isIU E L 2 (i.e. there exists f E L 2 so that for all ({J E CO', 
(H'({J,u) = «((J,n). then uED(iI') = H2,· If H~istUEHI' then ({JEH2/+I' 

Pr()(~r. We prove the first statement; the other is similar. (H')dist is by definition 
[(H ~ CO' )']. which. by the theorem. is (iI)'. so the hypothesis U E D«H')·) implies 
UED(iI'). 0 

Corollary 12.35. U En, D(iI') implies that U is CX:. 

Proof n,D(iI') = Hx contains only C·- function by Theorem 12.29. 0 
Henceforth we use H to denote the closure of H ~ CO'. 

Theorem 12.36. Let H be a uesso operator on W. Then {exp( -IH) }t>o has an 
integral kernel exp( -IH)(x.y).jointly cx in x. }'.I. 
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Proof (H + 1)./2 exp( - tH)(H + ly/2 is uniformly bounded from U to U for any 
sand C'" in t. Thus, by Theorem 12.33, exp( -tH) maps H_. to H. for any sand 
is COX) in t. The result now follows from Theorem 12.31. 0 

Remark. In fact, one can analytically continue in t to {tl Re t > o}. 
Before going to manifolds, we need to extend the ideas of H's we discuss in 

three ways: (i) We want to allow vector valued functions of x, say, functions with 
values in the inner product space X. We will actually let aij(x) be scalar, so this 
change is totally trivial, although we could allow vectorial dependence. (ii) We 
want to consider symmetric H's of the form 

(12.66) 

where bi and c are operators on the finite dimensional space X, and bi' c are ex, 
with bounded derivatives. Since 

II(H' - H')ull ~ cllull2l-1 , 

H' - H' is H' bounded with relative bound zero, so the first-order terms have no 
essential effect. (iii) We want to replaced d"x by j(X)2 d"x where j is smooth, 
identically 1 near infinity and bounded away from zero. Then H on L 2(R",f2 dx) 
is unitarily equivalent to jHj-l on L 2(R",dx)andjHj-l still has the form (12.66), 
so this change is easy. By a uniformly elliptic second order operator, we mean a 
symmetric operator H ofthe form (12.66) with all coefficients COX) with uniformly 
bounded derivatives and condition (ii) acting on L 2(R"; x;j2 d" x). By the above 
remarks: 

Metatbeorem 12.37. All results for uniformly elliptic strictly second-order oper
ators [and, in particular, Theorems 12.32-36 hold if the word "strictly" is dropped, 
so long as H + 1 is replaced by (H + Jl) with Jl a sufficiently large constant. 

Now let M be a compact orientable Riemannian manifold of dimension n. 
Let {U~}~=l bean open cover of M by coordinate neighborhoods and ~: U~ ~ R" 
smooth coordinate maps. Let g(~l be a metric on R" which obey (i) (g(~l)ij = bi) 
near infinity (ii)gij(m) = glj'(~m) ifme U~(i.e. transfer the metricfrom U to ~[U] 
and extend to a metric constant near infinity). By Ar~I(R") we mean the set of 
smooth p-forms on R" with the L 2-inner product given by g(~l and 1\r~1 is its 
closure. GivenjeCo(U~), let 

by 

(l~(j)j)(x) = j(~-l X)j(~-l x) X e ~[U] 

=0 x¢~[U] 

(12.67a) 

(12.67b) 

Fix a partition of unity j~, subordinate to U~. We will define H.(M) to be 
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IrE }\*(M)ll~(j~)f E H.(Rft) for all (X} with II III. = L~ IIl~(j~)III •. It is not hard 
I. 

to see that this definition of space is independent of the metric on M and the 
norms are changed to equivalent norms by a change of metric. It is not so obvious 
(but not even too hard by straightforward means) that H. is independent of the 
choice of U~ and j~; that is one consequence of: 

Theorem 12.38. Bp and Lp are essentially self-adjoint on the smooth p-forms IV' 
and Q(.8;) = Q(L~) = H.(M) f"'I IV'. Moreover, B; and L~ are essentially self
adjoint on IV' for s = 1,2, .... 

We defer the proof of this result and first derive some consequences. Because 
of the Sobolev imbedding theorem (Theorem 12.29) on Rft , if f E H.(M) each 
function (j~f)(m) is smooth on U~ and so since L~j~ = I, we have 

Theorem 12.39. If f E H.(M) and s > (v/2) + I, then f is C' in classical sense. If 
A: "* ~ "* extends to a map of H_. to H. for s> v/2, then A has a jointly 
continuous integral kernel A(m, n) which is a linear map from /\*(T,,*) to /\*(T':). 
If it extends for all s, then A(m, n) is CX). 

As a corollary of the last two theorems, we obtain 

Corollary 12.40. exp( - tL) has an integral kernel exp( - tL)(m, n) which is jointly 
ex: in m, n, t for t > O. 

Since exp( - tL)(m, n) is uniformly bounded, its Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
tr NT" Jexp( - tL)(m, n) * exp( - tL)(m, n)] < 00, so since the measure of M is 
finite, exp( - tL) is Hilbert-Schmidt for all t. Thus, exp( - tL) = [exp( - tL/2)]2 is 
trace class for all t, and since its integral kernel is continuous, one can compute 
the trace by integrating the diagonal (see [330] for a discussion of trace class and 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators). We summarize with 

Corollary 12.41. exp( - tLp) is compact and trace class. It has ajointly continuous 
kernel exp( - tL)(x, y): IV'Ty* -+ IV'I"x* that is 

(e-1Lpu)(x) = J e-1Lp(x, y)u(y) dy 
(12.68) 

Tr(e-1Lp) = Jtr(e-1Lp(x,x))dx . 

In (12.68, 69), the measure is the natural one on M. Since exp( -tLp) is 
compact, Lp has a complete set of eigenfunctions. These lie in n. D(L') and so 
in n. H. which is IV' by Theorem 12.39. Thus, 

Corollary 12.42. Lp has a complete set of eigenfunctions which all lie in IV' (i.e. 
are smooth). 

All that remains is the proof of Theorem 12.38. We first remark that it is 
enough to prove the result for B or for L alone, since the Weitzenbock formula 
says that L' - B' is a relatively bounded perturbation of B' (or L') of relative 
bound zero. 
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Next. we note that if UE C'(M). it is very easy to see that II(B + 1)'ull (so 
II(L + 1)'ulI) are equivalent norms to the H'(M) norms since: (a) One can define 
operators B~ on !\:(R") using the metric g(2'. so that if k~ == 1 on suppi~. then 
B:I~(j~)f = 1~(k~)B'(j~f). (b) By usng local coordinates. B~ is uniformly elliptic 
second order. (c) By the result on W. any C< function on M maps H, to H,. (d) 
We can find I. so r.;; = 1 and i.I;1 are bounded C" functions. Moreover. 
I~ = r.ld/lI~ s by Step (c). r.~ II(B + IrI~f 112 and r.~ II(B + l)IJII 2 are equivalent 
norms. 

The above remarks reduce the proof of Theorem 12.38 to the proof that B' 
(or L') is essentially self-adjoint on CO'(M). Thus. if one wants to use Chernoff's 
result [63] (see also Strichartz [351]). the proof is done and the reader can ignore 
the technicalities that follow. Here we will prove essential self-adjointness di
rectly. Since B maps C X to itself and is formally self-adjoint. B extends to a map 
on distributions. 

B defines a positive quadratic form on L 2 on C X (M) which is automatically 
closable. The resulting self-adjoint operator we also denote by B. so Q(B) is the 
closure of C:xJ(M) in the B-norm. 

Lemma 12.42. Let U E L 2(M). Thus U E Q(B) if and only if the (distributional) 
derivatives of U in local coordinates lie in L 2(M). 

Proof Let lIulii == (u. Bu) + (u. u). Since Jij(fu) = fJiju + (XJ)u. it is easy to see 
that ifuEN(M) and fEC CL • then IIfullB:S; cliuli B so ul-+fu maps Q(B) to itself. 
Writing out Jiju in terms of OjU we see then that on N(M). II' II f is equivalent to 

with 01" coordinate derivative on U~. From this it is easy to see that if u E Q(B). 
it has L 2 derivatives. and conversely if it has L 2 derivatives. by just convoluting 
the pieces in each in U~ we can approximate with elements in !\OC(M) so uEQ(B). 
o 

Lemma 12.43. (a) Ifu E H 2,-1 and BdistU E L2 and if 9 E C:xJ(M). then Bdist(gU)E L 2. 

(b) If UE H 2, and BdistUE Q(B). and if 9 E C7J(M). then Bdist(gU)E Q(B). 

Proof We prove (a); the proof of (b) is similar given the last lemma. Formally 
Bdist(gU) = gBdist(U) + correction terms involving the first (2s - l) derivative of 
u. Since U E H 2,-I' it is easy to show that this formal equality actually defines an 
L 2 function equal to Bdist( gu). 0 

Proof of Theorem 12.38. Given Lemma 12.41. we must show the pair of facts that 
B' is essentially self-adjoint on N. the smooth p-forms. and that D(B') = H 2,· 

We will prove this inductively. Suppose we have uED([(BtN)']*). By induc
tion, uED(B,-I) and B,-IUEQ(B). By Lemma 12.43(b). Bcii;:(j.U)ED(B). But 
(B~)'-I(j~U 0 ~-I) == [B.ii;:(j~u)]l1~-1 so i.u o~-I E H 2'-1 by Corollary 12.34. 
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Thus, ueH 20- t(M). Repeating this argument, ueH 2,. Thus, D(B') = 
D.((BO t IV)·) c H 2o , It is easy to smooth out any ue H, by localization and 
convolution to see that H 2, c D( (B t IV)'). D 

12.6 A Canonical Order Calculus 

The analytic techniques in the last section, while not the most usual ,pDO 
machinery, are relatively standard. In this section, we describe a technique for 
estimating heat kernels, which is due to one of us (B.S.) and presented here for 
the first time. As we shall see, it represents a kind of poor man's functional 
integral. 

Definition 12.44. A family of operators {A, },>o on U(R",d"x) [or on U(M,dx) 
(with M a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold) or on 1,t(R",d"x) or 
on N(M,dx)] is said to have canonical order me R ifand only if(i) A, maps H_:x: 
to H:xc for each t > O. (ii) For any k ~ I in {O, ± I, ± 2, ... } there is a constant 
elk, /) so that for 0 < t < 1 

(12.69) 

with a = !(k - I) - m. The condition k ~ I is crucial, since we do not want to 
imply that if ue H"" then IIA,ull. goes to zero faster than a polynomial (it does, 
however, go to zero as t m if m > 0). The definition is such that if A, has canonical 
order m, it has canonical order m' for any m' ~ m. If A, has canonical order m 
for all m > 0, we say it has canonical order infinity. The name and k,l dependence 
of a come from: 

Proposition 12.45. If H is a uniformly elliptic second-order operator on R" or a 
Laplacian (-Beltrami or Bochner) on I\·(M), then exp( - tH) has canonical order 
zero. 

Proof By elliptic regularity (Theorem 12.32 and 12.38), the H, norm is equivalent 
to the II(H + Jl),/2'1I norm, where Jl is chosen so that spec(H) c [ - Jl + 1,00). 
Thus, 

Ile-tIIull. ~ CII(H + Jl)+(·-lI!2e- tll IIL2I1ull, . 

By the functional calculus, 

II(H + Jl)+ae- tll lI,.2 ~ sup lI(x + Jl)+ae-ull 
x~ -,,+1 

= e'(P-tl sup II(y + I)+ae-'Y II ~ cr-a 

y;e,o 

for 0 < t < 1 since a :?: O. D 
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The whole point of the canonical order calculus is the information it yields 
on integral kernels. 

Proposition 12.46. If A, has canonical order m, then A, has an integral kernel 
A,(x, y) obeying 

limt"supIA,(x,y)1 = 0 
,-1.0 %,1 

(12.70) 

for any b > !n - m. 

Proof. Existence of the integral kernel follows from Theorem 12.31. Since ~%E H_. 
for any s > n/2 (Theorem 12.29), we have that 

IA,(x,y)1 = I(~%,A,~,)I ~ IIAIIH.-H_. ' 

so that (12.70) follows from (12.69). 0 

This theorem almost captures the exact leading behavior for the simple case 
A, = exp(tA), where A,(x, x) = (47tW"/2 so b > (n/2) - m cannot even be replaced 
by b ~ (n/2) - m. Of course, this proposition alone does not rule out C"/210g(C ' ) 
terms. Our strategy will be to use the proposition to separate out terms which 
are smaller than what we are interested in, and analyze the remainder by more 
explicit methods (essentially scaling). 

We will need two abstract methods for obtaining operators with some 
canonical order from operators of other canonical orders. The first is very 
elementary: . 

Proposition 12.47. Let A, have canonical order m, and suppose that B is a fixed 
operator so that, for some b ~ 0: 

Then BA, and A,B have canonical order m - tb. 

Proof. 

IIBA,q>lIt ~ CtIlA,rpIlH" ~ Cte(k + b,IWllrpll, , 

where a = t(k + b - I) - m = t(k - I) - (m - tb). In the above, we used b ~ 0 
to be sure that k + b ~ 1 if k ~ I. The proof for A,B is similar. 0 

Corollary 12.41. On R", if H is a uniformly elliptic second-order operator, then 
OJ exp( - tH) and exp( - tH)oj have canonical order - t. 

The other result is somewhat special looking if one is not familiar with 
DuHamel's expansion. For this reason, we recall: 

Proposition 12.49. Let X, Y be bounded operators. Let 
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n 

bn = J e-(t-·· .. ···'xYe-··xY ... Ye-··x dsl· .. dsn, LSi ~ t 
0<.,<1 1 

and let 'n be the same object with exp[ -(t - SI .•. sn)X] replaced by 
exp[ -(t - SI '''sn)(X + Y)]. Then, for any n 

n 

e-rlx+YI - e-Ix = L (-I)jbj + (_1)n+1'n+1 
j=1 

Proof We begin with the formula for n = 0 (DuHamel's formula): 

I 

e-l(x+YI - e-Ix = - J e-(I-.)(x+YlYe-·x ds . 

° 
This follows by letting 

and noting that dB,/dt = -exp[ -t(X + Y)] Yexp(tX) so that 

I 

BI - Bo = - J e-(t-·)(x+YlYe(I-.'x ds . 

° 

(12.71) 

Equation (12.71) follows by multiplying by exp( - tX). The general formula now 
holds inductively, since inserting (12.71) in the first factor of 'n implies that 
r.=bn-'n+l· 0 

While we only proved this for bounded X, Y, we will later apply it early to 
the case where X and X + Yare uniformly elliptic second order. We leave the 
extension to the reader with several remarks: (1) One should interpret the sum 
originally as maps from some H. to H_. (i.e. check matrix elements of qJ in H. 
with S large) and then notice that the operators make sense from H to H as 
bounded maps (if Y has second-order terms, we must be careful to avoid S,1 

terms, but as there are (n + 1) factors of exp( - sH) with So = t - S I ••• Sn and at 
most 2n derivatives, we can use H, for I fractional to arrange to bound by s-a(n" 
a(n) = n/n + 1). (2) It is useful to prove the expansion originally for t purely 
imaginary so exp[ - t(X + Y)]exp(tX) is well defined, and then analytically 
continue. 

Given this expansion, the following is clearly of relevance. 

Proposition 12.50. Let A:o" ... , A:" be operators of canonical order mo, ... , m, 
with mj > - 1. Then 

8, = J A:~~._ ... _.,A~:' ... A~~'dsl .. ·ds, 
';>0 

'1+"'+5,St 

is a convergent integral and B, is an operator of canonical order I + L~ mj' 
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Prool. Let So = t - S t - ••• - S,. Write B, = L~=o B';j where B,;j is the integral 
over the region Rj , where 

max Sk = Sj • 
0:5k:51 

Now in the region Rj , write 

IIA~~I ... A~~Iq>llk S; C(I)/i)srrl/2Ik-Plllq>lIp 

by bounding As, (; #; j) as a map from suitable Hq to Hq and A.) from Hp to Hi' 
Since t ~ Sj ~ t/(n + I) on Rj and 

, 
Jnsi'dsl ... dsl=ct d; d=l+ Lmj 
Oj~j j~j 

with c < 00 since mj > -I, we obtain the desired result. 0 

As our first application, we will control certain commutators of exp( - tH) 
and IE CX> . For this, we need 

Lemma 12.51. If A and B are bounded operators, then 
, 

[A,e-'B] = -Je-I,-.IB[A,B]e-·Bds 
o 

Proof Let 

de 
so ds' = -e·B[A, B]e-SB and 

, 
C, - A = - J e'B[A,B]e-'Bds . 

o 

Multiply by exp( -tB) and obtain the desired result. 0 

Again, we will use this for B, a uniformly elliptic second order operator, and 
A, a CXl-function, leaving the proof for this case to the reader with the hint that 
one should prove it initially for t imaginary, and then analytically continue. The 
following will playa critical role: 

Theorem 12.52. Let H be a uniformly elliptic second-order operator on Rft [resp. 
a Laplacian (- Beltrami or Bochner) on M]. Let I be a CXl function on Rft (resp. 
M) with all derivatives uniformly bounded. Then [f, exp( - t H)] has canonical 
order t. 
Proof We give the Rft proof; with localization, the proof for M is similar. By 
Lemma 12.51, 

, 
[/,e- III ] = -Je-I'-SIIl[/.H]e-Sllds . 

o 
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But [f, H] = ~j O/}j + h for C'" functions OJ and h. By Proposition 12.45 and 
12.47, exp( - sH)Oj and exp( - sH)h have canonical order 0 and OJ exp( - sH) has 
canonical order -!. Thus, by Proposition 12.50, [f,exp( -tH)] has canonical 
order I - ! =!. 0 

As a typical application of this machinery, we want to discuss leading asymp
toties of exp( - tH)(O, 0). We exploit the fact that 

(12.72) 

as can be seen by an elementary Fourier transform analysis. We prove the next 
tWO theorems on Rft. After the analysis in the next section, they will apply to M. 

Theorem 12.53. Let H = - ~i.AaiA + ~ibiOi + c be a uniformly elliptic 
second-order operator on U(~ft) (with vector values allowed). Suppose that 
ui)O) = ~ij' Then 

lim (41tt)ft /2 e-IH(O, 0) = I . 
1.1.0 

Proof Let Ho = - A and let iiij = aij - ~ij' By the DuHamel expansion 

1 

e-I" - e-1Ho = J e-II-"H(CI + C2)e-·H ds , 
o 

where C1 = - ~ibiOi + c and C2 = ~i.jOiiiijOj' The C1 term contributes an 
operator of canonical order t, so it makes a vanishing contribution to 
(4rrt)ft/2[exp( -tH)(x,y) - exp( +tA)(x,y)] as t!O. The C2 term we write as 
D\ + Dz. 

1 

D\ = ~ J(e-II-.,Hci)(Oje-·")iiijds 
i.j 0 

1 

D = ~ Je-II-·'''o.[ii .. o.e-·H ] ds z i.J I IJ' J • 
i.j 0 

By using Theorem 12.53, [iiij' ojexp( -sH)] has canonical order 0, while 
exp[ -(t - S)H]Oi has canonical order -!, so Dz has canonical order!. Thus, it 
too makes a vanishing contribution to (47tt)ft/Z [exp( - tH)(x, y) - exp(tA)(x, y)]. 
D\ only has canonical order 0 and does make a contribution to this difference 
for general x, y. But since iiij(O) = 0, D\ (0, 0) is identical to zero for all t. We have 
thus shown that 

lim (41tt)ft/Z[e- 1H(O, 0) - e-I"O(O,O)] = 0 , 
1.1.0 

so the theorem follows from (12.72). 0 

Corollary 12.54. Let H be a Bochner Laplacian or Laplace-Beltrami operator on 
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Rft with respect to a metric gji which is hji near 00. Let exp( - tH)(O, 0) denote the 

integral kernel relative to the natural measure dx (== J(det gj) dft x) on R" 
thought of as a Riemannian manifold. Then 

lim (41tt)ft /2 e-IH(0, 0) = I . 
1.1.0 

Proof Use normal coordinates at zero. Then H has the form given in the 
theorem. 0 

Remarks (I) Once we have the cutting and pasting results of the next section, we 
can replace gjj = hjj near 00 by uniform ellipticity. 

(2) In Theorem 12.53, if ajj(O) # hjj , we just let Ho = -ojajj(O)oj and obtain 
[det ajj(O)] 1/2 (41tt)ft/2 exp( - tHHO, 0) -+ I. If we then write the corollary in general 
coordinates, we obtain an extra (det gjj)-1/2 factor if the integral kernel is written 
relative to dftx. This extra factor is then cancelled by writing the integral kernel 
relative to dx = (detgjj)1/2dftx since (detgj)Hdetg ii) = I. 

(3) We will later discuss higher order asymptotics; see Theorem 12.57. 
If commutators with f were nice, one can hope the higher-order commutators 

with f are nicer. By Adf(B) we mean [f, B]. Then, we have that 

Theorem 12.55. Let Hand f be as in Theorem 12.52. Then for all j, 
(Adf)j[exp( - tH)] has canonical order j/2. 

Proof. Since (Adf)3(H) = 0, induction starting from Lemma 12.51 shows that 

(Adf»)(e -.H) 

, (j - I)! f' [(Adff(e-(I-.,H)] [(Adf)'(H)] [(Adf)"'(e-'H)] ds . 
L k!m! 

.+1+",=) 0 
/=1 or 2 

From this formula and Theorem 12.50, one easily proves the desired result by 
induction inj: For given the result for (AdfNexp( - tH)] with q < j since k, m < j, 
we have that (Adf)·[exp( - tH)] has canonical order k/2. (Adf)'(H) has terms of 
degree I in 0) if 1 = I and is a function of 1 = 2, so [(Adf)'(H)] [(Adf)'" exp( - sH)] 
has order m/2 - (2 - 1)/2 by Proposition 12.47. Thus, the integral has canonical 
order I + k/2 + m/2 - I + 1/2 = j/2, proving the result for j. 0 

Corollary 12.56. Let H be as in Theorem 12.5, and let f, g obey the hypotheses 
on f in that theorem. Suppose that supp g is compact and supp f (""\ supp g = ~. 
Then g exp( - t H)f has canonical order infinity. 

Proof. Find h in C~ with ,,== I on supp g and h == 0 on supp f Then 
g(Adh)i(exp[ - tH])f = gexp( -tH)f for allj. 0 

The last few results show that the canonical order calculus is a kind of 
poor man's functional integral. (Adf)iexp( -tH) has integral kernel [f(x)-
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{(y)]j[exp( - tH)] (x,y) so that Theorem 12.56 is a version ofthe fact that, in time 
·r. the paths can travel a distance which is 0(t1/2). 

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss systematic higher-order 
asymptotic expansions on [exp( - tH)] (0, 0) and write out the first correction to 
(41tt)-ft/2 in terms ofthe curvature when H is the Laplacian on functions (Lo = Bo). 
These things will not be used again, and can be skipped. 

Theorem 12.57. Let H = - L,.Jo,o,A + Lb,o, + c bea uniformly elliptic second
order operator on L 2(Rft ). Then 

(41tt)ft/2e -tH(O,0) - eo + tel + ... + tJeJ + ... 

(in the sense that ILHS - L~=o eJtJI = O(tl+l) for each 1) where eJ depends only 
on the Taylor coefficient of a up to order 2j, the Taylor coefficient b up to order 
2j - I, and of c up to order 2j - 2. 

Proof. The idea of the proof is quite simple. We first show that to go up to order 
r' we need only use the first 21 terms of the DuHamel expansion; then we show 
we can replace the coefficients of the differential operator by Taylor polynomials, 
and finally, by scaling we evaluate the order in t of any given set of Taylor 
coefficients. Let Ho = - A. 

By scaling, we can suppose that aij(O) = (jl). We set iiI) = aij - (j,j; Y2 = 
- 'D. AiiijOj' YI = Ljbjoj and Yo = c and Y = Yo + YI + Y2 • We define 

':"" = J Yexp[ -(s - SI - s2 ... s",-dHo] Yexp(-sIHo) 
.,~O.L·,:5· 

... Yexp( -s"'_IHo)dsl ... ds"'_1 
, 

bi"" = J e-"-"Ho~""ds 
o 
, 

r,''''' = J e-"-"H~""ds 
o 

so that the DuHamel expansion says that 

'" e-rII - e-,Ho = L (_l)Jb,UI + (-I)",+lr:"'+1) . 
J=I 

We seek operators a:"", c:"", m ~ 0 so that 

(a) a:""(jo = Lj=1 (_l)Jb,UI(jo 
(b) ,:"'+I)(jo = c!ftI'(jo 
(c) c!"" has canonical order (m - 1)/2 and for any f"', ... , fUl in Coo, 

(Adf'I))··. (AdfUl)(c!"") has canonical order (j + m - 1)/2. If we find such opera
tors. then r,'''''(jo = J~ dsexp[ - (t - s)H]c!"'-Il(jo and J~ dsexp[ -It - s)H]C!",-I, 
has canonical order m/2, i.e. 
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III 
e-,II(O, 0) = e-'"o(O,O) + L (-l)jb,U)(O,O) + 0(t lll/2 - n/2-,) , 

j=1 

and we need only obtain asymptotic series for b,w(O, 0). We define a, c inductively 
by 

alO) = o· CIO) = - ~ o.[ii .. o.e-·II ] + (Y + Y. )e-·II , • s ~ I I)' J 1 0 
i.j 

, 
a llll + l ) = allll) - Je-I,-.)lIocllll) 
" . o 

C!III+I) = f {-~ o/[iiij, oje -1.-u)lIoC~III)] + (Yo + Y1)e -1'-U)1I0C~III)} du 
o 10} 

(12.73) 

We leave the inductive verification of (a) - (c) to the reader. 
Now suppose that in (12.73), iii) is replaced by Xtb, where b also vanishes at 

zero. Then one can write 

x bo.e-I.-u)lIocllll)<> = [x [b [o.e-I.-U)lIocllll)]]]<> 
t J u 0 t" J u 0 

and obtain an extra power of t in canonical order. In that way, by using Taylor's 
theorem with remainder, we see that to go to order t' we can replace iiij' b, c by 
finite Taylor approximants. These commutator formulae show that the s inte
grals all converge. By using the explicit form of the integral kernel for exp(tLf), 
one sees that a term with j integrals over s, and jl integrands of o/x"aoj , j2 
integrands of the form XbaOi andj3 of the form xCaUI + j2 .r j3 = j) is of the form 
ctl+I/2111+b+c) where 

j, h h 
a = L (a~ - 2), b = L (b~ - I), c = L c~ 

~=I ~=I ~=I 

If a + b + c is odd, the integral defining c is zero, since there is a symmetry taking 
x to - x, 0/ to - 0i and leaving exp(tH) invariant. Thus, only integral orders enter 
in the expansion. 0 

The above proof makes the expansion seem fairly complicated, and in higher 
order it is; however, we want to illustrate that lower orders are fairly easy to 
compute. 

Theorem 12.58. Let L be the Laplacian on functions for a metric gij on Rn. Then 

e-'L(O,O) = (41tt)-n/2[1 + iRt + 0(t2 )] , 

where R is the scalar curvature at O. 

Proof Pass to normal coordinates. Let Gij;t, = 02gij/oxtox'. So [using the facts 
that detg == 1 and that gil = C;il - tL.,(Gij;t,xtx' + 0(lxI 3 )-the minus sign 
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coming from the fact that gij is the inverse of gij] 

= - A +! L Gi};t,OiXtX'Oj + 0(OiX30,) 
i.i.t.' 

and so (with Ho = - A) 

• 
e-'L(O 0) = (47tt)-ft/2 _.l ~ G. f [e-(·-·,Hoo xtx'o.e-·HO](0 O)ds , 2 L.. I};t' I) , 

I.i.t.' 0 

(12.74) 

Now given any operator A, let 

The factor of (47ttf/2 is chosen so (1). = 1. 
(47tt)ft/2exp( -sHo)(x,O)exp[ -(t - s)Ho](x,O)dftx is a Gaussian measure and a 
simple calculation shows that the exponential term is 

exp[ -tx2/4s(t - s)] 

so that when A is a function of x, it is easy to find (A).; explicitly 

(Xi xi). = C>ij2s(t - s)C I 

( xiXiXtX') = p .. 4s2(t _ S)2C 2 
• I}t' , (12.75) 

where Piit' = C>ijC>t, + C>/tC>j, + C>/IC>jt. Taking derivatives of exp( - sHo)(x, 0) and 
exp[ -(t - s)Ho] (x, 0), and integrating by parts we see that 

(OiXtx'oi) = _(2S)-1 [2(t - S)]-I (Xixtx'xi) 

= -set - S)t- 2Pijt' . 

By (12.9a, b), 

Thus, 

• 
2nd term in (12.74) = (41lt)-ft/2RJ set - s)t- 2ds 

o 

= (41ln-ft/2~Rt , 

proving the theorem. 0 
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Remark. Equation (12.75) says that <.). is essentially the Brownian bridge (see 
[331 ]); the above calculation is again a kind of slightly richer man's path integral. 

Once one has the cutting and pasting results of the next section, the above 
calculation extends to an arbitrary manifold, and 

Corollary 12.59. Let M be a compact orientable Riemann manifold, and let Lo 
be the Laplacian on functions. Let or = JM dx, the volume of M, and K = JM R dx 
the total curvature. Then 

It is a useful exercise to check the above constants to compute the asymptotics 
for a two-dimensional unit sphere with its usual metric. A not entirely trivial 
analysis shows that 

co 
Tr(e-'LO ) = L (2/ + l)e-Il(I+I) = t- I + ! + OCt) (12.76) 

1=0 

or = 41l, and since R has the constant value 2 (R = 2R1221 and R1221 = 1), 
K = (41l)2. 

We close this section with an explanation of the "invariant theory" proof of 
Corollary 12.59; one first remarks, by one's procedure for proving asymptotics 
of the heat kernel, that the coefficient c(x) of tin (41l)-1I/2[1 + c(x)t + 0(t2)] = 
exp( - tLo)(x, x) is linear in the first and second derivatives of g,} at 0, with 
coefficients only depending on dimension (by cutting and pasting). Since c is 
independent of coordinate systems, we can try to compute it in normal coordin
ates. There first derivatives of g vanish, so c must be built from GU•l" By rotation 
invariance, only the contractions L GIj,'i and L Gil;)} can enter. But the second is 
zero by (l2.l9a). Thus, the only invariant one can build is R, i.e, c(x) = an + 
b.R(x). That leaves one the job of computing a" and bn , Since these are universal 
constants, one can try to compute in special cases. We begin by noting a product 
rule: If M = MIx M2 with the product metric, then exp( - tL)(O, 0) is a product, 
and R = RI + R 2 • This yields a relation on an" an2 and an,+n2' and similarly for 
the b's. Taking M = M{, we find that an} = jan and b" = bIll' Reversing the roles 
of n andj, we see that b. = b} all n,j and an/n = a}/j. Finally, one computes for a 
2-sphere ofradius p and standard metric and finds R = 2/p2 and c(x) = 1/3p2 
so a2 = 0, b2 = 1/6. 

To an analyst, the above proof is somewhat unsatisfactory. Normally one 
does a general computation and calculates a special case to check arithmetic. 
It is one thing to find a clever way of doing a calculation, and quite another 
to avoid it altogether! In the above case where the direct calculation is not sO 
bad, this approach is not reasonable. If one had to do the cancellations in 
L (t)" Tr[exp( - tLp)] by hand, the invariant theory approach would be reason
able, and indeed, this approach to the general index theorem is exactly that used 
by Gilkey [132-134] and Atiyah, Bott and Patodi [18]. However, with the 
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Berezin-Patodi formula, one can compute str[exp( - tL)(x, x)] directly, and it 
seems clearer to do this computation than to avoid it. 

While the cancellations will be made in general with the Berezin-Patodi 
formula, in principle one can do it by hand. For n = 2, we have just seen that 

The reader should do the asymptotics for exp( - tL I) and find that 

tr[e-'L,(O,O)] - (41tl)-1(2 - itR) 

and so find that (following McKean and Singer [240]) 

str[e-·L(O,O)] - (4n)-IR 

and thereby prove the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 

12.7 Cutting and Pasting 

Our goal in this section is to prove the following result: 

Theorem 12.60. Let M be an orientable Riemann manifold with metric g. Let 
U, c M be a coordinate neighborhood of m and T: U~ - RV a coordinate map 
with T(m) = O. Let g be a metric on RV so that goT = g (in the sense that if T. 
is the induced map of T(U~) to T(RV), then g(T.X, T. Y) = g(X, Y) for X, Y 
vector fields over U~). Let L be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on N(M) and 
i the Laplace-Beltrami operator on N(RV). Then lIexp( - tL)(m, m) -
exp( - tl)(O, 0)11 = O(tt) for all k. 

Before proving this, we note that with path integral (or other) methods, one 
can actually prove the difference is O(exp( - eft» for suitable c > 0; we only need 
that it is O(t') for some E: > O. This result says we need only consider heat kernels 
on R"; e.g. Corollary 12.54, Theorem 12.57 and Theorem 12.58 immediately 
extend to M from R". We also note that the same proof relates exp( - tB) and 
exp( -tB). 

Proof of Tizeorem 12.60. We use the maps I~(f): N(M) - N(R") defined in 
(12.67). Let f, Iz E C'J(M) with f == I near m, h == I in a neighborhood of supp f 
and supp Iz c U~. We begin by looking at exp( - tl)/~(Iz) - 1~(Iz)exp( - tL). 
Let C. = exp( -(t - s)l)/~(Iz)exp( - sL). So we are interested in Co - C1 = 
- g (d/ds) C •• i.e. 

e-d:'I,(lI) _ 1~(lI)e-'L = JAe-(,-·'i{l~(h)L -lI,.(lI)}e-·Lds . 

By the relation of g and g. 1,.(Iz)L - ll,(Iz) is a first-order differential operator 
with coefficients depending only on derivatives of Iz. In particular. since these 
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derivatives have supports disjoint from f, 

has canonical order 00 by Corollary 12.56. Thus, by Proposition 12.50, 
exp( - tl)l~(h)f - l~(h)exp( - tL)f has canonical order 00_ Multiply by l~(f)* on 
the left and use l~(h)f = l~(f), l~(f) *l~(h) = f and find that 

l~(f)*e-ril~(f) - fe-·Lf 

has canonical order 00, Thus, the integral kernel at (m, m) is O(tt) for all k. 0 

The reader familiar with scattering theory will note a Cook-type argument is 
used above. 

12.8 Completion of the Proof of the Gauss-Ronnet-Chern 
Theorem 

We can now put together all the elements and prove Theorem 12.14. We begin 
with Theorem 12.20, which allowed us to write L acting globally on A*(W) in 
normal coordinates centered at 0 by 

L = Bo + R(4)(0) + A(2) + A(4) , 

where A(2) and A(4) obey the vanishing conditions given by Theorem 12.20. Let 
L# = Bo + R(4)(0) and let (C)n denote the part of an operator C on I\~ with n 
a*'s and n a's when expanded via C = L C,.Ja1aJ' Then we claim that 

(12.77) 

[it then automatically follows that it is O(t)]. Expand both exp( - tL #) and 
exp( - tL) as perturbations of exp( - tBo) using a DuHamel expansion. To get n 
a's in a term of order q, we need I[R4 (0) + A(4)J terms andjA(2) terms where 1 + 
j = q, 21 + j ~ n (with more than n a's and a*'s we will get out a~ .... . n}atl. .... n} 
terms by using the commutation relations). Since A2 has canonical order -1 and 
R4(0) + A(4) has order 0, we have that the order of this term in the DuHamel 
expansion is (by Proposition 12.50), q - (j/2) = 1 + (j/2) ~ (nI2). Thus, except 
for terms with 21 + j exactly equal to n, we have terms of order t I12 -. or greater. 
The terms which differ for Land L # have at least one A(2) term or one A(4)' The 
part of the A(2) term with no derivative is already of order + 1 more than we 
computed above. The others have a coefficient vanishing at 0, so by the com
mutator trick we have used many times already, we can find an operator 
which has order 1 higher which yields the same answer applied to 150 , Thus, 
(12.77) holds. 

Notice that Bo acts only on functions and R(4)(0) only on the vectorial 
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component so Bo and R(4)(0) commute and 

str(e -tL" (0,0)) = e -tBo(O, O)str(e -tR(4)(0)) • 

Now, exp( - tBo)(O, 0) = (4nt)-t[l + OCt)] and the first term in the expansion of 
exp[ - tR(4)(0)] involving n a's has order k, so 

str(e-tR(4)(0)) = (~:)" str[R(4)(0),,] + O(tHI ) . 

Thus, 

str[e-tL"(O,O)] = (-l)t(4n)-t(k!)-1 str[R(4)(0),,] + OCt) . 

Thus. we are reduced to computing str[R(4)(0),,] and so the proof is completed 
by the second of the lemmas below. 0 

Lemma 12.61. str[(a~aJ.a:la'l)(aG ... a'k)] is zero unless (il,kl,iz, ... , k,) and 
(j1./1' ·z, .. ·, It) are permutations of {t, ... , n} and str[a:(Oa"(I)a:(Z)a .. (2)'" 

a:(O,a .. (n,] = (- W( -I)". 

Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of the Berezin-Patodi 
formula (Theorem 12.9). As for the second, the Berezin-Patodi formula says that 
the supertrace of terms coming from {a:UI' a .. (/)} is zero, so since there are 
(n - I) + (n - 2) + ... = n(n - 1)/2 anticommutations 

str[a:(I)a"(I)'" a:(O)a .. (O)] 

= (_I)0(O-o/z str[a:(I)'" a:(n)a"(1)'" a .. (O)] 

Next, we note that 

a .. (1,'" a .. (o) = (-I)"a l ... ao 

a:(I"" a:(n, = (-I)"aT ... a: = (-1)"( _I)0(O-II/Za: ... aT 

= (-1)"( _l)0(n-II/Z(a l ... ao)· . 

Since (_1)0 = I, Theorem 12.9 yields the required result. 0 

Lemma 12.62. 

str[R(4,(0)t] = 2-t L (-I)" R"(I),,(z'"(I)''(Z,''' R,,(n-I),,(n) .. (o-I) .. (n) . 
"." 

Proof. By the last lemma and definition of R(4, 

str[R(4,(0)t] = L (-1)"( -I)"R"(I'''(I)''(Z,,,(Z, 
"." 
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Fix (1 and n(3), ... , n(n) and consider the sum over the two choices of 1l( I), n(2). 
We then have, withj = (1(1),1 = (1(2), 

Rijtl - Rtjil = Rijtl + Rjtil = - Rtijl 

= !(Ritjl - Rtijl ) , 

where we have used the various symmetry properties of R. Thus, 

str[R(4,(O)t] 

= L (_I)If( -1)'TtR If(l,If(2"r(l,a(2,]R If(3,a(3,If(4,a(4,'" R If(n-lIa(n-lIlr(n-lIlr(n, 
If.a 

Repeating the above calculation for each factor of R from R lralra to R lrlraa , We 

obtain the claimed result. 0 

12.9 Mehler's Formula 

These final two sections are intended as an introduction to more general index 
theorems than the GBC theorem. The key input one needs to go beyond GBC 
is a formula known as Mehler's formula, originally found by Mehler in connec
tion with generating functions for Hermite polynomials, but in modem language 
it is the formula for the integral kernel of exp( - tH) where 

d2 
H = -- + x 2 - 1 (12.78) 

dx2 

on L 2(IR, dx) is the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian. 
The discovery by Hirzebruch of various special cases of what would become 

the general Atiyah-Singer index theorem introduced in various contexts some 
hyperbolic functions, or more properly, finite truncations of their Taylor series. 
When Patodi [274] extended his proof of GBC to a more complicated case of 
the index theorem-the Riemann-Roch-Hirzebruch theorem, he obtained the 
hyperbolic functions "by hand", and it appears that the difficulty in that case 
dissuaded him from trying to extend his approach to the more general index 
theorem (in addition, it was not known until later [18] that one could obtain the 
general index theorem from the index theorem for twisted Dirac complexes-in 
fact, it is only for these twisted Dirac complexes that the direct heat kernel proof 
has been made to work). 

It was Getzler [129] who realized that one could easily get the hyperbolic 
functions from Mehler's formula. To some extent, this was implicit in the earlier 
work on supersymmetric proofs in that their proofs obtain hyperbolic functions 
via a calculation of a "boson determinant" in a path integral, and it is known 
that such determinants are also the key to one proof of Mehler's formula. In any 
event, this way of thinking of Mehler's formula emphasizes why it can be viewed 
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as the third supersymmetric element of our proof: It is a kind of boson analog 
of the Berezin-Patodi formula. For this reason, we will give a proof of Mehler's 
formula, essentially due to Simon and Hoegh-Krohn [344], which emphasizes the 
fermion/boson analog. There are three shorter alternate proofs which we sketch 
afterwards. We begin by stating Mehler's formula: 

Theorem 12.63. Let H be the operator (12.78). Then exp( - tH) has the integral 
kernel 

Q,(X,Y) = 1l- IIZ (1 - e-4')-1I2exp[ -F,(x,y)] , 

F,(x,Y):= (I - e-4,)-IU(1 + e- 4,)(xZ + y2) - 2e- Z,xy] 

In particular, Theorem 12.63 says that 

Q,(O,O) = e'[(21l)sinh(2t)r I12 , 

(12.79a) 

(12.79b) 

(12.80) 

which will be the source of hyperbolic functions. The proof we will give first 
exploits the boson analogs ofthe fermion creation/annihilation operators a* and 
a. The reader already familiar with the creation operator analysis ofthe harmonic 
oscillator and not worried about domain subtleties may skip to the end of the 
proof of Proposition 12.65. 

We define 

b= ~(X+d~)' 

bt = ~( X - :X) . 

(12.8Ia) 

(12.8Ib) 

Unlike a and a* which are bounded (in fact, essentially defined on a finite 
dimensional space), band b t are unbounded, so we need to specify domains. 
Initially, at least, we will define them as operators with domain S(IR), the Schwarz 
space. It is trivial to see that band b t map S to itself and that band b t are related 
by (!p, br/l) = (b t!p, r/I) for all !p, r/I E S. Shortly, we will see that their closures are 
each other's adjoint. As operators on S, band b t obey 

( 12.82) 

It is precisely the similarity to the fermion relation {a, a*} = 1 that leads one to 
think of b as the boson analog of a. 

Proposition 12.64. (a) The operator H of (12.78) is essentially self-adjoint on S. 
Henceforth, H denotes the closure of(12.78) on S. 

(b) D(b) = D(bt) = Q(H) 

(c) (b)* = (b t), (h t)* = b . 
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Proof (a) This has many distinct proofs, of which we mention three! First, one 
can appeal to general theorems concerning positive potentials like Theorem 1.14. 
Second, one can exploit the known solutions of Hu = Eu. To be able to avoid 
parabolic cylinder functions, we take E = 0, so that the differential equation 
Hu = 0 has the solutions 

.Qo(x) = n-I/4e-x2/2 

I/Io(x) = xex2/ 2 • (12.83) 

The factor of n- I/4 is put in (12.83) so that J~\, .QO(X)2 dx = I. Thus, any L2 

distributional solution of Hu = 0 has u = e.Qo and it follows that [Ran H ~ S] = 
{ulu = e.Qo}l. Thus,givenfeD(H·), we.can find u in D(H) and e so H·f = Hu + 
e.Qo· Taking inner products with.Qo implies e = O. Thus, H·(f - u) = 0 so f = 
u + e.Qo, and thus f e D(H), i.e. if is self-adjoint. The third proof of (a) uses the 
N-representation of S ([292], Appendix to Sect. V.3) and is left as an exercise to 
the reader. 

(b) We begin with the formula, easy to check on S, 

H = 2bt b . 

Thus, 

211bcpll2 = (cp,Hcp) , 

and by (12.82), 

211b t cpll2 = (cp,(H + 2)cp) . 

(12.84) 

(12.85) 

From this we conclude that on S the Q(H)-form norm is equivalent to the graph 
norms of b t or of b. Since S is a core for H, it is a form core for H, and so the 
closure results follow. 

(c) The proof is a variant of the second proof of (a). If (b t)·u = 0, then, in 
distributional sense u' = -xu, so u' is locally L2 and so u is continuous. Thus, 
u is C l in classical sense and thus u = e.Qo. Similarly, if b·u = 0, one sees that 
u = e exp(x2/2) and thus, since this u is not in U, we see that b·u = 0 has no 
solution. 

Next, note that by (12.85), IIbtcpli ~ IIcpli and so Ranbf is closed. Since 
Ker(bt ). i:-Je.Qo}, we see that Ranbt = {e.Qo}.!. Thus, given cpeD(b·), we can 
find f e D(b ) so b· cp = bf f + e.Qo. Taking inner products with .Qo, we see that 
e = 0 and then that b·(cp - f) = O. Thus, cp = f lies in D«(bl». Thus, bf = b·. 
Taking adjoints (b t ). = b. 0 

Henceforth, we use b for the closure of the operator on S, and since b t is just 
b·, we start using b· rather than bt . 

Proposition 12.6S. Define 



Then 

(a) {.on}:O=o are an orthonormal basis for U(R,dx), 
(b) H.on = (2n).on, 
(c) Spec(H) = {0,2,4, ... }. 
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Proof On S, it is easy to see, on account of(l2.82) and (12.84), that [H, b·] = 2b· 
or Hb· = b·(H + 2). Since H.oo = 0, one immediately obtains (b). This shows dis
tinct .o;s are orthogonal. To check normalization, we compute, using (12.85), that 

so by induction.on = n- I/2b·.on_1 is normalized. 
Next we check (c). We will exploit supersymmetry ideas! Form the Hilbert 

space U ES L 2 and let 

Q = (~ ~) 
on the domain Q(H) ES Q(H). By Proposition 12.64, Q is self-adjoint. Thus, Q 
commutes with spectral projections of 

It follows that 

bE(2.1J)(H) = E(2.{J)(H + 2)b . 

Since Ker b = E{o}(H), we see that if E(2.{J)(H + 2) = ° and 01l(~, P), then 
E(2.{J)(H) = 0. Taking (~,P) = (0,2) and using H ~ 0, we conclude that E(O.2)(H) = 
0. Then, by induction, we see that E(2n.2n+2)(H) = 0. This proves (c). 

It remains to prove completeness or equivalently that each point 2n in spec (H) 
is an eigenvalue of multiplicity 1. For n = 0, we note that H<{J = ° implies 
(<{J,H<{J) == IIb<{J1I2 = 0, which implies that b<{J = 0. This O.D.E. we have already 
solved, and since its only solution is <(J = c.oo, zero has multiplicity 1. For general 
n, one proceeds by induction. If H<{J = 2n<{J, then the commutation relations show 
that H(b<{J) = (2n - 2)(b<{J), so by induction, b<{J = C.on-I' Thus, <{J = (2n)-' H<{J = 
(2n)-1 b·(b<{J) = c' b·.on-' = c".on' 0 

Next, we define operators :xn: called the "Wick-ordered product" by writing 
x = (J2)-'(b + b·) expanding (b + b·r and rewriting any monomial bill ... bill 
withjb's and (n - j)blll's as (b· r-JbJ, i.e. we define 

n 

:xn : = r n/2 L (j)(b·)n-JbJ . (12.86) 
J=O 

Proposition 12.66. (a) :xn: is the operator of multiplication by a function which 
we also denote by :xn:, 
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(b) :x": Qo is an unnormalized eigenfunction of H with eigenvalue 2n. 
II :x": Qo II = 2-"12(n!)1/2, 

(c) 'x"' = x·x"-l. -! ~·x"-l. .. . . 2dx' ., 

(d) :x": = x" + polynomial in x of degree n - 2, 
(e) :x": are the orthogonal polynomials for the measure exp( - x2 ). 

Proof (a) and (c): By the definition, we see that 

:x": = 21/2(b*:x"-I: + :x"-I:b) 

= X:X"-I: + [:x"-I:,r I/2 b] 

By induction, this shows that :x": is a multiplication operator, since [J, b] = 
- r I /2f'. Moreover, we immediately see the relation (c). 

(d) This follows by induction from (c), 
(b) and (e): By (12.86), 

:x": Qo = r"12(b*)"Qo = r"12 jn!Q". 

Thus, (b) is proven, and the orthogonality of the Q" implies that, for n =/; m 

J:x"::x"':(QJ)dx = O. 0 

Statement (e) tells us that the Wick-ordered polynomials :x": are precisely 
the classical Hermite polynomials. From the relation (c), one easily writes down 
the first few :x": explicitly: 

Here are some additional useful properties of the :x": 

Proposition 12.67. (a) (Qo, :x": Qo) = 0 , 
d 

(b) dx :x": = n :X"-I: , 

(c) :x": = X:X"-I: - ten - I):X"-2: 

Proof Statement (a) is just a special case of (e) of Proposition 12.66 and (c) follows 
from (c) of Proposition 12.66 and (b) of the present proposition. That means we 
need only prove (b). We do this by induction; n = 1 is obvious. By (c) of the last 
propositions and induction: 

d d 
-:x": = d-[X:X"-I: - ten - 1):x"-2:] 
dx x 

= :X"-I: + (n - 1)[ X:X"-2: - ~ ddx :X"-2=J 

= n:x"-I:. 0 
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We note that (a), (b) inductively determine :xft:. 
Now we define the Wick-ordered exponential (a generating function for the 

Hermite functions) by 

00 
:exp(tx): = L (n!)-I tft :xft : . (12.87) 

ft=O 

Proposition 12.68. (a) For any t in C,(12.87) converges uniformly in x on compact 
subsets of ( - 00, (0). 

(b) The convergence takes place locally in the C'-topology. 
(c) :exp(tx): = exp(tx - it2 ) • 

Proof We will show that r.,oo=o(n!)-'tft:xft:Do converges uniformly on all of R. 
A Sobolev estimate implies 

1111100 ~ c(lIf' 112 + 111112) ~ c(1I Hl/21 II 2 + II I ill) 

~ c(IIHIII2 + 111112) . 

Thus, 

from which the required uniform convergence follows. 
(b) By the same Sobolev estimate, one can show that 

(c) By (b), we can interchange the infinite sum and d/dx. 
Since (d/dx) :xft: = n :xft - I: we see that I(t, x) == :exp(tx): obeys 

d 
dx/(t,x) = tf(t,x) . 

Since 

·x ft + l . = (x -! ~) ·x ft . " 2 dx .. , 

we see that 

:,f(t,X) = (x - ~ :x)/(t,X) 

= (x - tt)/(t, x) 

(12.88) 

by (12.88). Since 1(0, x) = I, we obtain the desired result by integrating this 
differential equation. 0 
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The last element we need in the proof of Theorem 12.63 is 

Proposition 12.69. Let ;. = :exp sx: Do. Then 

Proof. The same proof used for uniform convergence (only easier) shows that 
(12.87) applied to Do converges in U. Since 

we see that 
00 

e-,H(:expsx:Do) = L (n!fl(se- 2')ft:xft:Do 
ft=O 

= :exp(se-2,)x: Do· 0 

First Proof of Theorem 12.63. Since H has eigenvalues 2n, exp( - tH) is 
Hilbert Schmidt, and thus it has an integral kernel, Q,(x, y). Let G,(x, y) = 
Q,(x, y)Do(xfIDo(Y) so that 

[e-,H("Do)] (x) = Do (x) J G,(x, y),,(y)dy . 

By Proposition 12.68(c), Proposition 12.69 can be rephrased as saying that 

J G,(x,y)ei.ty dy = exp[i(e-2's)x]exp[ -1s2(1 - e-4,)] • 

Thus, by taking inverse Fourier transforms (one can explicitly compute Fourier 
transforms of Gaussians), one obtains an explicit formula for G, and so for Q,. 
This formula yields (12.79). 0 

We will sketch three alternate proofs of Theorem 12.63! 

Second Proof of Theorem 12.63. This is a variant of a proof of Doob [89]; 
where he uses Stochastic processes, we exploit the Trotter product formula; see 
Simon [331] for more details. The integral kernels of exp[t(d 2/dx 2 )] and 
exp( - tx2 ) both are Gaussian. Since a partial integral of Gaussians is Gaussian, 
{exp[tn- l(d/dx 2 )]exp( - tx2 n-1 W has a Gaussian integral kernel. Since a limit 
of Gaussians is Gaussian, the Trotter product formula implies that Q,(x, y) is 
Gaussian. Let A,(x, y) = Do(x)Do(y)Q,(x, y) which is also Gaussian. Clearly 

J A,(x,y)dxdy = (Do,e-rHDo) = I , 

so A,(x,y)dxdy is a Gaussian probability measure. We can determine A, by 
computing the 2 x 2 matrix a with 

all = fX2A,(X,y)dxdy; a22 = fy2A,(x,y)dxdy 

a21 = a12 = fxyA,(x,y)dxy 
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and inverting it (see e.g. [331]). But 

IXII = 1X22 = (x2Uo,e-rHUo) = (x 2UO'UO) = t 
1Xl2 = 1X21 = (xUo,e-rHxUo) = e-2'(x2Uo,Uo) = te- 2' , 

since xUo is an eigenfunction of H. Inverting IX will introduce terms involving 
det IX = [I - exp( -4t)]/4 which explains where the prefactors come from. Arith
metic yields (12.79). 0 

Third Proof of Theorem 12.63. This is the algebraist's proof. It depends on the 
fact that the Lie algebra generated by x2 and p2 is the Lie algebra sl(2, R) 
associated to the group of 2 x 2 real unimodular matrices. This is no coincidence. 
SL(2, R) is also the group of symplectic matrices, and so of linear canonical 
transformations in classical mechanics; the quantum theories associated with p2, 
x 2, etc. are quantum linear canonical transformations. For each linear dynamics, 
quantum expectation values obey the classical equations of motion. For more 
on this point of view, see Hagedorn, Loss and Slawny [148]. 

To be explicit, define the operators p = - id/dx and 

A = ~(Xp + px) B = ix2 C = ip2 , 

so we have the commutation relations 

[A,B] = 2B [A,C] = -2C [B,C] = -4A 

The two by two matrices 

obey the same commutation relations. It is simple matrix theory to write 
exp[(t(B - l')] in terms of exp[s(A}], exp(uB) and exp(vl') and so since only 
algebra is involved, exp[t(B + C)] in terms of exp(sA), exp(uB) and exp(vC). 
Since these operators have explicit integral kernels, we obtain a formula for 
Q,(x, y) for t pure imaginary and small. By analytic continuation, one obtains 
(12.79). 0 

Last Proof of Theorem 12.63. This is the shortest, but probably least satisfactory 
proof. Q, is explicitly given in (12.79). It is straightforward to check that Q, ..... 
<5(x - y) as t!O and the Q, obeys the required differential equation. This can be 
used to show it must be the correct integral kernel. D 

For the application in the next section, we will need to generalize Theorem 
12.63 in several ways. The first step is to replace H by -.1 + LAlixiXi. Then, 

e-'H(O,O) = (47tt)-n/2 {det[(2t jA)-1 sinh(2t jA)]} -1/2 • (12.89) 
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For, by Theorem 12.63, 

exp [ - t ( - ::2 + X2) }O, 0) = [2n sinh(2t)] -112 

A simple scaling argument then shows that 

exp [ -t( -::2 + W 2 X 2)}0,0) = [2nw-1sinh(2wt)r 112 

By separation of variables 

exp [ - t ( - J + it. wixf) }O, 0) = (4ntr n/2 it. [(2tW;)-1 sinh(2twi)rl/2 . 

By diagonalizing A, this yields (12.89). 
We need to be a little more precise about the analytic structure of 

det[(2t.jA)-1 sinh(2t.jA)]. We first note that since 

is an entire function of x 2, we have that 

(2t.jA)-l sinh(2t.jA) = 1 +it2A +f,t4 A 2 ... 

is an analytic function of A. Since 

det(l + y) = 1 + Tr(y) - t[Tr(y2) - Tr(y)2] + ... 

is analytic in y near y = 0, we see that 

(12.90) 

(12.91) 

Proposition 12.70. {det[(2t.jAr1 sinh(2t.jA)]} -1/2 is analytic about t = ° and 
it equals 1 + t 2f1 (A) + t4f2(A) + ... + t 2mfm(A) + ... , where fm is a polynomial 
in the matrix elements of A homogeneous of degree m. 

For example, using (12.90,91) and 

(I + yrl/2 = I - ty + b 2 + ... , 

we see that 

f1(A) = -!LAj/' 
i 

Thus, {det[ ... ]} is shorthand for some rather complicated functions of the Aij' 

Now we are interested in a situation where, in fact. the full Mehler formula 
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may not hold. Rather than consider scalar valued functions on Rn, we consider 
vector valued functions (with values in V, a finite dimensional vector space) on 
Rn and the operator - A + L AijX i xi where the Ai) are operators in .2"( V) not 
necessarily commuting. What we require is that, in a sense we will make precise, 
Mehler's formula gives the correct leading behavior for exp( - tH)(O, 0). To even 
explain what one means by this, we must restrict to a rather specific situation 
which is close to the situation relevant for the next section. 

Thus, let n = 2k and let V be a complex vector space of dimension 2t. On V 
we let {Y,,}:=l be the Dirac matrices described in Sect. 12.2. We call this structure 
a spin space. As we proved there, .2"(V) is spanned by the set of YA == Y" •... Y"" if 
A = {Jll' ... ' Jlp} C {I, ... , n} with Jll < ... < Jlp. Let .2"p(V) denote the span of 
those YA with # (A) = p so .2"(V) = E9 p .2"p(V). Given any operator BE .2"(V), we 
write BpE .2"p(V) for its components in this direct sum decomposition. We also 
define 

We want to consider the case where the Ai) lie in .2" S4(V), There are techni
cal problems which arise if one considers -A + LAijXiX) because the Xi are 
unbounded. These must be irrelevant to the applications we have in mind where 
Xi x j occurs as a Taylor approximation to a bounded function, so we modify Xi 

to make it bounded. 

Theorem 12.71. Fix n = 2k and let V be the spin space of dimension 2t. Let 
{Aij}lSi.jSn be a family of operators in .2"S4(V) with Aij = Aji . Let gi(X) be 
bounded CX> functions with bounded derivatives so that gi(X) = Xi in a neighbor
hood of X = O. Let H be the operator H = - A + Li.j Aijgi(X)gj(x). Then, for 
OS;ps;n 

lim (4n)n/2,l/2(n-P)[e-IH(0, O)]p = 0 if p ¥= 0 (mod 4) , 
,.1.0 

= [fp/4(A)]p if p == 0 (mod 4) , 

where Im(') are the polynomials in Aij defined by Proposition 12.70. 

(12.92a) 

(l2.92b) 

Remarks. (I) The quantity Ip/4 is a polynomial of degree pj4. Since .2"p(V) x 
~(V) c .2" S(p+q)' Ip/4(A) is a sum of objects in !t/ with Is; p. By [fp/4(A)]p, we 
mean its .2"p component. 

(2) If BE.2"p and C E ~ and p is even, then BC - C B lies in .2" S(p+q- 2) so 
[fp/4(A)]p is independent of any questions of ordering of factors due to the 
noncommutativity ofthe Aij. It is essentially for this reason that the noncommu
tative nature of the Ai) does not spoil the asymptotic result here. 

Proof. Since L Aijgj(x)gj(x):= W is a bounded function, we can expand the semi
group via a DuHamel expansion with remainder and use the canonical order 
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calculus to control the remainder: 

t 

e-tH(O,O) = e'A(O, 0) + J eU-S)A(O, x) W(x)eSA(x, 0) + ... 
o 

We see that there is a term of order t- nl2 in .!I'o. A term with m factors of W, by 
the commutator arguments, has an extra factor of order tm from the W's in 
addition to the factor from the integral. Hence, there is a term of order t-nl2 t 2 in 
.!I'~4' of order t- nl2 t4 in .!I'~8' From this, the result for p =1= Omod4 is immediate. 
To get the p == 0 (mod 4) result, we need only note that on the order of .!I'P' 

multiplication is commutative and the terms will look exactly like they do in the 
case when Aij are numbers where we know the limit is f pI4(A). 0 

There is a final complication which will lead us to the situation we require 
in the next section. Rather than want - ,1 + x 2, we want (- iV - AX)2 for a rather 
special class of A that make the cross terms irrelevant. As a warm-up, we consider 
the case of a constant magnetic field in three dimensions. In the azimuthal gauge 
the Hamiltonian has the form 

H = (-iV -!B x X)2 . (12.93) 

If B = (0,0, B) and p = J x 2 + y2, then (12.93) becomes 

H = - ,1 + !B2 p2 - BL= , 

where L= generates rotations about the z axis. Notice that Lz commutes with 
both - ,1 and p2, so 

with n = -,1 + iB2p2. But exp( +tBLz)"o = "0' so 

e -IH (0,0) = e -Iii (0,0) ; 

that is, the cross terms are irrelevant as claimed. 
We can therefore state the final theorem of this section which will be needed 

in the next: 

Theorem 12.72. Fix n = 2k and let V be the spin space of dimension 2·. Let 
{Cij} 1 ~i.j~n be a family of operators in .!I' ~ 2( V) with Cij = - Cji, Ci1 = - Cij' Let 
gi(X) be bounded e L functions with bounded derivatives so that gi(X) = Xi in a 
neighborhood of x = O. Let H be the operator 

H = -~[i\ -~Cijgj(X)J . 

Let Aij = rt C::Ctj . Then exp( - tH) obeys (12.92). 

Proof Let n:= - ,1 + r Aijgi(X)gj(x):= - ,1 + Wand let 
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B = LOj[Cjjgix)] + [CjJgJ(x)]Oj and 
I.j 

8 = LOI[Cijxj] + [xJCIJ]OI . 
I.J 

Notice that 8 commutes with -A. A simple calculation using the antisym
metry of the C's shows that if the C's commute, then 8 commutes with W. In 
general it does not, but the same computations and [!t' ~ 2'!t' ~4] s;; !t' ~4 shows 
that 

[8, W] S;; !t' ~4 • (12.94) 

Now expand exp( - tH) in a DuHamel expansion with B + Was the pertur
bation. We need only show that any term with a B does not contribute to the 
leading order of [exp( - tH)(O, O)]p' The kind of simple commutation argument 
we have used so far shows that the B terms contribute no more than the W terms: 
Explicitly, each two y's in B introduce one order of perturbation theory (a factor 
of t), one oJ (a factor of t- 1/2 ) and one factor of x J (a factor of t 1/2 in a naive 
commutator) so py's yield p/2 factors of t. 

We will obtain extra factors to make the terms vanish to leading order as 
follows: First, we can replace B by 8. The errors are of order x'" for any m, and 
so by the commutator calculus, they contribute O(t"') for all m to the diagonal 
integral kernel. Since 8t5o = 0, we can, as usual, write the commutator of 8 with 
a product of semigroups exp( + sIA), factors of 8 and factors of W. 8, by construc
tion, commutes with exp(sjA) and 8. In the commutator of 8 and W, we preserve 
the total order offactors of XI and 01 (namely 8 has one XI' one 01 for order t 1/2 C 1/2 

and W has x~ for order (t I/2 )2; the commutator has xf for order (t 1/2 )2). However, 
by (12.94), we also decrease the number of y's by 2 so that the term no longer 
contributes to the leading order. 0 

12.10 Introduction to the Index Theorem for Dirac Operators 

In this final section, we will make some remarks on the proof of the index theorem 
for Dirac and twisted Dirac operators. The latter result is particularly significant 
because it was proven by Atiyah, Bott and Patodi [18] that it implies the general 
Atiyah-Singer index theorem. Indeed, when Getzler [135] and Bismut [49] claim 
to prove the general index theorem, they really mean that they have proven the 
special case oftwisted Dirac operators. Since the argument in [18] is not analytic, 
this means that we are still not in possession of direct analytic proof of the general 
index theorem. It would be extremely interesting to find such a direct proof, 
perhaps using some variant of the ideas of this chapter. 

Since we do not wish to make an already lengthy chapter even longer, we will 
not try to describe the notion of spin structures, their natural connections and 
the precise definition of a twisted Dirac operator. Rather, we will be very sketchy, 
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emphasizing how to use the ideas of the last section to replace a scaling argument 
in Getzler's paper. The reader may consult the papers of Getzler and Bismut and 
the references therein for further details. 

As usual, M will be a compact, Riemannian manifold of dimension n = 2k. 
Under suitable topological restriction on M, one can build over M a natural 
vector bundle of spinors of dimension 2·. It is very important that this bundle is 
complex, that is, the fibers are complex vector spaces and not merely real ones; 
indeed, we have given the dimension as a complex space. There exist operators 
y,,(x) acting on the fiber of the bundle at the point x where J.l runs from I to n. 
These operators generalize the Dirac operators described in Sect. 12.2. In 
particular, they obey the anticommutation relations 

{y,,(x), y.(x)} = g" •. (12.95) 

One can define a covariant derivative V" acting on spinor valued functions. As 
for the case ofform-valued functions and the covariant derivative defined in Sect. 
12.1, V" has a term involving derivatives of coordinate functions and a term 
involving something like a Riemann-Christoffel symbol; explicitly, 

(12.96) 

where r is a relative of the Riemann-Christoffel symbol (actually with an extra 
factor of t since "a spinor is only half a vector"). 

On the bundle of spinors there is a basic operator which we will denote by 
". It is the analog of what, in the usual four-dimensional Dirac theory, is Ys' The 
operator" is just the product of the ny's divided by J det g. Thus, ,,2 = 
(_l)n(n-11l2. If the y's are suitably defined and the spinor bundle can be defined, 
then" is independent of coordinate system. It plays the role that ( - lY' plays in 
the GBC theory presented above. The operator" anticommutes with each of the 
y's and so with the Dirac operator 

(12.97) 

The covariant derivative is defined in such a way that it> is self-adjoint. 
If k is even, i.e. n is divisible by 4, then" has eigenvalues ± I and the space 

of spinors naturally decomposes into two subspaces on which" is I, and on 
which" is - I. Since" anticommutes with 1), the usual supersymmetry argument 
is applicable and all nonzero eigenvalues of L == - 1)2 are doubled. The index of 
1) is defined to be the difference of the dimensions of the kernel of L on even 
spinors and on odd spinors. The doubling of the eigenvalues therefore yields the 
familiar heat kernel formula 

(12.98) 

In following the path we used in the GBC case, one must begin with the analog 
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of the Weitzenbock formula. The commutation properties of the y's easily pro
vide a formula for L as a sum of a Bochner-type Laplacian and a curvature term. 
The curvature term, not surprisingly, is a multiple of 

(12.99) 

but the anticommutation properties of the y's and the antisymmetry properties 
of the curvature tensor conspire to gobble up the y's. That is, this curvature has 
no y terms-rather, it acts as a scalar on spinors; in fact, the scalar is just a 
multiple of the scalar curvature. Since the direct curvature term has no y's, it will 
contribute nothing to the supertrace of the heat kernel when one makes a 
DuHamel expansion of this kernel and so, for purposes of computing the index, 
one can safely ignore it. 

The fact that this direct curvature is irrelevant represents the first major dif
ference from the GBC situation. There is a second, even more important dif
ference. The covariant derivative in each case represents a term of zeroth order 
in a's or y's with one derivative and a term with no derivatives but two a's (one 
a and one a*) or y's. However, to contribute to the supertrace one needs 2n a's 
(n a's and n a*'s) but only ny's. If one repeats the analysis which, in the GBC 
case, showed that the Riemann-Christoffel symbol did not matter so long as it 
vanished to first order at the point of interest (normal coordinates), one finds 
that because fewer y's are needed, one must keep the first-order terms in the 
Riemann-Christoffel r symbol, but can drop the higher-order terms. Since these 
first-order terms are essentially the curvature, the canonical order calculus allows 
one to replace L by 

l = - L9"·(a" - Lr"nllx"yllyll)(a. - Lr.nllx"yllyll) , 

" 
(12.100) 

where r is a close relative of the curvature. The reader will now recognize an 
operator precisely ofthe form studied in Theorem 12.72. Mehler's formula allows 
one to figure out a precise expression for the index of the Dirac operator. The 
object obtained by keeping the leading order of the various factors of numbers 
of y's is essentially what is called the A--genus. 

A twisted Dirac operator is associated with a bundle which is locally just a 
tensor product of the spinor bundle and an auxiliary bundle. When one makes 
the detailed analysis, the curvature of the auxiliary bundle contributes to the 
direct curvature term so we obtain a term much like the exp( - t R4 ) in the GBC 
analysis. This combination is essentially the so-called complete Chern class of 
the auxiliary bundle. What results is a formula for the index of twisted Dirac 
operators which combines the A-genus of the manifold and the Chern class of 
the auxiliary bundle. 
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